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ATTACHMENTS:
1.
Recirculated Final Environmental Impact Report (Planning Commissioners Only.
Available via https://www.mynevadacounty.com/512/Planning-Department )
2.
Resolution to Certify the Adequacy of the Boca Quarry Expansion Project Recirculated
Final EIR (EIR11-001)
Exhibit A – Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations
Exhibit B - Mitigation Measures and Reporting Program
3.

Ordinance to adopt Draft Development Agreement and Exhibits
Exhibit A - Property Description
Exhibit B - Map of Property
Exhibit C - U06-012
Exhibit D - East Pit E: West Pit
Exhibit F - U11-008
Exhibit G - RP11-001
Exhibit H - DA Ordinance
Exhibit I - Cents per Ton table
Exhibit J - Indemnification Agreement

4.

Resolution to Approve the Boca Quarry Expansion Project Use Permit (U11-008) &
Reclamation Plan (RP11-001)
Exhibit A –Conditions of Approval with Integrated MMRP
Exhibit B –Site Map, East and West Pits
Exhibit C - Reclamation Plan Modification

RECOMMENDATION:
I.
Recommend to the Board of Supervisors adoption of the Findings of Fact and Statement
of Overriding Considerations and the Mitigation and Monitoring Program (MMRP) for
the Boca Quarry Expansion Project Recirculated Environmental Impact Report
(Attachment #2 Exhibit A and B) followed by a recommendation to certify the
Recirculated Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR11-001) (Attachment #1).
II.

Recommend approval of the Development Agreement (Attachment #3 and Exhibits A-J)
between Nevada County, Pamela Dobbas and Teichert Aggregate, Inc. to the Board of
Supervisors making Findings A through D pursuant to LUDC Section L-II 5.18.E.

III.

Recommend to the Board of Supervisors approval of the Conditional Use Permit (U11008) for the Mapped Area (Attachment #4, Exhibit B) with Conditions of Approval
incorporating the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan (MMRP) (Attachment #4,
Exhibit A), making Findings A through L pursuant to LUDC Section L-II 5.5.2.C. and
Recommend Approval to the Board of Supervisors the Teichert Aggregates Boca Quarry
Reclamation Plan (RP11-001) and Financial Assurance (Attachment #4, Exhibit C) in
accordance with the requirements of the California Surface Mining and Reclamation Act
(SMARA) found in Public Resource Code (PRC) Section 2710 et seq., Title 14 of the
California Code of Regulations (CCR) Section 3700 et seq. and Nevada County’s
implementing ordinance as specified in the Nevada County Land Use Code (Chapter L-II
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3.22, Surface Mining Permits and Reclamation Plans) to address reclamation standards
and to guide site development, operations and monitoring which have been incorporated
into the EIR and the Conditional Use Permit, making the Findings A through I pursuant
to LUDC Section L-II 3.22 J.1 and L-II 3.22 J.2.a through J.2.i.

BACKGROUND:
The Boca Quarry is an approximately 230-acre site located in eastern Nevada County. It is an
active quarry that operates under a Conditional Use Permit (U83-036) and Reclamation Plan,
approved in 1983 and modified in 2007 (U06-012 and RP06-001). The existing Conditional Use
Permit allows mining in an approximately 40-acre area. The quarry has been idle since the 2008
operating year. The site has been used as a source of aggregate since the 1950s and in 1983, the
County approved the first Use Permit (U83-036) and Reclamation Plan for the Hirschdale Cinder
Quarry at the site. The 1983 Use Permit authorized a 15-acre quarry (extraction area) within a
162.4-acre site. The quarry was initially planned as a relatively small-scale operation with an
annual production range between 75,000 and 150,000 cubic yards. The estimated total
production of the quarry at that time was approximately 1,500,000 cubic yards over an
approximately 20-year lifespan. The 1983 Use Permit, however, did not place any annual or
project-life production limitations on the operation.
In late 2004, Teichert Aggregates, Inc. (the current project applicant) inquired about leasing the
Hirschdale Cinder Quarry. The project applicant had the property flown in order to obtain aerial
photos of the mining limits, which indicated that the prior operator had mined beyond the quarry
limits of the 1983 Use Permit. The property owner, project applicant, and the County
coordinated to develop a plan for bringing the site back into conformance, which included plans
to expand the existing quarry. On May 24, 2005, the Board of Supervisors approved a rezone
application adding the Mineral Extraction (ME) combining district to the Forest (FR) base
zoning for the original quarry parcel (APN 048-090-012) as well as an adjacent parcel (APN
048-200-003). The ME combining district recognizes the existing mineral resources and mining
operation on the site and serves to legislatively notify others of the County’s protection of those
mineral resources. This was approximately the time that the project applicant became the new
operator of the Hirschdale Cinder Quarry and subsequently renamed it Boca Quarry.
In June of 2006, the project applicant applied for an Amended Use Permit (U06-012) and
Amended Reclamation Plan (RP06-001), which proposed to bring the quarry into conformance
with the existing Conditional Use Permit (U83-036) and Reclamation Plan, and to expand the
quarry from a 15-acre extraction area to a 105-acre extraction area (plus the processing area).
The proposal generated a number of concerns that were primarily in regard to the associated
truck traffic because the proposed haul route to the south of the site, which relied upon old
bridges on Hirschdale Road for access also passed through the Hirschdale Community. During
this same time period, the project applicant was utilizing the rock from the Boca Quarry (rather
than from their Martis Valley Quarry and Asphalt Plant) and the associated truck traffic
significantly increased well beyond any historical use.
Due to the number of substantial issues raised by the Hirschdale Community in response to the
proposal, the project applicant and members of the Hirschdale Community coordinated to
3
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identify a feasible alternative route and to address the concerns of the Community. Through
further investigation, an alternate route to I-80 was identified which would bypass the Hirschdale
Community by using West Hinton Road northwest of the site, and which would provide access
to I-80 via Stampede Meadows Road. The project applicant subsequently revised the project
application to address the number of substantial issues raised by the June 2006 proposal.
The revisions focused on bringing the operation back into conformance with the quarry’s Use
Permit and SMARA, as well as restricting the quarry limits to the basic footprint of the current
pit (40 acres). The revised Use Permit application also included the revised access route which
would bypass the Hirschdale Community. Use of the route required improving an existing
logging road through a property northwest of the site that is also owned by a subsidiary of the
applicant to connect to West Hinton Road. West Hinton Road passes to the quarry almost
entirely through U.S. Forest Service Road (USFS) lands. On July 26, 2007, the Planning
Commission approved the Amended Use Permit (U06-012) and associated Reclamation Plan
(RP06-001; 2007 Reclamation Plan). The approved permit included mitigation requiring
development of the revised access route to bypass the Hirschdale Community, and that if the
identified route was found to be infeasible, another route to I-80 would be identified and a cap on
the volume of truck trips would be required. Pursuant to the conditions of the permit, use of the
route through the Hirschdale Community by the quarry was limited to employee use, limited offseason use, and emergency use. The applicant obtained a Special Use Permit from the USFS for
the use of West Hinton Road through USFS lands, and the following spring (2008), work began
on the West Hinton Road access route. Upon completion of the new haul route, the prior haul
route over the two bridges south of the project site and through the Hirschdale Community was
no longer allowed for use by haul trucks pursuant to U06-012 Use Permit Condition of Approval
A.6.b.
In February 2010, the project applicant applied to expand the mining operations at Boca Quarry
under the authority of an Amended Use Permit (U10-001) and associated Reclamation Plan
(RP10-001; 2010 Reclamation Plan). The 2010 Amended Use Permit proposed to expand the
size of the quarry and increase the maximum levels of extraction from the site to one million tons
of aggregate per year for 30 years. The 2010 Reclamation Plan would bring the new extraction
area into compliance with Nevada County Codes and SMARA. A Mitigated Negative
Declaration (MND) was prepared for the proposed project by the County and circulated for
public review in December 2010. On February 10, 2011, the Planning Commission approved the
proposed project and MND; however, those approvals were appealed on February 22, 2011,
based on concerns regarding aesthetics, air quality, greenhouse gases, water supply, and
transportation and circulation.
The applicant withdrew the 2010 application and in July 2011, the project applicant applied to
expand the mining operations at Boca Quarry under the authority of a revised application,
Amended Use Permit (U11-008) and associated Reclamation Plan (RP11-001; 2011 Reclamation
Plan). The 2011 application maintained the expansion proposed in the 2010 application (158acre extraction area) but was revised to address the previously described concerns noted in the
appeal. A Notice of Preparation (NOP) was posted on February 8, 2012 and a public scoping
meeting was held on March 8, 2012 to to receive comments from the public to inform the
environemental document’s scope. The Draft EIR was circulated for public review in September
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2012 (SCH No. 2012022024). A public hearing to receive comments on the draft environmental
document was held on October 11, 2012.
A total of six comment letters were received during public circulation, and two verbal comments
were received during the public hearing on the Draft EIR. The comment topicsincluded
evaluation of a timber harvest plan, water supply, air quality, noise, transportation and
circulation, and the local mule deer herd. (The commenting agencies, organizations, and
individuals and the comments received are summarized and provided in Appendix A of the
recently Recirculated Draf EIR). A Final EIR was prepared and submitted to the County for an
internal review in February 2013, and the Final EIR was scheduled for approval by the Planning
Commission. Late comments were received which included concerns about potentially
hazardous conditions for bicyclists using Stampede Meadows Road with the addition of quarry
truck trips for the expanded mine. In addition, a number of comments were received by the
Hirschdale Community in response to the revisions in the Final EIR. Due to the scope of
comments received and newly identified potentially significant impacts. The County and
applicant elected to revise the previously circulated Draft EIR to address the newly identified
potentially significant impacts. In addition, the project applicant wanted to consider a
Development Agreement with the County for the project. This Recirculated Draft EIR is being
recirculated in accordance with State CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5. Amended Use Permit
(U11-008) and 2011 Reclamation Plan Modification (RP11-001) is the proposed project
analyzed in this Recirculated Draft EIR. The 2011 Reclamation Plan is included in Attachment
#4, Appendix C.
LOCATION, EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS AND SURROUNDING LAND USES:
The 230-acre project site is located at 16744 West Hinton Road, east of Donner Summit in
Nevada County, California.
The project site is approximately one mile northeast of the
community of Hirschdale, approximately eight miles east of the Town of Truckee center, and
five miles west of the California/Nevada state line (Figure 1, Regional/Project Location and OffSite Road Improvements). The Town of Truckee limits are approximately 0.6 miles west of the
project site. The project site is directly north of Interstate-80 in Sections 26 and 27 of Township
18 North, Range 17 East, shown on the Boca California 7.5 U.S. Geological Service topographic
map. (Figure #1 Regional and Project Area Location and Off-Site Improvement).
The project site is located in the Sierra Nevada east of Donner Summit. The Parcels directly
north and east of the project site are within and managed by the United States Forest Service,
Tahoe National Forest (USFS). A privately-owned, undeveloped parcel is located approximately
0.5 mile east of the project site beyond the USFS land, at elevations of approximately 6,200 to
6,760 feet. The ownership of the parcels to the west and south are privately-owned, public rightof-way for Interstate-80, a subsidiary of the applicant and Sierra Pacific Power Company. The
residential communities of Hirschdale and the Town of Truckee are approximately 1.0 to 1.5
miles, respectively, southwest of the project site.
The project site is located north of Interstate-80, the Truckee River and the Union Pacific Rail
Road tracks, and approximately 1.6 miles southeast of Boca Reservoir. The Reservoir is one of
several in the area that provides irrigation water, flood control, wildlife habitat and recreation
opportunities including fishing, boating, and camping. Interstate-80 provides the primary
5
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regional travel route to the from the project area.
West Hinton Road is a generally east/west, unpaved road that provides access to the site from the
north. It intersects Stampede Meadows Road approximately 1.1 miles north of the I-80
interchange with Stampede Meadows Road/Hirschdale Road. West Hinton Road passes to the
project site almost entirely through USFS lands. The project applicant has a Special Use Permit
from the USFS for the use of West Hinton Road through USFS lands. The permit is renewed

Figure 1. Regional and Project Area Location and Off-Site Road Improvements
annually. Hinton Road is a generally north/south road that accesses the project site from the
south and is a paved County-maintained road that intersects Hirschdale Road approximately 0.5
mile south of the project site. The Hinton Road access to the project site – which accesses from
the south and intersects Hirschdale Road, is not currently a permitted haul route and is not
proposed as a haul route.
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The project site is located in the west and southwest facing slopes of a hillside in the Truckee
River Valley. Elevations range from approximately 5,700 feet at the southern edge of the site to
approximately 6,250 feet at the northernmost site boundary. The project applicant is currently
authorized to mine, process and transport rock from the Boca Quarry to off-site markets. The
currently permitted operations (East Pit) includes an excavated slope and quarry floor, an
aggregate processing area, truck scale, and office surrounded by relatively steep topography. As
previously described, the East Pit has been idle since 2008; however, because the East Pit is
permitted and operations may resume at any time, the baseline conditions analyzed in this EIR
assume the site is operational. Refer to Figure 2, for an aerial map of the project site. The map
shows the location of the proposed West Pit in relation to the East Pit.
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Figure 2. Project Area: East Pit (in yellow) and West Pit (in green)
A spring (Dobbas Spring) and associated water catchment pond are located in the southern
portion of the project site, outside the footprint of the proposed expansion (ultimate disturbed
8
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area). The spring features existing improvements that allow for economic use of the water and is
intermittently utilized by the property owner for a commercial water bottling operation, as well
as for dust control in association with the permitted mining operation in the East Pit. A cellular
antenna is in the northern portion of the site, between the two pits. An existing caretaker
residence with an associated domestic well is located in the southern portion of the site, west of
Hinton Road.
The majority of the off-site roadway improvement area falls within the Nevada County planning
area, while a portion of the off-site roadway improvement area falls with the Town of Truckee
planning area. The project site (APNs 048-090-012 and 048-200-003) and APN 048-160-006 in
the off-site roadway improvement area have a Nevada County General Plan designation of
Forest with a 160-acre minimum parcel size (FOR-160). The other off-site roadway parcels are
under the jurisdiction of USFS and the Town of Truckee as reflected in Figures 3, General Plan
Land Use Designations. The Union Pacific Railroad corridor passes through the off-site project
area.
The project site is zoned Forest with a Mining (ME) combining district, while the off-site
improvement area is zoned Forest (FR) (APNs 48-160-03, 48-160-06, and 048-070-028),
Resource Conservation (RC) (APNs 048-160-008, 048-160-010, 048-160-011, 048-160-012 and
048-160-016), and Open Space/Resource Conservation (OS/RC; APN 048-090-002) (Refer to
Figure 4 for the zoning designations and those areas that fall under the jurisdiction of the Town
of Truckee). The FR zoning designation provides for production, protection, and management of
timber (and support uses), equipment storage, temporary offices, low intensity recreational uses,
and open space. The ME zoning designation allows for surface mining and is intended to provide
public awareness of the potential for surface mining to occur where adequate information
indicates that significant mineral deposits are likely present. The Nevada County Zoning Code
(Land Use and Development Code Chapter II, Section L-11 3.22, Surface Mining Permits and
Reclamation Plan) allows surface mining operations within an FR zone when an ME combining
district overlay is in place, along with an approved Conditional Use Permit and Reclamation Plan
with financial assurances.
The APNs with the zoning designation RC and OS/RC fall within the Town of Truckee. The
Town of Truckee Zoning Code (Truckee Municipal Code Title 18) identifies the RC zoning
district for areas appropriate for protection as open space because of significant environmental
resources, where limited development may be allowed. The OS zoning district is applied to
designated areas for permanent protection of areas with natural resources and areas suitable for
passive recreational uses.
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Figure 3. General Plan Land Use Designations
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Figure 4. Zoning Designations
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The proposed project is located within a 230-acre site that includes the existing 40-acre permitted
quarry operation (East Pit, U06-012) and the proposed 118-acre expansion area. The proposed
project would increase the allowable extraction/disturbance area by approximately 118-acres in
the area referred to as the West Pit for a total area of 158-acres. The extraction limits would
increase from a production limit of approximately 300,000 tons sold per year to one million tons
sold per year. Annual production would vary directly dependent on the market demand. In other
words, some years may have an extraction total of 100,000 tons, other years may be closer to one
million tons of material. The proposed Conditional Use Permit (U11-008) would cap the overall
extraction limit at 17 million tons of material in three phases over a 30-year period.
The proposed expanded quarry operation will be required, as it is currently, to use the existing
haul route for the permitted quarry operations. The haul route includes West Hinton Road from
the Quarry to Stampede Meadows Road, and Stampede south to I-80. Haul trucks are prohibited
from using Hirschdale Road through the Hirschdale Community to access the project site.
The off-site roadway improvements would occur along an approximately 1.3-mile long segment
of Stampede Meadows Road (see Figure 1, Regional/Project Location and Off-Site Road
Improvements). The improvements would include: 1) pavement widening and shoulder
improvements along the Stampede Meadow Road segment; and 2) improvements at the
Stampede Meadows Road and West Hinton Road intersections to provide adequate driver sight
distance. Pavement widening, striping and site distance improvements would be designed to
address bicyclist safety, a concern that was expressed as a result of the circulated 2012 Draft
Environmental Impact Report
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Table 1. Project Characteristics
Prepping, Phasing and Reclamation
The proposed expansion would be primarily a side hill quarry operation, involving excavation of
the West Pit floor to a depth of between 40 and 60 feet below the rim formed by the surrounding
land surface. The maximum depth of mining below existing grade would be 200 feet.
Prior to initiation of mining activities in the West Pit, all trees within the footprint of the area to
be mined would be removed using both heavy equipment and hand tools. The removal of trees
and wood products would be handled and disposed of in accordance with the Z’berg-Nejedly
Forest Practice Act of 1973. Accordingly, a Timberland Conversion Permit (14 CCR Section
1105) would be obtained from the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, which
includes approval of a Timber Harvest Plan. A total of approximately 750 commercially viable
trees would be harvested. The existing vegetation would not be removed until work is imminent.
Once the area is cleared of vegetation, the uppermost layer of soil would be salvaged using
dozers and/or scrapers and the available soil would be stockpiled for use in future reclamation
activities. As described in the 2011 Reclamation Plan for the project, slash and brush derived
from clearing and grubbing of the new mining areas would be burned on top of the topsoil
stockpiles to incorporate mineral nutrients and to stimulate the germination of desirable native
species. Site preparation may occur all at once or in phases which would be determined based on
the mining pit phasing and areas being accessed based on market demand.
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Mining for the proposed project would occur in three phases reflected in Figure 5., Mining
Phases and Reclamation Plan Map. Under Phase I, the existing permitted mining operations in
the East Pit (which is nearly complete) would continue and Phases II and III would involve
mining the West Pit. During Phase II, the lower (southern) portion of the West Pit would be
mined to its maximum width and depth. The upper ridge of the West Pit would then be mined
(Phase III), and the overburden from the ridge would be moved to the lower area to be used as
backfill in the lower pit, which would allow concurrent, partial reclamation of the lowest bench
in the Phase II area.
An amendment to the current Reclamation Plan (RP06-001 & MIN06-003) to include the
reclamation of the West Pit is required in order to authorize the proposed expansion into the
West Pit in accordance with Nevada County Codes and the Surface Mining and Recovery Act of
1975 (SMARA). Under the amended Reclamation Plan the project area, under a phased
approach, would be restored to a natural condition (Figure 6 reflects Reclamation Cross
Sections) which will allow the site to be readily adapted to alternative and beneficial land uses
consistent with the existing County Zoning Code designation of Forest (FR).
Overburden above the construction-grade aggregate will be removed, followed by removal of
hardrock aggregate (product) from the geologic formation through a multi-step process including
drilling, blasting, and excavation using heavy equipment. Due to the nature of the hard rock
product on the site, drilling and blasting will be required to loosen the aggregate from the host
rock formation. This is typically accomplished by drilling holes in a grid pattern over a portion
of the formation. The design of shot configurations (i.e., drill hole patterns, diameter, depth,
quantity, and delay) depends on the site rock conditions and the specific purpose of each shot.
Blasting would be conducted by a licensed explosives contractor. An emulsion of ammonium
nitrate and fuel oil will be mixed in the drill holes. These components are only explosive once
combined and mixed; thus, in-hole mixing minimizes the potential for hazardous conditions
during transport, storage and use. Blasts will be detonated with a delay system to limit the
quantity of explosive detonated in each delay period and to provide control over detonation.
Blasting activities will occur up to two times per week Monday through Saturday during the
hours of 7:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. The Nevada County Sheriff’s Department and the Town of
Truckee Police will be given a 24-hour notice prior to each blast.
No release of surface water from the mining pits will occur. During operation, all runoff from
disturbed surfaces will be collected by temporary diversion ditches and carried to a temporary
zero-discharge detention basin that will be maintained at the lowest elevation of the operations in
the West Pit. The pattern of drainage will be modified during operation as the configuration of
the surrounding areas are mined; therefore, the location of the basin will change during operation
in accordance with the location and extent of mining activities. SMARA requires that storm
water facilities be designed for a 20-year, 1-hour storm event, however, a zero-discharge basin is
based on a more conservative criterion. The final storm water detention basins for this project are
conservatively designed to contain two 100-year, 24 hour-hour precipitation events occurring
within seven days without surface water discharge.
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Figure 5. Mining Phases and Reclamation Plan Map
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Figure 6. Reclamation Plan Cross Sections
Development Agreement
As part of the proposed project, the applicant proposes to enter into a Development Agreement
with the County and the property owner (Attachment 5). The Development Agreement would
establish a framework for: 1) how the current Use Permit (U06-012) and Reclamation Plan
(RP06-001) and the amended Use Permit (U11-008) and 2011 Reclamation Plan (RP11-001)
would apply to the mining and reclamation phasing of the project; and, 2) costs and timing for
the payment of a cost per ton fee to the County and the Town of the Truckee for roadway
maintenance and the scope of those activities. The costs are based on two scenarios: (1) a
standard maintenance schedule due to full quarry activities (152,250 to one million tons hauled
per year); and (2) a maintenance schedule based on limited operation (less than 152,250 tons
hauled per year). For Scenario 1 the County and Town of Truckee would be responsible for
conducting biannual patching and maintenance work and a full overlay in year seven of
operation. For Scenario 2 the County and Town of Truckee would be responsible for conducting
chip seal and patch and crack seal during operational years 7 and 14 with a full overlay in year
21 of operation.
The Development Agreement would assure, for Teichert Aggregate, Inc., Pamela Dobbas and
Nevada County, that the Project can proceed consistent with the Nevada County’s General Plan,
16
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Nevada County Land Use and Development Code Section L-II 5.18 Development Agreements,
Government Code sections 65867, et. seq., and all other applicable ordinances, plans, policies
and regulations of Nevada County without disruption caused by a future change in County
planning and development policies and requirements over the life of the Boca Quarry Use
Permit, which assurance will thereby reduce the actual or perceived risk of planning, financing
and proceeding with the Project.
The proposed DA includes an extended development timeline of 30 years with the potential for a
one-time, 10-year extension. Benefits to the public provided by the DA include the following:








Construction of sight-distance improvements at the intersection of Stampede Meadow
Road and West Hinton Road;
Improve Stampede Road through the widening and striping of the roadway to reduce
conflicts and improve bicyclist safety through the mitigation measures identified in
the EIR and incorporated into U11-008, prior to the commencement of sales of
aggregate material mined from the West Pit
Provide a local source of aggregate to keep infrastructure construction and
maintenance costs down;
Implementation of the County’s General Plan goals and policies by reducing future
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and associated traffic, air quality, and noise impacts
associated with the importation of aggregate from outside of the region;
Support mining of valuable mineral resources recognized by the State and County (as
reflected by the State Department of Conservation’s MRZ and County’s ME
designations); and
Generation of sales tax revenue for the County.

STAFF COMMENT:
The following discussion is a summary of the Recirculated EIR’s identification of potentially
significant impacts. In addition to the documentation of the baseline condition for the CEQA
analysis, the resources discussion below identifies: 1) the resource areas that have no potential to
be impacted; 2) resource areas with less than significant impacts due to the implementation of
mitigation measures; and 3) resources found to be impacted and mitigation will not reduce the
impact to a less than significant level and for which a Statement of Overriding Consideration is
required. The resources that were not evaluated because there could be no effect or evaluated and
no significant effect was identified are:, agriculture and forestry, energy, greenhouse gas
emissions, land use and planning, mineral resources, population and housing, public services,
recreation, and utility and service systems. The summary below will focus on the following
resources: geology and soils; hydrology and water quality; biological resources; aesthetics;
traffic and circulation; noise; air quality; hazards and hazardous materials; cultural and Tribal
resources. A summary of potential impacts and mitigation measures is provided below.
There were no comments from agencies received by Nevada County or the State of California
Clearinghouse as a result of the circulation of the Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact
Report (RDEIR). The representative of the project applicant submitted comments mainly
addressing minor edits with the exception of their comment suggesting that a further clarification
of the correlation of individual health effects to emissions. A letter from a member of the
Hirschdale community highlighted concerns regarding haul trucks that might travel through her
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community, hours of operations, recreation traffic, and alternatives analyzed. At the Planning
Commission public hearing to receive comments on the RDEIR, no one from the public spoke
and one Planning Commissioner provided a comment on the installation of signage to “share the
road” with bicyclists.
Baseline
According to CEQA guidelines Section 15125(a); “An EIR must include a description of the
physical environmental conditions in the vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the
Notice of Preparation (NOP) is published, or if no NOP is published, at the time environmental
analysis is commenced.” This environmental setting will normally constitute the baseline
physical conditions by which a lead agency determines whether an impact is significant. The
baseline condition analyzed in the Recirculated DEIR is of the conditions of the site at the time
the Draft EIR, Notice of Preparation (NOP issued February 8, 2012) was prepared which
included the permitted East Pit, and the existing facilities which may become operational at any
time.
CEQA’s definition of existing (or baseline) conditions includes circumstances where recent
actions have changed the environmental conditions for a project that is about to undergo review
under CEQA and is supported by published CEQA case law. In Creed-21 v. City of San Diego
(2015) 234 Cal. App. 4th 488, the court determined that the City of San Diego used the proper
baseline condition for a revegetation project when it treated an emergency storm drain repair as
part of the existing conditions rather than the pre-storm drain repair condition. In Center for
Biological Diversity v. Department of Fish and Wildlife (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 214 (183
Cal.Rptr.3d 736), the Fourth Appellate District upheld the baseline conditions and ruled that the
baseline condition must reflect the physical conditions at the time the environmental analysis
begins even if the current conditions include unauthorized and even environmentally harmful
conditions that never received environmental review. Other published court decisions that
support this interpretation of CEQA include Riverwatch v. County of San Diego (1999) 76
Cal.App4th 1428 (91 Cal.Rptr. 2d 322) and Fat v. County of Sacramento (2002) 97 Cal.App.4th
1270 (119 Cal.Rptr.2d 402). Thus, the baseline for this environmental review analysis is the
current permitted operating conditions of the Boca Quarry.
Potential Impacts and Mitigation Measure Summary
Geology and Soils: The proposed project would potentially result in significant impacts related
to manufactured slope instability if site specific conditions vary from the conditions evaluate in
the Stability Evaluation for the project, impacts related to the manufactured slope instability
would be potentially significant. The implementation of the following mitigation measures
would ensure that any potential adverse impacts from project related manufactured slope
instability would be reduced to less than significance.
Mitigation Measure GEO-1
Final design of manufactured slopes in the proposed West Pit shall incorporate all available
geologic/geotechnical data, with slope heights/grades and other applicable project features to
reflect these data and include any applicable deviations from the recommendations provided in
the August 2010 project Stability Evaluation.
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Mitigation Measure GEO -2
Annual inspections and documentation by a qualified geotechnical engineer during mining
operations. The annual inspections and reports shall be used to update or provide more
appropriate FOS calculations and are to be incorporated into the design and operation of mining
activities within both Pits.
Hydrology and Water Quality: There are three potential impacts identified under this resource
category. They are the potential for significant impacts related to storm water runoff, ground
water supplies and recharge at Dobbas Springs, and groundwater contamination due to
contamination of detention basin during operations. All could be potentially significant. The
implementation of the following mitigation measures would ensure that any potential adverse
impacts from project related water quality and hydrologic impacts would be reduced to less than
significance.
Mitigation Measure HYD-1
In accordance with SMARA, the applicant shall adhere to all erosion and sediment control
measures as identified in the Storm Water Management Plan (SWMP) and 2011 Reclamation
Plan (ESRS 2011) for the project. Any revisions to the storm water management design for the
project after project approval shall be prepared by a qualified registered engineer and shall be
provided to the County for review and approval. The revised storm water management system
shall be designed to prevent discharge of storm water from the project site. As required, the
applicant shall update the SWMP based on the revised design or if required, shall file a Notice of
Intent to comply with the Industrial General Permit from the RWQCB. The applicant shall
provide the County Planning Department with an updated SWMP every seven years that will
also be tracked through the annual review of the Development Agreement.
Mitigation Measure HYD-2
The project applicant and/or operator shall monitor precipitation levels at the project site and
flows at Dobbas Spring on a monthly and annual basis. The results of this monitoring shall be
documented and submitted to the County on an annual basis (with the Annual Development
Agreement review), along with a summary description of the resultant water balance (i.e., spring
flow versus project-related use). If the current or projected water demand equals or exceeds the
flows of Dobbas Spring, Quarry production or water supply source shall be adjusted accordingly.
Mitigation Measure HYD-3
Avoidance and minimization measures have been listed in the Mitigation, Monitoring and
Reporting Plan (MMRP). Such measures using only clean fill material for backfill; vehicles,
equipment and project impact areas regularly inspected and maintained to prevent or identify the
spill or leakage of contaminants; appropriate containment and disposal of pollutants and solid
waste, regular employee trainings; and the taking and keeping of detailed records including
inspections, maintenance activities, corrective actions, testing/sampling, spills and responses.
Biological Resources: The EIR uses several resources (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services,
California Fish and Wildlife’s Natural Diversity Database, California Native Plant Society, U.S.
Forest Service, and academic institutions) to identify and evaluate flora and fauna species that
may be found recently or historically within the project area or in the vicinity. There are five (5)
potential types of impacts identified for biological resources. They include impacts to nesting
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birds during the clearing and grubbing for the West Pit; impacts to wetlands for the off-site
improvements; water quality impacts on wildlife; effects of night lighting, and effects of fugitive
dust on vegetation. The following mitigation measures have been identified to reduce the
potential impacts on biological resources to less than significant.
Mitigation Measure BIO-1
Nesting birds are to be avoided. This mitigation requires a combination of observing seasonal
activity constraints that avoid activities such as tree and shrub removal during the nesting season
(January 15 to October 15), to carrying out surveys for presence and absence of nesting
birds/fledglings, to the applicable employment of non-disturbance buffers around nest sites.
Mitigation Measure BIO-2
The project has been designed to avoid wetlands. To assure this goal is achieved, prior to the
issuance of a grading for the roadway improvements the applicant shall demonstrate to the
County that aquatic habitats are being sufficiently avoided or the appropriate permits have been
obtained for Waters of the U.S. and State and through the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
Mitigation Measure BIO-3
Impacts on water quality that potentially could have an effect on wildlife are addressed in HYD1 and HYD-3.
Mitigation Measure BIO-4
No new lighting is proposed for the project area. In addition, all lighting adjacent to undisturbed
areas shall be of the lowest illumination allowed for human safety, selectively placed, shielded
and directed away from the undisturbed areas. All lighting shall be manual on/off and shall be
turned on only when the site is in operation.
Mitigation Measure BIO-5
Air Quality mitigation measure AQ-3 addresses dust control measures. The list of strategies
includes ensuring no dust emissions occur beyond the property lines, ensure there is no track-out
from the property, employ a dust control supervisor, watering to maintain soil moisture at 12%
on active unpaved surfaces, limit the area subject to blasting, mining and other operational
activity at any one time.
Aesthetic Resources: Visual simulations were prepared for the project from key viewsheds;
Interstate 80, Glenshire Drive in the Town of Truckee and from private residences near the
eastern limits of the Town of Truckee. The first two views are fleeting due to either the speed of
travel (Interstate 80) or the intervening topography and vegetation (Glenshire Drive). The
private residences have a clear and mostly unobstructed view of the walls of the quarry. All
three viewsheds will present a greater contrast to the surrounding vegetation compared to the
existing view. This is considered a significant impact.
Mitigation Measure AES-1
To offset the visual impacts of the newly exposed grey-blue rock, rock varnish such as Nantina
or Permeon or other functional equivalent will be sprayed on the cut face slopes immediately
following the completion of each phase of mining to blend visually with the undisturbed rock
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face and talus. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AES-1 would lessen the aesthetic impacts
at the key views, but would not reduce the potentially significant impact to visual quality. This
visual change at the key views would be considered significant and unavoidable impact.
Traffic and Circulation: The analysis of traffic and circulation impacts identified three potentially
significant project-specific impacts related to: 1) traffic impacts during construction of the offsite roadway improvements; 2) roadway integrity; and 3) roadway hazards associated with the
sight distance and bicyclist safety. Implementation of TRANS-1 thru TRANS-3 will result in the
reducing potential impacts to less than significant. While the implementation of TRANS-4 and
TRANS-5 will reduce the severity of the project impacts related to bicyclist safety and improve
road conditions over existing conditions, it is not possible to achieve the improved conditions
along the entire length of road segment due to topography and wetlands, therefore impacts to
bicyclist safety remains potentially significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation Measure TRANS-1
Prior to issuance of encroachment permit for off-site road improvements, the contractor shall
submit for approval that allows traffic flow through the roadway improvement segment for the
duration of the roadway improvement construction.
Mitigation Measure TRANS-2
To assure the use of West Hinton Road as the main access to the quarry and the only haul route,
the applicant shall maintain the Special Use Permit for the road use across the USFS land with
the USFS for the duration of operation of the quarry. Documentation of the USFS permit shall
be provided to the County prior to operation of the West Pit and then thereafter with the
Development Agreement annual review.
Mitigation Measure TRANS-3
The authorized haul route for the operation of the quarry is along Stampede Meadow Road and
West Hinton Road. The Applicant shall not alter the haul route without prior authorization from
the Nevada County Board of Supervisors. Signage to prevent inadvertent haul trucks from using
the southern entrance (Hinton Road) shall be placed and maintained during operations at the
Interstate-80 and Hirschdale Road interchange.
Mitigation Measure TRANS-4
The off-site road improvements shall be reviewed and approved by Nevada County Department
of Public Works and the roadway improvements including intersection improvements and road
widening shall be complete and functional prior to operations associated with the West Pit.
Mitigation Measure TRANS-5
The final design for the roadway widening along Stampede Meadow Road shall include smooth
pavement transition where West Hinton Road meets Stampede Meadows Road. The design of
the intersection shall be incorporated into the roadway widening plans to create a smooth
transition where there are current grade changes.
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Figure 7. Noise-Sensitive Receptors
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Noise: Analyses were conducted for potential noise and vibration impacts associated with the
proposed project against those standards established by Nevada County (See below, Table 2.
Nevada County Noise Standards – Exterior Noise Limits). Project area noise sources and noisesensitive receptors were identified and evaluated. Project noise sources include rock crushing
and screening, excavation work, backfill and load-out, heavy truck traffic, truck passby on
cyclists, blasting, heavy earthmoving equipment vibration, and combined noise from all project
sources. Figure 7 (previous page), Noise-Sensitive Receptors, identifies the sensitive receptors
in the vicinity and their locations, which include:
 recreational users of the Boca Reservoir;
 the Boca Reservoir’s caretaker residence located on Stampede Meadow Road south of the
dam;
 an RV park on the south side of the Interstate-80/Hirschdale interchange;
 existing residences on the south side of Interstate-80 in the Town of Truckee; and
 undeveloped privately owned properties near the project site and haul route (identified as
potential future noise-sensitive receptors because these properties are undeveloped).

Table 2. Nevada County Noise Standards – Exterior Noise Limits
To determine the existing ambient noise environment at the receptors, continuous noise level
measurements were conducted at six locations that are representative of ambient noise conditions
at 10 of the 14 noise-sensitive receptors. Short-term noise monitoring was conducted at a site
adjacent to Boca Reservoir to determine heavy truck pass-by single-event noise levels. No
monitoring was conducted in the general vicinity of noise-sensitive receptors 11 through 14
(private, undeveloped properties). Noise measurements were taken over a 48-hour period from
May 14 to 15, 2013 and updated in September 20 to 22, 2017. Monitoring included two
complete daytime and nighttime periods because nighttime operations would occur at the site
when local or regional construction projects require delivery of aggregate during nighttime
hours. Based on both project specific noise sources and noise levels at noise-sensitive receptors
the analysis found that there are potential significant impacts for Receptors 7 and 11 through 14.
However, with the implementation of the mitigation measures listed below, there are no
significant unavoidable impacts that would result with the implementation of the proposed
project.
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Mitigation Measure NOI-1
Future residential development proposed at any nearby parcels shall not be exposed to
operational noise levels exceeding 55 dBA (LEQ) or 65 dBA (LMAX) during daytime hours, or 50
dBA (LEQ) or 65 dBA (LMAX) during evening hours, or 50 dBA (LEQ) or 60 (LMAX) during nighttime
hours. Residential development within 1,250 feet of the ultimate disturbed area may be exposed
to elevated noise levels. If a residence is proposed within this setback, an acoustical analysis
shall be provided paid for by the applicant or the current operator of the facility, and if needed,
identify noise control measures to be incorporated into the project operations.
Mitigation Measure NOI-2
Future residential development proposed at any nearby parcels shall not be exposed to heavy
traffic noise levels exceeding 55 dBA (LEQ) during daytime hours, or 50 dBA (LEQ) during
evening or nighttime hours. Future residences shall not be exposed to noise levels exceeding 65
dBA LMAX during daytime hours or evening hours, or 60 dBA LMAX during nighttime hours.
Residential development proposed within 300 feet of the haul route may be exposed to elevated
noise levels. If a residence is proposed within these setbacks, an acoustical analysis shall be
provided and paid for by the applicant or the current operator of the project. The analysis shall
include an ambient noise survey to quantify baseline conditions at a future residence which shall
then be used to develop offsets to the Nevada County noise standards, as appropriate.
Mitigation Measure NOI-3
Noise levels from operation of the mine shall not exceed the adjusted evening and nighttime
County noise standard of 48 dBA LEQ at Receptor 7. Mining activities other than the occasional
haul out shall be prohibited between the hours of 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. Operational activities (e.g.,
excavation and processing) associated with the West Pit shall be limited to between the hours of
7 a.m. and 7 p.m. unless operational noise monitoring demonstrates that nighttime quarry
operation does not exceed the adjusted evening and nighttime County noise standard at Receptor
7 (see Mitigation Measure NOI-2).
Mitigation Measure NOI-4
Once the West Pit is operational, additional noise monitoring may be performed at Receptor 7 at
the operator’s expense. If this monitoring can confirm, to the satisfaction of the Nevada County
Planning Department, that operational noise levels do not exceed the evening and nighttime
noise standard of 48 dBA LEQ at Receptor 7, then the County may extend the operating
timeframe (including excavation and processing) to between 6 a.m. and 9 p.m. If the intervening
topography and vegetation effectively reduces the operational noise limits to at or below the
nighttime 40 dBA LEQ standard, then this measure shall replace Mitigation Measure NOI-1. If
applicable, any operations that extend between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. shall be limited to truck
loading and unloading only. Adherence to this mitigation measure will reduce the project’s
nighttime noise impacts to less than significant.
Mitigation Measure NOI-5
The hours of operation for off-site roadway improvement construction activities, including
grading, roadway construction and vegetation clearance, shall be limited to the hours of 7:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Grading and improvement plans shall reflect the
limited hours of operation.
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Air Quality: Based on the air quality analysis there is a potential for air quality impacts due four
main sources. They include the burning of cleared vegetation (pile burning during the clearing
and grubbing phase for the West Pit); diesel emissions; dust (including PM10 and PM2.5) from
both vehicle travel on unpaved surfaces and soil disturbances from operations like blasting,
drilling and processing; and asbestos containing native rock.
The incorporation of mitigation measure AQ-1, the following of all applicable Northern Sierra
Air Quality Management District’s (NSAQMD) open burning regulations would reduce impacts
resulting from vegetation burning to a less than significant impact. The implementation of
mitigation measure AQ-4, addresses exposure of naturally occurring asbestos and reduces
impacts associated to a less than significant level.
Diesel Particulate Matter (DPM) is not included as a criteria pollutant; however, is recognized by
the State of California as containing carcinogenic compounds. Risks are associated with effects
typically evaluated based over a lifetime of exposure. California Air Resources Guidance
document recommends that sources of hazardous emissions be separated from sensitive receptor
land uses (residential, schools, medical facilities, etc.). An assessment of sensitive receptors
within a quarter mile (1,330 feet) of a project site is required. Currently no residences are
located within a quarter mile of the portion of the haul route along West Hinton Road.
Recreational users near the southern edge of Boca Reservoir and visitors staying at the Truckee
River RV Park would be temporarily exposed to DPM from passing haul trucks utilizing
Stampede Meadows Road and the Interstate-80 interchange with the Hirschdale Road. Therefore,
due to the short-term nature of recreational visits and the temporary exposure from passing haul
trucks, impacts to recreational reservoir users and Truckee River RV Park users are less than
significant.
The Boca Reservoir’s caretaker residence would also be exposed to DPM from haul trucks
driving on Stampede Meadows Road just south of the dam, however, haul trucks would only
operate 180 days per year and would be well below the threshold of 365 days of exposure.
Therefore, because project activity would only occur fifty percent of the year and sensitive
receptors would be only temporarily exposed to the DPM produced by passing haul trucks, the
potential project impacts from DPM would be less than significant and no mitigation is required.
Mitigation Measure AQ-1
Prior to any open burning of vegetation, the Project Applicant shall obtain a burn permit in
accordance with the NSAQMD Regulation III, Open Burning. All applicable requirements
established for obtainment of a burn permit, notification of the air district or other entities, and
execution of burning authorized by the permit shall be followed in accordance with NSAQMD
Rules.
Mitigation Measure AQ-2
Inclusion in contract specifications and implementation of diesel control measures shall include
but are not limited to properly tuned heavy duty equipment and maintenance log kept, reduction
of unnecessary idling, haul trucks shall shut off engines while queuing for loading and
unloading, verified diesel emission control systems fitted to off-road diesel equipment and
alternative fuel options to be utilized to the extent it is reasonable and economical.
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Mitigation Measure AQ-3
NSAQMD Rule 226, Dust Control, requires feasible dust control measures. The control
measures include but are not limited to ensuring no dust emissions occur beyond the property
lines, ensure there is no track-out from the property, employ a dust control supervisor, watering
to maintain soil moisture at 12% on active unpaved surfaces, limit the area subject to blasting,
mining and other operational activity at any one time.
Mitigation Measure AQ-4
Prior to issuance of the encroachment permit for the off-site roadway improvements and prior to
commencing operations in the West Pit, the work area shall be evaluated by a qualified
individual to determine the presence/absence of asbestos containing materials. The results of the
analyses shall be provided to the NCDEH and CUPA. If naturally occurring asbestos is found at
the project site, the applicant will be responsible for the preparation of an Asbestos Health and
Safety Program and a n Asbestos Dust Control Plan for approval by CUPA.
The implementation of mitigation measures AQ-1 would reduce the impacts resulting from
vegetation burning and the implementation of mitigation measure AQ-4 associated with the
exposure to naturally occurring asbestos, would reduce impacts to a less than significant level.
Incorporation of AQ-2 and AQ-3 would reduce the project impacts related to operation air
quality emissions. However, a significant and unavoidable impact associated with NOx and PM10
emissions from operation of the project would occur. Cumulative, significant, and unavoidable
impacts associated with NOX, and PM10 emissions would also occur.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials: The project site has been inactive since 2008 and no
hazardous materials are currently stored on-site. Fuel, hydraulic fluid, coolant, lubricants,
compressed gases (oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen and acetylene), and other heavy equipment
service materials used for the currently permitted activities in the East Pit are stored at the Martis
Valley Quarry. Similarly, all blasting materials are stored in a secure magazine at the Martis
Valley Quarry. As part of the hazards review California Department of Toxic Substances Control
and the State Water Resources Control Board databases were researched for any existing or past
hazardous materials incidents at the project site or at the off-site roadway improvement area. The
records indicated there were no hazardous materials incidents. The project would result in less
than significant impacts associated with: 1) hazardous materials in the vicinity of schools; 2)
listed as a hazardous material site; 3) hazards associated with a public or private airport/airstrip;
and 4) interfering with an emergency response/evacuation plan.
Potential impacts from hazards and hazardous materials include hazardous materials spilled or
released during routine transport; release of hazardous materials if not correctly stored and with
proper authorization and exposure; and wildfire risk. With the implementation of mitigations
measures HAZ-1 through HAZ-4 impacts are reduced to less than significant levels
Mitigation Measure HAZ-1
Should the hazardous materials used for operation of the mine be relocated and stored on the
project site, the applicant must adhere to all applicable codes and regulations regarding the
storage of hazardous materials and the generation of hazardous wastes set forth in the California
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Health and Safety Code Sections 25500 – 25519 and 25100 – 25258.2 including the electronic
reporting requirement to the California Environmental Reporting System (CERS). The applicant
shall apply for and obtain a permit for the storage of hazardous materials and the generation of
hazardous wastes from NCDEH CUPA. The operator shall secure and annually renew the permit
for this facility within 30 days of becoming subject to applicable regulations
Mitigation Measure HAZ-2
In order to protect the public from potential release of hazardous materials, the project applicant
shall prepare and implement an Hazardous Materials Business Plan (HMBP) in accordance with
the requirements of the County Public Health Department Environmental Services Division and
the Hazardous Materials Release Response Plan and Inventory Act of 1985.
Any accidental release of small quantities of hazardous materials shall be promptly contained
and abated in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements and reported to the
Environmental Health Services Division. As the Certified Unified Program Agency for the
County, the Environmental Health Services Division of the County Public Health Department is
responsible for implementation and enforcement of HMBPs.
Mitigation Measure HAZ-3
Construction contractors and/or the site operator shall ensure that during construction and/or
during vegetation clearing of the mine, all areas of the construction site and/or the mine in which
spark-producing equipment and vehicles may operate, shall be cleared of dried vegetation or
other materials that could serve as fuel for combustion. This includes parking areas, staging
areas, and the construction zone. The contractor shall keep these areas clear of combustible
materials for the duration of construction.
Mitigation Measure HAZ-4
Construction contractors and/or the site operator shall ensure that all equipment with internal
combustible engines will be equipped with a spark arrester that shall be maintained in good
working order. This includes, but is not limited to, vehicles, heavy equipment, and chainsaws.
Cultural and Tribal Resources: Based on the analysis conducted for cultural and tribal resources
the proposed project would result in potentially significant project-specific impacts related to: (1)
undiscovered cultural resources, including historical resources; (2) unique archaeological
resources, (3) paleontological resources, (4) human remains, and (5) tribal cultural resources.
Assembly Bill (AB) 52, signed by Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr., in September of 2014,
establishes a new class of resources under CEQA: “tribal cultural resources” (TCRs). AB 52,
(PRC Sections 21080.3.4, 21080.3.2, and 21082.3) requires that lead agencies undertaking
CEQA review must, upon written request of a California Native American Tribe, begin
consultation once the lead agency determines that the application for the project is complete,
prior to the issuance of an NOP of an EIR or notice of intent to adopt a negative declaration or
mitigated negative declaration.
In compliance with AB 52, Nevada County sent letters to the Washoe Tribe of Nevada and
California and the United Auburn Indian Community. Both tribal organizations replied they were
unaware of any cultural resources within the project area. They had no further need to consult on
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the Boca Quarry project, however, they asked to be contacted should there be any discoveries of
tribal resources during the preparation or operations of the West Pit.
With the proper implementation of the following four mitigation measures, all potentially
significant impacts would be reduced to below a level of significance, and no significant,
unavoidable adverse impacts to cultural or tribal resources would result from the proposed
project.
Mitigation Measure CUL-1
It is possible that ground-disturbing activities during construction may uncover previously
unknown resources that meet the criteria of historical resources under CEQA. In the event that
buried cultural resources are discovered during construction, operations shall stop within 50 feet
of the find and a qualified archaeologist shall be consulted to determine whether the resource is
potentially eligible for listing. The Washoe Tribe shall also be notified of the discovery. The
applicant shall include a standard inadvertent discovery clause in every construction contract to
inform contractors of this requirement.
Mitigation Measure CUL-2
In the event that buried cultural resources are discovered during construction, mitigation measure
CUL-1 shall first be applied. If the qualified archaeologist determines that the find does not
meet the criteria of a historical resource under CEQA, the criteria of a unique archaeological
resource described in PRC Section 21083.2(g) shall be applied.
Mitigation Measure CUL-3
In the event a fossil is discovered during preparation for the project or during normal operations
of the Quarry, excavations within 50 feet of the find shall be temporarily halted or delayed until
the discovery is examine by a qualified paleontologist in accordance with the Society of
Vertebrate Paleontology standards. If the find is determined to be significant, and if avoidance is
not feasible, the paleontologist shall design and carry out a data recovery plan consistent with the
Society of Vertebrate Paleontology standards. The applicant shall include a standard inadvertent
discovery clause in every construction contract to inform contractors of this requirement.
Mitigation Measure CUL-4
In the event of the accidental discovery or recognition of any human remains, State CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.5; Health And Safety Code Section 7050.5; PRC Section 5097.94 and
Section 5097.98 must be followed.
Cumulative Impacts
The RDEIR evaluated cumulative impacts for the proposed quarry expansion project. The
analysis considered the impacts associated with the mining and reclamation activities along with
other projects that would contribute to impacts on the same environmental resources,
infrastructure, or public services and facilities. The analysis includes projects located outside the
Lead Agency’s jurisdiction (projects under the Lead of the Town of Truckee), as well as those
under the jurisdiction of Nevada County. Figure 8. below, reflects a list of projects in the eastern
portion of Nevada County that for evaluated for cumulative effects.
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Figure 8. East County Projects – Cumulative Analysis
The proposed project has the potential to contribute to cumulative impacts associated with
ongoing development in and around the Town of Truckee and unincorporated Nevada County.
The RDEIR analysis of the resulting cumulative impacts associated with regional issues (e.g.,
biological resources, air quality, traffic and circulation, aesthetics and noise) were based
primarily on regional plans and policies such as the General Plans of both Nevada County and
the Town of Truckee.
Cumulative Impacts Biological Resources: The analysis of impacts to mule deer migration in the
Recirculated Draft EIR concluded that at the project level, potential impacts to mule deer
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migratory corridor would be less than significant. The finding is based on the low value of the
ultimate disturbed area for migration and foraging habitat. However, in the context of the great
expanses of almost entirely undisturbed habitat surrounding the project site, including large
undeveloped areas south of I-80, the project may contribute to cumulative regional loss of the
integrity of previously undisturbed migratory corridors (whether major, minor, or unmapped). In
the case of most of the regional mule deer habitat loss due to development projects, the impact
upon migratory corridors is permanent and extends the year-round presence of humans, off-road
vehicles, and dogs into areas where they are rare or non-existent at present. The proposed project
would contribute to a cumulatively considerable impact on mule deer migration. With
implementation of the proposed Mitigation Measures CUM-1A and 1B, the project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts on mule deer migration would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure CUM-1A
To offset cumulatively considerable impacts on mule deer migration and foraging habitat, the
applicant shall incorporate reclamation planning objectives and specifications to include revegetation with species known to be used as browse or herbaceous forage by migrating or
summer-resident mule deer into the Reclamation Plan for the project. The species incorporated
into the Plan shall be prepared or reviewed by a qualified biologist and approved by the County.
Mitigation Measure CUM-1B
The Reclamation Plan for the project shall identify the following phasing: Prior to
commencement of year five of the operation within Phase 2, the Phase 1 quarry area (excluding
the processing and stockpile areas) reclamation and re-vegetation activities shall be fully
installed. This mitigation would allow the re-vegetation in Phase 1 to establish itself before
encroachment into the Phase 3 area begins, thereby providing new habitat, as required in
mitigation measure CUM – 1A, for the local mule deer herd. Prior to commencement of
operations in the West Pit, the applicant shall submit to the County a monitoring plan for
monitoring the success of the revegetation efforts as they relate to the mule deer. The monitoring
plan shall include provisions for monitoring and annual reporting (to coincide with the
Development Agreement annual review) to the County and shall include provisions for adjusting
the reclamation efforts as needed, before the end of the active mining activities.
Cumulative Impacts; Aesthetic Resources, Traffic and Circulation, and Noise: These three
resources have all been found to be impacted by the project and/or its operations to a level that is
significant and despite mitigation measures, the significance is unavoidable. However, the
cumulative analysis found that within these three resource areas, the cumulative effect would be
less than significant only for Traffic and Circulation (road traffic conflicts with bicyclists).
Cumulative Impacts Air Quality: In analyzing cumulative air quality impacts from a proposed
project, the analysis must specifically evaluate a project’s contribution to the cumulative increase
in pollutants for which the NSAQMD is listed as “non-attainment” for the State ambient air
quality standards. A project that has a significant impact on air quality with regard to emissions
of ROG, NOx (precursors to O3), PM10, and PM2.5, as determined by the screening criteria
outlined in Section 4.7, of the RDEIR would have a significant cumulative effect. According to
the State CEQA Guidelines, if a project would individually have a significant air quality impact,
the project would also be considered to have a significant cumulative air quality impact. With
regard to past and present projects, the background ambient air quality, as measured at the
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monitoring stations maintained and operated by the NSAQMD, measures the concentrations of
pollutants from existing sources. Existing project impacts are therefore included in the
background ambient air quality data. As shown in the emissions evaluation in Section 4.7, of the
RDEIR, the proposed project production volumes are expected to result in a significant
incremental increase in air pollutant NOX and PM10 emissions upon implementation of the
project. As stated in the discussion of cumulative impacts in Section 4.7.5, of the RDEIR, any
project resulting in a significant impact on air quality at the project level would also be
considered to result in a significant cumulative air quality impact. Incorporation of project-level
mitigation measures (AQ-1, AQ-2 and AQ-3) would reduce, but not eliminate, the project’s
contribution to cumulative NOX and PM10 emissions. Therefore, a cumulatively considerable,
significant and unavoidable impact related to NOX and PM10 emissions would occur. As a result,
the project’s contribution to cumulative air quality impacts would be cumulatively considerable
and significant and unavoidable.
Cumulative Impacts Aesthetics: The project site is not designated as a scenic vista, nor is it
located within a designated scenic roadway corridor nor is it identified by the Town of Truckee.
However, the project’s contribution to cumulatively considerable impacts associated with visual
character and quality of the surrounding area would be substantially minimized and somewhat
temporary. Implementation of the mine reclamation plan and the proposed mitigation measure
(“Natina” spray to assist with blending and matching the color of the recently unearthed rock to
that of surrounding already weathered rock) would lessen the visual impacts for all of the key
views. However the visual change would still be considered significant and unavoidable.
AGENCY AND PUBLIC COMMENT:
Nevada County nor the State of California Clearinghouse are in receipt of comments on the Draft
Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report (RDEIR) from any local, State or Federal
agency as a result of the 45-day circulation of the RDEIR. The representative of the project
applicant submitted comments mainly addressing minor edits with the exception of their
comment suggesting that a further clarification of the correlation of individual health effects to
emissions. A letter from a member of the Hirschdale community highlighted concerns regarding
haul trucks that might travel through her community, hours of operations, recreation traffic, and
alternatives analyzed. At the Planning Commission public hearing to receive comments on the
RDEIR, no one from the public spoke and one Planning Commissioner provided a comment on
the installation of signage to “share the road” with bicyclists.
The Recirculated Draft EIR was sent and received by the California Department of Conservation
Division of Mine Reclamation in 2011 for their review and evaluation of the documents
compliance with SMARA. In a phone conversation (Carol Atkins, August 5, 2019) planning
staff was informed that as long as the aggregate mining expansion project had not change, there
would be no need for the Division of Mine Reclamation to review the Reclamation Plan
document again. The Department of Conservation also received notice of the Recirculated Draft
EIR and did not have any comments (personal phone conversation, Tim McCrink, Supervising
Engineering Geologist, Dept. of Conservation).
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW:
The NOP for the preparation of the Draft EIR was issued February 08, 2012, and a public
scoping meeting was held March 8, 2012 to solicit feedback from the public and public agencies
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on the scope of the environmental document. The Draft EIR was made available for a 45-day
review and public comment period. The public hearing to receive comments on the adequacy of
the Draft EIR was held on October 11, 2012 before the Planning Commission. A total of six (6)
comment letters were received during the comment period and two verbal comments were
received at the public hearing. A Final EIR was prepared and contained responses to each project
specific comment (February 2013). Prior to the final hearing before the Planning Commission,
late comments were received after the publishing of the Final EIR and included concerns about
potentially hazardous conditions for bicyclists using Stampede Meadows Road with the addition
of quarry truck trips. The Hirschdale community also submitted comments in response to the
Final EIR. Due to the scope of the comments containing newly identified potentially significant
impacts, the Final EIR needed to be revised and recirculated. During 2013 and 2014, the County,
its EIR consultant, and other technical consultants worked to prepare the necessary studies to
recirculate the EIR for the Project. However, due to economic factors, the Project was put on
hold during 2015 and 2016. The EIR recirculation process was resumed Spring, 2017.
In accordance with Public Resources Code Section 21091(a) and State CEQA Guidelines Section
15088.5, the Recirculated Draft EIR was released (recirculated) for a 45-day public review
period which began on May 22, 2019 and concluded on July 8, 2019. The Recirculated Draft
EIR was submitted to the State Clearinghouse for distribution to reviewing agencies along with
the required Notice of Completion and summary form (SCH# 2012022024), posted to the
County’s website, and hardcopies of the Recirculated Draft EIR were available at the Nevada
County Planning Department and at the Nevada County Truckee Library. Notices of Availability
of the Recirculated Draft EIR were published in the Sierra Sun on May 17, 2019, and on the
County’s website, and mailed to adjacent property owners and interested parties. A public
hearing was held before the Planning Commission to receive comments on the adequacy of the
environmental document on June 27, 2019 in the Town of Truckee Council Chambers. During
the Recirculation of the Draft EIR, two commenters provided written comment (the applicant
and a member of the Hirschdale community) and no comments were received from the public or
any agency at the June 27, 2019 public hearing.
Alternatives Evaluated
CEQA requires an EIR to assess a reasonable range of alternatives in addition to the proposed
project alternative. The range of alternatives in an EIR is governed by the ‘rule of reason’ that
requires the EIR to set forth only those alternatives necessary to permit a reasoned choice. The
State CEQA Guidelines provide several factors that should be considered in regard to the
feasibility of an alternative; those factors include: (1) site suitability; (2) economic viability; (3)
availability of infrastructure; (4) general plan consistency; (5) other plans or regulatory
limitations; (6) jurisdictional boundaries (projects with a reasonably significant impact should
consider the regional context; and (7) whether the project applicant can reasonably acquire,
control or otherwise have access to an alternative site.
A total of four alternatives to the proposed project were considered: 1) Other Quarry Locations;
2) No Project Alternative: No Development; 3) No Project Alternative: Existing Plan
Alternative; and 4) Reduced Daily Production Alternative. The first two listed alternatives (Other
Quarry Locations and No Project Alternative: No Development) were determined to be
infeasible because they did not meet the project objectives and were rejected from further study.
Below is a listed summary of the project objectives.
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1. Location. Secure approvals to continue the mining of known reserves on site, which is
located within the eastern portion of Nevada County and convenient to the Interstate-80
corridor.
2. Market Position. Maintain current company position and market share as a leading
regional provider.
3. Production and Timeframe. Extract, crush, and sell approximately 17 million tons of
high-grade construction aggregate to meet local needs over a period of up to 30 years.
4. Employment. Provide for continued on-site employment of between six and 15 people.
Related employment also would be generated by the transport of product to construction
sites, construction projects using the supplied aggregate and secondary expenditures for
goods and services.
5. Site Reclamation. Continue to implement responsible and environmentally sound
aggregate removal…Provide an economically feasible and responsible reclamation plan
that would result in a beneficial end use, in accordance with the requirements of
SMARA.
6. Development Agreement. Adhere to the Development Agreement so that operation of the
mine may proceed and site reclamation, implementation of the off-site roadway
improvements, and maintenance fees owned to Nevada County and the Town of Truckee
are implemented at the appropriate time.
The Boca Quarry Expansion Project Recirculated EIR evaluated two alternatives to the proposed
project. In addition to the Reduced Daily Production Alternative, CEQA requires the inclusion
of a “No Project” Alternative. The No Project Alternative would only allow the Boca Quarry to
continue operations as they are permitted in the existing permit (U06-012).
The No Project Alternative would not fulfill any of the project objectives past the operational
life-span of the East Pit. Existing demand and any future increase in demand for aggregate
material would likely have to be supplied from out-of-Count sources with could result in an
increase in cost due to increased haul routes and increased impacts from materials transportation.
Under the Reduced Daily Production Alternative, operations in the East Pit would be allowed to
resume under the currently approved 2007 Reclamation Plan (RP06-001) and Use Permit (U06012). Under this alternative, the total footprint of the mine would be the same as the proposed
project – the extraction area would be expanded to include the West Pit for an ultimate disturbed
area of 158 acres – and the total maximum extraction from the mine would remain the same as
under the proposed project (17 million tons). The daily production would be limited to
approximately 2,520 tons per day (approximately 0.25 of the maximum daily production). As
such, annual production would be limited to 250,000 tons per year, approximately 0.25 of the
maximum annual production of the proposed project (1 million tons per year). The annual
production of 2,520 tons per day would result in approximately 280 daily one-way truck trips
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(approximately 0.25 of the 1,120 trips that would be generated by the proposed project). Because
the total allowable production from the mine would remain the same, reducing the maximum
annual production of the quarry would extend the life of the mine when compared with the
proposed project because the aggregate reserve would be removed at a slower rate. Reducing the
annual and daily production could also reduce the daily hours of operations, and could avoid the
need for nighttime operations.
The Reduced Daily Production Alternative would not fulfill the project objectives for Market
Position, and Production and Timeframe because it would not allow the project applicant to
maximize production on the site in response to regional demand. If the demand for aggregate
material in the Tahoe/Truckee area exceeded the 250,000 tons per year allowable under the
Reduce Daily Production Alternative, the remaining supply would likely have to be sourced from
out-of-County.
Based on CEQA criteria and the Recirculated EIR, the project has the potential to create
significant and unavoidable impacts for the following resources:
Aesthetics*
Visual Character
Transportation and Circulation*
Conflicts with Bicyclists
Air Quality*
Exceeds Thresholds for NOX and PM10 established by the
Northern Sierra Air Quality Management District
*Aesthetics, Transportation and Air Quality impacts identified are also both cumulatively
considerable and significant and unavoidable.
In order to certify the Recirculated FEIR with the potential to cause significant and unavoidable
impacts to visual character, bicyclist on Stampede Meadow Road, NOX and PM 10 threshold; the
Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations have been prepared to comply with
the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Pub. Resources Code, §
21000 et seq.) and the CEQA Guidelines (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, §15000 et seq.).
CEQA guidelines allows for the Board of Supervisors in its decision-making responsibility to
balance, as applicable, the economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits, including
region-wide benefits, of the proposed project and find that these other considerations outweigh
the unavoidable adverse environmental effects. With the Board of Supervisor’s adoption of the
Finding of Facts and Statement of Overriding Considerations, the adverse environmental effects
are considered acceptable. The findings provide the written analysis, conclusions and
documentation of the Board regarding the Projects’ environmental impacts, mitigation measures
and alternatives to the Project.
Should the Planning Commission elect to recommend the Recirculated FEIR and recommend the
approval of the Boca Quarry Expansion project, the Planning Commission will be required to
first recommend to the Board of Supervisors adoption of the Findings of Fact and Statement of
Overriding (Attachment #2, Exhibit A). Following the consideration for the Findings of Fact and
Statement of Overriding, the Planning Commission may recommend adoption of the Boca
Quarry Expansion Project MMRP (Attachment #2, Exhibit B) and certify the Recirculated FEIR
(Attachment #1) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15091.
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Other Discretionary Approvals
The Project requires the approval of a Conditional Use Permit, Reclamation Plan, and Development
Agreement from the County of Nevada. In addition, the project may require other local, state, and federal
entitlements:










National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Construction Permit
administered by the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and an associated
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for the roadway improvements.
Timberland Conversion and Timber Harvest Plan would need to be filed with the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, and a Timberland Conversion Permit obtained.
Transportation Permit application with the specific route(s) for the shipper to follow from origin
to destination if any oversized loads (i.e., large equipment) would need to be submitted to the
State of California Department of Transportation (Caltrans).
Encroachment permit from the County for improvements to Stampede Meadows Road involving
County right-of-way.
Encroachment permits from the USFS for improvements to Stampede Meadows Road in areas
under their jurisdiction (where there is no existing County right-of-way).
Encroachment permit from the Town of Truckee for improvements to Stampede Meadows Road
in areas under their jurisdiction.
Burn Permit in accordance with the NSAQMD Regulation III, Open Burning.
A permit for the storage of hazardous materials and/or the generation of hazardous wastes is
required from the Nevada County Department of Environmental Health’s (NCDEH) CUPA prior
to storing or generating hazardous wastes.
The County approved Final EIR, Reclamation Plan and Development Agreement will be
submitted to the State Department of Conservation for their final review.

ZONING AND GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY:
With the certification of the proposed Environmental Impact Report, approval of the
Reclamation Plan and approval of the Conditional Use Permit, the use of the project site will
continue to be consistent with the existing zoning districts and the General Plan land use
designation FR-160-ME.
Regarding the General Plan, the project furthers several of the goals and policies of the County’s
General Plan, some of which are provided below:
Land Use Element Goals and Policies: Policy 1.3.1 which directs the County to maintain land
use patterns compatible with preservation of character, environmental values and constraints and
the form of orderly development of Rural Places. The objective of the project is to secure
approvals to continue the mining of known reserves on site, which is located within the eastern
portion of Nevada County and convenient to the Interstate-80 corridor.
Mineral Management Element Goals and Policies: Goal 17.1 directs the County to recognize and
protect valuable mineral resources for current and future generations in a manner that does not
create land use conflicts. Objective 17.1 guides the protection of valuable mineral deposits
through the promotion of proper management activities that minimize the impact of extraction
and processing on neighboring activities and the environment in general. Policy17.15 directs
conditional permitting to those areas in the County that have been found to be compatible with
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mining and mining operations and thereby include the combining zoning designation of ME.
The Board of Supervisors approved a zoning amendment May 25, 2005 to add the Combing
District Mineral Extraction (ME) to the existing zoning district FR-160, for the project area. The
purpose for the ME combining district is to allow for surface mining and to provide for public
awareness of the potential for surface mining to occur where adequate information indicates that
significant mineral deposits are likely present.
Soils Element: Goal 12.1 directs the County to minimize adverse impacts of grading activities,
loss of soils and soils productivity through policies that enforce erosion control that include
installation, maintenance and performance of Best Management Practices. The project includes
the adoption of a Reclamation Plan that is in full compliance with Nevada County’s policies and
ordinances as well as State law, Surface Mining and Recovery Act of 1975 (SMARA).
Recreation Element Goals and Policies: Goal 5.1 directs the County to provide a variety of active
and passive recreational opportunities. The project has been found to not degrade existing
recreational experiences at and around the Boca Reservoir and enhances road cycling with the
widening of the road thereby decreasing vehicle/bicyclists conflicts.
Water Element Policy: Policy 11.6A which requires that new development minimizes the
discharge of pollutants into surface water drainages. The project will be held to this standard
through the application of the County’s Grading Ordinance, the zero-discharge design of the
onsite drainage facilities, and through the approval of the State Water Quality Control Board.
Wildlife and Vegetation Element Objective and Policy: Goal 13.1 directs the County to identify
and manage significant areas to achieve sustainable habitat. The project and the project
Development Agreement include the reclamation and restoration that supports naturally
occurring native vegetation to support wildlife species.
Air Quality Element Policy: Policy 14.1 that encourages the County to cooperate with the Air
Quality Management District during the review of development proposals to address cumulative
and long-term air quality impacts. This project is consistent with this policy as the County has
consulted with the Northern Sierra Air Quality Management District (NSAQMD) and has
incorporated specific mitigation into the project’s environmental document based on the
consultation comments provided to the County by NSAQMD. However, despite the
implementation of mitigation measures, the project will still have a significant and unavoidable
impact due to project level and cumulative levels of NOX and PM10.
With the adherence to proposed conditions of approval and mitigation measures, the project has
been found to be compliant with both the Zoning Regulations and the County General Plan.
SUMMARY:
Teichert Aggregate, Inc., has proposed a Use Permit (U11-008), as is required for the new
development or significant expansion of an existing surface mining operation. As is also
required, the project includes the consideration of a Reclamation Plan (RP11-001) to evaluate
and identify reclamation phasing and procedures in accordance with Nevada County Codes and
the SMARA. Under the amended Reclamation Plan the project area, under a phased approach,
would be restored to a natural condition which would allow the site to be readily adapted to
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alternative and beneficial land uses consistent with the existing County Zoning Code designation
of Forest (FR).
This project has been reviewed for potential environmental impacts through a Recirculated
Environmental Impact Report (EIR11-001) and it has been determined that all project potential
impacts are mitigated to less than significant levels with the exception of Aesthetics AIS-1
(visual quality for project level and cumulative); TRANS-4&5 (conflicts with bicyclists at the
project level); and AQ-2&3 (increase in NOX and PM10 for project level and cumulative)
disclosed as significant and unavoidable, which requires the adoption of Overriding
Consideration. Should the Planning Commission elect to approve this project, the Planning
Commission must make CEQA Findings of Fact and a Statement of Overriding Considerations
for the Boca Quarry Expansion Project provided in Attachment #2, Exhibit A.
The project as proposed is consistent with the Land Use designation and Zoning Districts.
Construction activity is required to comply with proposed mitigation measures and County
grading standards to protect biological resources, soil, water quality and air quality. Further, the
project has been found to be consistent with several of the goals and policies of the General Plan.
Therefore, staff recommends that the Planning Commission after reviewing and considering the
proposed project and taking public testimony, approve the project specific environmental
document (with Findings of Fact and Overriding Considerations and the MMRP)(Attachment #1
& 2), Development Agreement (Attachment #3), and Reclamation Plan and Conditional Use
Permit (Attachment #4).
The Development Agreement meets the criteria set forth in Land Use and Development Code
(LUDC) Sec. L-II 5.18, which requires that specific information in the Development Agreement
pertaining to the duration of the agreement; the permitted uses of the property; specification of
size/dimensions of the project; provisions for a tiered amendment review procedure for minor
and major changes; provide for the possibility of subsequent discovery of health and safety
issues; director sign-off for minor changes; Commission sign-off for large changes; and major
amendments by the Board of Supervisors.
The required findings can be made for the Development Agreement, which include that it is
consistent with and complies with the goals, objectives, policies and applicable land use
designations of the Nevada County General Plan; is in the public interest to enter into the
Development Agreement; and that it will not adversely affect the persons residing or working in
the surrounding area. The Development Agreement is therefore supportable and staff
recommends its approval.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the Planning Commission take the following actions:
I.

Recommend to the Board of Supervisors adoption of the Findings of Fact and Statement
of Overriding Considerations and the Mitigation and Monitoring Program (MMRP) for
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the Boca Quarry Expansion Project Recirculated Final Environmental Impact Report
(Attachment #2 Exhibit A and B) followed by certification of the Recirculated Final
Environmental Impact Report (EIR11-001) (Attachment #1).
II.

III.

Recommend approval of the Development Agreement (Attachment #3 and Exhibits A-J)
between Nevada County, Pamela Dobbas and Teichert Aggregate, Inc. to the Board of
Supervisors making Findings A through D pursuant to LUDC Section L-II 5.18.E.
A.

The development agreement is consistent with the goals, objectives, policies and
applicable land use designations of the Nevada County General Plan;

B.

The development agreement complies with all of the provisions of the Nevada
County Land Use and Development Code;

C.

The development agreement is consistent with the public convenience, general
welfare and good land use practice, making it in the public interest to enter into
the development agreement with the applicant; and

D.

The development agreement will not:
1. Adversely affect the health, peace, comfort or welfare of persons residing or
working in the surrounding area;
2. Be materially detrimental to the use, enjoyment or valuation of property of
other persons located in the vicinity of the site;
3. Jeopardize, endanger or otherwise constitute a menace to the public health,
safety or general welfare; and
4. Adversely affect the orderly development of property or the preservation of
property values.

Recommend to the Board of Supervisors approval of the Conditional Use Permit (U11008) for the Mapped Area (Attachment #4, Exhibit B) with Conditions of Approval
incorporating the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan (Attachment #4, Exhibit A),
making Findings A through L pursuant to LUDC Section L-II 5.5.2.C. and recommend
approval to the Board of Supervisors the Teichert Aggregates Boca Quarry Reclamation
Plan (RP11-001) and Financial Assurance (Attachment #4, Exhibit C) in accordance with
the requirements of the California Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA)
found in Public Resource Code (PRC) Section 2710 et seq., Title 14 of the California
Code of Regulations (CCR) Section 3700 et seq. and Nevada County’s implementing
ordinance as specified in the Nevada County Land Use Code (Chapter L-II 3.22, Surface
Mining Permits and Reclamation Plans) to address reclamation standards and to guide
site development, operations and monitoring which have been incorporated into the EIR
and the Conditional Use Permit, making the Findings 1A, and A through H pursuant to
LUDC Section L-II 3.22 J.1 and L-II 3.22 J.2.a through J.2.h.

Conditional Use Permit - Findings A-L LUDC Section L-II 5.5.2.C
A.

This project as conditioned and mitigated is consistent with the General Plan
goals, objectives and policies applicable to this project site;
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B.

The proposed use is allowed within and is consistent with the purpose of the FR 160-ME zoning district within which the project is located. Grading is allowed
with an approved Conditional Use Permit;

C.

The proposed use and any facilities, as conditioned, will meet all applicable
provisions of the Land Use and Development Code;

D.

The design of any facilities for the proposed use are consistent with the intent of
the design goals, standards and elements of this Chapter and will be compatible
with the design of existing and anticipated future on-site uses and the uses of the
nearby surrounding uses;

E.

The site for the proposed use is adequate in size, shape and location to
accommodate the proposed use and all facilities needed for that use and will be
compatible with the design of existing and anticipated future on-site uses and the
uses of the nearby surrounding area compromising site development standards;

F.

The proposed use and facilities are compatible with, and not detrimental to,
existing and anticipated future uses on-site, on abutting property and in the nearby
surrounding neighborhood;

G.

Adequate provisions exist for water and sanitation for the proposed use;

H.

Interstate-80, a federal highway, Stampede Meadow Road a County and Town of
Truckee maintained Minor Collector road, and West Hinton Road a USFS and
Privately maintained road are adequate in size, width, and surface type to carry
the quantity and kinds of traffic generated by this project;

I.

Adequate provisions exist for emergency access to the site;

J.

Adequate public facilities and public services exist within the project area which
will be available to serve the project without decreasing service levels to other
areas to ensure that the proposed use is not detrimental to the public welfare;

K.

All feasible mitigation measures have been imposed upon the project; and

L.

The conditions listed are the minimum necessary to protect the public’s health,
safety and general welfare.

Reclamation Plan – Findings LUDC Section L-II.22 J.1 and L-II 3.22 J.2.a through J.2.h
1.

Use Permits
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RESOLUTION NO.
OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY OF NEVADA
A RESOLUTION OF THE COUNTY OF NEVADA CERTIFYING THE
ADEQUACY OF THE RECIRCULATED FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT (EIR11-001 STATE CLEARINGHOUSE NO.
2012022024) FOR THE BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT (U11008), RECLAMATION PLAN (U11-001) AND DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENT FOR THE BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY ACT AND MAKING CERTAIN FINDINGS CONCERNING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS, MITIGATION MEASURES AND
ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROJECT, ADOPTING A MITIGATION
MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM AND ADOPTING A
STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS, IN CONNECTION
WITH APPROVAL OF THE PROJECT CONTEMPLATED BY THE
FINAL ENVIRONMENT IMPACT REPORT
WHEREAS, The County of Nevada is the Lead Agency pursuant to Public
Resources Code section 21067 as it has the principal responsibility to approve and
regulate the project;
WHEREAS, based on the nature of the proposed Project, including the potential
for new significant impacts as a result of the proposed Project, the County determined
that an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was required for the proposed Project;
WHEREAS, the County exercised its independent judgment in accordance with
Public Resources Code section 20182.1, in retaining the independent consulting firm
Helix Environmental, Inc., to prepare the Recirculated Final EIR, and Helix
Environmental prepared the Final EIR under the supervision and at the direction of the
County’s Planning Director;
WHEREAS, on February 8, 2012, the County, as the lead agency, published a
Notice of Preparation (NOP) of an EIR for the proposed Project; and
WHEREAS, the NOP provided notice of the county’s determination, and solicited
public input on the proposed scope and content of the EIR for the proposed Project;
WHEREAS, the County, through Helix Environmental, the draft EIR was
originally circulated in September/October 2012 for a 45-day review by responsible and
trustee agencies and the public and the California State Clearinghouse for review and
comment, and the County received six written comment letters and two individuals
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provided oral comments at the Planning Commission hearing on the adequacy of the
Draft EIR;
WHEREAS, a Final EIR was prepared and published, however, due to late
comments identifying potentially new impacts, the Final EIR was not certified and the
decision was made to revise and recirculate the EIR;
WHEREAS, on May 22, 2019, the County Planning Department circulated the
Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report prepared by Helix Environmental;
WHEREAS, the Recirculated Draft EIR was made available for review to affected
local stakeholders and to regional and state agencies and sent to the California State
Clearinghouse to distribute to State agencies, and was released for a 45-day public review
period, commencing on May 22, 2019, and ending July 8, 2019;
WHEREAS, the Recirculated Draft EIR analyzes all of the potential
environmental impacts of the proposed Project and found that most would be mitigated to
a less-than-significant level with implementation of the recommended Mitigation
Measures and Reporting Program (MMRP), with the exception of impacts associated
with air quality emissions (project level and cumulative increases to NOX and PM10),
aesthetics (project level and cumulative for visual quality) and transportation and
circulation (project level for increase conflicts with bicycles);
WHEREAS, within the resource categories of air quality, aesthetics and
transportation and circulation, the three areas of impact have been disclosed to be
significant and unavoidable, requiring an adoption of Findings of Fact and a Statement of
Overriding Consideration (Exhibit A to this Resolution), which is attached to this
Resolution, by the Board of Supervisors, prior to action on the certification of the
Recirculated Draft EIR;
WHEREAS, during the 45-day Recirculation of the Draft EIR, 2 individual letters
were received commenting on the adequacy of the Recirculated Draft EIR, no one from
the public and one member of the Planning Commission provided oral comment during
the Planning Commission hearing on June 27, 2019;
WHEREAS, the Recirculated Final EIR includes copies of all comments on the
Recirculated Draft EIR, County responses to the comments pursuant to Section 15089,
clarifying edits, and the MMRP;
WHEREAS, the County proposes to approve and adopt the Project as analyzed by
the Recirculated Final EIR;
WHEREAS, on July 27, 2019, the Planning Commission held a public hearing on
the proposed Project in which the Commission reviewed the Recirculated EIR together
with all comments received during the public review period, the MMRP, COA with
MMRP integrated as conditions of approval, and the Findings of Fact and Statement of
Overriding Considerations and recommended certification of this same Recirculated
Final EIR before making a recommendation to the Board on the proposed Use Permit
(U11-008) and Reclamation Plan (RP11-001);
WHEREAS, the County Planning Commission recommended that the Board of
Supervisors adopt the Findings set forth in Exhibit A; and
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WHEREAS, CEQA requires that, in connection with the certification of a Final
EIR, the decision-making agency make certain written findings.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Nevada County Board of
Supervisors having reviewed and considered the recommendation of the Planning
Commission, has independently reviewed the Recirculated FEIR (EIR11-001), together
with all comments received during the public review period, and hereby adopts the
proposed Recirculated FEIR pursuant to Sections 15088.5, 15090, 150091, 15092 and
15093 of the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines and determines as
follows:
1.

That the proposed Recirculated Environmental Impact Report reflects the
independent judgment and analysis of the Board of Supervisors; and that
the mitigation measures, as agreed to by the applicant, will reduce
potentially significant impacts to less than significant levels;

2.

The agency has eliminated or substantially lessened all significant effects
on the environment where feasible as shown in findings under section
15091, and determined that any remaining significant effects on the
environment found to be unavoidable under Section 15091 are acceptable
due to overriding concerns as described in Section 15093;

3.

The Board of Supervisors in its decision-making responsibility has
balanced, as applicable, the economic, legal, social, technological, or other
benefits, including region-wide benefits; such as regional reduction in
VMT, Nevada County location of high quality aggregate to supply local
roadway and construction sites, local employment both direct and indirect,
Development Agreement commitments to improve safety risks along
Stampede Meadow Road; of the proposed project and find that these other
considerations outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental effects,
and the adverse environmental effects are considered acceptable;

4.

That the Findings set forth in Exhibit “A” and incorporated by this
reference are hereby adopted as the County’s findings under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Public Resources Code Sections 2100,
et seq., and the CEQA guidelines, Cal. Code Regs., Title 13, sec. 15000, et
seq., relating to the Project. The findings provide the written analysis and
conclusions of the Board regarding the Projects’ environmental impacts,
mitigation measures and alternatives to the Project.

5.

The Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the Final EIR
(MMRP) is contained in the Final EIR and is attached to this resolution as
Exhibit B, incorporated by this reference. The MMRP identifies impacts of
the project, corresponding mitigation, any reporting requirements,
designation of responsible agency and timing/schedule for implementation.
The Board hereby adopts the MMRP.

6.

The Final EIR contains additions, clarifications, modifications and other
information in its responses to the comments on the Draft EIR for the
Project and also incorporates information obtained by the County since the
Recirculate Draft EIR was issued. This Board herby finds and determines
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that such changes and additional information are not significant new
information as the term is defined under the provisions of the CEQA,
because such changes and additional information do not indicate that any
new significant environmental impacts not already evaluated would result
from the proposed Project and do not reflect any substantial increase in the
severity of any environmental impacts of the Project; and no feasible
alternatives considerable different from those analyzed in the Recirculated
Draft EIR have been proposed that would lessen significant environmental
impacts of the proposed Project. Accordingly, this Board hereby finds and
determines that recirculation of the Final EIR for further public review and
comment is not warranted; and
7.

The documents and materials constituting the record of the proceedings on
which this decision is based are located and in the custody of the Nevada
County Planning Department at 950 Maidu Avenue, Nevada City,
California.

8.

The Board of Supervisors does hereby make the foregoing findings with the
stipulations that all information in these findings is intended as a summary
of the full administrative record supporting certification of the Recirculated
Final EIR, which full administrative record should be consulted for the full
details supporting these findings, and that any mitigation measures and/or
alternatives that were suggested by commenters to the Recirculated Draft
EIR and were not certified as part of the Recirculated Final EIR are hereby
expressly rejected for the reasons stated in the responses to the comments
set forth in the Recirculated Final EIR and elsewhere in the record.

9.

The Recirculated Final EIR and all findings contained herein represent the
independent judgement of the County of Nevada; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Board of Supervisors hereby certifies the
Boca Quarry Expansion Project Recirculated Final Environmental Impact Report
(EIR11-001, SCH No. 201222024) for the Use Permit (U11-008) Reclamation Plan
(RP11-001) and Development Agreement.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the Board is directed to file a
Notice of Determination pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15094 within five
working days after adoption of this resolution and approval of the proposed Project.
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DRAFT
Exhibit A
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS
FOR THE BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT

SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) prepared for Boca Quarry Expansion Project
("Project") addresses the environmental effects associated with the Project. These Findings and
Statement of Overriding Considerations have been prepared to comply with the requirements of
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Pub. Resources Code, § 21000 et seq.) and the
CEQA Guidelines (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, §15000 et seq.).
Nevada County has prepared a Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) for the proposed project.
The FEIR consists of the following documents:
1)

Boca Quarry Expansion Project Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR),
September 2012;

2)

The Boca Quarry Expansion Project Final Environmental Impact Report (2013
FEIR), February 2013,

3)

Boca Quarry Expansion Project Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report
(RDEIR), May 2019; and

4)

Boca Quarry Expansion Project Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR),
August 2019.
SECTION 2
PROJECT BACKGROUND AND TIMELINE

This section provides a summary of the project history, both prior to and after Teichert began
leasing the project site and operating the Boca Quarry, and the public review process for the Project.
As discussed in further detail below, the operation of the Boca Quarry and the proposed project
have evolved considerably in response to the local market demand for aggregate and the need to
address community concerns raised during the public review process for the Project. The public
review process for the Project worked as intended under CEQA, as it culminated in project
revisions and additional mitigation to reduce the Project’s impacts on the environment and to
improve its compatibility with the surrounding community.
PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Boca Quarry is located in eastern Nevada County and it is allowed to operate under a
Conditional Use Permit (CUP) and Reclamation Plan, approved in 1983 and modified in 2007,
which allows mining on Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) 48-090-12. The quarry has been idle
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since the 2008 operating year based on reduced aggregate demand due to the downturn in the
economy. (RDEIR, p. 1-1.)
Prior to Teichert as Operator
The project site has been unofficially used as a source of aggregate since the 1950s. In 1983, the
first Use Permit (U83-036) was obtained for a quarry operation at the site. The 1983 Use Permit
authorized a 15-acre quarry (extraction area) within a portion of a 162.4-acre site. The quarry was
initially planned as a relatively small-scale operation with an annual production range between
75,000 and 150,000 cubic yards. The estimated total production of the quarry at that time was
approximately 1,500,000 cubic yards over approximately a 20-year lifespan. The 1983 Use Permit,
however, did not place any annual production limitations on the operation. (RDEIR, p. 1-1.)
In 1987, an amendment to the original Use Permit was approved (U87-010) that allowed a onetime importation and processing of approximately 50,000 cubic yards of excess rock material from
a sewer line project in the Glenshire area. The majority of that imported material was processed
and returned to Glenshire and used as fill (for the same sewer line extension project). Upon
completion of the Glenshire Project, the ability to import material for processing to this site had
expired. (RDEIR, p. 1-2.)
As no annual reporting to the State occurred in this time frame (1983 - 1987), and few reports were
given to the County, it appeared that the original quarry never reached its permitted extraction
potential. The operation appeared to be abandoned after a County staff inspection of the site in
1991. However, due to the activities resulting from prior activities on the site, reclamation was still
required in accordance with the California Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975
(SMARA). A code compliance case was brought against the original property owner regarding the
reclamation of the site. (RDEIR, p. 1-2.)
In the mid 1990s, a representative of the property owner approached the County and proposed to
resolve the prior compliance issues related to the quarry. As a result, the abandoned equipment
and structures on site were removed and the five acre pit area was reclaimed. A site inspection was
conducted and later a financial assurance to bring the operation into compliance with County and
State codes was posted. Ultimately, the property was sold and the Hirschdale Cinder Quarry was
brought into compliance and began to operate on a regular basis. (RDEIR, p. 1-2.)
Teichert as Operator
Teichert has been operating in the Truckee area since at least the 1960s supplying aggregate for
housing developments, I-80 construction and reconstruction and various other developments in the
Truckee/Tahoe area. In the 1960s, Teichert operated an aggregate production facility at a site today
referred to as Cold Stream. When reserves at that site began to run low, Teichert leased and then
purchased the site of their present Martis Valley operations. That site, located in the Town of
Truckee, began operations in 1984 and was expected to have 30 to 40 years of reserves. As
development activities increased in the Truckee Tahoe market area, production at the Martis Valley
facility rapidly expanded and at its peak (around 2004-2006) was producing close to 1,000,000 tons
per year. As production expanded at Martis Valley, the original reserve life began to shrink because
of the increased demand and production. Current aggregate reserves for the Martis Valley site are
now estimated at 2 to 4 years depending on the pace of the area’s economy. (RDEIR, p. 6-2.)
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In late 2004, Teichert began inquiring about a potential lease for the Hirschdale Cinder Quarry.
During this period, Teichert had the property flown in order to obtain aerial photos of the mining
limits. Upon reviewing the aerial photographs, Teichert informed Nevada County that it appeared
the prior operator had mined beyond the quarry limits of the 1983 Use Permit. The property owner,
Project Applicant, and the County met to discuss a plan for bringing the site back into conformance,
which included plans to expand the existing quarry. (RDEIR, p. 1-2.)
On May 24, 2005, the Board of Supervisors approved a rezone application adding the Mineral
Extraction (ME) combining district to the FR-160 base zoning on the original quarry parcel (APN
48-090-12), along with an adjacent parcel (APN 48-200-03). The ME combining district
recognizes the existing mineral resources and mining operation on the site and serves to
legislatively notify others of the County’s protection of those mineral resources. This was
approximately the time that Teichert became the new operator of the Hirschdale Cinder Quarry and
subsequently renamed it Boca Quarry. (RDEIR, p. 1-2.)
In June of 2006, Teichert initially submitted an application, which proposed to expand the quarry
from a 15-acre extraction area to a 105-acre extraction area (plus the processing area). The proposal
generated a number of concerns primarily associated with the proposed truck traffic – relying upon
the old bridges for access and the trucks passing through the Hirschdale community. During this
same time period, Teichert was utilizing the rock from the Boca Quarry and the associated truck
traffic significantly increased well beyond any historical use. (RDEIR, p. 1-2.)
Because of the number of substantial issues raised by the June 2006 proposal (U86-012 &
RP86-001), Teichert decided to revise that project considerably. The revisions focused on getting
the operation back into conformance with the County Use Permit and SMARA, and restricting the
quarry limits to the basic footprint of the current pit. Another noteworthy addition to the proposed
Use Permit revisions was a proposal that a new access road be constructed, which would bypass
the Hirschdale community. On July 26, 2007, the Planning Commission approved the amended
Use Permit (U06-012) and Reclamation Plan (RP86-001). (RDEIR, pp. 1-2 to 1-3.)
The following spring (2008) work on the new access road for the quarry began, ultimately
providing access to the Hirschdale/I-80 interchange via West Hinton Road and Stampede Meadows
Road. Teichert improved the existing logging road northwesterly from the quarry site through an
offsite property that they also owned, and connecting with an existing U.S. Forest Service (USFS)
road, West Hinton Road, to Stampede Meadows Road and I-80. Upon completing that connection,
the historic access over the two bridges and through the Hirschdale community was no longer used.
(RDEIR, p. 1-3.)
PROJECT TIMELINE
In February 2010, Teichert submitted an application to the County requesting approval to expand
the mining operations at Boca Quarry under the authority of an Amended Use Permit and
Reclamation Plan (U10-001/RP10-001). The proposed Use Permit would expand the size of the
quarry and increase the maximum levels of extraction from the site to one million tons of aggregate
per year for 30 years. An Amended Reclamation Plan that included the new extraction area was
proposed in accordance with Nevada County Codes and SMARA. A Mitigated Negative
Declaration (MND) was prepared for the proposed project by the County and circulated for public
review in December 2010. On February 10, 2011, the Planning Commission approved the proposed
project and MND. (RDEIR, p. 1-3.)
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On February 22, 2011, Joe McGinity appealed the Planning Commission’s approval of Use Permit
(U10-001) and Reclamation Plan (RP10-001). In a letter submitted by Mr. McGinity’s attorney
Donald B. Mooney, the appeal raised concerns regarding aesthetics, air quality, greenhouse gases,
water supply, and transportation and circulation. A decision was made by the County to prepare
an EIR for that application to address issues raised in the appeal. (RDEIR, p. 1-3.)
In July 2011, Teichert submitted the current application for the County requesting approval for the
expansion of mining operations at Boca Quarry under the authority of an Amended Use Permit (U11-008) and Amended Reclamation Plan (RP11-001). The current application addressed in this
EIR is essentially the same as the 2010 proposal with regard to the proposed quarry limits and the
proposed reclamation standards. Minor clarifications were made to reflect some of the concerns of
the prior appeal. (RDEIR, p. 1-3.)
On February 6, 2012, Nevada County issued a notice of preparation (NOP) of an environmental
impact report (EIR) for the Project. The NOP was circulated for a 30-day public comment period.
Four comment letters were received by the County in response to the NOP, including a comment
letter from Joe McGinity’s attorney Donald B. Mooney. In addition, a public scoping meeting was
held on March 6, 2012, at the Truckee Town Hall for the purpose of receiving public comments
regarding the scope of the EIR. The DEIR addressed all comments on the EIR scope that were
received during the 30-day NOP comment period and at the public scoping meeting. (RDEIR, pp.
ES-1, 1-5.).
On September 14, 2012, Nevada County released the Draft EIR (DEIR) for the Project for public
review. As required by CEQA, the DEIR was circulated for public review for at least 45 days, with
the public review period ending on November 8, 2012. The DEIR was circulated to responsible
agencies and other public agencies having legal jurisdiction over the environment affected by the
Project. Fifteen copies of the DEIR were sent to the State Clearinghouse along with the required
Notice of Completion (NOC). In addition, a public hearing was held before the Nevada County
Planning Commission on October 11, 2012, at the Truckee Town Hall for the purposes of receiving
public testimony on the DEIR. During the public comment period, the County received six
comment letters regarding the DEIR and two oral comments were made at the public hearing held
on October 11, 2012. No comments on the DEIR were received from either Joe McGinity or his
attorney. (RDEIR, pp. ES-1, ES-2.)
On February 11, 2013, the County published the first Final EIR (2013 FEIR) for the Project. The
2013 FEIR included all comments received during the public review period, responses to comments
that raised significant environmental issues, and any necessary revisions to the DEIR. (RDEIR, p.
ES-2.)
On February 21, 2013, the County received comments from attorney Donald B. Mooney,
representing the Buckhorn Ridge Homeowners Association and Joe McGinity. Based on a review
of the submitted comments, the County requested that its EIR consultant and the other technical
consultants conduct additional technical study of several environmental issues, including traffic,
noise, air quality, and biological resources. Due to the volume of the new and/or revised technical
studies, the County elected to recirculate the entire EIR for the Project. (RDEIR, p. ES-2.)
During 2013 and 2014, the County, its EIR consultant, and other technical consultants worked to
prepare the necessary studies to recirculate the EIR for the Project. However, due to economic
factors, the Project was put on hold during 2015 and 2016. The EIR recirculation process was
resumed in late 2017.
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On May 22, 2019, the County released the Recirculated DEIR (RDEIR) for the Project for public
review. As required by CEQA, the DEIR was circulated for public review for the required 45 days,
with the public review period ending on July 8, 2019 The RDEIR was circulated to responsible
agencies and other public agencies having legal jurisdiction over the environment affected by the
Project. Fifteen copies of the RDEIR were sent to the State Clearinghouse along with the required
Notice of Completion (NOC). In addition, a public hearing was held before the Nevada County
Planning Commission on June 27, 2019, at the Truckee Town Hall for the purposes of receiving
public testimony on the RDEIR. During the public comment period, the County received three
comment letters regarding the RDEIR and no public comments were made at the public hearing
held on June 27, 2019. No comments on the RDEIR were received from Joe McGinity or his
attorney. (FEIR, p. 2-1.)
On August 12, 2019, the County published the second Final EIR (FEIR) for the Project. The FEIR
consists of all comments received during the public review period, responses to comments that
raised significant environmental issues, any necessary revisions to the RDEIR. The FEIR also
included the RDEIR, 2013 FEIR, DEIR, and their appendices.
On August 22, 2019, the Planning Commission took public testimony regarding the Project. After
close of the public hearing on the Project, the Planning Commission recommended that the Board
of Supervisors certify the FEIR, adopt these Findings, approve the CUP and reclamation plan for
the Project, and approve of the development agreement for the Project.
On ____________, 2019, the Board of Supervisors took additional public testimony regarding the
Project. After close of the public hearing on the Project, the Board affirmed the Planning
Commission’s certification of the FEIR, adoption of these Findings, and approval of the CUP and
reclamation plan for the Project, and approved the development agreement for the Project.

SECTION 3
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
PROJECT LOCATION AND SETTING
Boca Quarry is an existing quarry that is located in eastern Nevada County, approximately one mile
northeast of the community of Hirschdale, eight miles east of the Town of Truckee, and five miles
west of the California/Nevada state line. The approximately 230-acre project site is composed of
two parcels (APN 48-090-12 and 48-200-03) and is located north of the Truckee River and I-80.
The site is situated in portions 26 and 27 of Township 18 North and Range 17 East on the 7.5 Boca
USGS topographic quadrangle. I-80 provides the primary regional travel route to and from the
project area. The project site can be accessed via a private road which crosses through USFS land
connecting to West Hinton Road, Stampede Meadows Road, and the Hirschdale/ I-80 interchange.
Surrounding properties include Tahoe National Forest land and large private properties. (RDEIR,
p. 2-1.)
The project site has a designation of Forest (FOR) under the Nevada County General Plan. It is
zoned Forest with a Mineral Extraction combining district (FR-ME). The Nevada County Zoning
Code permits surface mining operations within an FR zone when an ME combining district overlay
is in place, along with an approved conditional use permit (CUP) and reclamation plan. (RDEIR,
pp. 2-3 to 2-4.)
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
The project applicant, A. Teichert & Son, Inc. (“Teichert”), proposes to expand mining operations
at its currently permitted Boca Quarry in eastern Nevada County. The application includes requests
for the issuance of a CUP (U11-008) as well as an Amended Reclamation Plan (RP11-001) to
correspond with the proposed mine expansion and allowing the importation of clean fill material
for pit backfilling. The proposed project would increase the existing extraction area of
approximately 40 acres to approximately 158 acres on the 230-acre site, which is appropriately
zoned with the Mineral Extraction (ME) overlay. The proposed expansion would continue to use
the West Hinton Road haul route to Stampede Meadows Road for all of its aggregate transport and
operating equipment access. (RDEIR, p. 3-1.)
The permit modification would allow for the expansion of the levels of extraction and production
to a maximum of 1,000,000 ton of aggregate per year. Actual production would vary depending
on the local market demand. The Reclamation Plan envisions the removal of 17 million tons
(approximately 13 million cubic yards) of material in three phases over a 30-year period. Blasting
would also be utilized as part of the proposed mining activities. An amendment to the original
Reclamation Plan (U83-036) is required to authorize the proposed extraction area in accordance
with Nevada County Codes and SMARA. (RDEIR, p. 3-1.)
The proposed expanded quarry operation would continue to use the existing haul route for the
permitted quarry operations, which includes West Hinton Road from the quarry to Stampede
Meadows Road, and Stampede Meadows Road south to I-80 and prohibits haul trucks from using
Hirschdale Road through the Hirschdale Community to access the project site. (RDEIR, p. 3-1.)
The proposed project includes improvements along an approximately 1.3-mile long segment of
Stampede Meadows Road (22-acre off-site roadway improvement area) to address concerns
regarding bicyclist safety that were expressed by the public during the public review process for
the previously circulated EIR (September 2012), and to address existing sight-distance deficiencies
at the intersection of Stampede Meadows Road with West Hinton Road. (RDEIR, p. 3-1.)
The total project area, therefore, includes the entire 230-acre Boca Quarry (project site) and the 22acre off-site roadway improvement area. Potential new ground disturbance within the project area
would total up to approximately 131.2 acres, which would include 118 acres of new ground
disturbance in the West Pit and approximately 13.2 acres of ground disturbance associated with the
off-site roadway improvements. As previously mentioned, the ultimate disturbed area consists of
the 158-acre area of disturbance within the project site from mining in the East and West Pits,
combined. (RDEIR, p 3-1.)
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the proposed project is to maximize the local source of high-quality
construction aggregate to support existing and future construction projects in the region. Specific
project objectives include:



Location. Secure approvals to continue mining of known reserves on site, which is located
within the eastern portion of Nevada County and convenient to the I-80 corridor, thus
providing a reliable and economic source of construction grade sand and gravel to meet
current and project demand in the region.
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Market Position. Maintain current company position and market share as a leading regional
provider.
Production and Timeframe. Extract, crush, and sell approximately 17 million tons of high
grade construction aggregate to meet local needs over a period of up to 30 years; annual
production rates vary substantially, but would not exceed 1 million tons in active
construction years.
Employment. Provide for continued on-site employment of between 6 and 15 people.
Related employment also would be generated by the trucking of product to construction
sites, construction projects using the supplied aggregate, and secondary expenditures for
goods and services.
Site Reclamation. Continue to implement responsible and environmentally sound
aggregate removal. Preserve sensitive natural resources; minimize aesthetic impacts
through site design, phasing, and concurrent reclamation; and implement reclamation
concurrently with operations throughout the life of the mine. Provide an economically
feasible and responsible reclamation plan that would result in a beneficial end use, in
accordance with the requirements of SMARA. Implementation and monitoring of final
reclamation activities would be completed within five years after completion of mining.
Development Agreement. Adhere to the Development Agreement so that operation of the
mine may proceed and site reclamation, implementation of the off-site roadway
improvements, and maintenance fees owed to Nevada County and the City of Truckee are
implemented at the appropriate time.

(RDEIR, p. 3-2.)
PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS
Phasing, Mining, Engineering and Drainage
The proposed project expansion is primarily a sidehill quarry operation, involving excavation of
the West Pit quarry floor to a depth of between 40 and 60 feet below the rim formed by the
surrounding land surface. The maximum depth of mining below existing topography would be 200
feet or less. Mining for the proposed project would occur in three phases, beginning with the Phase
I East Pit (which is nearly complete). The second and third phases would involve mining of the
West Pit. During Phase II, the lower (southern) portion of the West Pit would be mined to its
maximum width and depth. The upper ridge of the West Pit would then be mined (Phase III), and
the overburden from the ridge would be moved to the lower area to be used as backfill in the lower
pit, facilitating partially concurrent reclamation of the lowest (Phase II) bench. (RDEIR, pp. 3-4 to
3-5.)
Mining activities in the expansion area would be initiated with the salvage of the uppermost layer
of soil using dozers and/or scrapers. The available soil would be stockpiled for use in future
reclamation activities. Overburden above the construction-grade aggregate would be removed,
followed by removal of hardrock aggregate (product) from the geologic formation through a multistep process including drilling, blasting, and excavation using heavy equipment. (RDEIR, p. 3-5.)
Due to the nature of the hard rock product on the site, drilling and blasting would be required to
loosen the aggregate from the host rock formation. This is typically accomplished by drilling holes
in a grid pattern over a portion of the formation. The design of shot configurations (i.e., drill hole
patterns, diameter, depth, quantity, and delay) depends on the site rock conditions and the specific
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purpose of each shoot. Blasting would be conducted by a licensed explosives contractor, who would
bring all materials on site at the time of each blast. No storage of blasting material on site would
occur. Blasting would occur no more than twice per week, during the daytime hours of 7 a.m. and
4 p.m. The Nevada County Sheriff’s Department would be given a 24-hour notice prior to each
blast. (RDEIR, pp. 3-5 to 3-6.)
West Pit development would involve sequential excavation, benching, and slope grading, followed
by site reclamation. The hard rock quarry walls are designed and would be constructed at a
reclaimed grade so as to leave a stable final slope. The exact dimensions of highwalls and benches
are subject to revision in accordance with regular geotechnical examination of the exposed
materials. Highwall angles and heights would be evaluated, and if necessary revised, to ensure
slope stability. (RDEIR, p. 3-6.)
Following blasting, bulldozers or similar excavating equipment would be used to load aggregate
material into internal project haul trucks for transport to the crusher (processing plant) located in
the East Pit. Rock fragments that are too large for transporting to the processing plant would
undergo primary crushing in the active quarry, then be transported via haul trucks to the processing
area. Overburden and/or other non-commercial material would be stockpiled or loaded into haul
trucks for backfilling and concurrent reclamation of surfaces that are at their final configuration.
These waste materials, combined with imported clean fill from construction excavation outside the
project site, would be used to backfill the lower (Phase II) pit. (RDEIR, pp. 3-6 to 3-7.)
The lower (Phase II) backfilled pit would be porous due to the nature of the fill material to be placed
in the pit. Thus, surface water that does not infiltrate in the upper portions of the West Pit would
be captured and would infiltrate at the lower pit level. No release of surface water from the project
site would occur. During operations, all runoff from disturbed surfaces would be collected by
temporary diversion ditches and conducted to a sediment/infiltration basin. A Stormwater
Management Plan (SWMP) for the Boca Quarry West Pit has been prepared for the project. The
Plan conservatively sizes the stormwater detention basin capacity to contain two 100-year
precipitation events occurring within a 7-day time interval without surface water discharge.
(RDEIR, p. 3-7.)
Mining Equipment
The types of mobile equipment and/or machines to be employed for the proposed expansion area are
the same as those recently in use. These include: a dozer, self-loading scraper, front-end wheel loader,
portable water pump, motor grader, conveyers, haul trucks, and a hydraulic excavator. A water truck
would be used for maintenance of surfaces and dust control. The type of vehicles will vary somewhat,
depending on availability, as well as the introduction of new models to suit changing on-site
conditions and meet current emission standards. Additionally, short-term reclamation tasks may
require importation of specialized equipment from time to time. The West Hinton haul route and
Stampede Meadows Road would be used for the importation of specialized equipment. (RDEIR, p.
3-9.)
Equipment and structures at the site would include both stationary and mobile equipment, such as
screen, conveyors, an office building, and scales. These facilities are in place and would essentially
remain unaltered as part of the proposed project. (DEIR, p. 3-9.)
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Processing Operations
On-Site Operations
Aggregate material loosened from the West Pit would be taken to the processing plant for screening
and crushing, and subsequently stockpiled for shipping. Processing to create construction aggregate
products involves only crushing and screening of sorted, graded materials. The processing area for
the Boca Quarry would continue to be in the mined out East Pit, thus delaying final reclamation of
much of the East Pit (Phase I) until the end of the project life. (RDEIR, p. 3-8.)
Off-Site Traffic
Commercial aggregate would be loaded onto aggregate haul trucks within the project operational
area and would be sold by weight at the time of loading. Teichert does not own or operate the
commercial haul trucks that carry aggregate from the mining site to construction sites where the
aggregate is used. Based on recent sales information, Teichert estimates that the average load
leaving at the present Boca Quarry and Teichert’s Martis Valley site, which can reasonably be
assumed to be approximately the same as the loads that would be sold in the future, is 18 tons. That
is, roughly half of the trucks arriving to be loaded are single, 12-ton dump trucks, and half are
trucks with other configurations (such as long-bed trucks or truck/trailer combinations) with
approximately double that capacity. (RDEIR, p. 3-8.)
According to Teichert, based on recent experience at its Martis Valley plant, the maximum amount
of backfill to be delivered to the Boca Quarry in any one year is estimated to be approximately
250,000 tons and less in years with lower construction activity. The amount of clean fill delivery
correlates generally with aggregate demand, so years of lower aggregate production are also years
of lower backfill acceptance. (RDEIR, p. 3-9.)
The maximum annual mining rate of the proposed project is one million tons, thus the project could
result in a maximum of 55,556 truck trips removing aggregate in such a year, plus a maximum of
13,900 truck trips delivering clean backfill. Maximum daily production (in terms of sales) is
limited by the rate at which trucks can be loaded, weighed, and charged. The estimated maximum
number of trips that can be processed per day is 560; or 15,120 trucks per month. In addition, the
project would generate up to 15 round trips per day for employees and one for a maintenance truck
for a total of 576 vehicle round trips (maximum) per day, equating to 15,552 per month (maximum)
for all uses. (RDEIR, p. 3-8.)
Aggregate truck traffic will access the project site via a private road which crosses through USFS
land connecting to West Hinton Road, Stampede Meadows Road, and the Hirschdale/ I-80
interchange. (RRDEIR, p. 3-8.) The actual amount of truck traffic between I-80/Hirschdale
interchange and the site where aggregate is delivered for use in construction or maintenance
projects would be determined by regional aggregate demand. This regional aggregate demand
would not change regardless of whether aggregate is mined at the project site or at the nearest
alternative sources in the Reno/Sparks area, but truck trip lengths would differ. (RDEIR, pp. 4.59, 4.5-10.)
Project Reserves, Production and Operating Life
Total reserves for the quarry are estimated at over 17 million tons. And the volume to be mined is
estimated to average between 300,000 and 500,000 tons per year, but could reach one million tons
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in very active construction years. The high-grade construction aggregate products produced at the
quarry would likely be in demand during cyclically active building years. (RDEIR, p. 3-7.)
Maximum daily production is limited by the rate at which trucks can be loaded and leave the site
and the estimated maximum production per day is 10,080 tons. While the longevity of the Boca
Quarry is currently estimated at 30 years, this would be a function of production levels and market
demand. Thus, if annual production averaged in excess of 570,000 tons per year, the life of the
quarry would decrease accordingly. (RDEIR, p. 3-8.)
Operating Schedule and Workforce
The plant generally operates, and would continue to operate, on a single-shift basis during the
period from May 1 until October 31, six days per week (total of 158 operating days minus any
holidays). Based upon market demand or emergency needs, such as urgent response to flood
events, the quarry may open earlier or continue operations later that the dates stated above, but
would not exceed 180 operating days per year. Mining, processing, sales, and truck transport from
the site would generally take place between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday, and between
7 a.m. and 4 p.m. on Saturday. From time to time, customer demand and/or operational
considerations dictate periods of extended hours, which can involve two shifts and result in
operating hours starting at 5 a.m. and ending as late as 9 p.m. Certain public agency projects (such
as Caltrans road improvement projects) may operate during nighttime hours to prevent traffic
congestion associated with lane closures and heavy vehicle operations, in addition to road repairs
made necessary by natural disasters (e.g. flooding) or other unforeseen events. These road
improvement or repair projects accordingly require materials to be supplied at night. However, the
only operation of the quarry allowed after 9 p.m. and before 6 a.m. is material loadout. Loadout
could occur 24 hours per day and up to seven days per week for limited periods in order to service
these projects. The duration of these expanded hours of operation would depend on the duration
of the projects being supplied. (RDEIR, p. 3-10.)
Utilities and Water Supply
Electric power is provided by Liberty Energy–CalPeco and no back-up generating system is
required. Teichert has recently permitted and installed an on-site septic system to meet sewage
disposal needs. Bottled water is provided for employees to meet their drinking water needs. An
existing on-site, developed and permitted spring provides water for dust control, with estimated
consumption of 25 to 35 gallons per minute (gpm). Flow rate of the spring varies from an annual
peak of about 220 gpm, gradually decreasing to a minimum of 80 gpm in October, and is therefore
adequate for dust control use. (RDEIR, p. 3-10.)
Mine Waste Management and Closure of Surface Openings
The proposed project would not generate waste material requiring any special tailing or waste
management procedures. Overburden and non-commercial rock materials would be used as backfill
in the mining pits. The Boca Quarry is a surface mine without any underground shafts or adits.
Any drill holes, water wells, and monitoring wells would be abandoned in accordance with
applicable state and local ordinances. (RDEIR, p. 3-11.)
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Reclamation
SMARA requires mines to be reclaimed to a usable condition that is readily adaptable for a
productive land use that creates no danger to public health or safety. As discussed previously, a
Revised Reclamation Plan has been submitted as part of the application package in compliance
with SMARA. The Revised Reclamation Plan dated July 2011 is on file with the County of Nevada
Planning Department and provides specific details with regard to the proposed reclamation
procedures. The following paragraphs provide a brief overview of the plan. (RDEIR, p. 3-11.)
The plan provides for the project site to be returned to an open space condition as allowed under
existing County Zoning Code designation of Forest (FR), which provides for production,
protection, and management of timber (and support uses); equipment storage; temporary offices;
low intensity recreational uses; and open space. (RDEIR, p. 3-12.)
The reclaimed quarry would consist of multiple benches of variable width, portions of which would
be partially backfilled, separated by highwall cut slopes that have been reduced to varying (stable)
angles according to the nature of the material. The removal, handling, and replacement of soil to
be used in reclamation would be accomplished in accordance with SMARA guidelines. Inactive
topsoil and growth media stockpiles would be protected from inadvertent destruction and erosion.
(RDEIR, p. 3-12.)
Resoiling would occur on both the wide Phase II pit floors (once backfilling is completed) and the
narrow benches separating the Phase III highwalls of the West Pit. Additional clean backfill from
construction excavation outside the project site may be brought in to supplement backfill operations
and to provide a suitable plant growth medium to supplement the salvaged topsoil. (RDEIR, p. 313.)
Following soil placement, native grasses and shrubs would be broadcast seeded. Revegetation of
the final surface is intended to consist of vegetation types and species similar to the vegetation
currently existing on the project site. Monitoring and reporting on revegetation success would be
required for five years after seeding to ensure that performance standards are met and adequate
vegetative cover is reestablished. (RDEIR, p. 3-13.)
Following completion of mining and reclamation activities, mobile equipment associated with
mining would be removed from the site, as well as stationary equipment including but not limited
to, the office building, scale, screens and conveyors. (RDEIR, p. 3-13.)
SMARA requires surface mining operations to obtain lead agency-approved financial assurance
for the reclamation of mined lands to ensure the public would not have to bear the cost of reclaiming
abandoned operations. In the event of financial incapability by the operator, the financial assurance
funds would be used by the lead agency (or the Department of Conservation) to reclaim the mined
site and to ensure that mine operations comply with the approved reclamation plan. A financial
assurance is in place for the existing operation and would continue to be annually reviewed in
accordance with SMARA requirements. (RDEIR, p. 3-14.)
Off-site Roadway Improvements
The project includes improvements along an approximately 1.3-mile long segment of Stampede
Meadows Road to address concerns regarding bicyclist safety that were expressed by the public
during the public review process for the previously circulated Draft EIR (September 2012), and to
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address existing sight-distance deficiencies at the intersection of Stampede Meadows Road with
West Hinton Road. Bicycle safety and sight-distance deficiencies were evaluated in the Traffic
Impact Analysis (TIA) prepared for the project (LSC 2017) and the associated off-site roadway
improvements have been incorporated into the project design. (RDEIR, p. 3-15.)
The proposed improvements would extend along Stampede Meadows Road from approximately
500 feet north of West Hinton Road to approximately 1.2 miles south of West Hinton Road. The
improvements include: 1) pavement widening and shoulder improvements along the roadway
segment; and 2) sight distance improvements at the Stampede Meadows Road and West Hinton
Road to provide adequate driver sight distance at this intersection. The off-site roadway
improvements would result in ground disturbing activities to approximately 13.2 acres within the
approximately 22-acre off-site improvement area and would result in an additional approximately
1 acre of paved surface. (RDEIR, p. 3-15.)
DISCRETIONARY APPROVALS
The Project requires the approval of a Conditional Use Permit, Reclamation Plan, and Development
Agreement from the County of Nevada. In addition, the project may require other local, state, and
federal entitlements:










National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Construction Permit
administered by the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and an associated
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for the roadway improvements.
Timberland Conversion and Timber Harvest Plan would need to be filed with the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, and a Timberland Conversion Permit obtained.
Transportation Permit application with the specific route(s) for the shipper to follow from
origin to destination if any oversized loads (i.e., large equipment) would need to be
submitted to the State of California Department of Transportation (Caltrans).
Encroachment permit from the County for improvements to Stampede Meadows Road
involving County right-of-way.
Encroachment permits from the USFS for improvements to Stampede Meadows Road in
areas under their jurisdiction (where there is no existing County right-of-way).
Encroachment permit from the Town of Truckee for improvements to Stampede Meadows
Road in areas under their jurisdiction.
Burn Permit in accordance with the NSAQMD Regulation III, Open Burning.
A permit for the storage of hazardous materials and/or the generation of hazardous wastes
is required from the Nevada County Department of Environmental Health’s (NCDEH)
CUPA prior to storing or generating hazardous wastes.
The County approved Final EIR, Reclamation Plan and Development Agreement will be
submitted to the State Department of Conservation for their final review.

(RDEIR, p. 3-20.)

SECTION 4
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS
On February 6, 2012, Nevada County issued a notice of preparation (NOP) of an environmental
impact report (EIR) for the Project. The NOP was circulated for a 30-day public comment period.
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Four comment letters were received by the County in response to the NOP, including a comment
letter from Joe McGinity’s attorney Donald B. Mooney. In addition, a public scoping meeting was
held on March 6, 2012, at the Truckee Town Hall for the purpose of receiving public comments
regarding the scope of the EIR. The DEIR addressed all comments on the EIR scope that were
received during the 30-day NOP comment period and at the public scoping meeting. (RDEIR, pp.
ES-1, 1-5.).
On September 14, 2012, Nevada County released the Draft EIR (DEIR) for the Project for public
review. As required by CEQA, the DEIR was circulated for public review for at least 45 days, with
the public review period ending on November 8, 2012. The DEIR was circulated to responsible
agencies and other public agencies having legal jurisdiction over the environment affected by the
Project. Fifteen copies of the DEIR were sent to the State Clearinghouse along with the required
Notice of Completion (NOC). In addition, a public hearing was held before the Nevada County
Planning Commission on October 11, 2012, at the Truckee Town Hall for the purposes of receiving
public testimony on the DEIR. During the public comment period, the County received six
comment letters regarding the DEIR and two oral comments were made at the public hearing held
on October 11, 2012. No comments on the DEIR were received from either Joe McGinity or his
attorney. (RDEIR, pp. ES-1, ES-2.)
On February 11, 2013, the County published the first Final EIR (2013 FEIR) for the Project. The
2013 FEIR included all comments received during the public review period, responses to comments
that raised significant environmental issues, and any necessary revisions to the DEIR. (RDEIR, p.
ES-2.)
On February 21, 2013, the County received comments from attorney Donald B. Mooney,
representing the Buckhorn Ridge Homeowners Association and Joe McGinity. Based on a review
of the submitted comments, the County requested that its EIR consultant and the other technical
consultants conduct additional technical study of several environmental issues, including traffic,
noise, air quality, and biological resources. Due to the volume of the new and/or revised technical
studies, the County elected to recirculate the entire EIR for the Project. (RDEIR, p. ES-2.)
During 2013 and 2014, the County, its EIR consultant, and other technical consultants worked to
prepare the necessary studies to recirculate the EIR for the Project. However, due to economic
factors, the Project was put on hold during 2015 and 2016. The EIR recirculation process was
resumed in late 2017.
On May 22, 2019, the County released the Recirculated DEIR (RDEIR) for the Project for public
review. As required by CEQA, the DEIR was circulated for public review for the required 45 days,
with the public review period ending on July 8, 2019 The RDEIR was circulated to responsible
agencies and other public agencies having legal jurisdiction over the environment affected by the
Project. Fifteen copies of the RDEIR were sent to the State Clearinghouse along with the required
Notice of Completion (NOC). In addition, a public hearing was held before the Nevada County
Planning Commission on June 27, 2019, at the Truckee Town Hall for the purposes of receiving
public testimony on the RDEIR. During the public comment period, the County received three
comment letters regarding the RDEIR and no public comments were made at the public hearing
held on June 27, 2019. No comments on the RDEIR were received from Joe McGinity or his
attorney. (FEIR, p. 2-1.)
On August 12, 2019, the County published the second Final EIR (FEIR) for the Project. The FEIR
consists of all comments received during the public review period, responses to comments that
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raised significant environmental issues, any necessary revisions to the RDEIR. The FEIR also
included the RDEIR, 2013 FEIR, DEIR, and their appendices.
On August 22, 2019, the Planning Commission took public testimony regarding the Project. After
close of the public hearing on the Project, the Planning Commission recommended that the Board
of Supervisors certify the FEIR, adopt these Findings, approve the CUP and reclamation plan for
the Project, and approve of the development agreement for the Project.
On ____________, 2019, the Board of Supervisors took additional public testimony regarding the
Project. After close of the public hearing on the Project, the Board affirmed the Planning
Commission’s certification of the FEIR, adoption of these Findings, and approval of the CUP and
reclamation plan for the Project, and approved the development agreement for the Project.

SECTION 5
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS
Pursuant to Public Resources Code § 21167.6(e), the record of proceedings for the County’s
decision on the Project includes the following documents:
















The record of proceedings for the prior 2010 application (U10-001/RP10-001) that
preceded the Project, including , but not limited to, the application, the Mitigated Negative
Declaration (MND), all public comments received regarding that application, transcripts
of all public hearing(s) conducted in conjunction with that application, and correspondence
submitted by the appealing party Joe McGinity and/or his counsel Donald B. Mooney in
connection with the appeal filed on that application;
The NOP and all other public notices issued by the County in conjunction with the Project;
All comments submitted by agencies or members of the public during the comment period
on the NOP;
The DEIR for the Project (September 2012) and all appendices;
All comments submitted by agencies or members of the public during the comment period
on the DEIR;
The first FEIR for the Project (February 2013), including comments received on the DEIR,
responses to those comments, and appendices;
The RDEIR for the Project (May 2019) and all appendices;
All comments submitted by agencies or members of the public during the comment period
on the RDEIR;
The second FEIR for the Project (August 2019), including comments received on the DEIR
and RDEIR, responses to those comments, and appendices;
Documents cited or referenced in the DEIR, 2013 FEIR, RDEIR, and/or FEIR;
The project application and subsequent revisions to the application, and supporting
materials submitted by the applicant.
The mitigation monitoring and reporting program for the Project;
All findings and resolutions adopted by the Planning Commission and/or Board of
Supervisors in connection with the Project and all documents cited or referred to therein;
All reports, studies, memoranda, maps, staff reports, or other planning documents relating
to the Project prepared by the County, consultants to the County, or responsible or trustee
agencies with respect to the County’s compliance with the requirements of CEQA and with
respect to the County’s action on the Project;
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All documents submitted to the County by other public agencies or members of the public
in connection with the Project, up through the close of the Board of Supervisors public
hearing on ___________, 2019;
Any minutes and/or verbatim transcripts of all information sessions, public meetings, and
public hearings held by the County in connection with the Project;
Any documentary or other evidence submitted to the County at such information sessions,
public meetings, and public hearings;
The Nevada County General Plan and all environmental documents prepared in connection
with the adoption of the General Plan;
Nevada County Zoning Ordinance and all other County Code provisions cited in materials
prepared by or submitted to the County;
Any and all resolutions adopted by the County regarding the Project, and all staff reports,
analyses, and summaries related to the adoption of those resolutions;
Matters of common knowledge to the County, including, but not limited to federal, state,
and local laws and regulations;
Any documents expressly cited in these findings, in addition to those cited above; and
Any other materials required for the record of proceedings by Public Resources Code
section 21167.6, subdivision (e).

The documents constituting the record of proceedings are available for review by responsible
agencies and interested members of the public during normal business hours at:
Nevada County Community Development Agency
950 Maidu Avenue, Suite 170
Nevada City, California 95959
The custodian of these documents is the Community Development Director.

SECTION 6
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN
As required by CEQA (Resources Code, §21081.6, subd. (a)(1); CEQA Guidelines, §15097),
County prepared a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan (MMRP) for the Project. The MMRP
was adopted by the Nevada County Board of Supervisors on ______________, 2019. The County
will use the MMRP to track compliance with Project mitigation measures. The MMRP is included
in the FEIR.

SECTION 7
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
LESS-THAN-SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS
These Findings do not address impacts that are considered less than significant or beneficial prior
to mitigation. Therefore, these Findings do not address the following impacts because they were
determined to be either less than significant or beneficial in the EIR:
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Geology and Soils – Earthquakes and Seismically-Induced Ground Rupture (RDEIR, pp.
4.1-6, 4.1-7);
Geology and Soils – Seismically-Induced Ground Acceleration (RDEIR, p. 4.1-7);
Geology and Soils – Seismically-Induced Liquefaction (RDEIR, p. 4.1-7);
Geology and Soils – Expansive or Corrosive Soils (RDEIR, pp. 4.1-8, 4.1-9);
Geology and Soils – Erosion (RDEIR, pp. 4.1-9, 4.1-10);
Geology and Soils – Cumulative Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-4);
Hydrology and Water Quality – Drainage Patterns/Flow Directions (RDEIR, pp. 4.2-11 to
4.2-12);
Hydrology and Water Quality – Existing or Planned Storm Drain System Capacity
(RDEIR, p. 4.2-14);
Hydrology and Water Quality – Flooding/Floodplain Hazards (RDEIR, pp. 4.2-14 to 4.215);
Hydrology and Water Quality – Cumulative Impacts (RDEIR, pp. 5-4 to 5-5);
Biological Resources – Impacts to Special Status Plants (RDEIR, p. 4.3-27);
Biological Resources – Impacts to Native Vegetation (RDEIR, pp. 4.3-29 to 4.3-30);
Biological Resources – Impacts to Loyalton Truckee Mule Deer (RDEIR, pp. 4.3-30 to
4.3-31);
Biological Resources – Landmark Oak Trees or Groves (RDEIR, p. 4.3-31);
Biological Resources – Indirect Impacts (Not Including Night Lighting, Water Quality, and
Fugitive Dust) (RDEIR, pp. 4.3-32 to 4.3-34);
Aesthetics – Scenic Vistas (RDEIR, p. 4.4-7);
Aesthetics – Scenic Highway/Visual Resources (RDEIR, p. 4.4-7);
Aesthetics – Light and Glare (RDEIR, pp. 4.4-11 to 4.4-12);
Traffic and Circulation – Existing Plus Project Level of Service (RDEIR, pp. 4.5-6 to 4.57);
Traffic and Circulation – Cumulative Plus Project Level of Service (RDEIR, pp. 4.5-7 to
4.5-8);
Traffic and Circulation – Vehicle Miles Traveled (RDEIR, pp. 4.5-9 to 4.5-10);
Traffic and Circulation – Turn Lane Warrants at West Hinton Road/Stampede Meadows
Road (RDEIR, pp. 4.5-12 to 4.5-13);
Noise –Crushing and Screening Facility Noise Generation (RDEIR, pp. 4.6-12 to 4.6-13);
Noise – Backfill Import and Material Load-Out Noise Generation (RDEIR, p. 4.6-15);
Noise – Single-Event and Sleep Disturbance (RDEIR, pp. 4.6-18 to 4.6-19);
Noise – Truck Pass-by Noise Impact on Cyclists (RDEIR, p. 4.6-19);
Noise – Blasting Noise and Vibration Generation (RDEIR, p. 4.6-19);
Noise – Heavy Earthmoving Equipment Vibration Levels (RDEIR, p. 4.6-20);
Noise – Cumulative Impacts (RDEIR, pp. 5-8 to 5-9);
Air Quality – Conformance to the Applicable Air Quality Plans (RDEIR, pp. 4.7-15 to 4.716);
Air Quality – Off-Site Roadway Improvement Air Quality Emissions (RDEIR, pp. 4.7-17
to 4.7-18);
Air Quality – Site Preparation Air Quality Emissions (RDEIR, p. 4.7-18);
Air Quality – Exposure of Sensitive Receptors to Diesel Particulate Matter, Crystalline
Silica, and Localized CO Hot Spots (RDEIR, pp. 4.7-21 to 4.7-23);
Air Quality – Odors (RDEIR, pp. 4.7-23 to 4.7-24);
Greenhouse Gases – GHG Emissions (RDEIR, pp. 4.8-6 to 4.8-9);
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Greenhouse Gases – Conflicts with Applicable Plans, Policies, or Regulations (RDEIR, p.
4.8-9);
Greenhouse Gases – Cumulative Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-10);
Energy – Consumption of Non-Renewable Energy (RDEIR, pp. 4.9-5 to 4.9-14);
Energy – Cumulative Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-10);
Hazards and Hazardous Materials – Hazardous Materials in the Vicinity of Schools
(RDEIR, p. 4.10-10);
Hazards and Hazardous Materials -- Hazardous Materials List (RDEIR, p. 4.10-10);
Hazards and Hazardous Materials – Hazards Associated with a Public Airport or Private
Airstrip (RDEIR, p. 4.10-10);
Hazards and Hazardous Materials – Interfere with an Emergency Response/Evacuation
Plan (RDEIR, p. 4.10-11);
Hazards and Hazardous Materials – Cumulative Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-10);
Cultural Resources – Cumulative Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-11);
Agriculture/Forestry Resources (RDEIR, p. 9-1);
Land Use and Planning (RDEIR, pp. 9-1 to 9-3);
Mineral Resources (RDEIR, p. 9-3);
Population and Housing (RDEIR, p. 9-3);
Public Services (RDEIR, p. 9-3);
Recreation (RDEIR, pp. 9-3 to 9-5);
Utilities/Service Systems (RDEIR, p. 9-5);
Wildfire (RDEIR, pp. 9-5 to 9-6).

SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
The EIR identified some significant or potentially significant environmental effects or impacts that
the Project will or may cause. Some of these significant effects can be fully avoided through
adoption of feasible mitigation measures. Other effects cannot be substantially lessened or avoided
by the adoption of feasible mitigation measures or alternatives and are, therefore, considered
significant and unavoidable.
The Project would result in the following significant or potentially significant impacts that can be
mitigated to a less-than-significant level through the implementation of mitigation measures
described in the FEIR and imposed as conditions of approval of the Project through the Use Permit
and/or MMRP:









Geology and Soils –Landslides and Manufactured Slope Instability (RDEIR, pp. 4.1-7 to
4.1-8);
Hydrology and Water Quality – Runoff Volumes/Velocities and Storm Water Management
(RDEIR, pp. 4.2-15 to 4.2-16);
Hydrology and Water Quality – Groundwater Supplies/Recharge (RDEIR, pp. 4.2-14 to
4.2-15);
Hydrology and Water Quality – Erosion and Sedimentation (RDEIR, pp. 4.2-16 to 4.2-17);
Hydrology and Water Quality – Groundwater Quality (RDEIR, pp. 4.2-17 to 4.2-18);
Biological Resources – Impacts to Special Status Wildlife/Disturbance to Nesting Birds
(RDEIR, pp. 4.3-28, 4.3-31);
Biological Resources – Impacts to Jurisdictional Waters (RDEIR, pp. 4.3-28 to 4.3-29);
Biological Resources – Night Lighting (RDEIR, pp. 4.3-32 to 4.3-33);
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Biological Resources – Water Quality (RDEIR, p. 4.3-33);
Biological Resources -- Fugitive Dust (RDEIR, pp. 4.3-33 to 4.3-34);
Biological Resources –Cumulative Impacts on Deer Migration (RDEIR, pp. 5-5 to 5-6);
Traffic and Circulation – Construction-Related Traffic Impacts (RDEIR, p. 4.5-11);
Traffic and Circulation – Roadway Integrity (RDEIR, p. 4.5-11 to 4.5-12);
Traffic and Circulation – Driver Sight Distance (RDEIR, pp. 4.5-13 to 4.5-17);
Noise – Excavation Noise Generation (RDEIR, pp. 4.6-13 to 4.6-14);
Noise – Heavy Truck Traffic Noise Generation (RDEIR, pp. 4.6-15 to 4.6-18);
Noise – Combined Noise from All Project Sources (RDEIR, pp. 4.6-20 to 4.6-22);
Noise – Off-site Roadway Improvements Construction Noise (RDEIR, p. 4.6-22);
Air Quality – Vegetation Burning Emissions (RDEIR, pp. 4.7-18 to 4.7-19);
Air Quality – Exposure of Sensitive Receptors to Asbestos (RDEIR, pp. 4.7-22);
Hazards and Hazardous Materials -- Hazards from the Routine Transport, Use, or Disposal
of Hazardous Materials (RDEIR, p. 4.10-9);
Hazards and Hazardous Materials – Accidental Release of Hazardous Materials (RDEIR,
pp. 4.10-9 to 4.10-10);
Hazards and Hazardous Materials – Wildfire Risk (RDEIR, p. 4.10-11);
Cultural Resources – Historical Resources (RDEIR, pp. 4.11-18 to 4.11-19);
Cultural Resources – Archaeological Resources (RDEIR, p. 4.11-19);
Cultural Resources – Paleontological Resources (RDEIR, p. 4.11-19);
Cultural Resources – Human Remains (RDEIR, p. 4.11-20);
Cultural Resources – Tribal Cultural Resources (RDEIR, p. 4.11-20);

The Project would result in the following significant and unavoidable impacts that cannot be
mitigated to a less-than-significant level through the implementation of mitigation measures
described in the FEIR and imposed as conditions of approval of the Project through the CUP and/or
MMRP:







Aesthetics –Visual Character and Quality (RDEIR, pp. 4.4-7 to 4.4-11);
Aesthetics – Cumulative Visual Character Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-7);
Traffic and Circulation – Bicyclist Safety (RDEIR, pp. 4.5-17 to 4.5-18);
Traffic and Circulation – Cumulative Bicyclist Safety Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-8);
Air Quality – Operational Air Quality Emissions (RDEIR, pp. 4.7-19 to 4.7-20);
Air Quality – Cumulative Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-9).

A.

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

1.

Impact: Potential Instability of Manufactured Slopes in the West Pit. Project impacts
related to manufactured slope instability would be potentially significant if site-specific
conditions in the West Pit vary substantially and require modification from preliminary
observations/recommendations. (RDEIR, pp. 4.1-7 to 4.1-8.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. 4.1-8, 4.1-10 to 4.1-11.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
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have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
GEO–1
The final design of manufactured slopes in the proposed West Pit shall incorporate
all available geologic/geotechnical data, with slope heights/grades and other
applicable project features to reflect these data and include any applicable
deviations from the recommendations provided in the August 2010 project
Stability Evaluation. (RDEIR, pp. ES-7, 4.1-10.)
GEO–2
Manufactured slopes in the West Pit shall be regularly inspected by a qualified
geotechnical engineer during mining operations, and slope performance and
geological conditions shall be documented and submitted to the County as
required. This information shall be used to review and, as appropriate, revise the
geological and geotechnical models and slope design recommendations provided
in the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a). These inspections and
slope design reviews shall be performed by a qualified geotechnical engineer as
follows: (1) annually at a minimum; (2) at any time mining operations encounter
conditions that vary significantly from the geological and geotechnical models
documented in the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a); and (3) at
any time that slopes developed according to the project design based on the
recommendations of the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a) show
indications of significant instability. This observational and review approach,
supported by strength testing of representative materials, shall be used to update
or provide more appropriate FOS calculations for slopes prior to pit closure, with
any and all associated modifications from recommendations contained in the
Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a) to be incorporated into the
design and operation of mining activities at the West Pit. (RDEIR, pp. ES-7 to ES8, 4.1-10 to 4.1-11.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-7 to ES8, 4.1-8, 4.1-10 to 4.1-11.)
B.

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

1.

Impact: Runoff Volumes/Velocities and Stormwater Management. Revisions to the
design of the storm water detention basin following project approval would result in
potentially significant impacts related to runoff volumes and velocities. (RDEIR, pp. ES9, 4.2-12 to 4.2-14.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-9, 4.2-18.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
HYD-1
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In accordance with SMARA, the applicant shall adhere to all erosion and sediment
control measures as identified in the SWMP (Golder 2010b) and 2011 Reclamation
Plan (ESRS 2011) for the project. Any revisions to the storm water management
design for the project after project approval shall be prepared by a qualified
registered engineer and shall be provided to the County for review and approval.
The revised storm water management system shall be designed to prevent
discharge of storm water from the project site. As required, the applicant shall
update the SWMP based on the revised design or if required, shall file a Notice of
Intent to comply with the Industrial General Permit from the RWQCB.
The applicant shall provide the County Planning Department with an updated
SWMP every seven years which will also be tracked through the annual review of
the Development Agreement. (RDEIR, pp. ES-9, 4.2-18.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-9, 4.2-18,
4.2-20.)
2.

Impact: Groundwater Supplies/Recharge. Operation of the proposed project would
result in potentially significant impacts to ground water supplies and recharge at Dobbas
Spring. (RDEIR, pp. ES-9, 4.2-15 to 4.2-16.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-9, 4.2-18.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
HYD-2
The project applicant and/or operator shall monitor precipitation levels at the
project site and flows at Dobbas Spring on a monthly and annual basis. The results
of this monitoring shall be documented and submitted to the County on an annual
basis, along with a summary description of the resultant water balance (i.e., spring
flow versus project-related use).
If the noted monitoring data indicate that current or projected future project-related
water demand equals or exceeds the flow at Dobbas Spring, the project
applicant/operator shall adjust quarry production and/or water supply source(s)
accordingly. Specifically, this could include an appropriate reduction of quarry
production (with a corresponding reduction in water use), and/or the procurement
of alternate water supplies, such that water use from Dobbas Spring does not
exceed available supply. (RDEIR, pp. ES-9, 4.2-18.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-9, 4.2-18,
4.2-20.)

3.

Impact: Erosion and Sedimentation. Should the design of the storm water detention
basin be updated following project approval, potential impacts related to erosion and
sedimentation would be potentially significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-10, 4.2-16 to 4.2-17.)
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Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-10, 4.2-18.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
HYD-1
In accordance with SMARA, the applicant shall adhere to all erosion and sediment
control measures as identified in the SWMP (Golder 2010b) and 2011 Reclamation
Plan (ESRS 2011) for the project. Any revisions to the storm water management
design for the project after project approval shall be prepared by a qualified
registered engineer and shall be provided to the County for review and approval.
The revised storm water management system shall be designed to prevent
discharge of storm water from the project site. As required, the applicant shall
update the SWMP based on the revised design or if required, shall file a Notice of
Intent to comply with the Industrial General Permit from the RWQCB.
The applicant shall provide the County Planning Department with an updated
SWMP every seven years which will also be tracked through the annual review of
the Development Agreement. (RDEIR, pp. ES-9, ES-10, 4.2-18.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-10, 4.218, 4.2-20.)
4.

Impact: Groundwater Quality. Impacts to groundwater from contamination of the
detention basin during operation of the project would be a potentially significant impact.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-10 to ES-11, 4.2-17 to 4.2-18.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-10 to ES-11, 4.2-19.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
HYD-3
The following avoidance and minimization measures shall be implemented for the
duration of operation of the project to avoid impacts to groundwater resources in
the project site:
 All imported fill material proposed for use as backfill at the project site
shall be “clean” and free from contaminants that are potentially deleterious
to surface or groundwater, public health, and the environment in general.
The site operator shall visually inspect all imported fill loads for debris
and foreign material and shall maintain a written log of all imported fill
loads. Because the imported fill shall come from a known, clean source, a
chemical inspection would not be required. The inspection log shall
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include the name, source, address, phone number and vehicle license plate
number associated with each fill load, with this information to be
submitted to the County for review and verification on a monthly basis.
 All project-related vehicles and equipment shall be regularly inspected and
maintained (per manufacturer’s specifications) to ensure proper operation
and minimize the potential for accidental spills and leaks of associated
pollutants.
 The project impact footprint shall be inspected by the site operator on a
daily basis to identify and (as necessary) maintained to identify/remove
potential pollutant sources such as trash/debris, spills of
vehicle/equipment-related pollutants, and other potential contaminants.
 Storage of potential pollutants (such as fuels and lubricants), as well as
maintenance of vehicles/equipment, shall not occur within the project site
to reduce to potential for discharge of associated contaminants.
 Appropriate containment and disposal shall be provided for projectgenerated solid waste (e.g., operational and office trash/debris), through
efforts such as use of appropriate storage/containment facilities (e.g.,
enclosed dumpsters with lids, secondary containment fencing, and an
impermeable base), and contracting for regular pickup and disposal of
solid waste at an approved off-site facility.
 Training shall be provided at appropriate regular intervals to employees
responsible for activities related to installation, operation and/or
maintenance of project equipment/vehicles, mining activities, storm drain
systems, and erosion/ sedimentation facilities and operations. This training
shall also include spill response procedures to ensure that staff are capable
of appropriately addressing issues and conditions related to pollutant
discharge.
 Detailed records shall be kept on-site for efforts including inspections,
maintenance activities, corrective actions, material deliveries and
inventories, testing/sampling results, and spills and responses.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-10 to ES-11, 4.2-19.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-10 to ES11, 4.2-19 to 4.2-20.)
C.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

1.

Impact: Impacts to Special Status Wildlife/Disturbance to Nesting Birds. Clearing
and grubbing or other ground disturbing activities have the potential to result in disturbance
of nesting birds, including yellow warbler a CDFW species of special concern.
Disturbance may include destruction of nests, forced fledgling, or nest abandonment of
eggs or young which would be a potentially significant impact. (RDEIR, pp. ES-12 to ES13, 4.3-28.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-12 to ES-13, 4.3-28.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
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a less-than-significant level:
BIO–1
The removal of trees, vegetation, and soil salvage from the Boca Quarry project
site or off-site roadway improvement area shall be limited to only those necessary
to conduct the approved activity. Tree and shrub removal or trimming and soil
salvage shall occur outside of the nesting season (between August 16 and
January 14). Due to challenges with conducting surveys of tall trees, it is
particularly important to time removal of trees with diameter at breast height
exceeding 24 inches to be removed outside of the nesting season.
 If removal of trees or shrubs in the project site will occur during the nesting
season (typically January 15 to August 15, or as determined appropriate
on a case-by-case basis by a qualified biologist based on the habitat being
removed), or if construction of the off-site roadway improvement area is
expected to be initiated during the nesting season, surveys for nesting birds
shall be conducted by a qualified biologist prior to removal of potentially
suitable nesting habitat. The surveys shall cover the proposed work area
(off-site roadway improvement area), or area of tree removal within the
ultimate disturbed area and areas within 300 feet. The nesting surveys
shall take place at the time birds are most active, typically between dawn
and 11 a.m. The surveys may not occur more than 7 days prior to the
activities. If no nesting activity is observed during the surveys or within
300 feet of the tree or vegetation to be removed or trimmed or soil to be
salvaged, then no further mitigation is necessary.
 If nesting raptors or other nesting migratory birds are identified during the
surveys, then a 100-foot buffer shall be established for nesting passerines,
and a 300 to 1,000-foot buffer shall be established for nesting raptors at
the discretion of the qualified biologist. Temporary exclusionary fencing
with signs describing the sensitivity of the area shall be installed to
establish the no-disturbance buffer around the nest.
 No trees or vegetation shall be removed or trimmed and no other earthmoving activity shall occur within the established buffer until it is
determined by a qualified biologist that the young have fledged (that is,
left the nest) and have attained sufficient mobility to avoid project
construction/mining zones.
 The size of the non-disturbance buffer may be altered if a qualified
biologist conducts behavioral observations and determines the nesting
raptors or other migratory birds are well acclimated to the disturbance. If
this occurs, the biologist shall prescribe a modified buffer that allows
sufficient room to prevent undue disturbance/harassment to nesting birds.
If the buffer is reduced, the qualified biologist shall remain on site to
monitor the birds’ behavior during heavy construction. The biologist shall
have the authority to stop work if it is determined the project is adversely
affecting nesting activities.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-12 to ES-13, 4.3-34 to ES-35.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-12 to ES13, 4.3-34 to ES-36.)
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2.

Impact: Jurisdictional Waters. The proposed project would result in a potentially
significant impact if the wetland features located in the off-site improvement area fall under
the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Regional Water Quality Control
Board, or California Department of Fish and Wildlife and construction of the off-site
improvements result in excavation, fill, or removal of vegetation and cannot be improved
to avoid direct impact. (DEIR, pp. ES-14, 4.3-28 to 4.3-29.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-14, 4.3-35.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
BIO–2
Ground disturbing activities and placement of fill in the Boca Quarry project site
have been designed to avoid all identified aquatic habitats in the project site. No
impacts to aquatic habitats shall occur without first obtaining the appropriate
permits and approvals from the appropriate agency (USACE, RWQCB, and/or
CDFW).
The roadway improvements in the off-site roadway improvement area should be
designed to avoid all aquatic habitats identified in Figure 4.3-1b of the EIR for the
project by a minimum of 30 feet (Truckee River, Lemmon’s Willow Thicket, Wet
Meadow, in the off-site roadway improvement area). The mapping of these
habitats shall be included in the roadway design plans with the distances from the
edge of habitat to the cut/fill line shown. If the project design is unable to avoid
those habitats, then the applicant shall prepare a formal wetland delineation
including, at a minimum, the areas where improvements would be constructed
within 30 feet of the mapped aquatic habitats. In the event that wetlands that fall
under the jurisdiction of the USACE or the Lahontan RWQCB are found where
excavation, fill, or vegetation removal would be required for the improvements,
the applicant shall modify the improvement designs so as to minimize or eliminate
direct impact. If the design of the improvements cannot be revised so as to avoid
all direct impact on wetlands, the applicant shall obtain applicable authorizations
and water quality certification and implement compensatory or other mitigation
actions that are required by the approvals. At a minimum, the mitigation actions
shall ensure that there is no net loss of wetland acreage or values.
Prior to issuance of the grading permit for the roadway improvements, the
applicant shall demonstrate to the County that: (1) all aquatic habitats are being
sufficiently avoided, as described above; or (2) the appropriate permits and
approvals have been obtained to impact waters of the U.S. and State and CDFW
jurisdictional areas, if present, and any necessary compensatory mitigation has
been secured. (RDEIR, pp. ES-14, 4.3-35.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-14, 4.335, 4.3-36.)
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3.

Impact: Water Quality. The effects of water quality on wildlife could constitute a
potentially significant impact. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.3-33.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.3-33, 4.3-35.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
BIO-3
Mitigation measures HYD-1 and HYD-3 shall be implemented to reduce
potentially significant impacts on biological resources from reduced water quality
to a level of less than significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.3-35.)
HYD-1
In accordance with SMARA, the applicant shall adhere to all erosion and sediment
control measures as identified in the SWMP (Golder 2010b) and 2011 Reclamation
Plan (ESRS 2011) for the project. Any revisions to the storm water management
design for the project after project approval shall be prepared by a qualified
registered engineer and shall be provided to the County for review and approval.
The revised storm water management system shall be designed to prevent
discharge of storm water from the project site. As required, the applicant shall
update the SWMP based on the revised design or if required, shall file a Notice of
Intent to comply with the Industrial General Permit from the RWQCB.
The applicant shall provide the County Planning Department with an updated
SWMP every seven years which will also be tracked through the annual review of
the Development Agreement. (RDEIR, pp. ES-9, ES-10, 4.2-18.)
HYD-3
The following avoidance and minimization measures shall be implemented for the
duration of operation of the project to avoid impacts to groundwater resources in
the project site:
 All imported fill material proposed for use as backfill at the project site
shall be “clean” and free from contaminants that are potentially deleterious
to surface or groundwater, public health, and the environment in general.
The site operator shall visually inspect all imported fill loads for debris
and foreign material and shall maintain a written log of all imported fill
loads. Because the imported fill shall come from a known, clean source, a
chemical inspection would not be required. The inspection log shall
include the name, source, address, phone number and vehicle license plate
number associated with each fill load, with this information to be
submitted to the County for review and verification on a monthly basis.
 All project-related vehicles and equipment shall be regularly inspected and
maintained (per manufacturer’s specifications) to ensure proper operation
and minimize the potential for accidental spills and leaks of associated
pollutants.
 The project impact footprint shall be inspected by the site operator on a
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daily basis to identify and (as necessary) maintained to identify/remove
potential pollutant sources such as trash/debris, spills of
vehicle/equipment-related pollutants, and other potential contaminants.
 Storage of potential pollutants (such as fuels and lubricants), as well as
maintenance of vehicles/equipment, shall not occur within the project site
to reduce to potential for discharge of associated contaminants.
 Appropriate containment and disposal shall be provided for projectgenerated solid waste (e.g., operational and office trash/debris), through
efforts such as use of appropriate storage/containment facilities (e.g.,
enclosed dumpsters with lids, secondary containment fencing, and an
impermeable base), and contracting for regular pickup and disposal of
solid waste at an approved off-site facility.
 Training shall be provided at appropriate regular intervals to employees
responsible for activities related to installation, operation and/or
maintenance of project equipment/vehicles, mining activities, storm drain
systems, and erosion/ sedimentation facilities and operations. This training
shall also include spill response procedures to ensure that staff are capable
of appropriately addressing issues and conditions related to pollutant
discharge.
 Detailed records shall be kept on-site for efforts including inspections,
maintenance activities, corrective actions, material deliveries and
inventories, testing/sampling results, and spills and responses.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-10 to ES-11, 4.2-19.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, p. ES-15, 4.3-33,
4.3-36.)
4.

Impact: Light and Glare. The effects of night lighting on wildlife could constitute a
potentially significant impact. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.3-32 to 4.3-33.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.3-35.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
BIO–4
During and following all mining and reclamation activities, all exterior lighting
adjacent to undisturbed habitat shall be of the lowest illumination allowed for
human safety, selectively placed, shielded, and directed away from undisturbed
habitat to the maximum extent practicable. All exterior lighting shall be manual
on/off and shall be turned on only for the duration of allowable, occasional night
time operations. No exterior lighting shall be allowed while the site is not in use.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.3-35.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.335, 4.3-36.)
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5.

Impact: Fugitive Dust. The effects of fugitive dust on vegetation outside of the ultimate
disturbed area could constitute a potentially significant impact. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.327.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (DEIR, pp. ES-16, 4.3-28.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
BIO–5
Mitigation measures presented in Section 4.7, Air Quality, shall be implemented
to reduce the effects of dust on surrounding vegetation to less than significant
levels. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.3-35.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.335, 4.3-36.)

D.

AESTHETICS

1.

Impact: Visual Character and Quality. As rock is removed in Phases II and III of the
project, the newly exposed blue-gray rock will cause a strong contrast to the surrounding
weathered and oxidized surfaces, resulting in a visual impact that is potentially significant.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.4-7 to 4.4-11.)
Finding 1: Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations make
infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the Final EIR.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.4-13, 6-8, 6-12 to 6-13.) (No mitigation measures identified in the
EIR were rejected as infeasible, but please refer to Section 8 of these Findings regarding
project alternatives.)
Finding 2: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.4-12.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact, but
not to a less-than-significant level:
AES–1
Potential impacts to visual resources shall be offset by spraying “Rock Varnish”
(aka desert varnish) such as Nantina or PERMEON or other functional equivalent
on exposed upper cut face slopes immediately following the completion of each
phase of mining, to blend visually with undisturbed rock face and talus following
mining operations. The PERMEON (desert varnish) or approved equal, shall be
mixed with water in a 5:1 solution (i.e.: 20 gallons of PERMEON to 100 gallons
of water). A compressor shall be used to pressurize the spray to approximately
200 psi for application with an agricultural-type hand-held nozzle sprayer. The
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desert varnish color can range from almost black to a light tan, depending on the
concentration of PERMEON and the number of coats to be made. The solution
shall be sprayed on until saturation. When first applied, the PERMEON mixture
would not have a tint, and the exposed rock initially returns to its original color as
it dries. The desired coloration process is activated by exposure to ultraviolet light
from sunshine. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.4-12.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Significant and Unavoidable. (RDEIR, pp. ES15, 4.4-13.)
E.

TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION

1.

Impact: Construction-Related Traffic Impacts. Construction of the roadway
improvements along Stampede Meadows Road would result in temporary impacts to traffic
circulation through the area. Construction-related impacts to traffic circulation would be
potentially significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-16, 4.5-11.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-16, 4.5-11.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
TRANS–1
Prior to the County issuing an encroachment permit for the off-site roadway
improvements, the Contractor shall prepare and submit to the County for approval
a traffic control plan consistent with County requirements regarding traffic control
during construction of the off-site roadway improvements. In all instances, traffic
flow through the off-site roadway improvement area shall be maintained for the
duration of construction. (RDEIR, pp. ES-16, 4.5-18.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-16, 4.519.)

2.

Impact: Roadway Integrity (West Hinton Road). The applicant is responsible for
maintaining a segment of West Hinton Road through U.S. Forest Service (Tahoe National
Forest) lands pursuant to a Road Use Permit that is renewed annually. Should the applicant
fail to renew the permit and/or fail to maintain the road as specified in the permit, impacts
to the public road would be potentially significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-16, 4.5-11.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-16, 4.5-11.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
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TRANS–2
The applicant shall maintain the Road Use Permit with the USFS for use of West
Hinton Road through USFS lands for the duration of operation of the quarry. The
applicant shall submit documentation to the County prior to operation of the West
Pit and annually thereafter (or for another duration, based on the duration of the
issued Road Use Permit) which demonstrates the permit is valid. (RDEIR, p. ES16, 4.5-18.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, p. ES-16, 4.519.)
3.

Impact: Roadway Integrity (Unauthorized Truck Route). Haul trucks traveling along
an unauthorized route and entering residential communities south of I-80, including the
Community of Hirschdale, could result in impacts to the roadway integrity. Impacts to the
public road would be potentially significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-17, 4.5-11.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-17, 4.5-11.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
TRANS–3
The authorized haul route for operation of the quarry is along Stampede Meadows
Road and West Hinton Road between the I-80/Hirschdale Road interchange and
the quarry. The applicant shall not alter the haul route without prior authorization
from the County. No haul trucks shall be permitted to enter or leave the quarry
from the southern entrance of the project site, through the Community of
Hirschdale. To prevent haul truck traffic from inadvertently attempting to use the
southern entrance or otherwise traveling into residential communities south of I80, temporary signs shall be installed at the I-80/Hirschdale Road interchange offramp which shall depict the authorized haul route to the quarry. The applicant
shall maintain the signs for the duration of operation of the mine. (RDEIR, p. ES16, 4.5-19.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, p. ES-16, 4.519.)

4.

Impact: Driver Sight Distance. The project would result in an increase in traffic at the
intersection of Stampede Meadows Road and West Hinton Road would exacerbate existing
hazards associated with inadequate sight distances at the intersection and would result in a
potentially significant impact. (RDEIR, pp. ES-17, 4.5-13 to 4.5-17.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-17, 4.5-19.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
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have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
TRANS–4
Prior to issuance of an encroachment permit for the off-site roadway
improvements, the proposed signage, roadway widening, and sight distance
improvements shall be reviewed and approved by the Nevada County Department
of Public Works. As a condition of approval, the applicant shall be required to
construct the proposed off-site roadway improvements along Stampede Meadows
Road between the I-80/Hirschdale Road interchange and West Hinton Road prior
to implementation of operations in the West Pit. The off-site roadway
improvements including the intersection improvements at Stampede Meadows
Road and West Hinton Road, and the proposed roadway widening shall be
complete and operational prior to the addition of traffic associated with operations
in the West Pit. The applicant shall not implement operations in the West Pit prior
to receiving County approval that the off-site roadway improvements are complete.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-17, 4.5-19.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, p. ES-17, 4.519.)
5.

Impact: Bicyclist Safety. The project would result in an increase in truck traffic along
Stampede Meadows Road between West Hinton Road and I-80 which may result in a
potentially significant impact due to conflicts with bicyclists using Stampede Meadows
Road. (RDEIR, pp. ES-17, 4.5-17 to 4.5-18.)
Finding 1: Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations make
infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the Final EIR.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-17, 4.4-19, 6-9, 6-12 to 6-13.) (No mitigation measures identified in the
EIR were rejected as infeasible, but please refer to Section 8 of these Findings regarding
project alternatives.)
Finding 2: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-17, 4.5-19.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact, but
not to a less-than-significant level:
TRANS-5
The final design for the roadway widening along Stampede Meadows Road shall
include a smooth pavement transition where West Hinton Road meets Stampede
Meadows Road. The transition shall be achieved by paving the approach to the
paved road (Stampede Meadows Road) from the unpaved Road (West Hinton
Road). The distance of the paved approach and the transition at the intersection
shall be designed in accordance with County standards. The design shall be
incorporated into the roadway widening plans and shall be reviewed and approved
by the Nevada County Department of Public Works prior to issuance of an
encroachment permit. (RDEIR, pp. ES-17, 4.5-19.)
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Level of Significant After Mitigation: Significant and Unavoidable. (RDEIR, pp. ES17, 4.5-19.)

F.

NOISE

1.

Impact: Excavation Noise Generation. Noise generated by excavation activities during
operation of the quarry may exceed the County’s daytime, evening and nighttime noise
thresholds at Receptor 14, which represents a potential future noise sensitive land use. If
a noise sensitive land use is constructed on the represented property within 1,250 feet of
the ultimate disturbed area, noise related impacts from excavation activities during
operation of the project would be potentially significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-18, 4.6-13 to
4.6-14.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-18, 4.6-24.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
NOI–1
Future residential development proposed at any nearby parcels shall not be
exposed to operational noise levels exceeding 55 dBA LEQ (or 65 dBA LMAX)
during daytime hours, or 50 dBA LEQ (or 65 dBA LMAX) during evening hours,
or 50 dBA LEQ (or 60 LMAX) during nighttime hours.
Residential development within 1,250 feet of the ultimate disturbed area may be
exposed to elevated noise levels. If a residence is proposed within this setback, an
acoustical analysis shall be provided paid for by the applicant or the current
operator of the facility. The noise analysis shall be conducted by a qualified
acoustical engineer to demonstrate that any future residences satisfies the exterior
and interior noise standards established by Nevada County. The analysis shall
include an ambient noise survey to quantify baseline conditions at a future
residence which shall then be used to develop offsets to the Nevada County noise
standards, as appropriate. Updated setback distances shall be established
accounting for topography and equipment used at that time. The acoustical analysis
shall identify additional noise control measures to be incorporated into the project
operations at that time. Such measures could include the use of equipment noise
shielding, sound berms or barriers, or other feasible measures.
If excavation activity is not shown to be reduced to appropriate levels following
mitigation, excavation activity within the determined setback distances shall not
occur. (RDEIR, pp. ES-18, 4.6-24.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, p. ES-18, 4.625.)
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2.

Impact: Heavy Truck Traffic Noise Generation. Noise generated by heavy trucks may
exceed the County’s daytime, evening and nighttime noise thresholds at Receptors 12, 13,
and 14, which all represent potential future noise sensitive land uses. If noise-sensitive
land uses (residences) are constructed on these parcels within 300 feet of the proposed haul
route, noise related impacts from truck trips would be potentially significant. (RDEIR, pp.
ES-19, 4.6-15 to 4.6-18).
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-19, 4.6-24 to 4.6-25)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
NOI–2
Future residential development proposed at any nearby parcels shall not be
exposed to heavy traffic noise levels exceeding 55 dBA LEQ during daytime
hours, or 50 dBA LEQ during evening or nighttime hours. Future residences shall
not be exposed to noise levels exceeding 65 dBA LMAX during daytime hours, 65
dBA LMAX during evening hours, or 60 dBA LMAX during nighttime hours.
Future residential development proposed within 300 feet of the haul route may be
exposed to elevated noise levels. If a residence is proposed within these setbacks,
an acoustical analysis shall be provided and paid for by the applicant or the current
operator of the project. The noise analysis shall be conducted by a qualified
acoustical engineer to demonstrate that any future residences satisfies the exterior
and interior noise standards established by Nevada County. The analysis shall
include an ambient noise survey to quantify baseline conditions at a future
residence which shall then be used to develop offsets to the Nevada County noise
standards, as appropriate. In addition, heavy truck passby noise level
measurements shall be conducted from the locations of the proposed residences to
determine if haul truck noise levels would exceed the adjusted noise level
standards. The acoustical analysis shall identify additional noise control measures
to be incorporated into the project operations at that time. Such measures could
include the use of sound berms or barriers, relocation of the haul road to create
additional setbacks from the proposed residences, or other feasible measures.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-19, 4.6-24 to 4.6-25)

3.

Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-19, 4.625)
Impact: Combined Noise from All Project Sources. Operation of the mine would
exceed the County’s evening and nighttime noise threshold at Receptor 7, which would
result in a potentially significant impact. (RDEIR, pp. ES-20, 4.6-20 to 4.6-22)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-20, 4.6-25)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
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have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
NOI–3
Noise levels from operation of the mine shall not exceed the adjusted evening and
nighttime County noise standard of 48 dBA Leq at Receptor 7. Mining activities
other than the occasional haul out shall be prohibited between the hours of 9 p.m.
and 6 a.m. Operational activities (e.g., excavation and processing) associated with
the West Pit shall be limited to between the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. unless
operational noise monitoring demonstrates that nighttime quarry operation does
not exceed the adjusted evening and nighttime County noise standard at Receptor
7 (see Mitigation Measure NOI-2). (RDEIR, pp. ES-20, 4.6-25)
NOI-4
Once the West Pit is operational, additional noise monitoring may be performed at
Receptor 7 at the operator’s expense. If this monitoring can confirm, to the
satisfaction of the Nevada County Planning Department, that operational noise
levels do not exceed the evening and nighttime noise standard of 48 dBA Leq at
Receptor 7, then the County may extend the operating timeframe (including
excavation and processing) to between 6 a.m. and 9 p.m. If the intervening
topography and vegetation effectively reduces the operational noise limits to at or
below the nighttime 40 dBA LEQ standard, then this Mitigation Measure shall
replace mitigation measure NOI-1. If applicable, any operations that extend
between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. shall be limited to truck loading and unloading only.
Adherence to this mitigation measure will reduce the project’s nighttime noise
impacts to less than significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-20, 4.6-25)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-20, 4.625)
4.

Impact: Off-site Roadway Improvements Construction Noise. Off-site roadway
improvement area construction activities occurring outside of daytime hours would result
in a potentially significant impact. (RDEIR, pp. ES-20, 4.6-22)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-20, 4.6-25)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
NOI–5
The hours of operation for off-site roadway improvement construction activities,
including grading, roadway construction and vegetation clearance, shall be limited
to the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Grading and
improvement plans shall reflect the limited hours of operation. (RDEIR, pp. ES20, 4.6-25)
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Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-20, 4.625)

G.

AIR QUALITY

1.

Impact: Vegetation Burning Emissions. Burning of vegetation cleared from the project
site could result in exceedance of the NAAQS and/or CAAQS for nonattainment criteria
air pollutants in the air basin. The project would result in a significant impact related to
burning. (RDEIR, pp. ES-21, 4.7-18 to 4.7-19.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-21, 4.7-24.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
AQ-1
Prior to any open burning of vegetation, the Project Applicant shall obtain a burn
permit in accordance with the NSAQMD Regulation III, Open Burning. All
applicable requirements established for obtainment of a burn permit, notification
of the air district or other entities, and execution of burning authorized by the
permit shall be followed in accordance with NSAQMD Rules:
 Rule 308 – Land Development Clearing
 Rule 312 – Burning Permits
 Rule 313 – Burn Day
 Rule 314 – Minimum Drying Times
 Rule 315 – Burning Management Requirements
 Rule 316 – Burn Plan Preparation
(RDEIR, pp. ES-21, 4.7-24.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant. (RDEIR, pp. ES-21, 4.726.)

2.

Impact: Operational Air Quality Emissions. Operation of the proposed project would
result in NOx and PM10 emissions exceeding thresholds established by the Northern Sierra
Air Quality Management District under all three potential operating scenarios (Scenario 1,
Peak Daily Production; Scenario 2, Worst-Case Daily Production; and Scenario 3, Average
Daily Production). As a result, the project would result in a significant impact associated
with emissions. (RDEIR, pp. ES-21 to ES-23, 4.7-19 to 4.7-20.)
Finding 1: Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations make
infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the Final EIR.
(RDEIR, pp. 4.7-26, 6-12 to 6-13.) (No mitigation measures identified in the EIR were
rejected as infeasible, but please refer to Section 8 of these Findings regarding project
alternatives.)
Finding 2: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
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which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-21 to ES-23, 4.7-24 to 4.7-26.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact, but
not to a less-than-significant level:
AQ-2
Diesel control measures including, but not limited to the following, shall be
incorporated by the applicant into contract specifications for all on- and off-road
equipment:
 To minimize potential diesel emission impacts on nearby receptors
(pursuant to NSAQMD Regulation 2, Rule 205, Nuisance), heavy duty
diesel equipment shall be properly tuned. A schedule of tune-ups shall be
developed and performed for all equipment operating within the project
area, particularly for haul and delivery trucks. A log of required tune-ups
shall be maintained and a copy of the log shall be submitted to County for
review every 2,000 service hours.
 To minimize diesel emission impacts, contracts shall require off-road
compression ignition equipment operators to reduce unnecessary idling
with a two-minute time limit.
 On-road and off-road material hauling vehicles shall shut off engines
while queuing for loading and unloading for time periods longer that two
minutes.
 Off-road diesel equipment shall be fitted with verified diesel emission
control systems (e.g., diesel oxidation catalysts) to the extent reasonably
and economically feasible.
 Off-road diesel equipment shall utilize alternative fuel equipment (i.e.,
compressed or liquefied natural gas, biodiesel, electric) to the extent
reasonably and economically feasible.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-21 to ES-22, 4.7-24 to 4.7-25.)
AQ-3
The Applicant shall comply with NSAQMD Rule 226, which requires
implementation of dust control measures which may include, but are not limited to
the following:







Ensure no visible dust emissions occurs beyond the property line;
Ensure no dust emissions exceeding 20 percent opacity occur anywhere
on the property;
Ensure no offsite increase in ambient PM10 concentrations greater than
50 ug/m3 occur;
Ensure no track-out exceeding 25 feet from the property occurs;
Employ of a dust control supervisor who has the authority to
expeditiously employ sufficient dust mitigation measures to ensure
compliance;
Water to maintain soil moisture at 12 percent on haul roads and other
active unpaved surfaces that are not chemically stabilized;
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Water to prevent visible dust more than 100 feet from any earth moving
or mining activity;
 Utilize watering, dust suppressants, larger aggregate cover, and
revegetation in inactive, disturbed areas to prevent wind driven dust;
 Water unpaved roads daily, and limit the speed on unpaved roads to 15
mph;
 Utilize chemical stabilization, watering, covering, and enclosure of
storage piles;
 Conduct sweeping of paved roads at the end of each workday shift,
utilizing certified sweepers;
 Conduct prompt cleanup of any spilled material and stabilization of any
spilled material storage piles at a minimum frequency of daily at the end
of each work day;
 Utilize dust suppressants or other dust control methods on conveyors,
loading, unloading, or transferring activities;
 Utilize baghouse emission controls on screening and crushing activities
or other dust control measures to meet the visible emission limits;
 Conduct chemical stabilization of unpaved haul roads;
 Cover or otherwise stabilize aggregate loads (i.e., loads to remain 6
inches from the upper edge of the container area) to avoid dust emissions
from product transport trucks in compliance with California Vehicle
Code No. 23114; and
 Utilize wheel washers, rumble grate, and paving of internal roads to
eliminate track out.
 Suspend excavation and grading activity when sustained winds make
reasonable dust control difficult to implement, e.g., for winds over 25
miles per hour.
 Limit the area subject to blasting, mining, and other operational activity
at any one time, as feasible.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-22 to ES-23, 4.7-25 to 4.7-26.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Significant and Unavoidable. (RDEIR, pp. ES-21
to ES-23, 4.7 -26.)
3.

Impact: Exposure of Sensitive Receptors to Asbestos. Exposure of sensitive receptors
to asbestos during construction of the off-site roadway improvements or mining operation
would result in a potentially significant impact. (RDEIR, pp. ES-24, 4.7-22.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-24, 4.7-26 to 4.7-27.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
AQ-4
Prior to issuance of the encroachment permit for the off-site roadway
improvements and prior to commencing operations in the West Pit, the work area
shall be evaluated by a qualified individual to determine the presence/absence of
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asbestos containing materials. The results of the analyses shall be provided to the
Nevada County Department of Environmental Health (NCDEH), Certified Unified
Program Agency (CUPA).
If naturally occurring asbestos is found at the project site, the Project Applicant
shall prepare an Asbestos Health and Safety Program and an Asbestos Dust
Control Plan for approval by CUPA. The Asbestos Health and Safety Program
and Asbestos Dust Control Plan may include, but is not limited to, the following:
 Equipment operator safety requirements: protective clothing, breathing
apparatuses to prevent inhalation of airborne asbestos fibers,
 Dust mitigation measures: continually water site to prevent airborne dust
migration, cover all vehicle that haul materials from the site
 Identification of CUPA-approved disposal areas for all excavated
materials.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-24, 4.7-26.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant (RDEIR, pp. ES-24, 4.727.)
H.

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

1.

Impact: Hazards from the Routine Transport, Use, or Disposal of Hazardous
Materials. The proposed project would result in potentially significant impacts associated
with the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials. (RDEIR, pp. ES-25,
4.10-9.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-25, 4.10-12.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
HAZ-1
Should the hazardous materials used for operation of the mine be relocated and
stored on the project site, the applicant must adhere to all applicable codes and
regulations regarding the storage of hazardous materials and the generation of
hazardous wastes set forth in the California Health and Safety Code Sections
25500 – 25519 and 25100 – 25258.2 including the electronic reporting requirement
to the California Environmental Reporting System (CERS). The applicant shall
apply for and obtain a permit for the storage of hazardous materials and the
generation of hazardous wastes from the Nevada County Department of
Environmental Health (NCDEH), Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA).
The operator shall secure and annually renew the permit for this facility within 30
days of becoming subject to applicable regulations. (RDEIR, pp. ES-25, 4.10-12.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant (RDEIR, pp. ES-25, 4.1012 to 4.10-13.)
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2.

Impact: Accidental Release of Hazardous Materials. The proposed project would result
in a potentially significant impact associated with the accidental release of hazardous
materials. (RDEIR, pp. 4.10-9 to 4.10-10.) (RDEIR, pp. ES-25 to ES-26, 4.10-9 to 4.1010.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-25 to ES-26, 4.10-12.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
HAZ-1
Should the hazardous materials used for operation of the mine be relocated and
stored on the project site, the applicant must adhere to all applicable codes and
regulations regarding the storage of hazardous materials and the generation of
hazardous wastes set forth in the California Health and Safety Code Sections
25500 – 25519 and 25100 – 25258.2 including the electronic reporting requirement
to the California Environmental Reporting System (CERS). The applicant shall
apply for and obtain a permit for the storage of hazardous materials and the
generation of hazardous wastes from the Nevada County Department of
Environmental Health (NCDEH), Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA).
The operator shall secure and annually renew the permit for this facility within 30
days of becoming subject to applicable regulations. (RDEIR, pp. ES-25, 4.10-12.)
HAZ-2
In order to protect the public from potential release of hazardous materials, the
project applicant shall prepare and implement an HMBP in accordance with the
requirements of the County Public Health Department Environmental Services
Division and the Hazardous Materials Release Response Plan and Inventory Act
of 1985. Under this state law, the applicant is required to prepare an HMBP to be
submitted to the County Public Health Department, Environmental Health
Services Division, which is the Certified Unified Program Agency for the County,
or can be filed through the California Environmental Reporting System. The
HMBP shall include a hazardous material inventory, emergency response
procedures, training program information, and basic information on the location,
type, quantity, and health risks of hazardous materials stored, used, or disposed of
at the proposed project site. The HMBP shall include an inventory of the
hazardous waste generated on-site, and would specify procedures for proper
disposal. As required, hazardous waste would be transported by a licensed hauler
and disposed of at a licensed facility. According to the HMBP reporting
requirements, workers must be trained to respond to releases of hazardous
materials in accordance with State and federal laws and regulations governing
hazardous materials and hazardous waste (e.g., HAZWOPER training required by
OSHA). Any accidental release of small quantities of hazardous materials shall be
promptly contained and abated in accordance with applicable regulatory
requirements and reported to the Environmental Health Services Division. As the
Certified Unified Program Agency for the County, the Environmental Health
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Services Division of the County Public Health Department is responsible for
implementation and enforcement of HMBPs. (RDEIR, pp. ES-25 to ES-26, 4.1012.)
AQ-4
Prior to issuance of the encroachment permit for the off-site roadway
improvements and prior to commencing operations in the West Pit, the work area
shall be evaluated by a qualified individual to determine the presence/absence of
asbestos containing materials. The results of the analyses shall be provided to the
Nevada County Department of Environmental Health (NCDEH), Certified Unified
Program Agency (CUPA).
If naturally occurring asbestos is found at the project site, the Project Applicant
shall prepare an Asbestos Health and Safety Program and an Asbestos Dust
Control Plan for approval by CUPA. The Asbestos Health and Safety Program
and Asbestos Dust Control Plan may include, but is not limited to, the following:
 Equipment operator safety requirements: protective clothing, breathing
apparatuses to prevent inhalation of airborne asbestos fibers,
 Dust mitigation measures: continually water site to prevent airborne dust
migration, cover all vehicle that haul materials from the site
 Identification of CUPA-approved disposal areas for all excavated
materials.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-24, 4.7-26.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant (RDEIR, pp. ES-25 to ES26, 4.10-12 to 4.10-13.)
3.

Impact: Wildfire Risk. The proposed project would result in an increased risk of fire
during construction of off-site roadway improvements and during mine operation involving
vegetation clearing and burning. (RDEIR, pp. ES-26, 4.10-11).
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-26, 4.10-12 to 4.10-13.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
HAZ-3
Construction contractors and/or the site operator shall ensure that during
construction and/or during vegetation clearing of the mine, all areas of the
construction site and/or the mine in which spark-producing equipment and vehicles
may operate shall be cleared of dried vegetation or other materials that could serve
as fuel for combustion. This includes parking areas, staging areas, and the
construction zone. The contractor shall keep these areas clear of combustible
materials for the duration of construction. (RDEIR, pp. ES-26, 4.10-12 to 4.1013.)
HAZ-4
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Construction contractors and/or the site operator shall ensure that all equipment
with internal combustible engines will be equipped with a spark arrester that shall
be maintained in good working order. This includes, but is not limited to, vehicles,
heavy equipment, and chainsaws. (RDEIR, pp. ES-26, 4.10-13.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant (RDEIR, pp. ES-26, 4.1012 to 4.10-13.)
I.

CULTURAL AND TRIBAL RESOURCES

1.

Impact: Historical Resources. The proposed project would result in potentially
significant impacts in regard to inadvertent discovery of historical resources. (RDEIR, pp.
ES-27, 4.11-18 to 4.11-19.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-27, 4.11-20 to 4.11-22.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
CUL-1
It is possible that ground-disturbing activities during construction may uncover
previously unknown resources that meet the criteria for historical resources under
CEQA. In the event that buried cultural resources are discovered during
construction, operations shall stop within 50 feet of the find and a qualified
archaeologist shall be consulted to determine whether the resource is potentially
eligible for listing on the CRHR. The Washoe Tribe shall also be notified of the
discovery. The applicant shall include a standard inadvertent discovery clause in
every construction contract to inform contractors of this requirement.
If the archaeologist determines that construction activities could damage a
potential historical resource, mitigation will be implemented in accordance with
Section 15126.4 of the State CEQA Guidelines. If avoidance of the site is not
feasible, a qualified archaeologist will prepare and implement a detailed treatment
plan in consultation with the County. Treatment for most historical resources
would consist of (but would not be not limited to) documentation of the resource
on the appropriate DPR 523-series forms, sample excavation and artifact collection
(if appropriate), and historical research. The treatment plan will include provisions
for analysis of data in a regional context, reporting of results in a timely manner,
curation of artifacts and data at an approved facility, and dissemination of reports
to local and state repositories, libraries, and interested professionals. (RDEIR, pp.
ES-27, 4.11-20 to 4.11-21.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant (RDEIR, pp. ES-27, 4.1120 to 4.11-22.)
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2.

Impact: Archeological Resources. The proposed project would result in potentially
significant impacts in regard to inadvertent discovery of archaeological resources.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-27 to ES-28, 4.11-19.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-27 to ES-28, 4.11-21.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
CUL-2
In the event that archaeological resources are discovered during construction,
mitigation measure CUL-1 shall first be applied. If the qualified archaeologist
determines that the find does not meet the criteria of a historical resource under
CEQA, the criteria of a unique archaeological resource described in PRC Section
21083.2(g) shall be applied.
If the archaeologist determines that construction activities could damage a resource
that meets the criteria of a unique archaeological resource, mitigation will be
implemented in accordance with Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 21083.2
and Section 15126.4 of the CEQA Guidelines. The applicant shall include a
standard inadvertent discovery clause in every construction contract to inform
contractors of this requirement. Consistent with Section 15126.4(b)(3), mitigation
may be accomplished through planning construction to avoid the resource;
incorporating the resource within open space; capping and covering the resource;
or deeding the site into a permanent conservation easement. If preservation in
place is not feasible, a qualified archaeologist will prepare and implement a
detailed treatment plan in consultation with the County. Treatment of unique
archaeological resources may consist of (but would not be not limited to) sample
excavation, artifact collection, site documentation on DPR 523 forms, and
historical research, with the aim to target the recovery of important scientific data
contained in the portion(s) of the significant resource to be impacted by the project.
The treatment plan will include provisions for analysis of data in a regional
context, reporting of results in a timely manner, curation of artifacts and data at an
approved facility, and dissemination of reports to local and state repositories,
libraries, and interested professionals. (RDEIR, pp. ES-27 to ES-28, 4.11-21.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant (RDEIR, pp. ES-27 to ES28, 4.11-22.)

3.

Impact: Paleontological Resources. The proposed project would result in potentially
significant impacts in regard to inadvertent discovery of paleontological resources.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-28, 4.11-19)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-28, 4.11-21.)
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Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
CUL-3
In the event a fossil is discovered during construction for the proposed project,
excavations within 50 feet of the find shall be temporarily halted or delayed until
the discovery is examined by a qualified paleontologist in accordance with Society
of Vertebrate Paleontology standards. If the find is determined to be significant
and if avoidance is not feasible, the paleontologist shall design and carry out a data
recovery plan consistent with the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology standards.
The applicant shall include a standard inadvertent discovery clause in every
construction contract to inform contractors of this requirement. (RDEIR, pp. ES28, 4.11-21.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant (RDEIR, pp. ES-28, 4.1122.)
4.

Impact: Human Remains. The proposed project would result in potentially significant
impacts in regard to inadvertent discovery of human remains. (RDEIR, pp. ES-29, 4.1120.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-29, 4.11-21 to 4.11-22.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
CUL-4
In the event of the accidental discovery or recognition of any human remains, State
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5; Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5; PRC
Section 5097.94 and Section 5097.98 must be followed. If during project
development there is accidental discovery or recognition of any human remains,
the following steps shall be taken:
a.
There shall be no further excavation or disturbance of the site or any
nearby area reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent human remains until
the County Coroner is contacted to determine if the remains are Native
American and if an investigation of the cause of death is required. If the
Coroner determines the remains are Native American, the Coroner shall
contact the NAHC within 24 hours, and the NAHC shall identify the
person or persons it believes to be the “most likely descendant” (MLD) of
the deceased Native American(s). The MLD shall make recommendations
to the landowner or the person responsible for the excavation work within
48 hours, for means of treating or disposing of, with appropriate dignity,
the human remains and any associated grave goods as provided in PRC
Section 5097.98.
b.
Where the following conditions occur, the landowner or his authorized
representative shall rebury the Native American human remains and
associated grave goods with appropriate dignity either in accordance with
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the recommendations of MLD or on the project site in a location not
subject to further subsurface disturbance:
i.
The NAHC is unable to identify a MLD or the MLD failed to
make a recommendation within 48 hours after being notified by
the commission.
ii.
The descendant identified fails to make a recommendation. The
landowner or his authorized representative rejects the
recommendation of the descendant, and mediation by the NAHC
fails to provide measures acceptable to the landowner.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-29, 4.11-21 to 4.11-22.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant (RDEIR, pp. ES-29, 4.1122.)
5.

Impact: Tribal Cultural Resources. The proposed project would result in potentially
significant impacts in regard to inadvertent discovery of tribal cultural resources. (RDEIR,
p. 4.11-20.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. 4.11-20 to 4.11-22.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
CUL-1
It is possible that ground-disturbing activities during construction may uncover
previously unknown resources that meet the criteria for historical resources under
CEQA. In the event that buried cultural resources are discovered during
construction, operations shall stop within 50 feet of the find and a qualified
archaeologist shall be consulted to determine whether the resource is potentially
eligible for listing on the CRHR. The Washoe Tribe shall also be notified of the
discovery. The applicant shall include a standard inadvertent discovery clause in
every construction contract to inform contractors of this requirement.
If the archaeologist determines that construction activities could damage a
potential historical resource, mitigation will be implemented in accordance with
Section 15126.4 of the State CEQA Guidelines. If avoidance of the site is not
feasible, a qualified archaeologist will prepare and implement a detailed treatment
plan in consultation with the County. Treatment for most historical resources
would consist of (but would not be not limited to) documentation of the resource
on the appropriate DPR 523-series forms, sample excavation and artifact collection
(if appropriate), and historical research. The treatment plan will include provisions
for analysis of data in a regional context, reporting of results in a timely manner,
curation of artifacts and data at an approved facility, and dissemination of reports
to local and state repositories, libraries, and interested professionals. (RDEIR, pp.
ES-27, 4.11-20 to 4.11-21.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant (RDEIR, pp. 4.11-20 to
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4.11-22.)
J.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

1.

Impact: Cumulative Impacts on Deer Migration. The proposed project would result in
a potentially significant cumulative impact to the Loyalton-Truckee mule deer herd’s
habitat based on direct removal of vegetation used for foraging. While operation of the
mine would be temporary (approximately 30 years) and would be reclaimed to a natural
condition, the project would result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to impacts
on mule deer. (RDEIR, pp. ES-30, 5-5 to 5-6.)
Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-30, 5-6.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level:
CUM-1A
To offset cumulatively considerable impacts on mule deer migration and foraging
habitat, the applicant shall incorporate reclamation planning objectives and
specifications to include re-vegetation with species known to be used as browse or
herbaceous forage by migrating or summer-resident mule deer into the
Reclamation Plan for the project. The species incorporated into the Plan shall be
prepared or reviewed by a qualified biologist and approved by the County.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-30, 5-6.)
CUM-1B
The Reclamation Plan for the project shall identify the following phasing: Prior to
commencement of year five of the operation within Phase 2, the Phase 1 quarry
area (excluding the processing and stockpile areas) reclamation and re-vegetation
activities shall be fully installed. This mitigation would allow the re-vegetation in
Phase 1 to establish itself before encroachment into the Phase 3 area begins,
thereby providing new habitat, as required in mitigation measure CUM – 1A, for
the local mule deer herd. Prior to commencement of operations in the West Pit, the
applicant shall submit to the County a monitoring plan for monitoring the success
of the revegetation efforts as they relate to the mule deer. The monitoring plan
shall include provisions for monitoring and annual reporting to the County and
shall include provisions for adjusting the reclamation efforts as needed, before the
end of the active mining activities. (RDEIR, pp. ES-30, 5-6.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Less Than Significant (RDEIR, pp. ES-30, 5-6.)

2.

Impact: Cumulative Visual Character and Quality Impacts. The project would result
in potentially significant changes to the visual character and quality of the area due to the
visibility of the site from surrounding sensitive viewers and the existing natural aesthetic
quality of the area. The project would result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to
aesthetic impacts. (RDEIR, pp. ES-30, 5-7.)
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Finding 1: Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations make
infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the Final EIR.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-30, 5-7, 6-8, 6-12 to 6-13.) (No mitigation measures identified in the EIR
were rejected as infeasible, but please refer to Section 8 of these Findings regarding project
alternatives.)
Finding 2: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-30, 4.4-12, 5-7.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact, but
not to a less-than-significant level:
AES–1
Potential impacts to visual resources shall be offset by spraying “Rock Varnish”
(aka desert varnish) such as Nantina or PERMEON or other functional equivalent
on exposed upper cut face slopes immediately following the completion of each
phase of mining, to blend visually with undisturbed rock face and talus following
mining operations. The PERMEON (desert varnish) or approved equal, shall be
mixed with water in a 5:1 solution (i.e.: 20 gallons of PERMEON to 100 gallons
of water). A compressor shall be used to pressurize the spray to approximately
200 psi for application with an agricultural-type hand-held nozzle sprayer. The
desert varnish color can range from almost black to a light tan, depending on the
concentration of PERMEON and the number of coats to be made. The solution
shall be sprayed on until saturation. When first applied, the PERMEON mixture
would not have a tint, and the exposed rock initially returns to its original color as
it dries. The desired coloration process is activated by exposure to ultraviolet light
from sunshine. (RDEIR, pp. ES-15, 4.4-12.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Significant and Unavoidable. (RDEIR, pp. ES30, 5-7.)
3.

Impact: Cumulative Bicyclist Safety Impacts. The project would result in an increase
in truck traffic along Stampede Meadows Road between West Hinton Road and I-80, which
would contribute to a significant and unavoidable cumulatively considerable impact related
to bicyclist safety. (RDEIR, p. 5-8.)
Finding 1: Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations make
infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the Final EIR.
(RDEIR, pp. 4.4-19, 5-8, 6-9, 6-12 to 6-13.) (No mitigation measures identified in the EIR
were rejected as infeasible, but please refer to Section 8 of these Findings regarding project
alternatives.)
Finding 2: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. 4.5-19, 5-8.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
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have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact, but
not to a less-than-significant level:
TRANS-5
The final design for the roadway widening along Stampede Meadows Road shall
include a smooth pavement transition where West Hinton Road meets Stampede
Meadows Road. The transition shall be achieved by paving the approach to the
paved road (Stampede Meadows Road) from the unpaved Road (West Hinton
Road). The distance of the paved approach and the transition at the intersection
shall be designed in accordance with County standards. The design shall be
incorporated into the roadway widening plans and shall be reviewed and approved
by the Nevada County Department of Public Works prior to issuance of an
encroachment permit. (RDEIR, pp. ES-17, 4.5-19.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Significant and Unavoidable. (RDEIR, pp. 5-8.)
4.

Impact: Cumulative Air Quality Impacts. The project would result in a significant
incremental increase in air pollutant emissions and would result in a cumulatively
considerable contribution to NOx and PM10 emissions. (RDEIR, pp. ES-30, 5-9.)
Finding 1: Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations make
infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the Final EIR.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-30, 5-9, 6-12 to 6-13.) (No mitigation measures identified in the EIR were
rejected as infeasible, but please refer to Section 8 of these Findings regarding project
alternatives.)
Finding 2: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the
EIR. (RDEIR, pp. ES-21 to ES-23, ES-30, 4.7-24 to 4.7-26, 5-9.)
Mitigation: The following mitigation measures or agency recommendations/requirements
have been incorporated into the Project as conditions of approval to reduce this impact, but
not to a less-than-significant level:
AQ-1
Prior to any open burning of vegetation, the Project Applicant shall obtain a burn
permit in accordance with the NSAQMD Regulation III, Open Burning. All
applicable requirements established for obtainment of a burn permit, notification
of the air district or other entities, and execution of burning authorized by the
permit shall be followed in accordance with NSAQMD Rules:
 Rule 308 – Land Development Clearing
 Rule 312 – Burning Permits
 Rule 313 – Burn Day
 Rule 314 – Minimum Drying Times
 Rule 315 – Burning Management Requirements
 Rule 316 – Burn Plan Preparation
(RDEIR, pp. ES-21, 4.7-24.)
AQ-2
Diesel control measures including, but not limited to the following, shall be
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incorporated by the applicant into contract specifications for all on- and off-road
equipment:
 To minimize potential diesel emission impacts on nearby receptors
(pursuant to NSAQMD Regulation 2, Rule 205, Nuisance), heavy duty
diesel equipment shall be properly tuned. A schedule of tune-ups shall be
developed and performed for all equipment operating within the project
area, particularly for haul and delivery trucks. A log of required tune-ups
shall be maintained and a copy of the log shall be submitted to County for
review every 2,000 service hours.
 To minimize diesel emission impacts, contracts shall require off-road
compression ignition equipment operators to reduce unnecessary idling
with a two-minute time limit.
 On-road and off-road material hauling vehicles shall shut off engines
while queuing for loading and unloading for time periods longer that two
minutes.
 Off-road diesel equipment shall be fitted with verified diesel emission
control systems (e.g., diesel oxidation catalysts) to the extent reasonably
and economically feasible.
 Off-road diesel equipment shall utilize alternative fuel equipment (i.e.,
compressed or liquefied natural gas, biodiesel, electric) to the extent
reasonably and economically feasible.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-21 to ES-22, 4.7-24 to 4.7-25.)
AQ-3
The Applicant shall comply with NSAQMD Rule 226, which requires
implementation of dust control measures which may include, but are not limited to
the following:












Ensure no visible dust emissions occurs beyond the property line;
Ensure no dust emissions exceeding 20 percent opacity occur anywhere
on the property;
Ensure no offsite increase in ambient PM10 concentrations greater than
50 ug/m3 occur;
Ensure no track-out exceeding 25 feet from the property occurs;
Employ of a dust control supervisor who has the authority to
expeditiously employ sufficient dust mitigation measures to ensure
compliance;
Water to maintain soil moisture at 12 percent on haul roads and other
active unpaved surfaces that are not chemically stabilized;
Water to prevent visible dust more than 100 feet from any earth moving
or mining activity;
Utilize watering, dust suppressants, larger aggregate cover, and
revegetation in inactive, disturbed areas to prevent wind driven dust;
Water unpaved roads daily, and limit the speed on unpaved roads to 15
mph;
Utilize chemical stabilization, watering, covering, and enclosure of
storage piles;
Conduct sweeping of paved roads at the end of each workday shift,
utilizing certified sweepers;
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Conduct prompt cleanup of any spilled material and stabilization of any
spilled material storage piles at a minimum frequency of daily at the end
of each work day;
 Utilize dust suppressants or other dust control methods on conveyors,
loading, unloading, or transferring activities;
 Utilize baghouse emission controls on screening and crushing activities
or other dust control measures to meet the visible emission limits;
 Conduct chemical stabilization of unpaved haul roads;
 Cover or otherwise stabilize aggregate loads (i.e., loads to remain 6
inches from the upper edge of the container area) to avoid dust emissions
from product transport trucks in compliance with California Vehicle
Code No. 23114; and
 Utilize wheel washers, rumble grate, and paving of internal roads to
eliminate track out.
 Suspend excavation and grading activity when sustained winds make
reasonable dust control difficult to implement, e.g., for winds over 25
miles per hour.
 Limit the area subject to blasting, mining, and other operational activity
at any one time, as feasible.
(RDEIR, pp. ES-22 to ES-23, 4.7-25 to 4.7-26.)
Level of Significant After Mitigation: Significant and Unavoidable. (RDEIR, pp. ES-30
5-9.)
SECTION 8
ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROJECT
INTRODUCTION
An EIR is required to describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project that could feasibly
attain the objectives of the project, and to evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a)).
Additionally, CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a) requires consideration of alternatives that
could avoid or substantially lessen any significant adverse environmental effects of the proposed
project, including alternatives that may be more costly or could otherwise impede the project’s
objectives. The range of alternatives considered must include those that offer substantial
environmental advantages over the proposed project and may be feasibly accomplished in a
successful manner considering economic, environmental, social, technological, and legal factors.
The Project will result in significant and unavoidable environmental effects with respect to
aesthetics, traffic, and air quality, as listed below:







Aesthetics –Visual Character and Quality (RDEIR, pp. 4.4-7 to 4.4-11);
Aesthetics – Cumulative Visual Character Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-7);
Traffic and Circulation – Bicyclist Safety (RDEIR, pp. 4.5-17 to 4.5-18);
Traffic and Circulation – Cumulative Bicyclist Safety Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-8);
Air Quality – Operational Air Quality Emissions (RDEIR, pp. 4.7-19 to 4.7-20);
Air Quality – Cumulative Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-9).
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The EIR examined alternatives to the Project to determine whether each alternative could meet the
Project's objectives, while avoiding or substantially lessening the significant unavoidable impacts
of the Project. The EIR examined in detail the following alternatives to the Project:



No Project Alternative: Development Under the Existing Plan
Reduced Annual Production Alternative

(RDEIR, pp. 6-1, 6-3.)
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED AND REJECTED
In addition, the following alternatives were considered and rejected from further study for reasons
described in the EIR:



Other Quarry Locations
No Project Alternative: No Development

(RDEIR, pp. 6-1 to 6-3.)
Other Quarry Locations
The project applicant has been operating in the Truckee area since at least the 1960s supplying
aggregate for housing developments, I-80 construction and reconstruction and various other
developments in the Truckee/Tahoe area. In the 1960s, Teichert operated an aggregate production
facility at a site today referred to as Cold Stream. When reserves at that site began to run low,
Teichert leased and then purchased the site of their present Martis Valley Quarry operations. That
site, located in the Town of Truckee, began operations in 1984 and was expected to have 30 to 40
years of reserves. As development activities increased in the Truckee Tahoe market area,
production at the Martis Valley Quarry facility rapidly expanded and at its peak (around 20042006) was producing close to 1,000,000 tons per year. As production expanded at Martis Valley
Quarry, the original reserve life began to shrink because of the increased demand and production.
Currently, aggregate reserves for the Martis Valley Quarry are limited. (RDEIR, p. 6-2.)
During the past 15 years, Teichert has continued to search for additional aggregate sites in the
Truckee/Tahoe area. In the early part of the current decade, Teichert purchased the site known as
the Truckee Quarry from a Reno-based company. The site was previously idle, but operations
recommenced in 2016 and 2017. The Truckee Quarry was originally mined for decorative rock
(volcanic) typically used in landscaping, but Teichert subsequently discovered that the cinder found
at the quarry can be used in certain types of concrete where light weight is desired and that the
basalt deposits can be crushed and used for road base. However, with the diminished reserves at
the Martis Valley Quarry, Truckee Quarry alone lacks the types of materials necessary to serve the
market area. (RDEIR, p. 6-2.)
In 2005, Teichert leased the Boca Quarry (the currently proposed project site) from the owner. That
lease was subsequently expanded to include the area now being reviewed for the quarry’s expansion
as part of the proposed project. Prior to signing the lease for Boca Quarry, Teichert evaluated
approximately 15 properties in the region. Because the cost of aggregate is highly dependent on
trucking distance, Teichert limited its search for properties to a 30-mile radius from the Town of
Truckee. Numerous real estate agents were contacted to look for aggregate sites that met the criteria
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Teichert was looking for including the following characteristics: greater than 100 acres; located
near highway; free of sensitive issues such as wetlands or endangered species; could not be located
near residential areas; and finally, the site had to have a substantial deposit of high quality
aggregate. (RDEIR, p. 6-2.)
As Teichert looked at the various sites that were presented by local realtors or identified by
Teichert’s in-house geology staff, almost all of the sites were ruled out because it did not meet one
or more of the factors noted above. Several of the sites were evaluated and, in a couple of instances,
actually drilled to test the volume and quality of the potential aggregate material. The proposed
project site ultimately was the only site that met all of the criteria noted above and the expanded
lease was signed in 2005. (RDEIR, p. 6-2.)
No Project Alternative: No Development
One definition of the “no project” alternative under State CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6
(e)(3)(B) is the circumstance under which the project does not proceed and the property remains in
its existing condition. Under this No Project Alternative, the completion of the East Pit and its
subsequent reclamation as allowed under the approved 2007 Reclamation Plan would not occur.
This is not a feasible scenario because SMARA requires that the existing quarry be reclaimed to a
usable condition that is readily adaptable for alternate land uses and creates no danger to public
health or safety. If the County of Nevada, as the Lead Agency, adopted this “no project” alternative,
the State Mining and Geology Board would be required to step in and ensure that reclamation of
the property be conducted in conformance with SMARA. Thus, this alternative was rejected as
infeasible because SMARA requires that the site be reclaimed and not left in its existing condition.
(RDEIR, p. 6-2.)
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the Project is to maximize the local source of high-quality construction
aggregate to support existing and future construction projects in the region. Specific project
objectives include:










Location. Secure approvals to continue mining of known reserves on site, which is located
within the eastern portion of Nevada County and convenient to the I-80 corridor, thus
providing a reliable and economic source of construction grade sand and gravel to meet
current and project demand in the region.
Market Position. Maintain current company position and market share as a leading regional
provider.
Production and Timeframe. Extract, crush, and sell approximately 17 million tons of high
grade construction aggregate to meet local needs over a period of up to 30 years; annual
production rates vary substantially, but would not exceed 1 million tons in active
construction years.
Employment. Provide for continued on-site employment of between 6 and 15 people.
Related employment also would be generated by the trucking of product to construction
sites, construction projects using the supplied aggregate, and secondary expenditures for
goods and services.
Site Reclamation. Continue to implement responsible and environmentally sound
aggregate removal. Preserve sensitive natural resources; minimize aesthetic impacts
through site design, phasing, and concurrent reclamation; and implement reclamation
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concurrently with operations throughout the life of the mine. Provide an economically
feasible and responsible reclamation plan that would result in a beneficial end use, in
accordance with the requirements of SMARA. Implementation and monitoring of final
reclamation activities would be completed within five years after completion of mining.
Development Agreement. Adhere to the Development Agreement so that operation of the
mine may proceed and site reclamation, implementation of the off-site roadway
improvements, and maintenance fees owed to Nevada County and the City of Truckee are
implemented at the appropriate time.

(RDEIR, p. 3-2.)
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED IN THE EIR
A.

No Project Alternative: Development Under the Existing Plan

Description
This alternative is required under Section 15126.6(e) of the State CEQA Guidelines and represents
a possible scenario that could occur if the proposed reclamation plan amendment was not approved.
According to Section 15126.6 (e)(3)(A) of the State CEQA Guidelines, when the project is the
revision of an existing land use plan or regulatory plan, policy or ongoing operation, the “no
project” alternative would be the continuation of the existing plan, policy or operation into the
future. Under the No Project Alternative, operations in the East Pit would be allowed to resume
under the currently approved 2007 Reclamation Plan (RP06-001) and Use Permit (U06-012), but
no mining in addition to the currently approved operations would be allowed. The impact footprint
would remain at the currently approved 40-acre area. There are approximately one to two years of
reserves remaining in the East Pit if mined at 250,000 tons per year. Upon completion of mining,
the site would be reclaimed in accordance with the 2007 Reclamation Plan to a natural condition,
which would allow the site to be readily adapted to alternative and beneficial land uses consistent
with the existing County Zoning Code designation of FR, which provides for production,
protection, and management of timber (and support uses); equipment storage; temporary offices;
low intensity recreational uses; and open space. (RDEIR, p. 6-3.)
Environmental Impacts
Geology and Soils
Implementation of the proposed project would result in potentially significant impacts related to
geology and soils, which would be reduced to a less than significant level through the
implementation of mitigation measures. Under the No Project Alternative, the proposed quarry
footprint would not be expanded and mining would be limited to the East Pit. Fewer mine bench
cuts would be made, and a reduced area of land would be mined for aggregate materials. The
smaller footprint would reduce or avoid the potential for slope-stability impacts to occur when
compared to the proposed project and Reduced Daily Production Alternative. While the proposed
mitigation would reduce the potential for impacts associated with slope instability, the reduced
footprint under this alternative would further reduce the potential for slope instability to occur. All
other impacts related to geology and soils would be less than significant, similar to the proposed
project. This alternative would have a reduced impact to geology and soils when compared to the
proposed project. (RDEIR, p. 6-4.)
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Hydrology and Water Quality
Implementation of the proposed project would result in potentially significant impacts related to
hydrology and water quality, which would be reduced to a less than significant level through the
implementation of mitigation measures. The proposed project would implement an extensive
system of drainage control and water quality improvements that would prevent storm water from
leaving the site, which would be similar to the storm water management under the No Project
Alternative. However, under the No Project Alternative, mining operations would not expand
beyond the present mining plan boundary. The potential for erosion and impacts to water quality
would be reduced due to the smaller mining footprint. Similar to the proposed project, all impacts
related to hydrology and water quality would be less than significant based on the implementation
of standard operational measures contained in the currently approved 2007 Reclamation Plan,
conformance to SMARA and other applicable regulatory standards. Water consumption under the
proposed project would be greater than that needed for the No Project Alternative and would require
mitigation to reduce potentially significant impacts to below a level of significance. This
alternative would have a reduced impact to hydrology and water quality when compared to the
proposed project. (RDEIR, pp. 6-4 to 6-5.)
Biological Resources
Under the No Project Alternative, direct impacts to biological resources would be substantially
reduced, because mining would be limited to the East Pit and no vegetation clearance would occur
within the West Pit expansion area. The No Project Alternative would not impact the foraging
habitat for the Loyalton-Truckee mule deer herd to the extent of the proposed project; however;
indirect impacts such as fugitive dust and night lighting would remain potentially significant
without appropriate regulatory standards and mitigation. Similar to the proposed project,
mitigation would be required to reduce potentially significant impacts to below a level of
significance with mitigation. This alternative would have a reduced impact to biological resources
when compared to the proposed project. (RDEIR, p. 6-5.)
Aesthetics
Implementation of the proposed project would result in potentially significant impacts to aesthetics.
Impacts related to visual character would remain significant and unmitigable. Under the No Project
Alternative, the currently approved footprint of the quarry in the East Pit would not be expanded,
which would reduce the visibility of the quarry from the surrounding areas when compared with
the proposed project. No additional mitigation would be required under the No Project Alternative
besides the revegetation required pursuant to the currently approved 2007 Reclamation Plan. This
alternative would have a reduced impact on aesthetics when compared to the proposed project.
(RDEIR, p. 6-5.)
Traffic and Circulation
Implementation of the proposed project would result in potentially significant impacts to traffic and
circulation. Impacts related to bicycle safety would remain significant
and unmitigable. Under the No Project Alternative, the daily truck trips on West Hinton Road and
Stampede Meadows Road would be considerably less than those associated with the proposed
project since the annual production level would be reduced to 250,000 tons and only the East Pit
would be mined. Under this alternative, the proposed roadway improvements along Stampede
Meadows Road would not be implemented. Therefore, while the number of truck trips associated
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with the No Project Alternative would be less than under the proposed project and would be for a
shorter duration (the East Pit is anticipated to require approximately one to two more years), the
currently inadequate sight distances at the intersection of West Hinton Road and Stampede
Meadows Road would not be corrected, Stampede Meadows Road would not be widened, and
“Share the Road” signs would not be installed. Therefore, the No Project Alternative would result
in potentially significant impacts in regard to sight distance and bicycle safety that would not be
addressed through mitigation.
In addition, the signs that would be installed to notify haul trucks of the appropriate route to avoid
trucks from entering the residential neighborhoods south of I-80 would not be installed. While the
haul route would remain the same as under the proposed project, the additional measures to reduce
traffic impacts on the local roadways would not be implemented. Lastly, once the East Pit is closed,
the regional VMT for aggregate trucks would likely increase because construction aggregate would
be transported to meet demand from sources farther away. While the No Project Alternative would
reduce the numbers of haul trucks on the local roads and would be for a shorter duration, several
impacts would not be addressed or mitigated under the No Project Alternative. Therefore, the
overall traffic-related impacts from this alternative would be similar to the proposed project.
(RDEIR, pp. 6-5 to 6-6.)
Noise
Under the proposed project, operational activities and heavy trucks would result in noise impacts
at noise sensitive receptors in the area but would be mitigable. Receptor 7 represents residences
and a church. These noise sensitive land uses would experience noise impacts from operational
activities occurring between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. Receptors 12, 13, and 14 are currently undeveloped
parcels that may be developed with noise-sensitive land uses during operation of the project. These
receptors may experience noise impacts from haul trucks during daytime, evening and nighttime.
Receptor 14 would also experience impacts from excavation activities in the West Pit between 7
p.m. and 7 a.m. Under the No Project Alternative, the noise associated with mine operations would
be less than the proposed project at Receptors 7 and 14. While the location of the processing plant
would remain the same, the excavation areas would remain in the East Pit, which would be further
from the receptors than under the proposed project. While the noise levels generated by the
individual trucks would remain the same under this alternative, the overall noise levels associated
with truck traffic would be less than under the proposed project due to the reduced number of daily
truck trips associated with the reduced production levels. Increases in noise levels associated with
the No Project alternative would be short-term, because mining of the East Pit would be completed
in as soon as one to two years versus 30 years with the proposed project. This alternative would
have a reduced impact on noise when compared to the proposed project. (RDEIR, p. 6-6.)
Air Quality
Implementation of the proposed project would result in potentially significant impacts that would
remain significant and unmitigable. Under the No Project Alternative, air quality emissions from
the project site would be reduced when compared to the proposed project, and activities in the East
Pit would continue to contribute to emissions in the region. The significant and unavoidable air
quality impacts identified in the EIR would not occur under this alternative, since there would be
no emissions generated from vehicle trips, mining activities, or materials processing activities,
other than those generated by operation of the East Pit. This alternative would have a reduced
impact on air quality when compared to the proposed project.
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It should be noted that while the direct impacts of the No Project Alternative on air quality would
be reduced when compared to the proposed project, there is the potential for indirect impacts.
Emissions from haul trucks in the region could increase as other, more distant, aggregate sources
are used to serve local demand for aggregate. Even with potential expansion of existing quarries
and development of new quarries within Nevada County, it is likely that out-of-County import of
aggregate would be required on an ongoing basis. Some aggregate producers and users have
already begun to import sand and gravel to meet their needs from a wide range of out-of-County
mining sources and locations. As with in-County mining sources, the use of out-of-County mining
sources to replace the deficit that would be created by not expanding the mining operation at the
project site would have the potential to result in site-specific air quality effects at those out-ofCounty locations. If trucking were to be the predominant form of transport of out-of-County sources
into the County, effects on transportation and air emissions associated with haul trucks under this
scenario would be greater than those estimated for the proposed project. (RDEIR, pp. 6-6 to 6-7.)
Greenhouse Gases
Under the No Project Alternative, GHG emissions from the proposed project would be eliminated,
although emissions from the East Pit and aggregate processing would resume under the current
permit. Emissions from haul trucks may increase as other, more distant, aggregate sources are used
to serve local demand for aggregate. Even with potential expansion of existing quarries and
development of new quarries within Nevada County, it is likely that out-of-County import of
aggregate would be required on an ongoing basis. The increased trucking activity is estimated to
generate approximately 4,131 MT CO2e per year. Emissions of this magnitude represent an
increase of 4,105 MT CO2e per year when compared to the proposed project. This alternative
would have a greater impact on GHG when compared to the proposed project. (RDEIR, p. 6-7.)
Energy
Under the No Project Alternative, energy usage associated with the proposed project would be
eliminated, although energy usage associated with operation of the East Pit would resume under
the current operation for another one to two years. Energy would continue to be utilized by haul
trucks for the out-of-County import of aggregate that would be required on an on-going basis.
Overall, the energy required for mining operations under the No Project Alternative (500,000 tons
of aggregate over two years) would be less than the energy required for mining operations under
the proposed project scenario (17 million tons of aggregate over 30 years). This alternative would
have a reduced impact to energy when compared to the proposed project. (RDEIR, p. 6-7.)
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Implementation of the proposed project would result in potentially significant impacts related to
hazardous materials, which would be reduced to a less than significant level through the
implementation of mitigation measures. Operation of the mine at the project site would require the
transport, storage, and use of hazardous materials for both the proposed project and the No Project
Alternative. Under the No Project Alternative, the quantity and duration of use of materials at the
site would be reduced due to the anticipated life of the East Pit and the reduced area being mined.
Under the No Project Alternative, the hazardous materials storage would not be relocated from the
Martis Valley Quarry to the project site. Potentially significant impacts associated with storing the
materials under the proposed project would be avoided under this alternative. This alternative
would have a reduced impact associated with hazardous materials when compared to the proposed
project. (RDEIR, p. 6-7.)
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Cultural and Tribal Resources
Implementation of the proposed project would result in potentially significant impacts related to
cultural resources (including tribal cultural resources), which would be reduced to a less than
significant level through the implementation of mitigation measures. Under the No Project
Alternative, direct impacts to potential cultural resources would be substantially reduced, since
mining would be limited to the East Pit and no ground disturbance would occur within the West
Pit. The No Project Alternative would not impact the potential cultural resources in the proposed
West Pit; however; indirect impacts from ground disturbance in the East Pit would remain
potentially significant without appropriate regulatory standards and mitigation. This alternative
would have a reduced impact associated with cultural resources when compared to the proposed
project. (RDEIR, pp. 6-7 to 6-8.)
Relationship to Project Objectives
The No Project Alternative would not fulfill the project objectives for Market Position and
Production and Timeframe, because it would not allow the project applicant to be a regional
provider with access to 17 million tons of aggregate over the next 30 years, due to the limited quarry
footprint of only 40 acres and the limited remaining reserves. Existing demand and any future
increases in demand for aggregate material would likely have to be supplied from out-of-County
sources which could result in an increase in cost and impacts from material transportation. (RDEIR,
p. 6-3.)
Finding
The Board rejects this alternative as infeasible because it does not meet Project objectives.
(RDEIR, p. 6-3.)
B.

Reduced Annual Production Alternative

Description
Under the Reduced Daily Production Alternative, operations in the East Pit would be allowed to
resume under the currently approved 2007 Reclamation Plan (RP06-001) and Use Permit (U06012). Under this alternative, the total footprint of the mine would be the same as the proposed
project – the extraction area would be expanded to include the West Pit for an ultimate disturbed
area of 158 acres – and the total maximum extraction from the mine would remain the same as
under the proposed project (17 million tons). However, the daily production would be limited to
approximately 2,520 tons per day (approximately 0.25 of the maximum daily production of 10,080
tons under the proposed project). As such, annual production would be limited to 250,000 tons per
year, approximately 0.25 of the maximum annual production of the proposed project (1 million
tons per year). The annual production of 2,520 tons per day would result in approximately 280
daily on-way truck trips (approximately 0.25 of the 1,120 trips that would be generated by the
proposed project). The processing operations located in the East Pit would also remain in the same
location. Because the total allowable production from the mine would remain the same, reducing
the maximum annual production of the quarry would extend the life of the mine when compared
with the proposed project, because the aggregate reserve would be removed at a slower rate.
Reducing the annual and daily production could also reduce the daily hours of operations, and could
avoid the need for nighttime operations. (RDEIR, pp. 6-3 to 6-4.)
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Environmental Impacts
Geology and Soils
Impacts related to geology and soils would be the same as the proposed project, because the
expanded mining footprint would remain the same under this alternative. (RDEIR, p. 6-8.)
Hydrology and Water Quality
Impacts related to hydrology, water quality and water supply would be the same as the proposed
project, because the expanded mining footprint would remain the same under this alternative.
(RDEIR, p. 6-8.)
Biological Resources
Impacts related to biological resources would be the same as the proposed project, because the
expanded mining footprint would remain the same under this alternative. Final reclamation of the
site would take longer since reduced annual production levels would extend the life of the mine.
Therefore, it would take longer to restore the site to its pre-mining conditions for biological
resources. Impacts would still be less than significant with implementation of the mitigation
identified for the proposed project. This alternative would result in impacts to biological resources
similar to the proposed project. (RDEIR, p. 6-8.)
Aesthetics
Impacts related to aesthetics would be similar to the proposed project, because the expanded mining
footprint would remain the same under this alternative. Final reclamation of the site would take
longer since reduced annual production levels would extend the life of the mine and surrounding
sensitive receptors would be exposed to the review of the mining operation for a longer period than
identified for the proposed project. Impacts would remain significant and unavoidable with
implementation of the mitigation identified for the proposed project. Overall, this alternative would
result in aesthetic impacts similar to the proposed project. (RDEIR, p. 6-8.)
Traffic and Circulation
The potentially significant project impacts related to traffic and circulation from project
implementation with respect to roadway structural integrity and site distance at the intersection of
West Hinton Road with Stampede Meadows Road would be the same under this alternative.
Mitigation would be required to reduce the impacts. However, similar to the proposed project,
impacts would remain significant and unavoidable with regard to bicycle safety.
Under the Reduced Daily Production Alternative, the daily truck trips on West Hinton Road and
Stampede Meadows Road would be considerably less than those associated with the proposed
project, given that daily production would be limited to 2,520 tons. The reduction in truck traffic
from limiting production would decrease truck traffic on the local roadway system, including West
Hinton Road and Stampede Meadows Road. However, it would not avoid or lessen potentially
regional and cumulative significant impacts. If regional construction demand is greater than the
250,000 tons per year supplied from the project site, then aggregate material would be transported
from another aggregate source farther away, leading to additional impacts to regional traffic
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congestion and highway maintenance. Similar to the proposed project, impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable with respect to bicycle safety. Overall, this alternative would result in
reduced impacts to traffic and circulation in the area when compared to the proposed project.
(RDEIR, pp. 6-8 to 6-9.)
Noise
Under the Reduced Daily Production Alternative, annual aggregate production at the quarry would
be restricted to 250,000 tons per year and maximum daily production would also be reduced to
approximately 2,500 tons per day, or approximately 140 daily truck trips. It would be expected
that the reduced production would allow for shorter work days than under the proposed project.
Because the footprint of this alternative would be the same as the proposed project, the noise
associated with mine operations under the Reduced Daily Production Alternative would similar to
the proposed project at Receptors 7 and 14 but could be for a shorter duration each day due to the
potentially shorter shifts and lower likelihood of nighttime activities. Similarly, noise levels
associated with production and truck trips would occur at the same levels but for a shorter duration
each day when compared with the proposed project. The potential for nighttime load out would be
minimized under this alternative. This alternative would result in reduced noise impacts compared
to the proposed project. (RDEIR, p. 6-9.)
Air Quality
Under the Reduced Daily Production Alternative, annual aggregate production at the quarry would
be restricted to 250,000 tons per year. The Reduced Daily Production Alternative is equivalent to
one quarter of the worst-case daily production assumed for the proposed project. Consequently,
total annual operation of mining and processing equipment, total number of vehicle trips generated
annually by this alternative and associated annual air emissions would be approximately onequarter of the proposed project. However, emissions from haul trucks would likely increase as
sources outside the region are used to serve local demand for aggregate.
All pollutant emissions for the Reduced Daily Production Alternative would be below the
NSAQMD threshold and would be a less than significant impact. The Reduced Daily Production
Alternative would avoid significant impacts from NOX and PM10 emissions, whereas under the
proposed project it would remain significant.
The estimated annual average DPM emissions generated by this alternative would be
approximately one-quarter of the emissions generated by the proposed project. Consequently, the
total carcinogenic risk at the sensitive receptors from the Reduced Production Alternative over the
30-year life of the quarry is estimated to be approximately one-quarter of the proposed project, and
similarly less than significant.
Potential episodes of fugitive dust generated by this alternative in the site vicinity would be similar
to or less than the proposed project and would be mitigated with implementation of a formal
comprehensive dust control program. As with the proposed project, effects associated with a
potential airborne release of crystalline silica for this alternative would be less than the project, and
similarly less than significant.
As with the proposed project, when considering the Reduced Daily Production Alternative together
with anticipated cumulative development in the area, this alternative would result in cumulatively
considerable impacts associated with a contribution to regional criteria pollutants and TACs.
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Mitigation measures to reduce emissions and particulate matter would reduce the effects, but like
the proposed project, this alternative would result in a significant and unavoidable cumulative
impact associated with contribution to regional criteria pollutants and TACs. This alternative
would have a reduced impact on air quality when compared to the proposed project.
While the direct impacts of the Reduced Daily Production Alternative on air quality would be
reduced when compared to the proposed project, there is the potential for indirect impacts.
Emissions from haul trucks in the region could increase as other, more distant, aggregate sources
are used to serve local demand for aggregate. Even with potential expansion of existing quarries
and development of new quarries within Nevada County, it is likely that out-of-County import of
aggregate would be required on an ongoing basis. Some aggregate producers and users have
already begun to import sand and gravel to meet their needs from a wide range of out-of-County
mining sources and locations. As with in-County mining sources, the use of out-of-County mining
sources to replace the deficit that would be created by not expanding the mining operation at the
project site would have the potential to result in site-specific air quality effects at those out-ofCounty locations. If trucking were to be the predominant form of transport of out-of-County
sources into the County, effects on transportation and air emissions associated with haul trucks
under this scenario would be greater than those estimated for the proposed project. (RDEIR, pp.
6-9 to 6-11.)
Greenhouse Gases
Estimated annual GHG emissions for the Reduced Daily Production Alternative would
cumulatively contribute approximately 1,089 metric tons of CO2e per year, which is approximately
one-quarter of the total estimated GHG emissions for the proposed project. The demand for
aggregate would be met from other regional sources, thereby increasing haul truck trip length and
associated emissions. Haul trucks from more distant sources of aggregate would generate 4,032
metric tons of CO2e per year without the proposed project. Aggregate production under the
Reduced Alternative would be one-quarter of the aggregate produced under the proposed project,
leaving three-quarters of aggregate to be hauled from other regional sources. Under this
assumption, haul trucks from more distant regional sources would generate approximately 3,024
metric tons of CO2e per year (three-quarters of 4,032 metric tons of CO2e). The aggregate
produced under the Reduced Alternative would reduce the need to import aggregate from out of
the region at a rate of one-quarter that of the proposed project, thereby reducing region-wide GHG
emissions by approximately 1,008 metric tons of CO2e per year (one-quarter of 4,032 metric tons
of CO2e). Therefore, after accounting for these reduced trucking emissions, the Reduced Daily
Production Alternative would generate approximately 81 additional metric tons of CO2e per year
due to haul truck emissions compared to the proposed project. (RDEIR, p. 6-11.)
Energy
Under the Reduced Daily Production Alternative, although annual aggregate production at the
quarry would be restricted to 250,000 tons per year, the total amount of aggregate mined over the
life of the project would still equal 17 million tons. Therefore, the amount of energy required per
year for the mining operations would be the less than the proposed project, but the total amount of
energy required for mining operations over the life of the project would be the same as the proposed
project. Additionally, because annual production would be reduced, aggregate would have to
continue to be imported from out-of-county locations to serve the local annual aggregate demand
that would no longer be met by the project’s production. The Reduced Daily Production
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Alternative would therefore result in greater energy usage than the proposed project. (RDEIR, p.
6-11.)
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Under the Reduced Daily Production Alternative, the amount of hazardous materials used per year
for the mining operations would be less than the proposed project, but the total amount of hazardous
materials required for mining operations over the life of the project would be the same as the
proposed project. The Reduced Daily Production Alternative would therefore have the same
impacts associated with hazardous materials as the proposed project. (RDEIR, p. 6-11.)
Cultural and Tribal Resources
Impacts related to cultural and tribal resources would be the same as the proposed project, because
the expanded mining footprint would remain the same under this alternative. (RDEIR, p. 6-12.)
Relationship to Project Objectives
The Reduced Daily Production Alternative would not fulfill the project objectives for Market
Position and Production and Timeframe, because it would not allow the project applicant to
maximize production on the site in response to regional demand. If the demand for aggregate
material in the Tahoe/Truckee area exceeded the 250,000 tons per year allowable under the
Reduced Daily Production Alternative, the remaining supply would likely have to be sourced from
out-of-County sources. (RDEIR, p. 6-4.)
Finding
The Board rejects this alternative as infeasible because it does not meet Project objectives.
(RDEIR, p. 6-4.)

SECTION 9
STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS
The Final EIR identified the following significant and unavoidable impacts of the Project:







Aesthetics –Visual Character and Quality (RDEIR, pp. 4.4-7 to 4.4-11);
Aesthetics – Cumulative Visual Character Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-7);
Traffic and Circulation – Bicyclist Safety (RDEIR, pp. 4.5-17 to 4.5-18);
Traffic and Circulation – Cumulative Bicyclist Safety Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-8);
Air Quality – Operational Air Quality Emissions (RDEIR, pp. 4.7-19 to 4.7-20);
Air Quality – Cumulative Impacts (RDEIR, p. 5-9).

Despite the occurrence of these effects, the Board chooses to approve the Project because, in the
Board’s view, all feasible mitigation measures have been incorporated into the Project and the
economic, social, and other benefits that the Project will produce render the remaining significant
effects acceptable.
The following statement identifies the reasons why, in the Board’s judgment, the benefits of the
Project as approved outweigh its significant and unavoidable effects. The Board finds that the
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Project would have the following economic, social, and environmental benefits that outweigh its
significant and unavoidable environmental effects:


General Plan and Zoning Consistency. The approximately 230-acre project site is
designated Forest (FR) under the Nevada County General Plan and is zoned Forest (FR)
with a Mineral Extraction (ME) combining district. The purpose of the ME combining
district is “to allow for surface mining and to provide for public awareness of the potential
for surface mining to occur where adequate information indicates that significant mineral
deposits are likely present.” (Nevada County Code Section L-II 2.7.3A.) The Nevada
County Zoning Code Section L-11 3.22 allows surface mining operations within an FR
zone when an ME combining district overlay is in place, along with an approved
Conditional Use Permit (CUP) and Reclamation Plan. Because the site already has the ME
overlay and the Project includes a CUP and revised reclamation plan, the Project would be
consistent with the Nevada County General Plan and Zoning Ordinance. (RDEIR, pp. 2-3
to 2-4, 9-1 to 9-3.)



Local source of aggregate. The Project would allow for the expansion of an existing
permitted aggregate mining and processing facility in Nevada County. The existing
permitted East Pit portion of the project site is nearly mined out, with only one or two years
of reserves remaining in the East Pit. Similarly, Teichert’s Martis Valley site has only 2 to
4 years of reserves remaining, depending on market demand. The nearest other source of
aggregate is in the Reno-Sparks area. By permitting additional reserves in proximity to the
Truckee-Tahoe region, the Project would ensure the continued availability of a local source
of aggregate to supply the growing aggregate needs of the Truckee-Tahoe region. (RDEIR,
pp. 3-2, 6-2.).



Reduction in Aggregate Transport VMT. By providing a local source of aggregate for the
Truckee-Tahoe region, the Project would allow for the reduction in vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) associated with the importation of aggregate transport from outside the region. If
the Project were not approved, existing aggregate reserves from the project site’s existing
East Pit (estimated at 1 to 2 years) and Teichert’s Martis Valley site (estimated at two to
four years) would soon be exhausted. Once those dwindling local sources are exhausted,
the existing and projected demand for aggregate in the Truckee-Tahoe region would then
need to be met from the next closest source of construction grade aggregate, which would
be from the Reno-Sparks area. Those aggregate sources are located approximately 36
miles further away from the Truckee-Tahoe market area than is the Project site. By
ensuring the continued availability of a local source of aggregate, the Project would result
in a net daily reduction of approximately 50,000 VMT from aggregate truck transport.
(RDEIR, pp. 4.5-9 to 4.5-10.)



Reduction in Aggregate Transport Air Pollutant Emissions. For the same reasons discussed
above with respect to aggregate transport VMT, the Project would result in a reduction in
air quality and greenhouse gas emissions associated with aggregate transport from more
distant aggregate sources in the Reno-Sparks area. If the Project were not approved, an
additional estimate 4,131 metric tons of CO2 equivalents (CO2e) would be produced by
aggregate transport truck trips to and from the Reno-Sparks area. (RDEIR, p. 6-7.)



Open Space Reclamation. The Project would ensure the concurrent and post-mining
reclamation of the project site to open space uses in accordance with SMARA and Nevada
County requirements. Of the 158 acres of disturbed area, 114 acres would be resoiled and
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revegetated, while 44 acres would remain as highwalls/talus due to their steepness, which
renders revegetation infeasible. Imported clean soil from Teichert’s Martis Valley site and
other construction sites in the region would be used to backfill and/or supplement onsite
topsoil to provide a medium for the revegetation of the site. Native grasses, shrubs, and
trees would be broadcast seeded. Revegetation would be monitored for five years after
seeding to ensure that performance standards outlined in the reclamation plan have been
met. Following completion of mining and reclamation activities, all mobile and stationary
equipment and structures associated with the mining operation would be removed from the
site. (RDEIR, pp. ES-3, 3-2, 3-11 to 3-14.)


Employment and Tax Revenue. The Project would allow for the on-site employment of
between 6 and 15 employees, depending on production levels. (RDEIR, p. 3-4.) Also, the
Project would result in increased sales tax revenue for the County from its aggregate sales.
Thus, the Project would produce a resource essential to the continued economic health of
Nevada County.



Support of Local Economy. The Project would help support the local economy by reducing
the transportation cost of aggregate materials, thereby reducing overall construction and
infrastructure maintenance costs. (RDEIR, pp. 4.5-9 to 4.5-10.)



Traffic Safety Improvements. The Project would improve an existing traffic safety issue
at the intersection of Stampede Meadows Road and West Hinton Road through the
construction of sight distance improvements. These improvements would include
vegetation removal and grading to remove visual obstructions, turn radius modifications,
and signage to improve traffic safety beyond existing conditions. (RDEIR, Figure 3-6, pp.
3-16, 4.5-16 to 4.5-17.)



Bicycle Safety Improvements. The Project would improve an existing traffic safety issue
along Stampede Meadows Road between I-80 and West Hinton Road through the
construction of roadway shoulder widening where feasible along that roadway segment.
These improvements would include pavement shoulder widening, paved vehicle pull-out
areas, and signage to improve bicyclist safety beyond existing conditions. (RDEIR, Figure
3-5, pp. 3-16, 4.5-17 and 4.5-18.)



Roadway Maintenance. Through the Development Agreement for the Project, the Project
would provide increased funding for roadway maintenance along Stampede Meadows
Road between I-80 and West Hinton Road. (For the first 152,250 tons per year, Teichert
would pay 19.66 cents/ton, which represents a nearly four-fold increase over the current
mitigation fee of 5 cents/ton. Tonnage beyond 152,250 tons/year would be subject to the
payment of 5.02 cents/ton, which still exceeds the current fee.) The funds would be shared
between the County and the Town of Truckee to ensure funding for necessary repairs to
roadway integrity in both jurisdictions resulting from the Project. (RDEIR, pp. 3-18 to 319, 4.5-11 to 4.5-12.)
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4.0

MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING
PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION
MMRPs are required by the CEQA Section 21081.6 to be adopted by CEQA Lead Agencies for projects
having the potential to cause significant environmental impacts. The MMRP describes changes to the
project or conditions of project approval that mitigate or avoid the project’s potential significant effects
on the environment. This MMRP addresses the Boca Quarry Expansion Project (project) proposed by
Teichert Aggregates, Inc. and being carried forward for consideration by the County of Nevada (County).
A brief description of the proposed project is provided below. The proposed project is located within the
County, and the County is the Lead Agency under CEQA and has discretionary authority over the
proposed project.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION SUMMARY
The Boca Quarry is an existing quarry on an approximately 230-acre site that recently operated in
eastern Nevada County under a Conditional Use Permit and Reclamation Plan, approved in 1983 and
modified in 2007, which allows mining in a 40-acre area on Assessor’s Parcel Number 48-090-12. The
quarry has been idle since the 2008 operating year based on reduced aggregate demand. The applicant
proposes to expand the existing operation to increase the existing 40-acre extraction area by
approximately 118 acres for a total extraction area of approximately 158 acres. The proposed expanded
area would be west of the currently permitted extraction area (East Pit) and would be referred to as the
West Pit. The West Pit would be primarily a sidehill quarry operation and would involve excavation of
the West Pit quarry floor to a depth of between 40 and 60 feet below the rim formed by the
surrounding land surface. The maximum depth of mining below existing topography would be 200 feet.
Mining for the proposed project would occur in three phases, beginning with the Phase I East Pit (which
is nearly complete). The second and third phases would involve mining of the West Pit. During Phase II,
the lower (southern) portion of the West Pit would be mined to its maximum width and depth. The
upper ridge of the West Pit would then be mined (Phase III), and the overburden from the ridge would
be moved to the lower area to be used as backfill in the lower pit, facilitating partially concurrent
reclamation of the lowest (Phase II) bench.
The project application includes a request for an Amended Use Permit (U11-008) as well as a
Reclamation Plan (RP11-001; 2011 Reclamation Plan) to correspond with the proposed mine expansion
and importation of clean fill material for pit backfilling. The proposed expansion would continue to use
the West Hinton Road haul route to Stampede Meadows Road for all of its aggregate transport and
operating equipment access. As part of the proposed project, an approximately 1.3-mile long segment
of Stampede Meadows Road from West Hinton Road to Interstate 80 (I-80) would be improved to
address public concerns regarding bicyclist safety through the area, and to address existing sightdistance deficiencies at the intersection of Stampede Meadows Road with West Hinton Road. The
roadway segment is referred to as the off-site roadway improvement area.

MMRP FORMAT AND IMPLEMENTATION
Mitigation measures that would reduce or eliminate potential environmental impacts of the proposed
project are identified in the Recirculated Draft Boca Quarry Expansion Project EIR. These mitigation
BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT
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measures will become conditions of project approval if the expansion project is approved. The County is
required to verify that all adopted mitigation measures are implemented properly and to ensure
compliance, this MMRP (including the checklist) has been formulated. The MMRP shall be adopted,
along with CEQA Findings, by the County (Lead Agency) and must be administered by County personnel
from the Planning and Public Works departments. Specific responsibilities are delineated for each
measure in the attached checklist table and these responsibilities may be delegated to qualified County
staff or consultants. This service is provided on a full-cost recovery basis by the County.
The checklist, which follows, is intended to be used by the applicant, grading/construction contractors,
and personnel from the above-listed County Departments, as the appointed mitigation implementation
and monitoring entities. Information contained within the checklist clearly identifies each mitigation
measure, defines the conditions required to verify compliance and delineates the monitoring schedule.
Following is an explanation of the three columns that constitute each MMRP checklist.
Column 1

Mitigation Measure: An inventory of each mitigation measure is provided, with a brief
description.

Column 2

Monitor: Identifies the senior staff person at the County and/or applicable agencies who
are responsible for determining compliance with each mitigation measure and
informing the Planning Department regarding compliance. This individual may assign
specific monitoring tasks to County staff or consulting specialists (e.g., biological
monitor, paleontological monitor).

Column 3

Schedule: As scheduling is dependent upon the progression of the overall project,
specific dates are not used within the “Schedule” column. Instead, scheduling describes
a logical succession of events (e.g., prior to reclamation annually, etc.) and, if necessary,
delineates a follow-up program.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST
Mitigation Measure
GEOLOGY AND SOILS
GEO–1. The final design of manufactured slopes in the proposed West Pit shall incorporate all
available geologic/geotechnical data, with slope heights/grades and other applicable project features
to reflect these data and include any applicable deviations from the recommendations provided in the
August 2010 project Stability Evaluation.
GEO–2. Manufactured slopes in the West Pit shall be regularly inspected by a qualified geotechnical
engineer during mining operations, and slope performance and geological conditions shall be
documented and submitted to the County as required. This information shall be used to review and,
as appropriate, revise the geological and geotechnical models and slope design recommendations
provided in the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a). These inspections and slope design
reviews shall be performed by a qualified geotechnical engineer as follows: (1) annually at a
minimum; (2) at any time mining operations encounter conditions that vary significantly from the
geological and geotechnical models documented in the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit
(Golder 2010a); and (3) at any time that slopes developed according to the project design based on
the recommendations of the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a) show indications of
significant instability. This observational and review approach, supported by strength testing of
representative materials, shall be used to update or provide more appropriate FOS calculations for
slopes prior to pit closure, with any and all associated modifications from recommendations
contained in the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a) to be incorporated into the design
and operation of mining activities at the West Pit.

Monitor

Schedule

County Planner;
Public Works Engineer

Plans to be approved as part of the
on-going reclamation plan process.

Qualified Geotechnical
Engineer provided by
Project Operator; County
Planner; Public Works
Engineer

(1) Annually at a minimum; (2) at
any time mining operations
encounter conditions that vary
significantly from the geological
and geotechnical models
documented in the August 2010
project Stability Evaluation; and
(3) at any time that slopes
developed according to the
recommendations of the
August 2010 project Stability
Evaluation show indications of
significant instability

Specifically, such modifications would typically include standard geotechnical measures such as
updating/revising individual slope heights/grades to reflect observed/tested conditions and ensure an
acceptable FOS, as determined by a qualified geotechnical consultant. Specific elements of the
inspection process shall include, but not be limited to, the following: (1) if, during excavation, a basalt
boulders, cobbles, and rubble unit is discovered to be more than 60 feet thick, a qualified engineer
shall sample and conduct laboratory testing of the material to confirm the project design based on
the assumptions and recommendations in the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a), or
to provide updated recommendations, including slope design as noted; (2) any highly weathered or
fresh tuff and ash layer that is more than 15 feet thick shall be sampled and tested to confirm the
project design based on the assumptions and recommendations in the Stability Evaluation of the
West Pit (Golder 2010a), or to provide updated recommendations, including slope design as noted;
and (3) if any major geological structures (i.e., faults, joints, etc.) are identified in the vicinity of the
proposed new pit walls, they shall be evaluated by a qualified geotechnical engineer, and associated
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
GEOLOGY AND SOILS (cont.)
recommendations shall be incorporated into the project design and operational specifications
(potentially including efforts such as revising manufactured slope grades/dimensions, and/or
modifying proposed excavation to avoid problematic areas).
HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
HYD-1. In accordance with the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act, the applicant shall adhere
to all erosion and sediment control measures as identified in the Storm Water Management Plan
(SWMP; Golder 2010b) and 2011 Reclamation Plan (ESRS 2011) for the project. Any revisions to
the storm water management design for the project after project approval shall be prepared by a
qualified registered engineer and shall be provided to the County for review and approval. The
revised storm water management system shall be designed to prevent discharge of storm water
from the project site. As required, the applicant shall update the SWMP based on the revised
design or if required, shall file a Notice of Intent to comply with the Industrial General Permit
from the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB).
The applicant shall provide the County Planning Department with an updated SWMP every seven
years which will also be tracked through the annual review of the Development Agreement.
HYD-2. The project applicant and/or operator shall monitor precipitation levels at the project site
and flows at Dobbas Spring on a monthly and annual basis. The results of this monitoring shall be
documented and submitted to the County on an annual basis, along with a summary description
of the resultant water balance (i.e., spring flow versus project-related use).

Monitor

Schedule

Project Monitor/Operator;
Qualified Engineer;
County Planner;
RWQCB

Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations, updated SWMP
submitted to County every seven
years and as needed for the
duration of the life of the mine
when the quarry is in operation.

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner

Monthly monitoring submitted to
the County annually for the
duration of the life of the mine.

If the noted monitoring data indicate that current or projected future project-related water
demand equals or exceeds the flow at Dobbas Spring, the project applicant/operator shall adjust
quarry production and/or water supply source(s) accordingly. Specifically, this could include an
appropriate reduction of quarry production (with a corresponding reduction in water use),
and/or the procurement of alternate water supplies, such that water use from Dobbas Spring
does not exceed available supply.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY (cont.)

Monitor

HYD-3. The following avoidance and minimization measures shall be implemented for the
duration of operation of the project to avoid impacts to groundwater resources in the project
site:
•

All imported fill material proposed for use as backfill at the project site shall be “clean” and
free from contaminants that are potentially deleterious to surface or groundwater, public
health, and the environment in general. The site operator shall visually inspect all imported
fill loads for debris and foreign material and shall maintain a written log of all imported fill
loads. Because the imported fill shall come from a known, clean source, a chemical

•

inspection would not be required. The inspection log shall include the name, source,
address, phone number and vehicle license plate number associated with each fill load, with
this information to be submitted to the County for review and verification on a monthly
basis.

•

All project-related vehicles and equipment shall be regularly inspected and maintained (per
manufacturer’s specifications) to ensure proper operation and minimize the potential for
accidental spills and leaks of associated pollutants.

•

The project impact footprint shall be inspected by the site operator on a daily basis to
identify and (as necessary) maintained to identify/remove potential pollutant sources such
as trash/debris, spills of vehicle/equipment-related pollutants, and other potential
contaminants.

•

Storage of potential pollutants (such as fuels and lubricants), as well as maintenance of
vehicles/equipment, shall not occur within the project site to reduce to potential for
discharge of associated contaminants.

•

Appropriate containment and disposal shall be provided for project-generated solid waste
(e.g., operational and office trash/debris), through efforts such as use of appropriate
storage/containment facilities (e.g., enclosed dumpsters with lids, secondary containment
fencing, and an impermeable base), and contracting for regular pickup and disposal of solid
waste at an approved off-site facility.
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Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner

Schedule
Throughout project operations
when quarry is open, for the
duration of the life of the mine.
Shall be submitted monthly.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY (cont.)

Monitor

•

Training shall be provided at appropriate regular intervals to employees responsible for
activities related to installation, operation and/or maintenance of project
equipment/vehicles, mining activities, storm drain systems, and erosion/ sedimentation
facilities and operations. This training shall also include spill response procedures to ensure
that staff are capable of appropriately addressing issues and conditions related to pollutant
discharge.

•

Detailed records shall be kept on-site for efforts including inspections, maintenance
activities, corrective actions, material deliveries and inventories, testing/sampling results,
and spills and responses.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
BIO-1. The removal of trees, vegetation, and soil salvage from the Boca Quarry project site or
off-site roadway improvement area shall be limited to only those necessary to conduct the
approved activity. Tree and shrub removal or trimming and soil salvage shall occur outside of the
nesting season (between August 16 and January 14). Due to challenges with conducting surveys
of tall trees, it is particularly important to time removal of trees with diameter at breast height
exceeding 24 inches to be removed outside of the nesting season.
•

If removal of trees or shrubs in the project site will occur during the nesting season (typically
January 15 to August 15, or as determined appropriate on a case-by-case basis by a qualified
biologist based on the habitat being removed), or if construction of the off-site roadway
improvement area is expected to be initiated during the nesting season, surveys for nesting
birds shall be conducted by a qualified biologist prior to removal of potentially suitable
nesting habitat. The surveys shall cover the proposed work area (off-site roadway
improvement area), or area of tree removal within the ultimate disturbed area and areas
within 300 feet. The nesting surveys shall take place at the time birds are most active,
typically between dawn and 11 a.m. The surveys may not occur more than 7 days prior to
the activities. If no nesting activity is observed during the surveys or within 300 feet of the
tree or vegetation to be removed or trimmed or soil to be salvaged, then no further
mitigation is necessary.
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Qualified Biologist;
County Planner

Schedule

Prior to construction of the offsite roadway improvements.
Prior to commencement of each
phase of site preparation for
Phase II and Phase III operations.
If feasible, removal of trees or
shrubs will occur outside of the
nesting season, between
August 16 and January 14.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES (cont.)
• If nesting raptors or other nesting migratory birds are identified during the surveys, then a
100-foot buffer shall be established for nesting passerines, and a 300 to 1,000-foot buffer
shall be established for nesting raptors at the discretion of the qualified biologist. Temporary
exclusionary fencing with signs describing the sensitivity of the area shall be installed to
establish the no-disturbance buffer around the nest.
o

No trees or vegetation shall be removed or trimmed and no other earth-moving activity
shall occur within the established buffer until it is determined by a qualified biologist
that the young have fledged (that is, left the nest) and have attained sufficient mobility
to avoid project construction/mining zones.

o

The size of the non-disturbance buffer may be altered if a qualified biologist conducts
behavioral observations and determines the nesting raptors or other migratory birds are
well acclimated to the disturbance. If this occurs, the biologist shall prescribe a modified
buffer that allows sufficient room to prevent undue disturbance/harassment to nesting
birds. If the buffer is reduced, the qualified biologist shall remain on site to monitor the
birds’ behavior during heavy construction. The biologist shall have the authority to stop
work if it is determined the project is adversely affecting nesting activities.

BIO-2. Ground disturbing activities and placement of fill in the Boca Quarry project site have
been designed to avoid all identified aquatic habitats in the project site. No impacts to aquatic
habitats shall occur without first obtaining the appropriate permits and approvals from the
appropriate agency (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [USACE], RWQCB, and/or California
Department of Fish and Wildlife [CDFW]).

Monitor

Qualified Biologist;
County Planner;
USACE, RWQCB, CDFW

Schedule

Prior to issuance of grading
permits for the off-site roadway
improvement area.

The roadway improvements in the off-site roadway improvement area should be designed to
avoid all aquatic habitats identified in Figure 4.3-1b of the EIR for the project by a minimum of
30 feet (Truckee River, Lemmon’s Willow Thicket, Wet Meadow, in the off-site roadway
improvement area). The mapping of these habitats shall be included in the roadway design plans
with the distances from the edge of habitat to the cut/fill line shown. If the project design is
unable to avoid those habitats, then the applicant shall prepare a formal wetland delineation
including, at a minimum, the areas where improvements would be constructed within 30 feet of
the mapped aquatic habitats. In the event that wetlands that fall under the jurisdiction of the
USACE or the Lahontan RWQCB are found where excavation, fill, or vegetation removal would be
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES (cont.)
required for the improvements, the applicant shall modify the improvement designs so as to
minimize or eliminate direct impact. If the design of the improvements cannot be revised so as to
avoid all direct impact on wetlands, the applicant shall obtain applicable authorizations and
water quality certification and implement compensatory or other mitigation actions that are
required by the approvals. At a minimum, the mitigation actions shall ensure that there is no net
loss of wetland acreage or values.
Prior to issuance of the grading permit for the roadway improvements, the applicant shall
demonstrate to the County that: (1) all aquatic habitats are being sufficiently avoided, as
described above; or (2) the appropriate permits and approvals have been obtained to impact
waters of the U.S. and State and CDFW jurisdictional areas, if present, and any necessary
compensatory mitigation has been secured.
BIO-3. Mitigation measures HYD-1 and HYD-3 shall be implemented to reduce potentially
significant impacts on biological resources from reduced water quality to a level of less than
significant.
BIO–4. During and following all mining and reclamation activities, all exterior lighting adjacent to
undisturbed habitat shall be of the lowest illumination allowed for human safety, selectively
placed, shielded, and directed away from undisturbed habitat to the maximum extent
practicable. All exterior lighting shall be manual on/off and shall be turned on only for the
duration of allowable, occasional night time operations. No exterior lighting shall be allowed
while the site is not in use.
BIO–5. Mitigation Measure AQ-3 shall be implemented to reduce the effects of dust on
surrounding vegetation to less than significant levels.
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Monitor

Schedule

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner

Applies for the duration of
operation of the mine.

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner

Applies for the duration of
operation of the mine.

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; NSAQMD

Applies for the duration of
operation of the mine.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
AESTHETICS
AES–1. Potential impacts to visual resources shall be offset by spraying “Rock Varnish” (aka
desert varnish) such as Nantina or PERMEON or other functional equivalent on exposed upper
cut face slopes immediately following the completion of each phase of mining, to blend visually
with undisturbed rock face and talus following mining operations. The PERMEON (desert varnish)
or approved equal, shall be mixed with water in a 5:1 solution (i.e.: 20 gallons of PERMEON to
100 gallons of water). A compressor shall be used to pressurize the spray to approximately
200 psi for application with an agricultural-type hand-held nozzle sprayer. The desert varnish
color can range from almost black to a light tan, depending on the concentration of PERMEON
and the number of coats to be made. The solution shall be sprayed on until saturation. When first
applied, the PERMEON mixture would not have a tint, and the exposed rock initially returns to its
original color as it dries. The desired coloration process is activated by exposure to ultraviolet
light from sunshine.
TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION
TRANS–1. Prior to the County issuing an encroachment permit for the off-site roadway
improvements, the Contractor shall prepare and submit to the County for approval a traffic
control plan consistent with County requirements regarding traffic control during construction of
the off-site roadway improvements. In all instances, traffic flow through the off-site roadway
improvement area shall be maintained for the duration of construction.
TRANS-2. The applicant shall maintain the Road Use Permit with the U.S. Forest Service (USFS)
for use of West Hinton Road through USFS lands for the duration of operation of the quarry. The
applicant shall submit documentation to the County prior to operation of the West Pit and
annually thereafter (or for another duration, based on the duration of the issued Road Use
Permit) which demonstrates the permit is valid.
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Monitor

Schedule

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner

Immediately following the
completion of each phase of
mining.

Construction Contractor;
County Planner; Public Works
Engineer

Prior to issuance of the grading
permit for the off-site roadway
improvement area.

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; Public Works
Engineer

For implementation during
construction of the off-site
roadway improvement area.
For the duration of the life of the
mine.
Shall be submitted annually.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION (cont.)
TRANS-3. The authorized haul route for operation of the quarry is along Stampede Meadows
Road and West Hinton Road between the I-80/Hirschdale Road interchange and the quarry. The
applicant shall not alter the haul route without prior authorization from the County. No haul
trucks shall be permitted to enter or leave the quarry from the southern entrance of the project
site, through the Community of Hirschdale. To prevent haul truck traffic from inadvertently
attempting to use the southern entrance or otherwise traveling into residential communities
south of I-80, temporary signs shall be installed at the I-80/Hirschdale Road interchange off-ramp
which shall depict the authorized haul route to the quarry. The applicant shall maintain the signs
for the duration of operation of the mine.
TRANS-4. Prior to issuance of an encroachment permit for the off-site roadway improvements,
the proposed signage, roadway widening, and sight distance improvements shall be reviewed
and approved by the Nevada County Department of Public Works. As a condition of approval, the
applicant shall be required to construct the proposed off-site roadway improvements along
Stampede Meadows Road between the I-80/Hirschdale Road interchange and West Hinton Road
prior to implementation of operations in the West Pit. The off-site roadway improvements
including the intersection improvements at Stampede Meadows Road and West Hinton Road,
and the proposed roadway widening shall be complete and operational prior to the addition of
traffic associated with operations in the West Pit. The applicant shall not implement operations
in the West Pit prior to receiving County approval that the off-site roadway improvements are
complete.
TRANS-5. The final design for the roadway widening along Stampede Meadows Road shall
include a smooth pavement transition where West Hinton Road meets Stampede Meadows
Road. The transition shall be achieved by paving the approach to the paved road (Stampede
Meadows Road) from the unpaved Road (West Hinton Road). The distance of the paved
approach and the transition at the intersection shall be designed in accordance with County
standards. The design shall be incorporated into the roadway widening plans and shall be
reviewed and approved by the Nevada County Department of Public Works prior to issuance of
an encroachment permit.
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Monitor

Schedule

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; County
Director or Public Works
Engineer

Throughout project operations
when quarry is open, for the
duration of the life of the mine.

Project Applicant; County
Planner; Public Works
Engineer

Prior to issuance of a construction
permit for off-site roadway
improvements.
Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations.

Project Applicant; County
Planner; Public Works
Engineer

Prior to issuance of a construction
permit for off-site roadway
improvements.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
NOISE
NOI-1. Future residential development proposed at any nearby parcels shall not be exposed to
operational noise levels exceeding 55 dBA LEQ (or 65 dBA LMAX) during daytime hours, or 50 dBA
LEQ (or 65 dBA LMAX) during evening hours, or 50 dBA LEQ (or 60 LMAX) during nighttime hours.
Residential development within 1,250 feet of the ultimate disturbed area may be exposed to
elevated noise levels. If a residence is proposed within this setback, an acoustical analysis shall be
provided paid for by the applicant or the current operator of the facility. The noise analysis shall
be conducted by a qualified acoustical engineer to demonstrate that any future residences
satisfies the exterior and interior noise standards established by Nevada County. The analysis
shall include an ambient noise survey to quantify baseline conditions at a future residence which
shall then be used to develop offsets to the Nevada County noise standards, as appropriate.
Updated setback distances shall be established accounting for topography and equipment used
at that time. The acoustical analysis shall identify additional noise control measures to be
incorporated into the project operations at that time. Such measures could include the use of
equipment noise shielding, sound berms or barriers, or other feasible measures.
If excavation activity is not shown to be reduced to appropriate levels following mitigation,
excavation activity within the determined setback distances shall not occur.
NOI-2. Future residential development proposed at any nearby parcels shall not be exposed to
heavy traffic noise levels exceeding 55 dBA LEQ during daytime hours, or 50 dBA LEQ during
evening or nighttime hours. Future residences shall not be exposed to noise levels exceeding
65 dBA LMAX during daytime hours, 65 dBA LMAX during evening hours, or 60 dBA LMAX during
nighttime hours.
Future residential development proposed within 300 feet of the haul route may be exposed to
elevated noise levels. If a residence is proposed within these setbacks, an acoustical analysis shall
be provided and paid for by the applicant or the current operator of the project. The noise
analysis shall be conducted by a qualified acoustical engineer to demonstrate that any future
residences satisfies the exterior and interior noise standards established by Nevada County. The
analysis shall include an ambient noise survey to quantify baseline conditions at a future
residence which shall then be used to develop offsets to the Nevada County noise standards, as
appropriate. In addition, heavy truck passby noise level measurements shall be conducted from
the locations of the proposed residences to determine if haul truck noise levels would exceed the
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Monitor
Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; Qualified
Acoustical Engineer

Schedule
This measure applies if noise
sensitive land uses are developed
at Receptor 14 during the life of
the mine.
Upon commencement of
nighttime quarry operations;
ongoing throughout nighttime
project operations until Planning
Department confirms monitoring
is no longer required.

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; Qualified
Acoustical Engineer

This measure applies if noise
sensitive land uses are developed
at Receptors 12, 13, and/or 14
during the life of the mine.
Upon commencement of quarry
operations; ongoing throughout
project operations.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
NOISE (cont.)
adjusted noise level standards. The acoustical analysis shall identify additional noise control
measures to be incorporated into the project operations at that time. Such measures could
include the use of sound berms or barriers, relocation of the haul road to create additional
setbacks from the proposed residences, or other feasible measures.
NOI-3. Noise levels from operation of the mine shall not exceed the adjusted evening and
nighttime County noise standard of 48 dBA Leq at Receptor 7. Mining activities other than the
occasional haul out shall be prohibited between the hours of 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. Operational
activities (e.g., excavation and processing) associated with the West Pit shall be limited to
between the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. unless operational noise monitoring demonstrates that
nighttime quarry operation does not exceed the adjusted evening and nighttime County noise
standard at Receptor 7 (see Mitigation Measure NOI-2).
NOI-4. Once the West Pit is operational, additional noise monitoring may be performed at
Receptor 7 at the operator’s expense. If this monitoring can confirm, to the satisfaction of the
Nevada County Planning Department, that operational noise levels do not exceed the evening
and nighttime noise standard of 48 dBA Leq at Receptor 7, then the County may extend the
operating timeframe (including excavation and processing) to between 6 a.m. and 9 p.m. If the
intervening topography and vegetation effectively reduce the operational noise limits to at or
below the nighttime 40 dBA LEQ standard, then this mitigation measure shall replace Mitigation
Measure NOI-1. If applicable, any operations that extend between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. shall be
limited to truck loading and unloading only. Adherence to this mitigation measure will reduce the
project’s nighttime noise impacts to less than significant.
NOI-5. The hours of operation for off-site roadway improvement construction activities,
including grading, roadway construction and vegetation clearance, shall be limited to the hours
of 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Grading and improvement plans shall reflect
the limited hours of operation.
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Monitor

Schedule

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; Qualified
Acoustical Engineer

Upon commencement of quarry
operations; ongoing throughout
nighttime project operations.

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; Qualified
Acoustical Engineer

Upon commencement of quarry
operations; ongoing throughout
nighttime project operations until
Planning Department confirms
monitoring is no longer required.

Construction Contractor;
County Planner

Prior to issuance of a construction
permit for off-site roadway
improvements. For the duration
of construction of the off-site
roadway improvement area.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
AIR QUALITY
AQ-1. Prior to any open burning of vegetation, the Project Applicant shall obtain a burn permit in
accordance with the NSAQMD Regulation III, Open Burning. All applicable requirements
established for obtainment of a burn permit, notification of the air district or other entities, and
execution of burning authorized by the permit shall be followed in accordance with NSAQMD
Rules:
•

308 – Land Development Clearing

•

Rule 312 – Burning Permits

•

Rule 313 – Burn Day

•

Rule 314 – Minimum Drying Times

•

Rule 315 – Burning Management Requirements

• Rule 316 – Burn Plan Preparation
AQ–2. Diesel control measures including, but not limited to the following, shall be incorporated
by the applicant into contract specifications for all on- and off-road equipment:
•

To minimize potential diesel emission impacts on nearby receptors (pursuant to NSAQMD
Regulation 2, Rule 205, Nuisance), heavy duty diesel equipment shall be properly tuned. A
schedule of tune-ups shall be developed and performed for all equipment operating within
the project area, particularly for haul and delivery trucks. A log of required tune-ups shall be
maintained and a copy of the log shall be submitted to County for review every 2,000 service
hours.

•

To minimize diesel emission impacts, contracts shall require off-road compression ignition
equipment operators to reduce unnecessary idling with a two-minute time limit.

•

On-road and off-road material hauling vehicles shall shut off engines while queuing for
loading and unloading for time periods longer that two minutes.

•

Off-road diesel equipment shall be fitted with verified diesel emission control systems (e.g.,
diesel oxidation catalysts) to the extent reasonably and economically feasible.

•

Off-road diesel equipment shall utilize alternative fuel equipment (i.e., compressed or
liquefied natural gas, biodiesel, electric) to the extent reasonably and economically feasible.
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Monitor

Schedule

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; NSAQMD

Prior to open burning. Applies for
the duration of the life of the
mine.

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; NSAQMD

Verification of contract language
to be approved prior to
commencement of Phase II
operations.
Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations; applies for the
duration of the life of the mine.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
AIR QUALITY (cont.)
AQ–3. The applicant shall comply with NSAQMD Rule 226, which requires implementation of
feasible dust control measures which may include, but are not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor
Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; NSAQMD

Schedule
Applies for the duration of the life
of the mine.

Ensure no visible dust emissions occurs beyond the property line;
Ensure no dust emissions exceeding 20 percent opacity occur anywhere on the property;
Ensure no offsite increase in ambient PM10 concentrations greater than 50 µg/m3 occur;
Ensure no track-out exceeding 25 feet from the property occurs;
Employ a dust control supervisor who has the authority to expeditiously employ sufficient
dust mitigation measures to ensure compliance;
Water to maintain soil moisture at 12 percent on haul roads and other active unpaved
surfaces that are not chemically stabilized;
Water to prevent visible dust more than 100 feet from any earth moving or mining activity;
Utilize watering, dust suppressants, larger aggregate cover, and revegetation in inactive,
disturbed areas to prevent wind driven dust;
Water unpaved roads daily, and limit the speed on unpaved roads to 15 mph;
Utilize chemical stabilization, watering covering, and enclosure of storage piles;
Conduct sweeping of paved roads at the end of each workday shift, utilizing certified
sweepers;
Conduct prompt cleanup of any spilled material and stabilization of any spilled material
storage piles at a minimum frequency of daily at the end of each work day;
Utilize dust suppressants or other dust control methods on conveyors, loading, unloading, or
transferring activities;
Utilize baghouse emission controls on screening and crushing activities or other dust control
measures to meet the visible emission limits;
Conduct chemical stabilization of unpaved haul roads;
Cover or otherwise stabilize aggregate loads (i.e., loads to remain 6 inches from the upper
edge of the container area) to avoid dust emissions from product transport trucks in
compliance with California Vehicle Code No. 23114; and
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
AIR QUALITY (cont.)
• Utilize wheel washers, rumble grate, and paving of internal roads or use of dust palliatives on
roads to eliminate track out.
• Suspend excavation and grading activity when sustained winds make reasonable dust control
difficult to implement, e.g., for winds over 25 miles per hour.
• Limit the area subject to blasting, mining, and other operational activity at any one time, as
feasible.
AQ-4. Prior to issuance of the encroachment permit for the off-site roadway improvements and
prior to commencing operations in the West Pit, the work area shall be evaluated by a qualified
individual to determine the presence/absence of asbestos containing materials. The results of
the analyses shall be provided to the Nevada County Department of Environmental Health
(NCDEH), Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA).

Monitor

Project Applicant; Qualified
Asbestos Inspector; CUPA

•
•

Prior to issuance of encroachment
permit for the off-site roadway
improvement area.
Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations.

If naturally occurring asbestos is found at the project site, the Project Applicant shall prepare an
Asbestos Health and Safety Program and an Asbestos Dust Control Plan for approval by CUPA.
The Asbestos Health and Safety Program and Asbestos Dust Control Plan may include, but is not
limited to, the following:
•

Schedule

Equipment operator safety requirements: protective clothing, breathing apparatuses to
prevent inhalation of airborne asbestos fibers,
Dust mitigation measures: continually water site to prevent airborne dust migration, cover
all vehicle that haul materials from the site,
Identification of CUPA-approved disposal areas for all excavated materials.

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
HAZ-1. Should the hazardous materials used for operation of the mine be relocated and stored
on the project site, the applicant must adhere to all applicable codes and regulations regarding
the storage of hazardous materials and the generation of hazardous wastes set forth in the
California Health and Safety Code Sections 25500 – 25519 and 25100 – 25258.2 including the
electronic reporting requirement to the California Environmental Reporting System. The
applicant shall apply for and obtain a permit for the storage of hazardous materials and the
generation of hazardous wastes from the NCDEH, CUPA. The operator shall secure and annually
renew the permit for this facility within 30 days of becoming subject to applicable regulations.

BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT
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Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; Occupational
Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA);
County Environmental Health

Applies for routine transport, use,
or disposal, and if hazardous
materials are stored on the site.
Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations; ongoing throughout
project operations.
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (cont.)
The building’s design for the storage of ammonium nitrate or other blasting materials shall meet
the criteria for such buildings as designated by OSHA and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives.
HAZ-2. In order to protect the public from potential release of hazardous materials, the project
applicant shall prepare and implement a Hazardous Materials Business Plan (HMBP) in
accordance with the requirements of the County Public Health Department Environmental
Services Division and the Hazardous Materials Release Response Plan and Inventory Act of 1985.
Under this state law, the applicant is required to prepare an HMBP to be submitted to the County
Public Health Department, Environmental Health Services Division, which is the Certified Unified
Program Agency for the County, or can be filed through the California Environmental Reporting
System. The HMBP shall include a hazardous material inventory, emergency response
procedures, training program information, and basic information on the location, type, quantity,
and health risks of hazardous materials stored, used, or disposed of at the proposed project site.
The HMBP shall include an inventory of the hazardous waste generated on-site, and would
specify procedures for proper disposal. As required, hazardous waste would be transported by a
licensed hauler and disposed of at a licensed facility. According to the HMBP reporting
requirements, workers must be trained to respond to releases of hazardous materials in
accordance with State and federal laws and regulations governing hazardous materials and
hazardous waste (e.g., HAZWOPER training required by OSHA). Any accidental release of small
quantities of hazardous materials shall be promptly contained and abated in accordance with
applicable regulatory requirements and reported to the Environmental Health Services Division.
As the Certified Unified Program Agency for the County, the Environmental Health Services
Division of the County Public Health Department is responsible for implementation and
enforcement of HMBPs.

BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT
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Monitor

Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner; County
Environmental Health

Schedule
Shall apply for permit within 30
days of becoming subject to the
permit and obtain permit
annually for duration of life of the
mine.
Applies of hazardous materials
are stored on the site.
Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations; ongoing throughout
project operations. Applies for
the duration of the life of the
mine.
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (cont.)
HAZ-3. Construction contractors and/or the site operator shall ensure that during construction
and/or during vegetation clearing of the mine, all areas of the construction site and/or the mine
in which spark-producing equipment and vehicles may operate shall be cleared of dried
vegetation or other materials that could serve as fuel for combustion. This includes parking areas,
staging areas, and the construction zone. The contractor shall keep these areas clear of
combustible materials for the duration of construction.

HAZ-4. Construction contractors and/or the site operator shall ensure that all equipment with
internal combustible engines will be equipped with a spark arrester that shall be maintained in
good working order. This includes, but is not limited to, vehicles, heavy equipment, and
chainsaws.

CULTURAL AND TRIBAL RESOURCES
CUL-1. It is possible that ground-disturbing activities during construction may uncover previously
unknown resources that meet the criteria for historical resources under CEQA. In the event that
buried cultural resources are discovered during construction, operations shall stop within 50 feet
of the find and a qualified archaeologist shall be consulted to determine whether the resource is
potentially eligible for listing on the CRHR. The Washoe Tribe shall also be notified of the
discovery. The applicant shall include a standard inadvertent discovery clause in every
construction contract to inform contractors of this requirement.
If the archaeologist determines that construction activities could damage a potential historical
resource, mitigation will be implemented in accordance with Section 15126.4 of the State CEQA
Guidelines. If avoidance of the site is not feasible, a qualified archaeologist will prepare and
implement a detailed treatment plan in consultation with the County. Treatment for most
historical resources would consist of (but would not be not limited to) documentation of the
resource on the appropriate DPR 523-series forms, sample excavation and artifact collection (if
appropriate), and historical research. The treatment plan will include provisions for analysis of
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Monitor

Schedule

Construction Contractors;
Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner

Prior to and during construction
of the off-site roadway
improvement area.

Construction Contractors;
Project Monitor/Operator;
County Planner

Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations; ongoing throughout
project operations. Applies for
the duration of the life of the
mine.
Prior to and during construction
of the off-site roadway
improvement area.
Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations; ongoing throughout
project operations. Applies for
the duration of the life of the
mine.

County Planner; Registered
Archeologist, Project
Monitor/Operator

Prior to and during construction –
this mitigation measure shall be
included in all construction
documents for implementation
during construction.
Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations; ongoing throughout
project operations. Applies for
the duration of the life of the
mine.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
CULTURAL AND TRIBAL RESOURCES (cont.)
data in a regional context, reporting of results in a timely manner, curation of artifacts and data
at an approved facility, and dissemination of reports to local and state repositories, libraries, and
interested professionals.
CUL-2. In the event that archaeological resources are discovered during construction, Mitigation
Measure CUL-1 shall first be applied. If the qualified archaeologist determines that the find does
not meet the criteria of a historical resource under CEQA, the criteria of a unique archaeological
resource described in Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 21083.2(g) shall be applied.
If the archaeologist determines that construction activities could damage a resource that meets
the criteria of a unique archaeological resource, mitigation will be implemented in accordance
with PRC Section 21083.2 and Section 15126.4 of the CEQA Guidelines. The applicant shall
include a standard inadvertent discovery clause in every construction contract to inform
contractors of this requirement. Consistent with Section 15126.4(b)(3), mitigation may be
accomplished through planning construction to avoid the resource; incorporating the resource
within open space; capping and covering the resource; or deeding the site into a permanent
conservation easement. If preservation in place is not feasible, a qualified archaeologist will
prepare and implement a detailed treatment plan in consultation with the County. Treatment of
unique archaeological resources may consist of (but would not be not limited to) sample
excavation, artifact collection, site documentation on DPR 523 forms, and historical research,
with the aim to target the recovery of important scientific data contained in the portion(s) of the
significant resource to be impacted by the project. The treatment plan will include provisions for
analysis of data in a regional context, reporting of results in a timely manner, curation of artifacts
and data at an approved facility, and dissemination of reports to local and state repositories,
libraries, and interested professionals.
CUL-3. In the event a fossil is discovered during construction for the proposed project,
excavations within 50 feet of the find shall be temporarily halted or delayed until the discovery is
examined by a qualified paleontologist in accordance with Society of Vertebrate Paleontology
standards. If the find is determined to be significant and if avoidance is not feasible, the
paleontologist shall design and carry out a data recovery plan consistent with the Society of
Vertebrate Paleontology standards. The applicant shall include a standard inadvertent discovery
clause in every construction contract to inform contractors of this requirement.
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Monitor

County Planner; Registered
Archeologist, Project
Monitor/Operator

Schedule

Prior to and during construction –
this mitigation measure shall be
included in all construction
documents for implementation
during construction.
Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations; ongoing throughout
project operations. Applies for
the duration of the life of the
mine.

County Planner; Registered
Paleontologist, Project
Monitor/Operator

Prior to and during construction –
this mitigation measure shall be
included in all construction
documents for implementation
during construction.
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BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
CULTURAL AND TRIBAL RESOURCES (cont.)

Monitor

CUL-4. In the event of the accidental discovery or recognition of any human remains, State CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.5; Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5; PRC Section 5097.94 and
Section 5097.98 must be followed. If during project development there is accidental discovery or
recognition of any human remains, the following steps shall be taken:
a.

b.

There shall be no further excavation or disturbance of the site or any nearby area reasonably
suspected to overlie adjacent human remains until the County Coroner is contacted to
determine if the remains are Native American and if an investigation of the cause of death is
required. If the coroner determines the remains are Native American, the coroner shall
contact the California Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) within 24 hours, and
the NAHC shall identify the person or persons it believes to be the “most likely descendant”
(MLD) of the deceased Native American(s). The MLD shall make recommendations to the
landowner or the person responsible for the excavation work within 48 hours, for means of
treating or disposing of, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and any associated
grave goods as provided in PRC Section 5097.98.

County Planner; Registered
archaeologist, Project
Monitor/Operator

Schedule
Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations; ongoing throughout
project operations. Applies for
the duration of the life of the
mine.
Prior to and during construction –
this mitigation measure shall be
included in all construction
documents for implementation
during construction.
Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations; ongoing throughout
project operations. Applies for
the duration of the life of the
mine.

Where the following conditions occur, the landowner or his authorized representative shall
rebury the Native American human remains and associated grave goods with appropriate
dignity either in accordance with the recommendations of MLD or on the project site in a
location not subject to further subsurface disturbance:
i.

The NAHC is unable to identify a MLD or the MLD failed to make a recommendation
within 48 hours after being notified by the commission.

ii.

The descendant identified fails to make a recommendation.

iii. The landowner or his authorized representative rejects the recommendation of the
descendant, and mediation by the NAHC fails to provide measures acceptable to the
landowner.

BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT – MITIGATION MONITORING CHECKLIST (cont.)
Mitigation Measure
CUMULATIVE
CUM-1A. To offset cumulatively considerable impacts on mule deer migration and foraging
habitat, the applicant shall incorporate reclamation planning objectives and specifications to
include re-vegetation with species known to be used as browse or herbaceous forage by
migrating or summer-resident mule deer into the Reclamation Plan for the project. The species
incorporated into the Plan shall be prepared or reviewed by a qualified biologist and approved by
the County.
CUM-1B. The Reclamation Plan for the project shall identify the following phasing: Prior to
commencement of year five of the operation within Phase 2, the Phase 1 quarry area (excluding
the processing and stockpile areas) reclamation and re-vegetation activities shall be fully
installed. This mitigation would allow the re-vegetation in Phase 1 to establish itself before
encroachment into the Phase 3 area begins, thereby providing new habitat, as required in
Mitigation Measure CUM-1A, for the local mule deer herd. Prior to commencement of operations
in the West Pit, the applicant shall submit to the County a monitoring plan for monitoring the
success of the revegetation efforts as they relate to the mule deer. The monitoring plan shall
include provisions for monitoring and annual reporting to the County and shall include provisions
for adjusting the reclamation efforts as needed, before the end of the active mining activities
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Monitor

Schedule

County Planner; Qualified
Biologist

Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations, and for duration of
project operations. This measure
will be incorporated into the
Reclamation Plan for the project.

County Planner;
Qualified Biologist

Prior to commencement of Phase
II operations, and for duration of
project operations (including post
reclamation monitoring). This
measure will be incorporated into
the Reclamation Plan for the
project.
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ORDINANCE

No.

OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY OF NEVADA
AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE COUNTY OF NEVADA,
PAMELA DOBBAS, AND TEICHERT AGGREGATE, INC.,
FOR THE BOCA QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT AND
OFF-SITE ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS LOCATED AT
16616 AND 16774 WEST HINTON ROAD, EAST OF
TRUCKEE, NEVADA CITY
THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY OF NEVADA, STATE OF
CALIFORNIA, ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION I:
The Development Agreement submitted by Teichert Aggregate, Inc. for
Assessor’s Parcel Numbers 048-090-012 and 048-200-003, which are located at 16616
and 16774 West Hinton Road, east of Truckee, in Nevada County, be approved, based on
the following findings A-E:
A.
Teichert Aggregate, Inc., (“Developer”) filed a Development Agreement
application pursuant to Govemment Code Sec. 65864 et seq. and Nevada County Land
Use Development Code Sec. L-II 5.18 for the 230-acre Boca Quarry Expansion Project
located at 16616 and 16774 West Hinton Road, east of Truckee, in Nevada County; and
B.
That the proposed Development Agreement (the “Development Agreement”), a
copy of which is attached as Exhibit “A,” was duly reviewed and recommended for
approval by the Planning Commission after a public hearing on August 22, 2019 on a XX vote; and
C.
That the Planning Commission’s recommendation has been received; the
Environmental Impact Report has been certified by the Board of Supervisory on X, X,
2019, included a review of the Development Agreement; and the public hearing has been
held and concluded as required for approval of the Development Agreement; and
D.
That the Development Agreement complies with the requirements of Government
Code Section 65856.2 and Nevada County Land Use Development Code Section L-II
5.18; and
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E.
That the Board finds that the information presented or obtained at the public
hearing substantiates all of the facts necessary for approval of the Development
Agreement and that the Development Agreement:
1. Is consistent with the goals, objectives, policies and applicable land use
designations of the Nevada County General Plan; and
2. Complies with all of the provisions of the Nevada County Land Use and
Development Code; and
3. Is consistent with the public convenience, general welfare and good land use
practice, making it in the public interest to enter into the development
agreement with the applicant; and
4. Will not:
a. Adversely affect the health, peace, comfort or welfare of persons residing
or working in the surrounding area; and
b. Be materially detrimental to the use, enjoyment or valuation of property of
other persons located in the vicinity of the site; and
c. Jeopardize, endanger or otherwise constitute a menace to the public health,
safety or general welfare; and
d. Adversely affect the orderly development of property or the preservation of
property values.
SECTION II:
Pursuant to Government Code Section 65856.2 and Nevada County Land Use
Development Code Section L-II 5.18, the Development Agreement is approved, and the
Chair of the Board of Supervisors is hereby authorized upon the effective date of this
Ordinance to execute, on behalf of the County of Nevada, the Development Agreement
by and between the County of Nevada and Teichert Aggregate, Inc, in the form attached,
with authorized changes, if any, approved by the Board prior to adoption of this
Ordinance and subject to such minor and clarifying changes consistent with the terms
thereof as may be necessary and approved by County Counsel prior to execution thereof.
Within ten (10) days after execution of the Development Agreement on behalf of the
County, the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors shall record the Development Agreement
and this Ordinance with the Recorder of the County of Nevada.
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SECTION III:
If any section, sentence, clause or phrase of this ordinance is for any reason held to
be invalid or unconstitutional by a decision of any court of competent jurisdiction, such
decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this ordinance. The
Board of Supervisors hereby declares that it would have passed this ordinance and
adopted this ordinance and each section, sentence, clause or phrase thereof, irrespective
of the fact that any one or more sections, subsections, sentences, clauses or phrases be
declared invalid or unconstitutional.
SECTION IV:
This Ordinance shall take effect and be in full force thirty (30) days from and after
introduction and adoption, and it shall become operative on the
day of _____,
2019, and before the expiration of fifteen (15) days after its passage it shall be published
once, with the names of the Supervisors voting for and against same in the Union, a
newspaper of general circulation printed and published in the County of Nevada.
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY AND
WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO:

ATTN: Planning Director
County of Nevada
950 Maidu Avenue
Nevada City, CA 95959

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
BY AND BETWEEN
THE COUNTY OF NEVADA,
A. TEICHERT & SON, INC.,
AND
PAMELA DOBBAS
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DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
BY AND BETWEEN THE COUNTY OF NEVADA,
A. TEICHERT & SON, INC., AND
PAMELA DOBBAS
THIS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT (“Development Agreement”) is made and
entered into this [____]th day of [
], 2019 by and between the COUNTY OF
NEVADA, a political subdivision of the State of California (“County”), A. TEICHERT & SON,
INC. a California corporation (“Developer”), and PAMELA DOBBAS (“Property Owner”). For
the purposes of this Development Agreement, County, Developer, and Property Owner are
referred to individually as “Party” and collectively as “the Parties.”
RECITALS
A.
State Law. In order to strengthen the public planning process, encourage private
participation in comprehensive planning and reduce the economic costs and risk of development,
the Legislature of the State of California enacted Section 65864, et seq., of the Government Code
(the “Development Agreement Statute”) which authorizes the County and a party or person
having a legal or equitable interest in real property to enter into a binding, long-term
development agreement, establishing certain development rights in real property. All references
in this Agreement to a “Code” refer to a code of the State of California, unless otherwise
specified.
B.
County Rules and Regulations. Pursuant to Government Code section 65865, the
County has adopted rules and regulations establishing procedures and requirements for
consideration of development agreements, which procedures and requirements are contained in
Section L-II 5.18 of the Nevada County Land Use and Development Code (“County
Development Agreement Regulations”). This Development Agreement has been processed,
considered and executed in accordance with County Development Agreement Regulations.
County enters into this Agreement pursuant to the provisions of the Government Code, the
County Development Agreement Regulations and applicable County policies.
C.
Land Ownership. Property Owner owns in fee approximately 230 acres of real
property in the County, which property is described in attached Exhibit A and shown on the map
set forth in attached Exhibit B (the "Property"). Property Owner has granted Developer a legal
interest in the Property to allow for the exclusive right to mine and process aggregate rock and to
perform all other related activities on the Property.
D.
Project Background. The Property has been mined for aggregate by several
operators since the 1950s and was formerly known as the Hirschdale Cinder Quarry. In or
around 2005, Developer took over as the operator of aggregate mining operations on the
Property and renamed the operation “Boca Quarry” (“Boca Quarry”). Since taking over the
operation of the Boca Quarry, Developer has invested substantially in the Boca Quarry by:
1) applying for and obtaining from the County a rezone of the Property to add a
Mineral Extraction (ME) combining district to the Property in 2005;
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2) applying for and obtaining from the County a revised Conditional Use Permit
(“U06-012”), attached as Exhibit C, and an amended Reclamation Plan (“RP06001”);
3) obtaining the necessary approvals from the U.S. Forest Service and
constructing a new access road that bypassed the Hirschdale community in 2008.
U06-012 allows for aggregate mining operations on approximately 40 acres of the
Property, known as the “East Pit” as shown in Exhibit D. U06-012 has an
expiration date of July 26, 2027. Developer operated the Boca Quarry from 2005
through 2008. The Boca Quarry has been idle since the end of the 2008 operating
year based on reduced aggregate demand resulting from the economic downturn.
E.
Boca Quarry Expansion Project. In addition to its prior investment in the Boca
Quarry described in Recital D above, Developer desires to implement its Boca Quarry Expansion
Project (“Project”). The Project consists of the planned expansion of Developer’s aggregate
surface mining operation on the Property. The Project will extend surface mining operations
from the existing operations in the East Pit to an additional approximately 118 acres of the
Property known as the West Pit (“West Pit”), as depicted in Exhibit E. (The combined East Pit
and West Pit excavation/disturbance areas will total approximately 158 acres of the Property.)
The Project will allow for an increase in the Boca Quarry’s maximum aggregate production from
its historical maximum of approximately three hundred thousand (300,000) tons sold per year to
one million (1,000,000) tons sold per year, but actual production will vary depending on local
market demand. The Project will result in the removal of a total of approximately 17 million
(17,000,000) tons (approximately 13 million (13,000,000) cubic yards) of material in three
phases over a 30-year period, beginning with the mining of the existing East Pit in Phase 1 and
continuing with the mining of the West Pit in Phases 2 and 3. Blasting will also be utilized as
part of the proposed mining activities. The mined areas of the Property will be reclaimed to open
space with onsite overburden as well as clean fill material imported primarily from Developer’s
nearby Martis Valley aggregate mining and processing site. The Project includes the issuance of
a new Conditional Use Permit (“U11-008”), attached as Exhibit F, and Reclamation Plan RP11001, attached as Exhibit G, to correspond with the proposed mine expansion.
F.
Purpose of Development Agreement. The purpose of this Agreement is to
develop the Project in conformance with the laws stated in Paragraphs A and B above, to
facilitate the implementation of the Project Approvals through the development of the Project,
thereby realizing the public benefits to the County and private benefits to Developer, including
those described in these Recitals. The economic uncertainty of the aggregate market makes the
Project difficult for Developer to undertake if the County had not determined, through this
Development Agreement, to inject a sufficient degree of certainty in the land use regulatory
process to justify the substantial financial investment associated with implementation of the
Project. As a result of the execution of this Development Agreement, both Parties can be assured
that the Project can proceed without disruption caused by a change in County planning and
development policies and requirements, which assurance will thereby reduce the actual or
perceived risk of planning, financing and proceeding with the Project. This Development
Agreement also describes how the old Use Permit U06-012 and the new Use Permit U11-008
will apply to the mining and reclamation of the Property.
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G.
Developer’s Intention. As with other major private undertakings, the
implementation of the Project is subject to significant economic uncertainties. These
uncertainties, together with other currently unknown factors, which may arise during the Term
(as defined in Section 1.5(b) herein) of this Development Agreement, prevent Developer from
presently predicting the precise timing for implementation of the Project. Nevertheless,
assuming that market and economic conditions perform as currently anticipated and no force
majeure events occur, it is Developer's present intention to implement the Project during the
Term of this Development Agreement.
H.
Project Approvals. Concurrent with the approval of this Agreement, County will
approve Project Approvals as defined in Section 1.7 of this Agreement. As part of the Project
Approvals, County has undertaken, pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (Public
Resources Code section 21000, et seq. and section 15000, et. seq., of Title 14 of the California
Code of Regulations, hereinafter collectively ,“CEQA”), the required analysis of the
environmental effects which would be caused by the Project and has determined those feasible
mitigation measures which will eliminate, or reduce to an acceptable level, the adverse
environmental impacts of the Project. County has completed and certified an environmental
impact report (“EIR”) in connection with the Project, including the Project Approvals. County
has also adopted a monitoring program to ensure that those mitigation measures incorporated as
part of, or imposed on, the Project are enforced and completed.
I.
Consistent with General Plan. The County, after conducting all duly noticed
public hearings, has found that this Agreement is consistent with the County’s General Plan,
Nevada County Land Use and Development Code section L-II 5.18, Government Code sections
65867, et. seq., and all other applicable ordinances, plans, policies and regulations of County.
J.
Planning Commission Recommendation and Board of Supervisors Approval. On
[Date] the Nevada County Planning Commission (the “Planning Commission”), after giving
notice as provided by law, held a public hearing to consider this Development Agreement, and
recommended approval of this Development Agreement. On [Date], the Nevada County Board
of Supervisors (the “Board of Supervisors”), after giving notice as provided by law, held a public
hearing to consider this Development Agreement.
K.
County Best Served. The terms and conditions of this Development Agreement
have undergone extensive review by County staff, its Planning Commission and its County
Board of Supervisors at publicly noticed meetings and have been found to be fair, just and
reasonable and in conformance with the County General Plan, the Development Agreement
Legislation, and the County Development Agreement Regulations and, further, the County Board
of Supervisors finds that the economic interests of County's residents and the public health,
safety and welfare will be best served by entering into this Development Agreement.
L.
County Ordinance. On [Date], the Board of Supervisors adopted Ordinance No.
XXXX, approving this Agreement and authorizing the Chair of the Board of Supervisors to
execute the Agreement (“Ordinance”), a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit H. The
Ordinance becomes effective on [Date].
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises set forth
herein, County, Developer, and Property Owner agree as follows.
ARTICLE 1.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.1.
Incorporation of Recitals. The Recitals set forth above, the introductory
paragraph preceding the Recitals, and all defined terms set forth in both, are hereby incorporated
into this Agreement as if set forth herein in full. In the event of inconsistency between the
Recitals and the Articles of this Agreement, the provisions of the Articles shall prevail.
1.2.

Parties.

(a)
County. County is a political subdivision, with offices located at 950
Maidu Avenue, Nevada City, CA 95959. “County,” as used in this Development Agreement,
shall include the County and any assignee of or successor to its rights, powers and
responsibilities.
(b)
Developer. Developer is a California corporation with offices located at
3500 American River Drive, Sacramento, CA 95864. “Developer,” as used in this Development
Agreement, shall include any permitted assignee or successor in interest as herein provided.
(c)
Property Owner. Property Owner is an individual. “Property Owner,” as
used in this Development Agreement, shall include any permitted assignee or successor in
interest as herein provided.
1.3.
Property. All of the Property, as described in Exhibit A and shown in Exhibit B,
shall be subject to this Development Agreement.
1.4.
Relationship between County, Developer, and Property Owner. It is understood
that this Agreement is a contract that has been negotiated and voluntarily entered into by the
County, Developer and the Property Owner and that Developer is not an agent of County, and
Property Owner is not an agent of County. County, Developer and Property Owner hereby
renounce the existence of any form of joint venture or partnership between them, and agree that
nothing contained herein or in any document executed in connection herewith shall be construed
as making County, Developer and/or Property Owner joint venturers or partners.
1.5.

Term.

(a)
Effective Date. This Development Agreement shall become effective
upon the date the Enacting Ordinance becomes effective (“Effective Date”).
(b)
Term of Agreement. The term (“Term”) of this Development Agreement
shall commence upon the Effective Date and shall continue in full force and effect for thirty (30)
years thereafter unless extended or earlier terminated as provided herein. Upon request by
Developer, the term of Agreement may be extended one (1) time for a term of ten (10) years.
The request for an extension shall be subject to review by the Planning Department and approval
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by the County Board of Supervisors. The extension will be subject to any new state and federal
laws, including health and safety regulations in effect at the time of the extension request. The
Term has been established by the Parties as a reasonable estimate of the time required to develop
the Project and obtain the Public Benefits of the Project.
1.6.
Existing Entitlements. As discussed in Recital D, mining of the East Pit is subject
to Use Permit U06-012, attached herein as Exhibit C. U06-012 was approved by the County
Planning Commission on July 26, 2007, for a term of twenty (20) years. U06-012 has an
expiration date of July 26, 2027. Reclamation of the East Pit is subject to Reclamation Plan
RP06-001, also approved on July 26, 2007.
1.7.
Project Approvals. Concurrent with or prior to the approval of the Agreement,
County will approve or has approved the following land use entitlements for the Property, which
entitlements are also the subject of the Agreement:
(a)
Environmental Impact Report. Certification of the Final Environmental
Impact Report (EIRXX-XXX) (State Clearinghouse No. 2012022024) prepared pursuant to the
California Environmental Quality Act and known as “Boca Quarry Expansion Project Final
Environmental Impact Report” (“EIR”) as adequate and complete by written findings, and a
Mitigation Monitoring Program.
(b)
operations and fees.

Conditional Use Permit. U11-008 to establish proposed mine expansion

(c)
Reclamation Plan. RP11-001 to ensure the process of restoring the land to
a condition that is readily adaptable for alternative land uses.
(d)
Subsequent Approvals. The Parties agree that in order to develop the
Property as contemplated in this Development Agreement, the Project may require additional
entitlements, development permits, and use and/or construction approvals other than the Project
Approvals, which may include without limitation: conditional use permit amendments,
reclamation plan amendments, grading permits, building permits, lot line adjustments, and
encroachment permits (collectively, “Subsequent Approvals”). At such time as any Subsequent
Approval is approved by the County, such Subsequent Approval shall become subject to all the
terms and conditions of this Development Agreement applicable to Project Approvals and shall
be treated as a “Project Approval” under this Development Agreement.
ARTICLE 2.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
2.1.

Developer’s Obligations.

2.1.1. Compliance. Developer agrees that implementation of the Project shall be in
conformance with all of the terms, covenants, obligations, and requirements of the Project
Approvals and this Development Agreement.
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2.1.2. Project Implementation. Developer shall have the right to implement the Project
on the Property in accordance with the Project Approvals and this Development Agreement.
2.1.3. Public Benefits. County is desirous of gaining the public benefits that will result
from the development of this Property, including but not limited to:
(a)
providing a local source of aggregate to keep infrastructure construction
and maintenance costs down;
(b)
implementing the County’s General Plan goals and policies by reducing
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and associated traffic, air quality, and noise impacts associated
with the importation of aggregate from outside of the region;
(c)
mining of valuable mineral resources recognized by the State and County
(as reflected by the State Department of Conservation’s MRZ and County’s ME designations);
(d)

generating sales tax revenue for the County;

(e)
Developer shall construct sight distance and bicycle mitigation measures
identified in the EIR and incorporated into U11-008, prior to the commencement of sales of
aggregate material mined from the West Pit.
These public benefits are in addition to those dedications, conditions and
exactions required by the Project Approvals, laws or regulations, and advance the planning
objectives of and provide benefits to the County.
2.1.4 East Pit Mining. The County agrees that any aggregate material mined from the
East Pit and sold by Developer will not be subject to the conditions and mitigation measures
contained in U11-008, but will instead be subject to the conditions and mitigation outlined in
U06-012, as described in Section 1.6 above. Developer agrees to comply with all of the
conditions and mitigation outlined in U06-012 in connection with the mining and sales of
aggregate originating from the East Pit. Reclamation of the East Pit shall be subject to the
Reclamation Plan RP 11-0001, as described in Section 1.6 above. Developer agrees that annual
production of aggregate material mined from the East Pit will not exceed the historical maximum
of three hundred thousand (300,000) tons sold per year. Upon the expiration of U06-012, on
July 27, 2027, any remaining mining shall be subject to the conditions and mitigation provided in
U11-008, as described in Section 2.1.5 below, and the payment of cents per ton funding, as
provided in Section 2.1.7 below.
2.1.5 West Pit Mining. Developer agrees that any aggregate material mined from the
West Pit and sold by Developer will be subject to the conditions and mitigation measures
contained in U11-008, as described in Section 1.6 above. Reclamation of the West Pit shall be
subject to the Reclamation Plan RP 11-001, as described in Section 1.6 above. Developer agrees
that annual production of aggregate material mined from the West Pit will not exceed the
maximum of one million (1,000,000) tons sold per year that was analyzed in the EIR.
2.1.6. Combined Annual Production Limitation. In addition to the tonnage limitations
for East Pit Mining and West Pit Mining set forth in Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5, respectively,
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Developer agrees that annual production of aggregate mined from the Property will not exceed
the maximum of one million (1,000,000) tons per year that was analyzed in the EIR.
2.1.7 Cents Per Ton. Developer agrees to pay cents per ton funding (“Cents Per Ton”)
to the County and Town of Truckee pursuant to the payment table attached herein as Exhibit I, as
adjusted for inflation in accordance with Section 2.1.7.5 below. These funds shall be paid for
each ton of aggregate sold by Developer that is produced from the West Pit (or produced from
the East Pit after expiration of U06-012) for the term of the Development Agreement.
2.1.7.1 Purpose of Cents Per Ton Funding. The purpose of the Cents Per Ton is to
compensate the County and the Town of Truckee for roadway maintenance costs on Stampede
Meadows Road between West Hinton Road and the Interstate 80/Hirschdale Road interchange
resulting from the transport of aggregate produced from the West Pit pursuant to U11-008, as
well as any remaining aggregate produced from the East Pit after the expiration of U06-012.
2.1.7.2 Method and Timing of Payment. Payments of Cents Per Ton to the County
required under Section 2.1.7 shall be made to the County of Nevada and delivered to the County
Executive Office, or such address as County may designate in writing. All transmittals of
payments to the Town of Truckee shall be copied to Developer. Payments required by Section
2.1.7 shall be made annually after the close of each calendar year (December 31). Within 30
days of the close of the calendar year, Developer shall provide County with a statement
indicating the tons of aggregate from the West Pit (and East Pit after expiration of U06-012) sold
and a calculation of the cents per ton contribution to be made as a result of said production.
Annual payments shall be based upon the tonnage produced and sold from the West Pit (and the
East Pit after expiration of U06-012) and the rates provided for in Exhibit I, as adjusted for
inflation in accordance with Section 2.1.7.5 below. Upon receipt of this accounting and
calculation of payment due, County shall invoice Developer for payment. Within 30 days of
receipt of said invoice, Developer shall make the required cents per ton payment to the County.
2.1.7.3 Payments to the Town of Truckee. The County shall forward such funds to the
Town of Truckee in accordance with Exhibit I, as adjusted for inflation in accordance with
Section 2.1.7.5 below, per separate agreement with Truckee.
2.1.7.4 Payment Verification. For the purpose of administering this section, Developer
will report and account for the sale of all aggregate removed from the West Pit (and from the
East Pit after expiration of U06-012) for which contributions are due. Said procedures shall be
consistent with the terms of this Agreement. The County may audit, as often as it determines is
necessary, the tonnage of aggregate mined from the East Pit, and/or the West Pit and sold at the
Project site and the payments to the County or to the Town of Truckee to verify that the amount
of payment correctly reflects actual tonnage sold. The County hereby agrees to keep any
proprietary information it may obtain from Developer confidential to the maximum extent
allowed by law. Developer shall clearly mark any proprietary information provided County as
confidential.
2.1.7.5 Inflation Adjustment. The payment of Cents Per Ton required under Section
2.1.7 and as provided in Exhibit I shall be adjusted annually based on the Engineering News
Record (ENR) index for California Cities.
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2.2
Developer’s Rights. Developer shall have the right to develop the Project on the
Property in accordance with the Project Approvals and the Vested Elements, and other terms and
conditions of development applicable to the Property as are set forth in:
(a)

The General Plan of County on the Effective Date (“Applicable General

Plan”);
(b)
The Nevada County Land Use and Development Code on the Effective
Date (“Applicable Land Use and Development Code”);
(c)
Other rules, regulations, ordinances and policies of the County applicable
to development of the Property on the Effective Date (collectively, together with the
Applicable General Plan and Applicable Land Use and Development Code, the
“Applicable Rules”);
(d)

The Project Approvals;

(e)

This Agreement;

(f)

Use Permit U06-012, as set forth in Exhibit C attached hereto; and

(g)

The Cents Per Ton, as set forth in Exhibit I attached hereto

The foregoing items (a) through (g) inclusive (“Vested Elements”) are hereby vested subject to
the provisions of this Development Agreement.
2.3

County Obligations.

2.3.1. County hereby agrees to be bound with respect to the Vested Elements, subject to
Developer’s compliance with the terms and conditions of this Development Agreement. Nothing
in this section shall be deemed to eliminate or diminish the requirement that Developer obtain
any required Subsequent Approvals for the Project in accordance with County requirements.
2.3.2. Upon submission by Developer of completed applications and processing fees for
any Subsequent Approvals, County shall use its best efforts to promptly and diligently process
all applications for Subsequent Approvals, including land use and construction approvals,
permits, plans and maps necessary to implement the Project, in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement, the Project Approvals, the County’s General Plan and the Nevada County Land Use
and Development Code. Developer acknowledges that County cannot promptly process
Subsequent Approvals until Developer submits complete applications and responds to request for
additional information on a timely basis.
2.3.3. Subject to the provisions of Section 2.4 of this Agreement, neither the County nor
any County Agency shall enact any initiative, ordinance, policy, resolution, general plan
amendment or other measure that relates to the development or the construction of the Project,
on all or any part thereof, or that is otherwise in conflict, either directly or indirectly, with this
Agreement.
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2.3.4. Permit Exercise. The County agrees that U011-008 and Reclamation Plan RP11001 addresses the mining and reclamation of the Property as a whole. As mining may occur on a
portion of the Property pursuant to U06-012, the County hereby finds that U11-008 has been
exercised as required under Nevada County Code, Title 3, Section L-II 5.10, through
Developer’s prior removal of material from the East Pit in connection with U06-012.
Section 2.1.7 above, the County shall forward cents per ton funding to the Town of
Truckee in accordance with Exhibit I, as adjusted for inflation in accordance with Section 2.1.7.5
above per separate agreement with Truckee.
2.4.

Changes to Applicable Laws and Regulations.

2.4.1. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Section 2.2 of this Agreement, in
addition to the Vested Elements, only the following changes to the General Plan and the Nevada
County Land Use and Development Code (”Land Use Regulations”) adopted by the County after
the Effective Date shall apply to and govern the Project from the Effective Date through the
remainder of this Agreement:
(a)
Future Land Use Regulations that are of general applicability to the entire
County and that either are not in conflict with this Agreement or have been consented to in
writing by Developer.
(b)
County ordinances, resolutions, policies or actions reasonably adopted or
pursued by the County in order to comply with peremptory State and federal laws (the “New
Law”). In the event such laws prevent or preclude compliance with one or more provisions of
this Agreement, then immediately following the enactment of the New Law the Parties shall
meet and confer in good faith to determine whether the New Law applies to the Property, and
whether suitable amendments to the Agreement can be made, in order to maintain Developer’s
right to develop the Project.
(c)
In the event the Parties, after having engaged in good faith negotiations,
are unable to agree on such amendments, the Parties shall consider whether suspension of the
term of this Agreement is appropriate, and if so, what the terms and conditions of any such
suspension should be. In the event that the Parties, after having engaged in good faith
negotiations are unable to agree on the suspension issues, either Party shall have the right to
terminate this Agreement by giving the other Party sixty (60) days written notice of termination.
(d)
Developer or County shall have the right to institute litigation relating to
the New Law, and raise any issues regarding its applicability or validity. If such litigation is
filed, this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect until final judgment is issued.
Provided, however, that if any action that County would take in furtherance of this Agreement
would be rendered invalid, facially or otherwise, by the New Law, County shall not be required
to undertake such action until the litigation is resolved, or the New Law is otherwise determined
invalid, inapplicable, or is repealed. In the event that such judgment invalidates the New Law, or
determines that it does not affect the validity of this Agreement, this Agreement shall remain in
full force and effect, and its term shall be extended by the amount of time between the effective
date of the New Law, and the effective date of the judgment. In the event that such judgment
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determines that the validity of this Agreement is directly or indirectly affected by the New Law,
the provisions of subparagraph 2.4.1.(c) above shall apply.
2.4.2. Upon execution of this Agreement, Developer shall prepare two (2) sets of the
vested Elements as provided in Section 2.2. of this Agreement, one (1) set for County and one
(1) set for Developer, so that if it becomes necessary in the future to refer to any of the Vested
Elements, there will be a common set available to both Parties.
2.4.3. The provisions of Section 9.9 of this Agreement relating to estoppel certificates
shall apply to any request made by Developer to County with respect to the life of any
entitlement covered by this subparagraph. Nothing in this section shall be construed to, or
operate to extend the term of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 3.
FEES
3.1

Fees.

(a)
Developer shall be subject to all fees currently adopted by the County,
including scheduled or periodic increases as provided for in the adopting ordinances or
resolutions (“Current Fee”). Developer shall pay, without protest or without challenge, the
Current Fees in effect at the time of the issuance of requested permit or entitlement.
In addition, Developer agrees to pay any new fees adopted by the County, or the
recalculation of existing fees (“New Fees”) in effect at the time of the issuance of a requested
permit or entitlement. Developer shall retain the right to challenge New Fees as permitted by
law.
3.2
Dedications. No dedication of an interest in land shall be imposed by the County
as a condition of Project development except as set forth in the public benefits or if required as a
condition of obtaining a Discretionary Approval.
3.3
Taxes and Assessments. The County may impose new taxes and assessments
without consent of Developer and/or Property Owner on the Property in accordance with the
then-applicable laws, but only if such taxes or assessments are also imposed on others’ land
and/or projects similarly situated within the jurisdiction of the County, and only if the impact
thereof does not fall disproportionately on the Property as compared with other similarly situated
land and projects within the County’s jurisdiction or portion of the County’s jurisdiction subject
to the tax or assessment. The amount of any taxes or assessments may be increased over time so
long as the increase is applied consistently to all land or projects subject thereto. Nothing herein
shall be construed so as to limit Developer from exercising whatever rights it may otherwise
have in connection with protesting or otherwise objecting to the imposition of taxes or
assessments on the Property.
3.4

Life of Development Approvals and Permits.
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(a)
The Term of this Agreement and any of the Vested Elements shall not
include any period of time during which (i) the actions of public agencies that regulate land use,
development or the provision of services to the Property prevent, prohibit or delay the
construction of the Project; (ii) a condition of approval could not be satisfied because the
condition of approval necessitated action by a public agency, and the public agency did not take
such action; or (iii) a lawsuit involving any of the Vested Elements is pending. The Term of this
Agreement shall be extended by the length of the period of time during which any situation
described in (i) through (iii) exists.
3.5
Development Timing. This Agreement contains no requirement that Developer
must initiate or complete development of the Project or Property or any portion thereof within
any period of time set by County. It is the intention of this provision that Developer be able to
develop the Project in accordance with Developer’s own schedule. However, nothing herein
shall be construed to relieve Developer from any time conditions in any permit or to excuse the
timely completion of any act which is required to be completed within a time period set by any
applicable code or permit provisions.
ARTICLE 4.
ANNUAL REVIEW
4.1.
Annual Review. The annual review required by Government Code section
65865.1 shall be conducted as provided in Section L-II 5.18 (F) of the Nevada County Land Use
and Development Code, as of the date of this Agreement. Failure to conduct the annual review,
standing alone, is not a breach of the Agreement.
4.2.
Relationship to Default Provisions. The above procedures shall supplement and
shall not replace that provision of Section 5.1 of this Development Agreement.
ARTICLE 5.
AMENDMENTS
5.1.
Amendments to Agreement. This Agreement may be amended or modified from
time to time or canceled in whole or in part by mutual consent of the Parties or their respective
successors-in-interest or assigns in writing in accordance with Government Code sections 65867,
65867.6 and 65858 as follows:
(a)
Administrative Agreement Amendments. Any amendment to this
Agreement which does not relate to (i) the Term of this Agreement, (ii) permitted uses of the
Project Site, (iii) provisions for reservation and dedication of land, including the location or size
of areas committed to open space, (iv) conditions, terms, restrictions and requirements relating to
subsequent Discretionary Actions, (v) any conditions or covenants relating to the Project or use
of the Property, (vi) significant changes in the Project Approvals or any infrastructure
construction, maintenance or securitization requirements, or (vii) monetary contributions by
Developer, shall be determined to be an “Administrative Agreement Amendment” and shall not,
except to the extent otherwise required by law, require notice or public hearing before the parties
may execute any amendment hereto. Such amendment may be approved by the County
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Executive Officer or designee and does not require action by the Board of Supervisors. All other
amendments to this Agreement shall be processed and approved in accordance with the same
procedure, including without limitation, public notice and hearing requirements, as used for
approval of this Agreement.
(b)
Any Minor Administrative Amendment to a Project Approval or
Subsequent Approval, as defined in Section 5.2 below, shall not require an amendment to this
Agreement. Instead, any such matter automatically shall be deemed to be incorporated into the
Project and vested under this Agreement.
(c)
No amendment, modification, waiver or change to this Agreement or any
provision hereof shall be effective for any purpose unless specifically set forth in a writing which
expressly refers to this Agreement and is signed by the duly authorized representatives of both
parties, their successors or assigns.
5.2.
Amendments to Project Approvals. To the extent permitted by state and federal
law, any Project Approval or Subsequent Approval may, from time to time, be amended or
modified in the following manner:
(a)
The Planning Director shall have the authority to approve minor
administrative changes to the Project Approvals in accordance with, and as defined by, Section
L-II 5.8 of the Land Use and Development Code (“Minor Administrative Amendment”).
(b)
Any request of Developer for an amendment or modification to a Project
Approval or Subsequent Approval which is determined not to be an Minor Administrative
Amendment as set forth above, shall be subject to review, consideration and action pursuant to
the applicable substantive and procedural provisions of the County’s General Plan, zoning,
subdivision, and other applicable land use ordinances and regulations in effect when such an
amendment or modification request is approved. Any such approved amendment or
modification shall be reflected in an amendment to this Agreement and/or its pertinent exhibits.
Any request of Developer for an amendment or modification to a Project Approval or
Subsequent Approval which is determined not to be a Minor Administrative Amendment or
otherwise permitted by this Agreement, shall be considered a new discretionary action by County
(“Discretionary Action”) and may be subject to further CEQA review. County shall not be
precluded from considering and/or applying any County law or other rule, regulation, standard or
policy which is in effect at the time such Discretionary Action is acted upon by County.
ARTICLE 6.
DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION
6.1.
Events of Default. Subject to any extensions of time by mutual consent of the
Parties in writing, and subject to the provisions of Section 9.2 hereof regarding permitted delays,
any failure by either Party to perform any material term or provision of this Development
Agreement (but not including terms, provisions or conditions of any other Project Approvals)
shall constitute an "Event of Default," (i) if such defaulting Party does not cure such failure
within sixty (60) days following written notice of default from the other Party, where such failure
is of a nature that can be cured within such sixty (60) day period, or (ii) if such failure is not of a
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nature which can be cured within such sixty (60) day period, the defaulting Party does not within
such sixty (60) day period commence substantial efforts to cure such failure, or thereafter does
not within a reasonable time prosecute to completion with diligence and continuity the curing of
such failure. Any notice of default given hereunder shall specify in detail the nature of the
failures in performance which the noticing Party claims constitutes the Event of Default and the
manner in which such failure may be satisfactorily cured in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this Development Agreement. During the time periods herein specified for cure of
a failure of performance, the Party charged therewith shall not be considered to be in default for
purposes of (a) termination of this Development Agreement, or (b) institution of legal
proceedings with respect thereto. The waiver by either Party of any default under this
Development Agreement shall not operate as a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same or
any other provision of this Development Agreement.
6.2.
Remedies and Termination. If after notice and expiration of the cure periods and
procedures set forth in Section 6.1, the alleged Event of Default is not cured, the non-defaulting
Party, at its option, may institute legal proceedings pursuant to Sections 6.3 or 6.4 of this
Development Agreement and/or terminate this Development Agreement. In the event that this
Development Agreement is terminated pursuant to this Section 6.2 and litigation or mediation is
instituted which results in a final decision that such termination was improper, then this
Development Agreement shall immediately be reinstated as though it had never been terminated.
6.3.
Legal Action by Parties. Either Party may, in addition to any other rights or
remedies, institute legal action to cure, correct or remedy any default, enforce any covenant or
agreement herein, enjoin any threatened or attempted violation thereof, enforce by specific
performance the obligations and rights of the Parties hereto or to obtain any remedies consistent
with the purpose of this Development Agreement. All remedies shall be cumulative and not
exclusive of one another, and the exercise of any one or more of these remedies shall not
constitute a waiver or election with respect to any other available remedy. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, in no event shall County be liable for loss of profits on any theory of liability.
6.4.

Termination.

(a)
Expiration of Term. Except as otherwise provided in this Development
Agreement, this Development Agreement shall be deemed terminated and of no further effect
upon the expiration of the Term of this Development Agreement as set forth in Section 1.4.
(b)
Survival of Obligations. Upon the termination of this Development
Agreement pursuant to Section 6.2 or this Section 6.4, neither Party shall have any further right
or obligation with respect to the Property under this Development Agreement except with respect
to any obligation which is specifically set forth as surviving this Development Agreement. The
termination of this Development Agreement shall not affect the validity of the Project Approvals
(other than this Development Agreement) or Subsequent Approvals.
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ARTICLE 7.
COOPERATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
7.1.
Further Actions and Instruments. The Parties to this Development Agreement
shall cooperate with and provide reasonable assistance to the other Party and take all actions
necessary to ensure that the Parties receive the benefits of this Development Agreement, subject
to satisfaction of the conditions of this Development Agreement. Upon the request of any Party,
the other Party shall promptly execute, with acknowledgment or affidavit if reasonably required,
and file or record such required instruments and writings and take any actions as may be
reasonably necessary under the terms of this Development Agreement to carry out the intent and
to fulfill the provisions of this Development Agreement or to evidence or consummate the
transactions contemplated by this Development Agreement.
7.2.
Regulation by Other Public Agencies. It is acknowledged by the Parties that other
public agencies not within the control of County may possess authority to regulate aspects of the
development of the Property separately from or jointly with County, and this Development
Agreement does not limit the authority of such other public agencies. Developer or County
(whichever is appropriate) shall apply in a timely manner for the permits and approvals which
may be required from other governmental or quasi-governmental agencies having jurisdiction
over the Project as may be required for the development of, or provision of services to, the
Project. County shall cooperate with Developer in its endeavors to obtain such permits and
approvals.
7.3.
Cooperation in the Event of Legal Challenge. In the event of any legal action
instituted by a third party challenging the validity of any provision of this Development
Agreement, the procedures leading to its adoption, or the issuance of Project Approvals and/or
Subsequent Approvals for the Project, the Parties hereby agree to affirmatively cooperate in
defending said action. Developer agrees to bear the litigation expenses of defense, including
reasonable attorneys' fees. Developer shall be entitled to any award of reasonable attorneys' fees
arising out of any such legal action. Developer shall have sole authority to select legal counsel
for its defense.
7.4.
Revision to Project. In the event of a court order issued as a result of a successful
legal challenge, County and Developer shall, to the extent permitted by law or court order, in
good faith seek to comply with the court order in such a manner as will maintain the integrity of
the Agreement and avoid or minimize to the greatest extent possible (i) any impact to the
development of the Project as provided for in, and contemplated by, the Vested Elements, or (ii)
any conflict with the Vested Elements or frustration of the intent or purpose of the Vested
Elements.
7.5.
Indemnification Agreement. County and Developer shall enter into a mutually
acceptable indemnification agreement in a form substantially similar to Exhibit J attached hereto.
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ARTICLE 8.
TRANSFERS AND ASSIGNMENTS
8.1.
Right to Assign. Developer shall be permitted to sell, transfer or assign its rights
and interests under this Agreement with respect to all or a portion of the Property concurrent
with the sale, transfer or assignment of the underlying portion of the Property with the prior
approval of the County, not to be unreasonably withheld.
8.2.
Release upon Transfer. Upon the sale, transfer or assignment of Developer's
rights and interests under this Development Agreement pursuant to Section 8.1, Developer shall
be released from its obligations and liabilities under this Development Agreement with respect to
that portion of the Property sold, transferred or assigned and any subsequent default or breach
with respect to the transferred or assigned rights and/or obligations shall not constitute a default
or breach with respect to the retained rights and/or obligations under this Development
Agreement, provided that (a) Developer has provided to County notice of such transfer, and (b)
the transferee executes and delivers to County a written agreement in which (i) the name and
address of the transferee is set forth and (ii) the transferee expressly and unconditionally assumes
all of the obligations of Developer under this Development Agreement with respect to that
portion of the Property sold, transferred or assigned. Failure to deliver a written assumption
agreement hereunder shall not affect the running of any covenants herein with the land, as
provided in Section 8.3 below, nor shall such failure negate, modify or otherwise affect the
liability of any transferee pursuant to the provisions of this Development Agreement.
8.3.
Covenants Run with the Land. All of the provisions, agreements, rights, powers,
standards, terms, covenants and obligations contained in this Development Agreement shall be
binding upon the Parties and their respective successors in interest, and all persons or entities
acquiring the Property or any portion thereof, or any interest therein, whether by operation of law
or in any manner whatsoever, and shall inure to the benefit of the Parties and their respective
successors and assigns. All of the provisions of this Development Agreement shall be
enforceable as equitable servitudes and constitute covenants running with the land pursuant to
applicable law, including but not limited to, Section 1468 of the Civil Code of the State of
California. Each covenant to do or refrain from doing some act on the Property hereunder (a) is
for the benefit of such Property and is a burden upon such Property, (b) runs with such Property,
(c) is binding upon each Party and each successive owner during its ownership of such Property
or any portion thereof, and each person or entity having any interest therein derived in any
manner through any owner of such Property, or any portion thereof, and shall benefit the
Property hereunder, and each other person or entity succeeding to an interest in such Property.
ARTICLE 9.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
9.1.
Project Is a Private Undertaking. It is specifically understood and agreed by the
Parties that (a) the development contemplated by this Development Agreement is a private
development, (b) that neither Party is acting as the agent of the other in any respect hereunder,
and (c) that Developer shall have full power over the exclusive control of the Property herein
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described subject only to the limitations and obligations of Developer under this Development
Agreement.
9.2.
Force Majeure. The Term of this Development Agreement and the time within
which Developer shall be required to perform any act under this Development Agreement shall
be extended by a period of time equal to the number of days during which performance of such
act is delayed unavoidably and beyond the reasonable control of the Party seeking the delay by
strikes, lock-outs, Acts of God, inclement weather, failure or inability to secure materials or labor
by reason of priority or similar regulations or order of any governmental or regulatory body,
changes in local, state or federal laws or regulations, enemy action, civil disturbances, fire,
unavoidable casualties, or any other cause beyond the reasonable control of Developer which
substantially interferes with carrying out the development of the Project. Such extension(s) of
time shall not constitute an Event of Default and shall occur at the request of the Developer.
9.3.
Notices, Demands and Communications Between the Parties. Formal written
notices, demands, correspondence and communications between County, Developer and
Property Owner shall be sufficiently given if delivered personally (including delivery by private
courier), dispatched by certified mail, postage prepaid and return receipt requested, or delivered
by nationally recognized overnight courier service, or by electronic facsimile transmission
followed by delivery of a “hard” copy to the offices of County, Developer and Property Owner
as indicated below. Such written notices, demands, correspondence and communications may be
sent in the same manner to such persons and addresses as either Party may from time-to-time
designate in writing at least fifteen (15) days prior to the name and/or address change and as
provided in this Section 9.3.
County:

Planning Director
County of Nevada
950 Maidu Avenue
Nevada City, CA 95959

Developer:

A. Teichert and Son, Inc.
P.O. Box 15002
Sacramento, CA 95851
Attn: President, Teichert Materials

with copy to:

Taylor & Wiley
500 Capitol Mall, Suite 1150
Sacramento, CA 95814
Attn: James B. Wiley

Property Owner:

Pamela Dobbas
8260 Hubbard Rd.
Auburn, CA 95602

Notices personally delivered shall be deemed to have been received upon delivery. Notices
delivered by certified mail, as provided above, shall be deemed to have been given and received
on the first to occur of (i) actual receipt by any of the addressees designated above as the Party to
17
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whom notices are to be sent, or (ii) within 5 days after a certified letter containing such notice,
properly addressed, with postage prepaid, is deposited in the United States mail. Notices
delivered by overnight courier service as provided above shall be deemed to have been received
24 hours after the date of deposit.
9.4.
No Joint Venture or Partnership. Nothing contained in this Development
Agreement or in any document executed in connection with this Development Agreement shall
be construed as making County, Developer, and/or Property Owner joint venturers or partners.
9.5.
Severability. If any terms or provision(s) of this Development Agreement or the
application of any term(s) or provision(s) of this Development Agreement to a particular
situation, is (are) held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void or unenforceable,
the remainder of this Development Agreement or the application of this Development Agreement
to other situations, shall remain in full force and effect unless amended or modified by mutual
consent of the Parties; provided that, if the invalidation, voiding or enforceability would deprive
either County or Developer of material benefits derived from this Development Agreement, or
make performance under this Development Agreement unreasonably difficult, then County and
Developer shall meet and confer and shall make good faith efforts to amend or modify this
Development Agreement in a manner that is mutually acceptable to County and Developer.
9.6.
Section Headings. Article and Section headings in this Development Agreement
are for convenience only and are not intended to be used in interpreting or construing the terms,
covenants or conditions of this Development Agreement.
9.7.
Construction of Agreement. This Development Agreement has been reviewed
and revised by legal counsel for both Developer and County, and no presumption or rule that
ambiguities shall be construed against the drafting Party shall apply to the interpretation or
enforcement of this Development Agreement.
9.8.
Entire Agreement. This Development Agreement is executed in two (2) duplicate
originals, each of which is deemed to be an original. This Development Agreement consists of
[written number] ([numeric symbols]) pages including the Recitals, and [written number]
[numeric symbol] exhibits, attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein, which
constitute the entire understanding and agreement of the Parties and supersedes all negotiations
or previous agreements between the Parties with respect to all or any part of the subject matter
hereof. The exhibits are as follows:
Exhibit A

Legal Description of the Property

Exhibit B

Map of the Property

Exhibit C

Use Permit U06-012

Exhibit D

Map of the East Pit

Exhibit E

Map of the West Pit

Exhibit F

Use Permit U11-008
18
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Exhibit G

Reclamation Plan RP11-001

Exhibit H

Ordinance Approving This Agreement

Exhibit I

Cents Per Ton Payment Table

Exhibit J

Defense and Indemnification Agreement

9.9.
Estoppel Certificates. Either Party may, at any time during the Term of this
Development Agreement, and from time to time, deliver written notice to the other Party
requesting such Party to certify in writing that, to the knowledge of the certifying Party, (a) this
Development Agreement is in full force and effect and a binding obligation of the parties, (b)
this Development Agreement has not been amended or modified either orally or in writing, or if
amended, the Party shall describe the amendments, and (c) the requesting Party is not in default
in the performance of its obligations under this Development Agreement, or if in default, the
Party shall describe the nature and amount of any such defaults. The Party receiving a request
hereunder shall execute and return such certificate or give a written, detailed response explaining
why it will not do so within twenty (20) days following the receipt thereof. The failure of either
Party to provide the requested certificate within such twenty (20) day period shall constitute a
confirmation that no default exists. Either the County Executive Officer or the Planning Director
of County shall have the right to execute any certificate requested by Developer hereunder.
County acknowledges that a certificate hereunder may be relied upon by transferees and
Mortgagees.
9.10. Execution and Recordation. Pursuant to California Government Code section
65868.5, within ten (10) days after the approval of the Enacting Ordinance, the County shall
execute this Development Agreement and the Clerk of the Board shall record this Development
Agreement with the Nevada County Recorder. Thereafter, if this Development Agreement is
terminated, modified or amended pursuant to Article 5, Article 6 or Article 7 of this
Development Agreement, the County Clerk shall record notice of such action with the Nevada
County Recorder.
9.11. No Waiver. No delay or omission by either Party in exercising any right or power
accruing upon non-compliance or failure to perform by the other Party under any of the
provisions of this Development Agreement shall impair any such right or power or be construed
to be a waiver thereof. A waiver by either Party of any of the covenants or conditions to be
performed by the other Party shall be in writing and signed by a duly authorized representative of
the Party against whom enforcement of a waiver is sought, and any such waiver shall not be
construed as a waiver of any succeeding breach or non-performance of the same or other
covenants and conditions hereof.
9.12. Time Is of the Essence. Time is of the essence for each provision of this
Development Agreement for which time is an element.
9.13. Applicable Law. This Development Agreement shall be construed and enforced
in accordance with the laws of the State of California. The Parties agree that venue for any legal
action brought under this Agreement shall be Nevada County.
19
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9.14. No Third Party Beneficiaries. County, Developer, and Property Owner hereby
renounce the existence of any third party beneficiary to this Development Agreement and agree
that nothing contained herein shall be construed as giving any other person or entity third party
beneficiary status.
9.15. Constructive Notice and Acceptance. Every person who now or hereafter owns or
acquires any right, title or interest in or to any portion of the Property is and shall be conclusively
deemed to have consented and agreed to every provision contained herein, whether or not any
reference to this Development Agreement is contained in the instrument by which such person
acquired an interest in the Property.
9.16. Authority. The persons signing below represent and warrant that they have the
authority to bind their respective Party and that all necessary board of directors', shareholders',
partners', County Board of Supervisors', or other approvals have been obtained.
[signatures on next page.]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, County and Developer and Property Owner have executed
this Development Agreement as of the date first set forth above.
DEVELOPER:

COUNTY:

A. Teichert & Son, Inc.
a California Corporation

County of Nevada, a political subdivision of the
State of California

By:

By:
Honorable Richard Anderson, Chair
Nevada County Board of Supervisors

Name
Title

ATTESTATION:

By:

By:

Name

Julie Patterson-Hunter
Clerk of the Board

Title
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

By:

By:
Alison A. Barratt-Green
County Counsel

[Teichert Attorney signature]
Attorney for Developer

PROPERTY OWNER:
By:
Pamela Dobbas
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
By:
[Ms. Dobbas Attorney signature]
Attorney for Property Owner
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF

)
)ss.
)

On
,
, before me,
, Notary Public,
personally appeared
, personally known to me (or proved
to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person whose name is subscribed to the
within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same in his/her authorized
capacity and that by his/her signature on the instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of
which the person acted, executed the instrument.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature
[SEAL]
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EXHIBIT A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY
West Hinton Road, Truckee CA. The 230-acre project site is located in Nevada County,
approximately one mile northeast of the community of Hirschdale and about eight miles east of
the center of the Town of Truckee, and five miles west of the California/Nevada state line (see
Figure 1, Regional location, and Figure 2, Site location). The Town of Truckee limits are
approximately 0.6 miles west of the project site. The project site is directly north of Interstate-80
in Sections 26 and 27 of Township 18 North, Range 17 East, shown on the Boca California 7.5
U.S. Geological Service topographic map.
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EXHIBIT B
MAP OF THE PROPERTY
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EXHIBIT C
USE PERMIT U06-012
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EXHIBIT D
MAP OF THE EAST PIT
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EXHIBIT E
MAP OF THE WEST PIT
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EXHIBIT F
USE PERMIT U11-008
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EXHIBIT G
RECLAMATION PLAN RP11-001

https://www.mynevadacounty.com/DocumentCenter/View/11396/Appendix-B-AmendedReclamation-Plan-PDF
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EXHIBIT H
ORDINANCE APPROVING THIS AGREEMENT
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EXHIBIT I
CENTS PER TON FUNDING TABLE
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EXHIBIT J
DEFENSE AND INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT
This Defense and Indemnity Agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into between
the County of Nevada, a political subdivision of the State of California (“County”), and A.
Teichert & Son, Inc. (“Applicant”), and is effective as of ________________, 2019. This
Agreement is made with regard to the following facts:
RECITALS
WHEREAS, Applicant is a developer who has a legal interest in the property located in
the unincorporated area of Nevada County near Truckee, on APNs 048-090-012, and 048-200003, for which the Applicant has applied for approval of a Conditional Use Permit (U11-008), a
Reclamation Plan (RP11-001), EIR (XXXXXX), and Development Agreement (XXX-XXXX)
(“Project Approvals”), and
WHEREAS, the Project is a land use project for which a defense and indemnification
agreement is required pursuant to the County’s Land Use and Development Code and/or the
conditions of the Project Approval; and
WHEREAS, it is in the public interest for County and Applicant to enter into this
Defense and Indemnification Agreement as Applicant will benefit from the County’s processing
of the application and the Project Approvals that may result therefrom.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the above-referenced Project Approval and the
mutual promises and agreements contained herein, and in satisfaction of an express condition of
the Project Approval, the Applicant hereby agrees as follows:
1. The Applicant agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the County and its
agents, officers, and employees from any claim, action, or proceeding against the County or its
agents, officers, or employees (collectively “County Parties”) to attack, set aside, void or annul
the above-referenced project approval or any prior or subsequent project related approvals or
conditions imposed by the County or any of its agencies, departments, commissions, agents,
officers, or employees concerning said project, or to impose personal liability against such
agents, officers, or employees based upon the project approval. Applicant’s obligation to defend
and indemnify under this Agreement shall apply to any lawsuit or challenge against the County
Parties alleging failure to comply with California Environmental Quality Act or with the
requirements of any other federal, state, or local laws, including but not limited to general plan
and zoning requirements. Application’s obligations under this Agreement to defend and
indemnify the County Parties shall include, but not be limited to, payment of all court costs and
attorneys’ fees, all litigation-related costs, all costs of any judgements or awards against the
County, all settlement costs and/or any claim for private attorney general fees claimed by or
awarded to any party from the County. Applicant further agrees to cooperate in good faith with
County in performance of obligations as set forth in this Agreement.
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2. The County shall notify the Applicant promptly of any claim, action or proceeding
and cooperate fully in the defense. Upon receipt of such notification, Applicant shall assume the
defense of the claim, action, or proceeding, including the employment of counsel reasonable
satisfactory to the County Counsel’s Office and Applicant, and the prompt payment of the
attorney’s fees and costs of such counsel. In the event of a disagreement between the County and
Applicant over litigation issues, County shall have the authority to control the litigation and
make litigation decisions, including but not limited to, settlement or other disposition of the
matter. If County reasonably determines that having common counsel would present such
counsel with a conflict of interest, or if Applicant fails to promptly assume the defense of the
claim, action, proceeding or to promptly employ counsel reasonable satisfactory to County, then
County may employ separate counsel to represent or defend the County, and Applicant shall pay
the reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs of such counsel within 30 days of receiving an itemized
billing therefore. At its sole discretion, the County may participate in the defense of any such
claim, action, or proceeding in good faith either through County Counsel’s Office at the
Applicant’s expense or through outside counsel at the County’s expense; but such participation
shall not relieve Applicant of his obligations under this Agreement.
3. Applicant’s obligations to defend and indemnify under this Agreement shall apply
whether or not there is concurrent, active, or passive negligence on the part of County Parties.
Applicant’s obligations under this Agreement shall be effective regardless of whether any or all
Project approvals and/or action by the County regarding the Project remain valid or are
invalidated by the court.
4. Failure to promptly defend or indemnify the County is a material breach which shall
entitle County to all remedies available under the law, including but not limited to specific
performance and damages. Moreover, failure to defend or indemnify shall constitute grounds
upon which the County decision-making body may rescind its approval(s) associated with the
Project, and a waiver by Applicant of any right to proceed with the Project or any portion
thereof.
5. Applicant shall be and remain personally obligated to all of the terms of this
Agreement, notwithstanding any attempt to assign, delegate or otherwise transfer all of any of
the rights or obligations of this Agreement, and notwithstanding a change in or transfer of
ownership of the real property upon which the Project is located (or any interest therein).
However, the Applicant may be released from such obligations if the Applicant obtains the
County’s prior written consent to such transfer, which consent shall not be unreasonable
withheld.
6. All notices required under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed
given as of the date of actual delivery if by personal delivery or sent by a nationally recognized
overnight carrier, or three days after deposit in the United States mail, first class postage prepaid,
to the addresses indicated below:
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For Applicant:

A. Teichert & Son, Inc.
[contact info]

For County:

Planning Director
Nevada County Planning Department
950 Maidu Avenue
Nevada City, CA 95959
Attn: Brian Foss

With a copy to:

County Counsel
County of Nevada
950 Maidu Avenue
Nevada City, CA 95959

Either party may change the place for the giving of notice to it by thirty (30) days prior written
notice to the other party, as provided herein.
7. This Agreement shall be binding upon Applicant and their heirs, executors,
administrators, assigns and successors in interest.
8. Upon execution of this Agreement, it may be recorded with the County Recorder’s
Office and become a lien on any real property attached to the Project Approvals.
9. This Agreement shall constitute the complete understanding of the parties with respect
to the matters set forth herein. Neither party is relying on any other representation, oral or
written. This Agreement may be not be changed except by a written amendment signed by all
parties.
10. It is agreed and understood that this Agreement shall be interpreted fairly in
accordance with its terms to effectuate the intent of the parties and not strictly for or against any
party by reason of authorship that none of them is to be deemed the party which prepared this
Agreement within the meaning of Civil Code Section 1654.
11. Each party executing this Agreement represents and warrants that is has been duly
authorized to enter into this Agreement, that it has full and complete authority to do so, that it has
consulted with or had the opportunity to consult with an attorney prior to executing this
Agreement, that it enters into this Agreement knowingly and voluntarily, and that it agrees to be
bound by the terms of the Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the County and Applicant have caused this Agreement to be
duly executed, as of the date first set forth above.
[SIGNATURE BLOCK]
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RESOLUTION NO.
OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY OF NEVADA
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE USE PERMIT (U11-008)
AND RECLAMATION PLAN TO ALLOW FOR THE BOCA
QUARRY EXPANSION PROJECT AND RECLAMATION
PLAN MODIFICATION (RP11-001) TO INCREASE THE
TOTAL AREA OF EXTRACTION/DISTURBANCE FROM 40ACRES TO 158-ACRES AND THE AMOUNT OF
EXTRACTION FROM APPROX. ANNUAL 100,000 TONS TO
ONE MILLION TONS AND ESTABLISH A MAXIMUM
PROJECT-LIFE EXTRACTION OF 17 MILLION TONS
OVER 30-YEARS ON PORTIONS OF ASSESSOR’S PARCEL
NUMBERS 048-090-12 & 048-200-003.

WHEREAS, the proposed Use Permit was submitted to the State Clearinghouse, Nevada
County DPW-Roads, Nevada County Department of Environmental Health, Nevada County
Counsel, Truckee Fire Protection District, Town of Truckee, Truckee Donner Public Utility
District, Nevada County Office of the Fire Marshal, Northern Sierra Air Quality Management
District, Department of Fish and Wildlife, Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board,
CalTrans, United Auburn Indian Community of the Auburn Rancheria, Native American
Heritage Commission, Washoe Tribe of Nevada and California, District V County Supervisor,
all Planning Commissioners, all applicable local school districts, owners of property within 300
feet of the project site and other members of the public as public notice of the proposed action;
and
WHEREAS, the County has prepared a project specific Recirculated Environmental
Impact Report (RDEIR) and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (EIR11-001) and
circulated it for a 45-day public comment period from May 22, 2019 to July 8, 2011 and held a
public hearing before the Planning Commission to solicit comments form agencies and the
public on the adequacy of the Recirculated Draft EIR; and
WHEREAS, on August 22, 2019, the Planning Commission held a duly noticed public
hearing on the proposed Use Permit (U11-008) and Reclamation Plan (RP11-001) (collectively
“Project”) in which the Commission reviewed the proposed Recirculated Final EIR together with
all comments received during the public review period; and
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WHEREAS, after reviewing and considering the proposed Project, the Planning
Commission recommended by a X-X vote that the Board of Supervisors approve the proposed
Resolution approving the Use Permit and Reclamation Plan for the Project; and
WHEREAS, the Nevada County Board of Supervisors on ______________, 2015 held a
duly noticed public hearing on the proposed Project; and
WHEREAS, separate Resolutions of the Board of Supervisors approved the Project’s
Recirculated FEIR (EIR11-001) based on the Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding
Considerations and MMRP, and a separate Ordinance of the Board of Supervisors adopting a
project specific Development Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors, after reviewing and considering the
recommendations of the Nevada County Planning Commission regarding the proposed use
permit and Reclamation Plan, all information and evidence submitted in favor and against the
proposed Use Permit, and the complete record before it, has determined that a Use Permit and
Reclamation Plan is now approved to allow for the Boca Quarry Expansion Project subject to the
Conditions of Approval and Mitigation Measures provided within Exhibit A, attached herein and
made a part of the project action.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Supervisors for the County
of Nevada hereby finds and determines:
A.

That the project is consistent with the Goals and Policies of the Nevada County
General Plan, and specifically with the General Plan Land Use Maps, including
the FR-160-ME zoning designation;

B.

That the project protects and manages extractions of valuable minerals through
the promotion of proper management activities, consistent with SMARA and
Nevada County policies and regulations that minimize the impacts of extraction
and processing on neighboring activities and the environment in general;

C.

That the 158-acre project extraction/disturbance area, which is a portion of the
230-acre Assessor’s Parcels (APN 048-090-012 and 048-200-003), are adequate
in size and shape to accommodate the proposed Project, without compromising
the Nevada County site development standards;

D.

That adequate public services exist within the project area and are available to
serve the project, including a private spring and septic system;

E.

That the proposed Project will not adversely impact surrounding local and
regional roads with the payment of appropriate cents per ton fees incorporated
into the Development Agreement for the maintenance of County and Town of
Truckee maintained Stampede Meadow Road;

F.

That adequate public services exist within the project area and are available to
serve the project without decreasing service levels to other areas to ensure that
the proposed use is not detrimental to the public welfare;
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G.

That all feasible mitigation measures and Condition of Approval (Exhibit A)
have been imposed upon the project to offset the impacts this project may have
and the applicant has agreed with those measures;

H.

That the significant and unavoidable impacts to air quality (NOX and PM10
Threshold exceedances), aesthetics (visual character impacts) and transportation
and circulation impacts (increased risks to bicyclist due to truck traffic on
Stampede Meadow Road) have been recognized by the Board of Supervisors and,
in their decision making responsibility they have found that based on the
Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations the adverse
environmental effects are considered acceptable when the consideration of
economic, social and region-wide benefits are balanced with the significant and
unavoidable impacts;

K

That based on the comments received and conditions applied, adequate public
services exist in the immediate area to support the project including adequate
roads, fire flow, and protection of biological resources; and

L.

That the conditions listed are the minimum necessary to protect the public health,
safety and general welfare.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that based on the foregoing findings, and the entire
record before it, the Nevada County Board of Supervisors does hereby approve the Use Permit
(U11-008) and Reclamation Plan (RP11-001) for APN 048-090-012 and 048-200-003 that will
allow for the Boca Quarry to Expand to increase the total area of extraction/disturbance from 40acres to 158-acres and the amount of extraction from an approximate annual 100,000 tons to up
to one million tons and establish a maximum project-life extraction of 17 million tons over 30
years.
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Exhibit A
Conditions of Approval with Integrated
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan (MMRP)
Conditional Use Permit (U11-008)

A.

PLANNING DEPARTMENT
1. This approval is for a Use Permit (U11-008). The proposed project is located within a 230acre site that includes the existing 40-acre permitted quarry operation (East Pit, U06-012)
and the proposed 118-acre expansion area. The proposed project would increase the
allowable extraction/disturbance area by approximately 118-acres in the area referred to
as the West Pit for a total area of 158-acres. The extraction limits would increase from a
production limit of approximately 300,000 tons sold per year to one million tons sold per
year. Annual production would vary directly dependent on the market demand. The
proposed Conditional Use Permit (U11-008) would cap the overall extraction limit at 17
million tons of material in three phases over a 30-year period. The following table
provides specific project characteristics such as acreages, number of trees to be
harvested, typical operations schedule and blasting schedule.
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U11-008; RP11-001 & EIR11-001

PC COA- MMRP

Boca Quarry Expansion Project
Page 2 of 23

This permit approval allows sand and gravel mining activities to occur in the identified
harvest areas as shown on the approved Use Permit (U11-008) harvest plan map for a
period of 30-years from the effective date of the approval. Consistent with the Boca
Quarry Development Agreement, if needed, the permit can be extended one-time, for 10years.
The proposed expanded quarry operation will be required, as it is currently, to use the
existing haul route for the permitted quarry operations. The haul route includes West
Hinton Road from the Quarry to Stampede Meadows Road, and Stampede south to I-80.
Haul trucks are prohibited from using Hirschdale Road through the Hirschdale Community
to access the project site.
The off-site roadway improvements will occur along an approximately 1.3-mile long
segment of Stampede Meadows Road (see Figure 1, Regional/Project Location and OffSite Road Improvements). The improvements would include: 1) pavement widening and
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U11-008; RP11-001 & EIR11-001

PC COA- MMRP

Boca Quarry Expansion Project
Page 3 of 23

shoulder improvements along the Stampede Meadow Road segment; and 2)
improvements at the Stampede Meadows Road and West Hinton Road intersections to
provide adequate driver sight distance. Pavement widening, striping and site distance
improvements shall be designed to address bicyclist safety. The offsite roadway
improvement construction disturbance footprint will avoid wetlands.
Prepping, Phasing and Reclamation
The proposed expansion will be primarily a side hill quarry operation, involving excavation
of the West Pit floor to a depth of between 40 and 60 feet below the rim formed by the
surrounding land surface. The maximum depth of mining below existing grade will be 200
feet. Prior to initiation of mining activities in the West Pit, all trees within the footprint of
the area to be mined will be removed using both heavy equipment and hand tools. The
removal of trees and wood products will be handled and disposed of in accordance with
the Z’berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973.
A Timberland Conversion Permit (14 CCR Section 1105) will be obtained from the
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, which includes approval of a
Timber Harvest Plan. A total of approximately 750 commercially viable trees will be
harvested. The existing vegetation will not be removed until work is imminent. Once the
area is cleared of vegetation, the uppermost layer of soil will be salvaged using dozers
and/or scrapers and the available soil will be stockpiled for use in future reclamation
activities.
Reclamation Plan
As described in the approved Reclamation Plan (RP11-001) for the project, slash and
brush derived from clearing and grubbing of the new mining areas will be burned on top
of the topsoil stockpiles to incorporate mineral nutrients and to stimulate the germination
of desirable native species. Site preparation may occur all at once or in phases which will
be determined based on the mining pit phasing and areas being accessed based on
market demand.
Mining for the proposed project will occur in three phases. Under Phase I, the existing
permitted mining operations in the East Pit (which is nearly complete) will continue and
Phases II and III will involve mining the West Pit. During Phase II, the lower (southern)
portion of the West Pit will be mined to its maximum width and depth. The upper ridge
of the West Pit will then be mined (Phase III), and the overburden from the ridge will be
moved to the lower area to be used as backfill in the lower pit, which will allow
concurrent, partial reclamation of the lowest bench in the Phase II area.
An amendment to the current Reclamation Plan (RP06-001 & MIN06-003) to include the
reclamation of the West Pit is required in order to authorize the proposed expansion into
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U11-008; RP11-001 & EIR11-001

PC COA- MMRP

Boca Quarry Expansion Project
Page 4 of 23

the West Pit in accordance with Nevada County Codes and the Surface Mining and
Recovery Act of 1975 (SMARA). Under the amended Reclamation Plan the project area,
under a phased approach, would be restored to a natural condition which will allow the
site to be readily adapted to alternative and beneficial land uses consistent with the
existing County Zoning Code designation of Forest (FR).
Blasting
Overburden above the construction-grade aggregate will be removed, followed by
removal of hardrock aggregate (product) from the geologic formation through a multistep process including drilling, blasting, and excavation using heavy equipment. Due to
the nature of the hard rock product on the site, drilling and blasting will be required to
loosen the aggregate from the host rock formation. This is typically accomplished by
drilling holes in a grid pattern over a portion of the formation. The design of shot
configurations (i.e., drill hole patterns, diameter, depth, quantity, and delay) depends on
the site rock conditions and the specific purpose of each shot. Blasting would be
conducted by a licensed explosives contractor and all materials used in blasting will be
stored offsite and transported to the Boca Quarry in compliance with all federal, state
and local laws and policies.
An emulsion of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil would be mixed in the drill holes. These
components are only explosive once combined and mixed; thus, in-hole mixing
minimizes the potential for hazardous conditions during transport, storage and use.
Blasts would be detonated with a delay system to limit the quantity of explosive
detonated in each delay period and to provide control over detonation. Blasting
activities would occur up to two times per week Monday through Saturday during the
hours of 7:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. The Nevada County Sheriff’s Department and the
Town of Truckee’s Police Department will be given a 24-hour notice prior to each blast.
Hydrological and Water Quality
No release of surface water from the mining pits will occur. A zero-discharge basin will
be designed for the project. During operation, all runoff from disturbed surfaces will be
collected by temporary diversion ditches and carried to a temporary zero-discharge
detention basin that will be maintained at the lowest elevation of the operations in the
West Pit. The pattern of drainage will be modified during operation as the configuration
of the surrounding areas are mined; therefore, the location of the basin will change during
operation in accordance with the location and extent of mining activities. SMARA
requires that storm water facilities be designed for a 20-year, 1-hour storm event,
however, a zero-discharge basin is based on a more conservative criterion. The project
designed final storm water detention basins for this project are conservatively designed
to contain two 100-year, 24 hour-hour precipitation events occurring within seven days
without surface water discharge.
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2. This permit approval allows sand and gravel mining activities to occur in the identified harvest
areas as shown on the approved Use Permit (U11-008) harvest plan map for a period of thirty
(30) years from the date of approval including any periods of Idle Mine Status, as defined by
PRC Section 2727.1.

3. Pursuant to the requirements of the Land Use and Development Code, you are hereby notified
that this project is not valid until the expiration of the ten (10) day appeal period from the date
of the Board of Supervisor’s final action on the project (X X, 2019).
4.

Mining pursuant to this permit approval must be completed within the framework of the
Development Agreement’s 30-year life from the date of approval with the possibility of one,
ten-year extension and including any periods of Idle Mine Status, as defined by PRC Section
2727.1 . Reclamation of the East and West Pits shall follow the Reclamation Plan details and
timing requirements.

5.

Within 15 days after project approval the applicant shall sign and file with the Nevada County
Planning Department the attached Defense and Indemnity Agreement. No further permits or
approvals shall be issued for the project, unless and until the applicant has fully complied with
this condition.

6.

Prior to permit finalization and commencement of activity associated with the West Pit, the
applicant shall contact the Planning Department for a field inspection to verify all Conditions
of Approval and ordinance requirements have been satisfied. Fees for such inspection shall
be applicable on this project permit.

7. Pursuant to Policy 17.7 of the Mineral Management Chapter, the Mining Use Permit shall
returen to the Nevada County Planning Agency for a compliance review in addition to the
annual Development Agreement review (Sec. L-II 5.18 F) due every 12 months after the
Development Agreement is signed.
8. Manufactured Slope (Mitigation Measure GEO-1). The final design of manufactured
slopes in the proposed West Pit shall incorporate all available geologic/geotechnical data, with
slope heights/grades and other applicable project features to reflect these data and include any
applicable deviations from the recommendations provided in the August 2010 project Stability
Evaluation.
Timing : Plans to be approved as part of the on-going reclamation plan process
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning in Department of Public Works
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9. Manufactured Slope (Mitigation Measure GEO-2). Manufactured slopes in the West Pit
shall be regularly inspected by a qualified geotechnical engineer during mining operations, and
slope performance and geological conditions shall be documented and submitted to the County
as required. This information shall be used to review and, as appropriate, revise the geological
and geotechnical models and slope design recommendations provided in the Stability
Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a). These inspections and slope design reviews shall
be performed by a qualified geotechnical engineer as follows: (1) annually at a minimum; (2)
at any time mining operations encounter conditions that vary significantly from the geological
and geotechnical models documented in the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder
2010a); and (3) at any time that slopes developed according to the project design based on the
recommendations of the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a) show indications
of significant instability. This observational and review approach, supported by strength testing
of representative materials, shall be used to update or provide more appropriate FOS
calculations for slopes prior to pit closure, with any and all associated modifications from
recommendations contained in the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a) to be
incorporated into the design and operation of mining activities at the West Pit. Specifically,
such modifications would typically include standard geotechnical measures such as
updating/revising individual slope heights/grades to reflect observed/tested conditions and
ensure an acceptable FOS, as determined by a qualified geotechnical consultant. Specific
elements of the inspection process shall include, but not be limited to, the following: (1) if,
during excavation, a basalt boulders, cobbles, and rubble unit is discovered to be more than 60
feet thick, a qualified engineer shall sample and conduct laboratory testing of the material to
confirm the project design based on the assumptions and recommendations in the Stability
Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a), or to provide updated recommendations, including
slope design as noted; (2) any highly weathered or fresh tuff and ash layer that is more than 15
feet thick shall be sampled and tested to confirm the project design based on the assumptions
and recommendations in the Stability Evaluation of the West Pit (Golder 2010a), or to provide
updated recommendations, including slope design as noted; and (3) if any major geological
structures (i.e., faults, joints, etc.) are identified in the vicinity of the proposed new pit walls,
they shall be evaluated by a qualified geotechnical engineer, and associated recommendations
shall be incorporated into the project design and operational specifications (potentially
including efforts such as revising manufactured slope grades/dimensions, and/or modifying
proposed excavation to avoid problematic areas).
Timing : (1) Annually at a minimum; (2) at any time mining operations encounter conditions
that vary significantly from the geological and geotechnical models documented in the
August 2010 project Stability Evaluation; and (3) at any time that slopes developed
according to the recommendations of the August 2010 project Stability Evaluation show
indications of significant instability
Reporting: Annual DA Review and/or as is needed with Stability Evaluations that indicate
significant instability.
Responsible Agency: Qualified Geotechnical Engineer provided by project operator,
Nevada County Planning in Consultation with County Engineer.
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10. Erosion and Sediment Control (Mitigation Measure HYD-1).
HYD-1. In accordance with the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act, the applicant shall
adhere to all erosion and sediment control measures as identified in the Storm Water
Management Plan (SWMP; Golder 2010b) and 2011 Reclamation Plan (ESRS 2011) for the
project. Any revisions to the storm water management design for the project after project
approval shall be prepared by a qualified registered engineer and shall be provided to the
County for review and approval. The revised storm water management system shall be
designed to prevent discharge of storm water from the project site. As required, the applicant
shall update the SWMP based on the revised design or if required, shall file a Notice of Intent
to comply with the Industrial General Permit from the Regional Water Quality Control Board
(RWQCB).
The applicant shall provide the County Planning Department with an updated SWMP every
seven years which will also be tracked through the annual review of the Development
Agreement.
Timing : Prior to commencement of Phase II operations, updated SWMP submitted to
County every seven years and as needed for the duration of the life of the mine when the
quarry is in operation.
Reporting: Pre-Construction
Responsible Agency: Project Monitor/Operator; Qualified Engineer; Nevada County
Planning; Regional Water Quality Control Board
11. Hydrologic Monitoring of Dobbas Spring (Mitigation Measure HYD-2). HYD-2. The
project applicant and/or operator shall monitor precipitation levels at the project sit and flows
at Dobbas Spring on a monthly and annual basis. The results of this monitoring shall be
documented and submitted to the County on an annual basis, along with a summary description
of the resultant water balance (i.e., spring flow versus project-related use).

If the noted monitoring data indicate that current or projected future project-related water
demand equals or exceeds the flow at Dobbas Spring, the project applicant/operator shall adjust
quarry production and/or water supply source(s) accordingly. Specifically, this could include
an appropriate reduction of quarry production (with a corresponding reduction in water use),
and/or the procurement of alternate water supplies, such that water use from Dobbas Spring
does not exceed available supply.
Timing: Monthly monitoring submitted to the County Planning annually for the duration
of the life of the mine.
Reporting: Pre-Construction
Responsible Agency: County Planning, Project Monitor/Operator
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12. Avoid Impacts to Groundwater (Mitigation Measure HYD-3). The following avoidance
and minimization measures shall be implemented for the duration of operation of the project
to avoid impacts to groundwater resources in the project site:
• All imported fill material proposed for use as backfill at the project site shall be “clean” and
free from contaminants that are potentially deleterious to surface or groundwater, public health,
and the environment in general. The site operator shall visually inspect all imported fill loads
for debris and foreign material and shall maintain a written log of all imported fill loads.
• Because the imported fill shall come from a known, clean source, a chemical Inspection
would not be required. The inspection log shall include the name, source, address, phone
number and vehicle license plate number associated with each fill load, with this information
to be submitted to the County for review and verification on a monthly basis.
• All project-related vehicles and equipment shall be regularly inspected and maintained (per
manufacturer’s specifications) to ensure proper operation and minimize the potential for
accidental spills and leaks of associated pollutants.
• The project impact footprint shall be inspected by the site operator on a daily basis to
identify and (as necessary) maintained to identify/remove potential pollutant sources such
as trash/debris, spills of vehicle/equipment-related pollutants, and other potential
contaminants.
• Storage of potential pollutants (such as fuels and lubricants), as well as maintenance of
vehicles/equipment, shall not occur within the project site to reduce to potential for
discharge of associated contaminants.
• Appropriate containment and disposal shall be provided for project-generated solid waste
(e.g., operational and office trash/debris), through efforts such as use of appropriate
storage/containment facilities (e.g., enclosed dumpsters with lids, secondary containment
fencing, and an impermeable base), and contracting for regular pickup and disposal of solid
waste at an approved off-site facility.
 Training shall be provided at appropriate regular intervals to employees responsible for
activities related to installation, operation and/or maintenance of project equipment/vehicles,
mining activities, storm drain systems, and erosion/ sedimentation facilities and operations.
This training shall also include spill response procedures to ensure that staff are capable of
appropriately addressing issues and conditions related to pollutant discharge.
• Detailed records shall be kept on-site for efforts including inspections, maintenance
activities, corrective actions, material deliveries and inventories, testing/sampling results,
and spills and responses.
Timing: Throughout project operations when quarry is open, for the duration of the life of
the mine.
Reporting: Monthly when mine is in operation.
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning, Project Monitor/Operator;
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13. Avoid nesting birds (Mitigation Measure BIO-1). The removal of trees, vegetation, and soil
salvage from the Boca Quarry project site or
off-site roadway improvement area shall be limited to only those necessary to conduct the
approved activity. Tree and shrub removal or trimming and soil salvage shall occur outside of
the nesting season (between August 16 and January 14). Due to challenges with conducting
surveys of tall trees, it is particularly important to time removal of trees with diameter at breast
height exceeding 24 inches to be removed outside of the nesting season.
• If removal of trees or shrubs in the project site will occur during the nesting season (typically
January 15 to August 15, or as determined appropriate on a case-by-case basis by a qualified
biologist based on the habitat being removed), or if construction of the off-site roadway
improvement area is expected to be initiated during the nesting season, surveys for nesting
birds shall be conducted by a qualified biologist prior to removal of potentially suitable
nesting habitat. The surveys shall cover the proposed work area (off-site roadway
improvement area), or area of tree removal within the ultimate disturbed area and areas
within 300 feet. The nesting surveys shall take place at the time birds are most active,
typically between dawn and 11 a.m. The surveys may not occur more than 7 days prior to
the activities. If no nesting activity is observed during the surveys or within 300 feet of the
tree or vegetation to be removed or trimmed or soil to be salvaged, then no further
mitigation is necessary.
• If nesting raptors or other nesting migratory birds are identified during the surveys, then a
100-foot buffer shall be established for nesting passerines, and a 300 to 1,000-foot buffer
shall be established for nesting raptors at the discretion of the qualified biologist. Temporary
exclusionary fencing with signs describing the sensitivity of the area shall be installed to
establish the no-disturbance buffer around the nest.
o No trees or vegetation shall be removed or trimmed and no other earth-moving activity
shall occur within the established buffer until it is determined by a qualified biologist
that the young have fledged (that is, left the nest) and have attained sufficient mobility
to avoid project construction/mining zones.
o The size of the non-disturbance buffer may be altered if a qualified biologist conducts
behavioral observations and determines the nesting raptors or other migratory birds are
well acclimated to the disturbance. If this occurs, the biologist shall prescribe a modified
buffer that allows sufficient room to prevent undue disturbance/harassment to nesting
birds. If the buffer is reduced, the qualified biologist shall remain on site to monitor the
birds’ behavior during heavy construction. The biologist shall have the authority to stop
work if it is determined the project is adversely affecting nesting activities.
Timing: Prior to construction of off-site roadway improvements and prior to the
commencement of each phase of site preparation for Phase II and Phase III operations.
Reporting: Pre-Construction
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning
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14. Avoidance of Aquatic Habitats (Mitigation Measure BIO-2). Ground disturbing activities
and placement of fill in the Boca Quarry project site have been designed to avoid all identified
aquatic habitats in the project site. No impacts to aquatic habitats shall occur without first
obtaining the appropriate permits and approvals from the appropriate agency (U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers [USACE], RWQCB, and/or California Department of Fish and Wildlife
[CDFW]). The roadway improvements in the off-site roadway improvement area should be
designed to avoid all aquatic habitats identified in Figure 4.3-1b of the EIR for the project by
a minimum of 30 feet (Truckee River, Lemmon’s Willow Thicket, Wet Meadow, in the offsite roadway improvement area). The mapping of these habitats shall be included in the
roadway design plans with the distances from the edge of habitat to the cut/fill line shown. If
the project design is unable to avoid those habitats, then the applicant shall prepare a formal
wetland delineation including, at a minimum, the areas where improvements would be
constructed within 30 feet of the mapped aquatic habitats. In the event that wetlands that fall
under the jurisdiction of the USACE or the Lahontan RWQCB are found where excavation,
fill, or vegetation removal would be required for the improvements, the applicant shall modify
the improvement designs so as to minimize or eliminate direct impact. If the design of the
improvements cannot be revised so as to avoid all direct impact on wetlands, the applicant
shall obtain applicable authorizations and water quality certification and implement
compensatory or other mitigation actions that are required by the approvals. At a minimum,
the mitigation actions shall ensure that there is no net loss of wetland acreage or values.
Prior to issuance of the grading permit for the roadway improvements, the applicant shall
demonstrate to the County that: (1) all aquatic habitats are being sufficiently avoided, as
described above; or (2) the appropriate permits and approvals have been obtained to impact
waters of the U.S. and State and CDFW jurisdictional areas, if present, and any necessary
compensatory mitigation has been secured.
Timing: Prior to issuance of grading permits for the off-site roadway improvement area.
Reporting: Pre-Construction
Responsible Agency: Project Monitor/Operator; Qualified Engineer; Nevada County
Planning; Regional Water Quality Control Board
15. Water Quality Impacts on Biological Resources (Mitigation Measure BIO-3). Mitigation
measures HYD-1 and HYD-3 shall be implemented to reduce potentially significant impacts
on biological resources from reduced water quality to a level of less than significant.
Timing: Applies for the duration of operation of the mine.
Reporting: A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning;
16. Exterior Lighting (Mitigation Measure BIO-4). During and following all mining and
reclamation activities, all exterior lighting adjacent to undisturbed habitat shall be of the lowest
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illumination allowed for human safety, selectively placed, shielded, and directed away from
undisturbed habitat to the maximum extent practicable. All exterior lighting shall be manual
on/off and shall be turned on only for the duration of allowable, occasional night time
operations. No exterior lighting shall be allowed while the site is not in use.
Timing: Applies for the duration of operation of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning;

17. Vegetation and Dust Control (Mitigation Measure BIO-5). Mitigation Measure AQ-3 shall
be implemented to reduce the effects of dust on surrounding vegetation to less than significant
levels.
Timing: Applies for the duration of operation of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning; NSAQMD
18. Visual Resources (Mitigation Measure AES-1). Potential impacts to visual resources shall
be offset by spraying “Rock Varnish” (aka desert varnish) such as Nantina or PERMEON or
other functional equivalent on exposed upper cut face slopes immediately following the
completion of each phase of mining, to blend visually with undisturbed rock face and talus
following mining operations. The PERMEON (desert varnish) or approved equal, shall be
mixed with water in a 5:1 solution (i.e.: 20 gallons of PERMEON to 100 gallons of water). A
compressor shall be used to pressurize the spray to approximately 200 psi for application with
an agricultural-type hand-held nozzle sprayer. The desert varnish color can range from almost
black to a light tan, depending on the concentration of PERMEON and the number of coats to
be made. The solution shall be sprayed on until saturation. When first applied, the PERMEON
mixture would not have a tint, and the exposed rock initially returns to its original color as it
dries. The desired coloration process is activated by exposure to ultraviolet light from sunshine.
Timing: Immediately following the completion of each phase of mining
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement Report
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning
19. Traffic Control Plan (Mitigation Measure TRANS-1). Prior to the County issuing an
encroachment permit for the off-site roadway improvements, the Contractor shall prepare and
submit to the County for approval a traffic control plan consistent with County requirements
regarding traffic control during construction of the off-site roadway improvements. In all
instances, traffic flow through the off-site roadway improvement area shall be maintained for
the duration of construction..
Timing: Prior to issuance of the grading permit for the off-site roadway improvement area.
For implementation during construction of the off-site roadway improvement area.
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Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Department of Public Works
20. Use Permit w USFS for W. Hinton Road (Mitigation Measure TRANS-2). The applicant
shall maintain the Road Use Permit with the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) for use of West Hinton
Road through USFS lands for the duration of operation of the quarry. The applicant shall
submit documentation to the County prior to operation of the West Pit and annually thereafter
(or for another duration, based on the duration of the issued Road Use Permit) which
demonstrates the permit is valid.
Timing: For the duration of the life of the Mine
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement Report
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning

21. Haul Route (Mitigation Measure TRANS-3). The authorized haul route for operation of the
quarry is along Stampede Meadows Road and West Hinton Road between the I-80/Hirschdale
Road interchange and the quarry. The applicant shall not alter the haul route without prior
authorization from the County. No haul trucks shall be permitted to enter or leave the quarry
from the southern entrance of the project site, through the Community of Hirschdale. To
prevent haul truck traffic from inadvertently attempting to use the southern entrance or
otherwise traveling into residential communities south of I-80, temporary signs shall be
installed at the I-80/Hirschdale Road interchange off-ramp which shall depict the authorized
haul route to the quarry. The applicant shall maintain the signs
for the duration of operation of the mine.
Timing: Throughout the project operations when quarry is open, for the duration of the life
of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning and Department of Public Works
22. Off-site Road Improvements (Mitigation Measure TRANS-4). Prior to issuance of an
encroachment permit for the off-site roadway improvements, the proposed signage, roadway
widening, and sight distance improvements shall be reviewed and approved by the Nevada
County Department of Public Works. As a condition of approval, the applicant shall be
required to construct the proposed off-site roadway improvements along Stampede Meadows
Road between the I-80/Hirschdale Road interchange and West Hinton Road prior to
implementation of operations in the West Pit. The off-site roadway improvements including
the intersection improvements at Stampede Meadows Road and West Hinton Road, and the
proposed roadway widening shall be complete and operational prior to the addition of traffic
associated with operations in the West Pit. The applicant shall not implement operations in the
West Pit prior to receiving County approval that the off-site roadway improvements are
complete.
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Timing: Prior issuance of a construction permit for off-site roadway improvements and prior
to commencement of Phase II Operations.
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement Review
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning and Department of Public Works

23. Off-site Road Improvements- Road Widening (Mitigation Measure TRANS-5). The final
design for the roadway widening along Stampede Meadows Road shall include a smooth
pavement transition where West Hinton Road meets Stampede Meadows Road. The transition
shall be achieved by paving the approach to the paved road (Stampede Meadows Road) from
the unpaved Road (West Hinton Road). The distance of the paved approach and the transition
at the intersection shall be designed in accordance with County standards. The design shall be
incorporated into the roadway widening plans and shall be reviewed and approved by the
Nevada County Department of Public Works prior to issuance of an encroachment permit.
Timing: Prior issuance of a construction permit for off-site roadway improvements and prior
to commencement of Phase II Operations.
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement Review
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning and Department of Public Works
24. Operational Noise (Mitigation Measure NOI-1). Future residential development proposed
at any nearby parcels shall not be exposed to operational noise levels exceeding 55 dBA LEQ
(or 65 dBA LMAX) during daytime hours, or 50 dBA LEQ (or 65 dBA LMAX) during evening
hours, or 50 dBA LEQ (or 60 LMAX) during nighttime hours. Residential development within
1,250 feet of the ultimate disturbed area may be exposed to elevated noise levels. If a residence
is proposed within this setback, an acoustical analysis shall be provided paid for by the
applicant or the current operator of the facility. The noise analysis shall be conducted by a
qualified acoustical engineer to demonstrate that any future residences satisfies the exterior
and interior noise standards established by Nevada County. The analysis shall include an
ambient noise survey to quantify baseline conditions at a future residence which shall then be
used to develop offsets to the Nevada County noise standards, as appropriate. Updated setback
distances shall be established accounting for topography and equipment used at that time. The
acoustical analysis shall identify additional noise control measures to be incorporated into the
project operations at that time. Such measures could include the use of equipment noise
shielding, sound berms or barriers, or other feasible measures. If excavation activity is not
shown to be reduced to appropriate levels following mitigation, excavation activity within the
determined setback distances shall not occur.
Timing: This measure applies if noise sensitive land uses are developed at Receptor 14 during
the life of the mine. Upon commencement of nighttime quarry operations; ongoing throughout
nighttime project operations until Planning Department confirms monitoring is no longer
required.
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement Review
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning
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25. Heavy Traffic Noise (Mitigation Measure NOI-2). Future residential development proposed
at any nearby parcels shall not be exposed to heavy traffic noise levels exceeding 55 dBA LEQ
during daytime hours, or 50 dBA LEQ during evening or nighttime hours. Future residences
shall not be exposed to noise levels exceeding 65 dBA LMAX during daytime hours, 65 dBA
LMAX during evening hours, or 60 dBA LMAX during nighttime hours.
Future residential development proposed within 300 feet of the haul route may be exposed to
elevated noise levels. If a residence is proposed within these setbacks, an acoustical analysis
shall be provided and paid for by the applicant or the current operator of the project. The noise
analysis shall be conducted by a qualified acoustical engineer to demonstrate that any future
residences satisfies the exterior and interior noise standards established by Nevada County.
The analysis shall include an ambient noise survey to quantify baseline conditions at a future
residence which shall then be used to develop offsets to the Nevada County noise standards,
as appropriate. In addition, heavy truck passby noise level measurements shall be conducted
from the locations of the proposed residences to determine if haul truck noise levels would
exceed the adjusted noise level standards. The acoustical analysis shall identify additional
noise control measures to be incorporated into the project operations at that time. Such
measures could include the use of sound berms or barriers, relocation of the haul road to create
additional setbacks from the proposed residences, or other feasible measures.
Timing: This measure applies if noise sensitive land uses are developed at Receptors 12, 13,
and/or 14 during the life of the mine. Upon commencement of quarry operations; ongoing
throughout project operations.
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement Review
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning
26. Heavy Traffic Noise (Mitigation Measure NOI-3). Future residential development proposed
at any nearby parcels shall not be exposed to heavy traffic noise levels exceeding 55 dBA LEQ
during daytime hours, or 50 dBA LEQ during evening or nighttime hours. Future residences
shall not be exposed to noise levels exceeding 65 dBA LMAX during daytime hours, 65 dBA
LMAX during evening hours, or 60 dBA LMAX during nighttime hours.
Future residential development proposed within 300 feet of the haul route may be exposed to
elevated noise levels. If a residence is proposed within these setbacks, an acoustical analysis
shall be provided and paid for by the applicant or the current operator of the project. The noise
analysis shall be conducted by a qualified acoustical engineer to demonstrate that any future
residences satisfies the exterior and interior noise standards established by Nevada County.
The analysis shall include an ambient noise survey to quantify baseline conditions at a future
residence which shall then be used to develop offsets to the Nevada County noise standards,
as appropriate. In addition, heavy truck passby noise level measurements shall be conducted
from the locations of the proposed residences to determine if haul truck noise levels would
exceed the adjusted noise level standards. The acoustical analysis shall identify additional
noise control measures to be incorporated into the project operations at that time. Such
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measures could include the use of sound berms or barriers, relocation of the haul road to create
additional setbacks from the proposed residences, or other feasible measures.
Timing: Upon commencement of quarry operations; ongoing throughout the nighttime
project operations.
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement Review
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning
27. Receptor 7 Noise Monitoring (Mitigation Measure NOI-4). Once the West Pit is
operational, additional noise monitoring may be performed a Receptor 7 at the operator’s
expense. If this monitoring can confirm, to the satisfaction of the Nevada County Planning
Department, that operational noise levels do not exceed the evening and nighttime noise
standard of 48 dBA Leq at Receptor 7, then the County may extend the operating timeframe
(including excavation and processing) to between 6 a.m. and 9 p.m. If the intervening
topography and vegetation effectively reduce the operational noise limits to at or below the
nighttime 40 dBA LEQ standard, then this mitigation measure shall replace Mitigation
Measure NOI-1. If applicable, any operations that extend between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. shall be
limited to truck loading and unloading only. Adherence to this mitigation measure will reduce
the project’s nighttime noise impacts to less than significant.
Timing: Upon commencement of quarry operations; ongoing throughout the nighttime
project operations until Planning Department confirms monitoring is no longer required
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement Review
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning

28. Receptor 7 Noise Monitoring (Mitigation Measure NOI-5). The hours of operation for offsite roadway improvement construction activities, including grading, roadway construction
and vegetation clearance, shall be limited to the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Grading and improvement plans shall reflect the limited hours of operation.
Timing: Upon commencement of quarry operations; ongoing throughout the nighttime
project operations until Planning Department confirms monitoring is no longer required
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement Review
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning
29. Open Burning (Mitigation Measure AQ-1). . Prior to any open burning of vegetation, the
Project Applicant shall obtain a burn permit in accordance with the NSAQMD Regulation III,
Open Burning. All applicable requirements established for obtainment of a burn permit,
notification of the air district or other entities, and execution of burning authorized by the
permit shall be followed in accordance with NSAQMD Rules:
 308 – Land Development Clearing
 Rule 312 – Burning Permits
 Rule 313 – Burn Day
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314 – Minimum Drying Times
315 – Burning Management Requirements
Rule 316 – Burn Plan Preparation
 Rule
 Rule

Timing: Prior to open burning. Applies for the duration of the life of the mine.
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement Review
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning, NSAQMD

30. Diesel Control Measures (Mitigation Measure AQ-2). Diesel control measures including,
but not limited to the following, shall be incorporated by the applicant into contract
specifications for all on- and off-road equipment:
 To minimize potential diesel emission impacts on nearby receptors (pursuant to NSAQMD
Regulation 2, Rule 205, Nuisance), heavy duty diesel equipment shall be properly tuned. A
schedule of tune-ups shall be developed and performed for all equipment operating within the
project area, particularly for haul and delivery trucks. A log of required tune-ups shall be
maintained and a copy of the log shall be submitted to County for review every 2,000 service
hours.
 To minimize diesel emission impacts, contracts shall require off-road compression ignition
equipment operators to reduce unnecessary idling with a two-minute time limit.
 On-road and off-road material hauling vehicles shall shut off engines while queuing for
loading and unloading for time periods longer that two minutes.
 Off-road diesel equipment shall be fitted with verified diesel emission control systems (e.g.,
diesel oxidation catalysts) to the extent reasonably and economically feasible.
 Off-road diesel equipment shall utilize alternative fuel equipment (i.e., compressed or
liquefied natural gas, biodiesel, electric) to the extent reasonably and economically feasible.
Timing: Prior to open burning. Applies for the duration of the life of the mine.
Reporting: Annual Development Agreement Review
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning, NSAQMD
31. Dust Control (Mitigation Measure AQ-3). The applicant shall comply with NSAQMD Rule
226, which requires implementation of feasible dust control measures which may include, but
are not limited to the following:
 Ensure no visible dust emissions occurs beyond the property line;
 Ensure no dust emissions exceeding 20 percent opacity occur anywhere on the property;
 Ensure no offsite increase in ambient PM10 concentrations greater than 50 µg/m3 occur;
 Ensure no track-out exceeding 25 feet from the property occurs;
 Employ a dust control supervisor who has the authority to expeditiously employ sufficient
dust mitigation measures to ensure compliance;
 Water to maintain soil moisture at 12 percent on haul roads and other active unpaved surfaces
that are not chemically stabilized;
 Water to prevent visible dust more than 100 feet from any earth moving or mining activity;
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Utilize watering, dust suppressants, larger aggregate cover, and revegetation in inactive,
disturbed areas to prevent wind driven dust;
Water unpaved roads daily, and limit the speed on unpaved roads to 15 mph;
Utilize chemical stabilization, watering covering, and enclosure of storage piles;
Conduct sweeping of paved roads at the end of each workday shift, utilizing certified
sweepers;
Conduct prompt cleanup of any spilled material and stabilization of any spilled material
storage piles at a minimum frequency of daily at the end of each work day;
Utilize dust suppressants or other dust control methods on conveyors, loading, unloading, or
transferring activities;
Utilize baghouse emission controls on screening and crushing activities or other dust control
measures to meet the visible emission limits;
Conduct chemical stabilization of unpaved haul roads;
Cover or otherwise stabilize aggregate loads (i.e., loads to remain 6 inches from the upper
edge of the container area) to avoid dust emissions from product transport trucks in
compliance with California Vehicle Code No. 23114;
Utilize wheel washers, rumble grate, and paving of internal roads or use of dust palliatives on
roads to eliminate track out.
Suspend excavation and grading activity when sustained winds make reasonable dust control
difficult to implement, e.g., for winds over 25 miles per hour.
Limit the area subject to blasting, mining, and other operational activity at any one time, as
feasible.














Timing: Applies for the duration of the life of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning, NSAQMD
32. Diesel Control Measures (Mitigation Measure AQ-4). Prior to issuance of the
encroachment permit for the off-site roadway improvements and prior to commencing
operations in the West Pit, the work area shall be evaluated by a qualified individual to
determine the presence/absence of asbestos containing materials. The results of the analyses
shall be provided to the Nevada County Department of Environmental Health (NCDEH),
Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA).
If naturally occurring asbestos is found at the project site, the Project Applicant shall prepare
an Asbestos Health and Safety Program and an Asbestos Dust Control Plan for approval by
CUPA. The Asbestos Health and Safety Program and Asbestos Dust Control Plan may
include, but is not limited to, the following:


Equipment operator safety requirements: protective clothing, breathing apparatuses to
prevent inhalation of airborne asbestos fibers,


Dust mitigation measures: continually water site to prevent airborne dust migration, cover
all vehicle that haul materials from the site,
Identification of CUPA-approved disposal areas for all excavated materials.
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Timing: Applies for the duration of the life of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning, NSAQMD, CUPA
33. Hazardous Material Storage (Mitigation Measure HAZ-1). Should the hazardous
materials used for operation of the mine be relocated and stored on the project site, the
applicant must adhere to all applicable codes and regulations regarding the storage of
hazardous materials and the generation of hazardous wastes set forth in the California Health
and Safety Code Sections 25500 – 25519 and 25100 – 25258.2 including the electronic
reporting requirement to the California Environmental Reporting System. The applicant shall
apply for and obtain a permit for the storage of hazardous materials and the generation of
hazardous wastes from the NCDEH, CUPA. The operator shall secure and annually renew the
permit for this facility within 30 days of becoming subject to applicable regulations.
The building’s design for the storage of ammonium nitrate or other blasting materials shall
meet the criteria for such buildings as designated by OSHA and the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives.
Timing: Applies for routine transport, use, or disposal, and if hazardous materials are
stored on the site. Prior to commencement of Phase II operations; ongoing throughout
project operations
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning, Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA); County Environmental Health CUPA
34. Hazardous Materials Business Plan (Mitigation Measure HAZ-2). In order to protect the
public from potential release of hazardous materials, the project applicant shall prepare and
implement a Hazardous Materials Business Plan (HMBP) in accordance with the requirements
of the County Public Health Department Environmental Services Division and the Hazardous
Materials Release Response Plan and Inventory Act of 1985. Under this state law, the
applicant is required to prepare an HMBP to be submitted to the County Public Health
Department, Environmental Health Services Division, which is the Certified Unified Program
Agency for the County, or can be filed through the California Environmental Reporting
System. The HMBP shall include a hazardous material inventory, emergency response
procedures, training program information, and basic information on the location, type,
quantity, and health risks of hazardous materials stored, used, or disposed of at the proposed
project site. The HMBP shall include an inventory of the hazardous waste generated on-site,
and would specify procedures for proper disposal. As required, hazardous waste would be
transported by a licensed hauler and disposed of at a licensed facility. According to the HMBP
reporting requirements, workers must be trained to respond to releases of hazardous materials
in accordance with State and federal laws and regulations governing hazardous materials and
hazardous waste (e.g., HAZWOPER training required by OSHA). Any accidental release of
small quantities of hazardous materials shall be promptly contained and abated in accordance
with applicable regulatory requirements and reported to the Environmental Health Services
Division. As the Certified Unified Program Agency for the County, the Environmental Health
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Services Division of the County Public Health Department is responsible for implementation
and enforcement of HMBPs.
Timing: Applies of hazardous materials are stored on the site. Prior to commencement of
Phase II operations; ongoing throughout project operations. Applies for the duration of
the life of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning, County Environmental Health CUPA
35. Combustible Materials (Mitigation Measure HAZ-3). Construction contractors and/or the
site operator shall ensure that during construction and/or during vegetation clearing of the mine,
all areas of the construction site and/or the mine in which spark-producing equipment and
vehicles may operate shall be cleared of dried vegetation or other materials that could serve as
fuel for combustion. This includes parking areas, staging areas, and the construction zone. The
contractor shall keep these areas clear of combustible materials for the duration of construction.
Timing: Applies of hazardous materials are stored on the site. Prior to commencement of
Phase II operations; ongoing throughout project operations. Applies for the duration of
the life of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning, County Environmental Health CUPA
36. Spark Arresters (Mitigation Measure HAZ-4). Construction contractors and/or the site
operator shall ensure that all equipment with internal combustible engines will be equipped
with a spark arrester that shall be maintained in good working order. This includes, but is not
limited to, vehicles, heavy equipment, and chainsaws.
Timing: Prior to and during construction of the off-site roadway improvement area. Prior
to commencement of Phase II operations; ongoing throughout project operations. Applies
for the duration of the life of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning
37. Previously Unknown Resources (Mitigation Measure CUL-1). It is possible that grounddisturbing activities during construction may uncover previously unknown resources that meet
the criteria for historical resources under CEQA. In the event that buried cultural resources are
discovered during construction, operations shall stop within 50 feet of the find and a qualified
archaeologist shall be consulted to determine whether the resource is potentially eligible for
listing on the CRHR. The Washoe Tribe shall also be notified of the discovery. The applicant
shall include a standard inadvertent discovery clause in every construction contract to inform
contractors of this requirement.
If the archaeologist determines that construction activities could damage a potential historical
resource, mitigation will be implemented in accordance with Section 15126.4 of the State
CEQA Guidelines. If avoidance of the site is not feasible, a qualified archaeologist will prepare
and implement a detailed treatment plan in consultation with the County. Treatment for most
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historical resources would consist of (but would not be not limited to) documentation of the
resource on the appropriate DPR 523-series forms, sample excavation and artifact collection
(if appropriate), and historical research. The treatment plan will include provisions for analysis
of data in a regional context, reporting of results in a timely manner, curation of artifacts and
data at an approved facility, and dissemination of reports to local and state repositories,
libraries, and interested professionals.
Timing: Prior to and during construction of the off-site roadway improvement area. Prior
to commencement of Phase II operations; ongoing throughout project operations. Applies
for the duration of the life of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning
38. Discovered Archaeological Resources (Mitigation Measure CUL-2) In the event that
archaeological resources are discovered during construction, Mitigation Measure CUL-1 shall
first be applied. If the qualified archaeologist determines that the find does not meet the criteria
of a historical resource under CEQA, the criteria of a unique archaeological resource described
in Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 21083.2(g) shall be applied.
If the archaeologist determines that construction activities could damage a resource that meets
the criteria of a unique archaeological resource, mitigation will be implemented in accordance
with PRC Section 21083.2 and Section 15126.4 of the CEQA Guidelines. The applicant shall
include a standard inadvertent discovery clause in every construction contract to inform
contractors of this requirement. Consistent with Section 15126.4(b)(3), mitigation may be
accomplished through planning construction to avoid the resource; incorporating the resource
within open space; capping and covering the resource; or deeding the site into a permanent
conservation easement. If preservation in place is not feasible, a qualified archaeologist will
prepare and implement a detailed treatment plan in consultation with the County. Treatment of
unique archaeological resources may consist of (but would not be not limited to) sample
excavation, artifact collection, site documentation on DPR 523 forms, and historical research,
with the aim to target the recovery of important scientific data contained in the portion(s) of
the significant resource to be impacted by the project. The treatment plan will include
provisions for analysis of data in a regional context, reporting of results in a timely manner,
curation of artifacts and data at an approved facility, and dissemination of reports to local and
state repositories, libraries, and interested professionals.
Timing: Prior to and during construction of the off-site roadway improvement area. Prior
to commencement of Phase II operations; ongoing throughout project operations. Applies
for the duration of the life of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning
39. Discovered Fossils (Mitigation Measure CUL-3). In the event a fossil is discovered during
construction for the proposed project, excavations within 50 feet of the find shall be
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temporarily halted or delayed until the discovery is examined by a qualified paleontologist in
accordance with Society of Vertebrate Paleontology standards. If the find is determined to be
significant and if avoidance is not feasible, the paleontologist shall design and carry out a data
recovery plan consistent with the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology standards. The applicant
shall include a standard inadvertent discovery clause in every construction contract to inform
contractors of this requirement.
Timing: Prior to and during construction of the off-site roadway improvement area. Prior
to commencement of Phase II operations; ongoing throughout project operations. Applies
for the duration of the life of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning
40. Discovery of Human Remains (Mitigation Measure CUL-4). In the event of the accidental
discovery or recognition of any human remains, State CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5;
Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5; PRC Section 5097.94 and Section 5097.98 must be
followed. If during project development there is accidental discovery or recognition of any
human remains, the following steps shall be taken:
a. There shall be no further excavation or disturbance of the site or any nearby area reasonably
suspected to overlie adjacent human remains until the County Coroner is contacted to
determine if the remains are Native American and if an investigation of the cause of death is
required. If the coroner determines the remains are Native American, the coroner shall contact
the California Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) within 24 hours, and the
NAHC shall identify the person or persons it believes to be the “most likely descendant”
(MLD) of the deceased Native American(s). The MLD shall make recommendations to the
landowner or the person responsible for the excavation work within 48 hours, for means of
treating or disposing of, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and any associated grave
goods as provided in PRC Section 5097.98.
b.

Where the following conditions occur, the landowner or his authorized representative shall
rebury the Native American human remains and associated grave goods with appropriate
dignity either in accordance with the recommendations of MLD or on the project site in a
location not subject to further subsurface disturbance:
i.

The NAHC is unable to identify a MLD or the MLD failed to make a recommendation
within 48 hours after being notified by the commission.

ii.

The descendant identified fails to make a recommendation.

iii.

The landowner or his authorized representative rejects the recommendation of the
descendant, and mediation by the NAHC fails to provide measures acceptable to the
landowner.
Timing: Prior to and during construction – this mitigation measure shall be included in
all construction documents for implementation during construction. Prior to
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commencement of Phase II operations; ongoing throughout project operations. Applies for
the duration of the life of the mine.
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning, County Coroner
41. Cumulative Considerable Impacts to Mule Deer Heard (Mitigation Measure CUM-1A).
The Reclamation Plan for the project shall identify the following phasing: Prior to
commencement of year five of the operation within Phase 2, the Phase 1 quarry area
(excluding the processing and stockpile areas) reclamation and re-vegetation activities shall
be fully installed. This mitigation would allow the re-vegetation in Phase 1 to establish itself
before encroachment into the Phase 3 area begins, thereby providing new habitat, as required
in Mitigation Measure CUM-1A, for the local mule deer herd. Prior to commencement of
operations in the West Pit, the applicant shall submit to the County a monitoring plan for
monitoring the success of the revegetation efforts as they relate to the mule deer. The
monitoring plan shall include provisions for monitoring and annual reporting to the County
and shall include provisions for adjusting the reclamation efforts as needed, before the end of
the active mining activities.
Timing: Prior to commencement of Phase II operations, and for duration of project
operations (including post reclamation monitoring). This measure will be incorporated
into the Reclamation Plan for the project
Reporting: N/A
Responsible Agency: Nevada County Planning

B.

BUILDING DEPARTMENT

1. Prior to any disturbance and/or construction a Grading Permit Application must be submitted
to the Building Department and a Grading Permit approved for the above project description.
2. Clearly reflect on your grading permit submittal plans those items required by Code including
but not limited to:
 Construction and disturbance areas including staging and storage
 Placement of vegetation protective fencing, temporary and permanent erosion control
measures
 Construction ingress and egress
 Emergency ingress and egress
3. Special Inspection Agreement: Completion of the County of Nevada Special Inspection
Agreement will be required at time of grading permit submittal for all required special
inspections.
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4. Implement project erosion and sediment control plan: The Use Permit will include the final
version of the Management Plan’s Erosion and Sediment Control Plan and will specify
water quality control measures to be applied to the project area and shown on project
improvement plans and grading plans as required by the County and identification of any
corrective measures to address unexpected water quality impacts.
C.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

1.

Any improvements on the public right of way would require an encroachment permit prior
to construction. (Note: In addition to grading, paving and construction, vegetation
management to maintain egress safety and fire safety within the public right of way also
requires an encroachment permit.)

D.

WASHOE TRIBE OF NEVADA AND CALIFORNIA

1.

Coordinate with the tribe to develop a standard operating procedure, points of contact,
timeline and schedule for the project so all possible damages can be avoided or alternatives
and cumulative impacts can be properly assessed.

E.

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH & WILDLIFE

1.

Pursuant to Section 21089 of the California Public Resource Code and Section 711.4 et.
seq. of the California Fish & Wildlife Code, a fee in the amount of $3,271.00 must be paid
as a condition of filing the Notice of Determination for this project. This fee must be
submitted to the Planning Department within 5 days of the permit approval with the check
made payable to the County Clerk, County of Nevada. Without payment of this fee, the 30day Statute of Limitations on court challenges to this project's approved environmental
document will remain open, which could affect the permit validity. This fee is required to
be collected on behalf of the State Department of Fish & Wildlife.
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Project Summary

Operation Name:

Boca Quarry

California Mine

91 -29-0018

Identification Number:
Mine Operator:

Teichert Aggregates

Street Address or P.O. Box:

3500 American River Drive

City, State, Zip Code:

Sacramento, California 95864

Telephone Number:
Contact Person:

Jeff Thatcher

Owner of Property:

Pamela Dobbas

Owner of Mineral Rights:

Pamela Dobbas

Street Address or P.O. Box:

8260 Hubbard Road

City, State, Zip Code:

Auburn, CA 95602

Telephone Number:

(530) 823-5424

Location:

Approximately one mile northeast of the City of Hirschdale
and 7 air (8 road) miles east of the Town of Truckee (Figure 1).

Assessor's Parcel Numbers:

48-090-12 and 48-200-03 (see Appendix A, Site Legal
Description)

Section, Township and Range: Section 26 and 27, Township 18 North, Range 17 East, Mount

Diablo Base and Meridian (see Appendix A, Site Legal
Description)
Latitude and Longitude

Latitude: N 39-37738°

(at center of project):

Longitude: W 120.06641°

Directions to the site:

From Interstate 80 East take the Hirschdale Road exit, turn
left on Stampede Meadows Road (County Road 894Aa1),
then turn right and follow West Hinton Road east and south to
the Project Site.
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Total parcel size(s):

230±

Total area to be mined:

Approximately 158 acres of total disturbance

Total area to be reclaimed:

Approximately 114 acres

acres

Quantity and type of

Up to 17 million tons (13 million cu. yd.) of construction

materials to be mined:

aggregates.

Proposed start-up date

Anticipated Start-up: Existing operation ongoing

and termination date:

Expansion operation: May 2010
Anticipated Termination: May 2070

Potential land use

The site will be reclaimed to an open space condition as

after reclamation:

allowed under the existing County Zoning Code designation
of Forest (FR).

2
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SECTION 1

I Purpose and Objectives

1.1 SITE LOCATION AND SIZE
In this Reclamation Plan and associated documents, the term "Project Site" means the
entire (approximately) 230-acre area of the two parcels in the eastern portion of Nevada
County on Assessor Parcel Numbers (APN) 48-090-12 and 48-200-03, Mount Diablo Base and
Meridian. The actual mining project will be carried out within a portion of these parcels,
approximately 158 acres in area, that is referred to as the "Ultimate Disturbed Area". The
term "Project region" is not a precisely circumscribed area, but is used in discussions of
climate, biological resources, and so on, to refer to the general region of eastern Nevada
County east of the Town of Truckee.
The site lies in Sections 26 and 27 of Township 18 North, Range 17 East, shown on the Boca California
7.5 U.S. Geological Service topographic map. The site is located approximately one mile northeast
of the community of Hirschdale and about eight road miles east of the town of Truckee (see Figure
1, Regional Location, and Figure 2, Site Location). Under a separate project, a new paved County
road will be built, extending south from West Hinton Road through APN 48-200-03 (see Figure 2
for proposed alignment). Paved County roads also currently provide access to the Project Site via
Hirschdale Road; however, this latter access will not be used for mine operations or for commercial trucking access, though some light vehicles or emergency vehicles (fire department, rescue,
or medical emergency vehicles) may access the site from Hirschdale Road. After the new County
road is completed, the Hirschdale Road access will be closed to all vehicles.

1.2 PURPOSE OF PLAN
This Reclamation Plan for the Boca Quarry has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the California Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA) found in California Public
Resources Code (PRC) Section 2710 et seq., Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR)
Section 3700 et seq. and Nevada County's (the Lead Agency) implementing ordinance as specified in the Nevada County Land Use Code (Chapter 11).
This document serves several purposes:
• It provides required contents for a reclamation plan as specified in PRC §2772
and CCR §3502;
• It provides a list of intended actions necessary to comply with Annual Minimum
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Practices (CCR §3503) and Reclamation Standards (CCR §38oo et. seq.), where
required, as part of operations or final reclamation;
• It will serve as a reference manual for the mine operator to guide site development consistent with the approved mining and reclamation plan, and assist in
regulatory compliance for operational activities;
• It describes operational actions and monitoring specifications that will assist the
Lead Agency in monitoring ongoing compliance with the approved plan; and
• It provides for a set of actions to be taken in the event the operation were to
become idle, which are consistent with specified reclamation actions during
operations and consistent with the final reclamation plan.
SMARA's reclamation plan requirements are found primarily in PRC §2772 and in CCR §3502.
Minimum operating standards (CCR §3503) and reclamation performance standards (CCR §3700
et. seq.), as applicable to the operation and its approved plan, must be met during operations and
reclamation. This plan employs a comprehensive approach to the statute and regulations to avoid
ambiguity in determining regulatory compliance during operations and following reclamation.

1.3 RECLAMATION OBJECTIVES
The reclamation actions in this plan are specifically developed and formatted to address the funda mental objectives of SMARA and its implementing regulations. This Reclamation Plan provides
corresponding actions designed to meet the following primary physical reclamation treatment
objectives for the disturbed lands at this site:
• Minimize offsite effects of erosion and sedimentation through surface drainage
designed to retain and/or infiltrate surface waters on-site.
• Maximize aggregate materials production through long term development
of a single site, which increases the efficiency of production of construction
aggregates, while minimizing the surface disturbance of new lands for mineral
production.
• Develop mineral resources as private lands, minimizing potential public exposure
to mining operations and post-reclamation quarries, while developing slopes
and public right of way setbacks that provide for safety and long term stability.
• Implement a revegetation program consistent with surrounding vegetation and
designed to establish self-sustaining vegetation.
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1.4 POST-MINING LAND USE AND RECLAMATION OVERVIEW
SMARA requires a description of the "proposed use or potential uses" (or "end use") of a mined
site after reclamation.
The site will be reclaimed to an open space condition as allowed under the existing County Zoning
Code designation of forest which provides for production, protection, and management of timber
(and support uses), equipment storage, temporary offices, low intensity recreational uses, and
open space. The revegetation concept is not directed toward any specific wildlife or plant species
habitat goal; rather, it is intended to reinitiate ecological succession into a generally similar vegetation composition to that which occurs presently. Therefore, it will serve to re-create a range of
wildlife habitat conditions and resources that is similar to the present range of conditions; consequently, the reclaimed Project site can be expected to support the current wildlife uses.
Following mining, the Operator will reclaim the site, which will encompass the following types
of activities:
• Hardrock cut slopes will be reduced to an angle that is consistent with engineering practice for long-term stability.
• Surfaces will be graded to ensure proper drainage.
• Equipment and facilities related to mining will be removed during reclamation
so that subsequent land uses are not encumbered.
Mined areas (except unweathered rock slopes that are too steep for placement of reclamation
growth media) will be resoiled and revegetated. Revegetation will include backfill with noncommercial or other rock materials and/or, overburden application of topsoil, and seeding with
native species. Clean (uncontaminated) fill materials may be imported to supplement the available growth media.
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SECTION 2

I Site Description and Environmental Setting

2.1 PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Geology
The Project Site is characterized by a sequence of volcanic and sedimentary rocks of Pleistocene age that
are locally overlain by a veneer of recent sediments. This overburden can be as much as 35 feet deep.
The volcanics, up to 170 feet thick, consist of basalt flows, some vesicular in nature, with fragmental
flow top breccias. Volcanic cinder and ash deposits, as well as minor occurrences of welded rhyolitic tuff, are also present in the sequence. Fractures within the dense portions of the basalt flows
are locally filled by clay accumulations that probably infiltrated down from the surface.
In the north part of the West Pit specifically, the rock is composed of a series of generally horizontal basalt flows separated by layers of ash and tuff or intervals of basalt boudlers, cobbles, and
rubble. In the south part of the West Pit, soil, basalt, and rhyolitic tuff are exposed at the surface
and are underlain by a layer consisting of basalt boulders in a clay matrix and locally interbedded
with cinders. The basalt boulder layer is underlain by another layer of lithic tuff. The lithic tuff in
the south part of the pit is generally poorly consolidated and moderately to strongly clay altered.
Additional geological detail is included in the stability evaluation (Golder, 2010; Appendix C).
The bottom of the volcanic sequence overlies sedimentary claystone and sandstone sediments.
The sedimentary sequence was not penetrated by the exploratory drilling but was more than 45
feet thick in one hole.

Soils
The Project Site is located on the eastern flank of the Sierra Nevada Mountains in the northern
High Sierra Nevada district of the California Floristic Province. It is within Climate Zone 2 and is
characterized by cold winters and a frost-free season of only 20-30 days, so all of the soils types
are characterized as "frigid". The elevation of the Project Site ranges from 5,700 to 6,200 feet above
mean sea level (amsl), and the terrain is mostly steep and rugged (see Figure 3, Existing Conditions: Aerial Photograph/Topography).
Figure 4, Soils, depicts soil map units that are found within the Project Site. The following soils
occur within the Ultimate Disturbed Area, listed in order of decreasing area:
• Kyburz-Rock Outcrop-Trojan complex, 2 to 30 and 30 to 50 percent slopes
• Cinder land-Sierraville-Kyburz complex, 30 to 50 percent slopies
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• Rubble-Lang-Jorge complex, 30 to 75 percent slopes
• Sierra-Trojan-Kyburz complex, 2 to 30 percent slopes
As is evident from the names of the map units, the area is pedologically complex, and the various
soils types and exposed bedrock are distributed in a complicated mosaic of surface exposures,
which was not mapped in detail in the soil survey.
Kyburz series is the soil type that occurs over most of the Ultimate Disturbed Area, specifically
in the lowest bench of the West Pit. This soil is derived from volcanic rock and lake sediments,
relatively highly weathered. They are classified as Ultic Haploxeralfs; Alfisols are well drained and
are generally good soils to support plant growth, subject to climatic and some other limitations.
The upper (A and B) horizons of these soils are sandy loams containing 15 to 20 percent gravel or
cobble, and becoming increasingly acid below (down to a pH of 5 .0). Fractured andesite is encountered at a relatively shallow depth (34 inches in the typical profile).
Sierraville series consist of fine montmorillonitic stony sandy loams derived from basic volcanic
rocks, and are also classified as Ultic Haploxeralfs. They differ from Kyburz soils primarily in being
deeper to bedrock, less acidic, and in lacking the component of lake-derived material. Rock
content is similar.
Trojan series soils are also much deeper than Kyburz and differ from both of the preceding
types in being mollisols (specifically, Ultic Argixerolls) and having much lower content of stones.
Trojan soils are derived from both basaltic and andesitic volcanic rocks, specifically from breccias, which are usually a mixture of igneous rock types. As a mollisol, Trojan soils have a deeper
A horizon than the other two main soils of the Project site, with organic material well distributed throughout by the action of burrowing rodents; therefore it is highly suitable for recovery
and use in reclamation.
Jorge series soils occur in a complex with exposed rock (talus) covering the upper slopes of the
mining area. Being formed from volcanic flow rocks, they are skeletal sandy loams (also Ultic
Haploxeralfs) with chemistry that is slightly acid at the surface to strongly acid at depth. Rock
content may be less than 20 percent near the surface but is typically about 50 percent throughout
most of the profile.
Cinder, rubble, and rock outcrop land coverage represents exposed volcanic material of textures
varying from porous to talus to monolithic outcrops.
An important characteristic of the soils of the Ultimate Disturbed Area is their moderate to high
content of rock fragments of various sizes (gravel to cobble). This content of small rocks has useful
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functions in soil ecology and in surface erosion control, and, if not screened out as a commercial product, may remain with the salvaged soil when it is used for reclamation, up to about 25
percent of soil volume. Examination of the soil surface in many types of habitats both within
the Project site and generally in the region shows that a thin natural rock mulch layer is often
present on top of the soil itself. This layer functions Similarly to an applied organic mulch: it is
important in erosion control, reduces water loss, moderates soil temperature, creates crevices
in which seeds become wedged and germinate, and provides protective cover for organisms
such as ants which are important in soil permeability and nutrient cycling . Retaining a moderate
proportion of small stones within the reclamation growth medium provides a means of reestablishing this natural rock mulch as revegetation proceeds.
Another notable characteristic of the mapped soils types is their acidity at depth. This is a common
characteristic of soils of the Project region and does not preclude the root systems of the locally
native plants from growing into these moderately to strongly acidic soil strata.

Hydrology
There are no surface water features within the proposed area of disturbance; the low points of
topographic valleys do not exhibit the surface indicators of seasonal or ephemeral tributaries
(Lichvar and McColley, 2008). A spring and associated spring catchment, currently utilized by the
property owner for commercial water bottling business, is located on the southern portion of the
private properties within which the mining site is located. The spring and pond are not within
the Ultimate Disturbed Area and will not be affected by expansion operations.
Groundwater has not been encountered in existing East Pit mining operations and is located
below the proposed maximum depth of the expanded mining area.

Climate
The Project site lies to the east of Truckee, within the rain shadow of the Sierra Nevada crest but also
still within the zone of orographic (elevationally-driven) precipitation. Average annual precipitation
is approximately 22 inches of water, with 75 percent of that total arriving in the months November
through March (WRCC, 2009); thus, essentially outside the growing season. In other words, the average
amount of summertime precipitation is similar to, or even lower than, the amount of summertime
precipitation in the intermountain deserts to the east, but with a colder overall climate. In brief, the
cold but arid climate of the Project site precludes establishment and long-term sustainability of a
high absolute cover plant community comprised primarily of grasses. This contrasts markedly with
the circumstances of lower elevation sites, where temperatures are sufficiently warm for the growth
of cool season grasses during the time that water is available. As noted below, the existing vegetation of the site does not feature any plant communities with a high proportion or absolute cover of
grasses, and therefore such communities are not the long-term reclamation target.
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2.2 VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE
Biological field studies have been carried out in 2006, 2007, and 2009 by EcoSynthesis: a general
biological inventory and floristic plant survey covering the Project Site; additional general inventory and plant survey of the current (Forest Service) access road corridor; and a study of deer sign
in area including the Ultimate Disturbed Area and much of the surrounding lands Background
research included previous environmental studies conducted on the Project site and a California
Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) data search for special status plant and animal species with
documented occurrences within the vicinity. These studies have been combined into one updated
biological inventory report (Juncosa, 2009).

Vegetation
The main plant communities within the Project Site include Jeffrey pine/antelope bitterbrush,
bitterbrush scrub, and curl-leaf mountain mahogany woodland (California Department of Fish &
Game [DFG], 2003). Many large areas of rock outcrops and talus fields, virtually devoid of vegetation, are also present. Very small areas of wetland and riparian vegetation occur within the Project
Site, but well outside the Ultimate Disturbed Area. Vegetation information provided here is a
brief summary; refer to Juncosa (2009) for additional detail.

JEFFREY PINE / BITTERBRU SH
The predominant community on the Project Site in terms of area is Jeffrey pine/antelope bitterbrush, with a structure varying from moderate crown closure pine woodland to very open forest
with a lower stratum of shrubs. Within this cover type, the average density of trees that are large
enough to be seen in the aerial photograph and counted is approximately 20 trees per acre; a
relatively low density in the context of regional pine/bitterbrush habitats.
The dominant tree is Jeffrey pine (Pinus jeffreyi), but white fir (Abies concolor) also occurs, as well as
some possible ponderosa pines (Pinus ponderosa; difficult to discriminate reliably from Jeffrey pine
without perfect identifying material). Antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata var. tridentata and var.

glandulosa) is the predominant understory shrub, mixed with varying amounts of wax currant (Ribes
cereum), mountain sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata ssp. vaseyi), rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus),
Utah service-berry (Amelanchier utahensis), green-leaf manzanita (Arctostaphylos patula) and squaw
carpet (Ceanothus prostratus) and other species. Grasses (mostly native, specifically squirreltail, Elymus

elymoides) and forbs provide a very small proportion of the understory cover and biomass.
The forested habitat in the westernmost portion of the Project Site supports several live, large
diameter (> 30 inches diameter at breast height [dbh]) white fir and Jeffrey pine trees. Conifer
trees exceeding 30 inches dbh are common throughout the northern Sierra Nevada, and there
are no landmark designations for conifers in Nevada County.
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SHRUB COMMUNITIES
Areas in the Project Site with soils that are too scanty to support coniferous trees are vegetated
mostly by bitterbrush scrub. Although these scrub areas are generally dominated by antelope
bitterbrush, the same associated shrubby species noted above for the pine-bitterbrush habitat
also occur in the scrub. Locally (in irregularly shaped and generally very small patches), the shrub
communities are dominated by other species such as tobacco brush (Ceanothus velutinus var. velutinus), curl-leaf mountain-mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius var. intermontanus), and/or Sierra (bitter)

cherry (Prunus emarginatus). Tobacco brush colonizes post-fire landscapes in the Project region
and is particularly abundant west of the mining area itself, where a fire occurred in pine-bitterbrush habitat decades ago. Sierra cherry and especially mountain-mahogany occur primarily in
very rocky portions of the site, including some areas with virtually no exposed soil on the ground
surface; this is significant from the standpoint of reclamation practice. Also, bitterbrush, cherry,
and mountain-mahogany are all in the rose family and are therefore highly favored browse plants
for mule deer. Thus, plants which grow well on seemingly relatively poor substrates are also valuable for one aspect of the post-mining open space land use.
Common herbaceous species in open or disturbed areas include cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum),
gayophytum (Gayophytum diffusum var. parviflorum), blazing star (Mentzelia laevicaulis), and woolly
mullein (Verbascum thapsus). No endangered or special status plant species were observed. A
complete list of the plant species identified within the Ultimate Disturbed Area and access road
corridor is included in Appendix B.

SPE CIA L-S TATU S SPECIE S
Potentially suitable habitat for four special-status plant species occurs within the Project Site):
Donner Pass buckwheat (Eriogonum umbel/atum var. torreyanum), Carson Range rock cress (Arabis
rigidissima var. demota), Mingan moonwort (Botrychium minganense), and Plumas ivesia (Ivesia sericoleuca). None of these species were observed within the Ultimate Disturbed Area during the field

review, which included plant surveys carried out throughout that area and the access road alignment during the peak of blooming season for these species, over the course of two study years.

QUA NTITATI VE VEGETATI ON SUR VEY
In order to provide background information for the revegetation design, and establish a baseline
to inform the development of minimum monitoring performance objectives for the proposed
reclamation, a vegetation survey was conducted by Barry Baba of Teichert Aggregates in July
2006. The

survey included inventorying all plant species and evaluating plant densities, cover and

diversity of target species, specifically native tree and shrub species, using a series of randomly
placed transects throughout the proposed mining boundaries.
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Using AutoCAD software, a 100-meter grid was first created to establish the location of each transect. Starting points for potential transect locations were created at the grid vertices. Only points
occurring on undisturbed areas were included in the grid; all actively mined or disturbed areas
were removed as potential locations. Using a macro within ArcGIS software, a subset of 15 sample
points was randomly identified. In addition, a random degree of direction between 0 and 360
degrees for each point was produced. Subsequently, this subset was loaded back into AutoCAD
software, labeled and prepared for export into a Trimble GPS unit.
Each point was identified in the field using the GPS unit, and each transect was located by laying
a 100-meter tape in the direction randomly assigned for that particular point. Each transect was
then treated as a sampling unit for measuring density, cover and species richness. To measure
plant densities, individuals of all target species occurring within 2 meters of the right side of each
transect (sampling unit) were counted. To measure plant cover of target species, all native shrub/
tree species intercepted by a vertical point at every 1-meter interval along each tape (transect) was
recorded. Species richness was determined by the total number of different species occurring
within the 2-meter belt transects used for measuring density. All 15 sample areas (3,000 m2) were
then combined to form a composite sample of density, cover and species richness for the area.

Density (plants/200 m2)

Absolute Cover (%)

Common Name

Botanical Name

Jeffrey pine

Pinus jeffreyi

0.5 ± 0.3

3.5 ± 2.0

Ponderosa pine

Pinus ponderosa

2.3 ± 1.0

8.6 ± 4.9

White fir

Abies concolor

0.1 ± 0.1

0.6 ± 0.6

Bitterbrush

Purshia tridentata

58.1 ± 24.9

17.5 ± 6.1

Mountain sagebrush

Artemisia tridentata

0.7 ± 0.7

0.3 ± 0.3

Rubber rabbitbrush

Chrysothamnus nauseous

9.2 ± 3.3

2.9 ± 1.4

Wax current

Ribes cereum

5.7 ± 2.3

0.8 ± 0.6

Sierra gooseberry

Ribes roezlii

0.3 ± 0.2

0.1 ± 0.1

Tobacco brush

Ceanothus velutinus

1.8 ± 0.9

2.0 ± 1.0

Mountain mahogany

Cercocarpus ledifolius

0.9 ± 0.8

2.9 ± 2.4

Bitter cherry

Prunus emarginata

3.8 ± 3.7

3.5 ± 2.8

Utah service-berry

Amelanchier utahensis

0.9 ± 0.5

0.4 ± 0.3

Green-leaf manzanita

Arctostaphylos patula

1.7±1.1

1.4 ± 1.0

Snowberry

Symphoricarpos mollis

0.1 ± 0.1

0.1 ± 0.1

Squaw carpet

Ceanothus prostratus

4.2 ± 2.7

1.5 ± 0.8

89.9 ± 24.8

40.1 ± 6.3

Totals

Table 2 -1. Plant density and cover for common woody species at Boca Quarry. All data are presented with 80
percent confidence intervals.
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Mean density of plant individuals and absolute cover figures for the vegetation found within the
15 quantitative study transects are given in Table 2-1. Mean species richness of target plants was
5.1 ± 0.7 species per 200 m2.
The results are a composite quantitative representation of the patchwork of species association
and community subtypes of the site, which vary additionally in their ecological successional
status. Thus, no individual transect or small plot would be likely to have the average proportions of
species that make up the composite vegetation cover over the entire 3,000 m2 quantitative study
area. However, the composite results are useful in establishing reasonable performance standards.

Wildlife
All of the wildlife species observed in the Project area and/or detected by sign (tracks, scat, distinctive burrows) are commonly found in the Project region. Wildlife species detected included several
rodents, mule deer, coyote, black bear, and mountain lion. The Project Site and vicinity are transition range for the Loyalton-Truckee mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) herd. The deer use the area
when moving between higher elevation summer range and lower elevation winter range. No critical summer range is mapped within 13 miles of the Project site, and the nearest critical fawning
habitat is three miles to the south. The Project site is also outside the major migration corridors
mapped in the region by DFG in the early 1980s. Thus, the Project will not significantly affect any
of the major deer habitat resources that are subject to Nevada County policy.

GAME SPECIES
Field study in June 2009 of evidence of actual migratory and summer use revealed that, as might be
expected, deer sign (both old and fresh) is found primarily along travel routes between passages
under Interstate 80 and the open, gently sloping scrub vegetation to the west and north of the
Project site; these routes correspond to the minor migration corridors as identified by Kahle and
Fowler (1982). Fresh deer sign was detected at only a few points within the area to be affected by
mining activities, with more abundant sign found in the more suitable (less rocky) habitats north
and west of the Project Site. Accordingly, impact upon the regional deer herd was determined to
be less than significant under applicable guidelines.

SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIE S
Six special status wildlife species are recorded from the Project region: northern goshawk (Accipiter
gentilis), mountain beaver (Aplodontia rufa californica), willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii), bald

eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), Lahontan cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii henshawi), and
mountain yellow-legged frog (Rana muscosa). However, suitable habitat for these species does
not exist within the Ultimate Disturbed Area.
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2.3 LAND USE
Surface Mining Permit
The Boca Quarry is an active quarry (CA Mine Id. #91-29-0018) that operates under Nevada County
Conditional Use Permit (CUP) and Reclamation Plan U83-036, approved in 1983 and modified in
2007. The CUP modification and Reclamation Plan Amendment currently being sought would
accommodate additional mining and subsequent reclamation.

Existing and Allowed Uses
The Applicant currently mines, processes, and transports crushed rock from the Boca Quarry to
off-site markets. The site exists as an excavated slope and quarry floor, surrounded by relatively
steep topography. Project site elevations range from approximately 5,700 feet above mean sea
level (amsl) at the southern edge of the site to approximately 6,200 amsl at the northern site
boundary. In addition to the current mining operation, other permitted activities in the vicinity
include a spring water collection facility, a cellular antenna site, and timber production.
The Project site has a General Plan designation of Forest (FR) and is zoned Forest (FR) with a Mineral
Extraction (ME) combining district (FR-160-ME). The conditions of the Nevada County Zoning Code
Section L-11 3.22, Surface Mining Permits and Reclamation Plans, allow surface mining operations
within an FR zone when an ME combining district overlay is in place, along with an approved CUP
and an approved Reclamation Plan.

Visual Setting
The project is not visible from 1-80 or any other state highway. Both the current operation and the
proposed expansion are visible from a distance of about one mile away, along a short segment
of a County road and from several private residences.

Agricultural Lands
None of the parcels on which mining and reclamation will occur are designated by the State Department of Conservation's Farmland Mapping Program as either Farmland of Statewide Importance,
Unique Farmland of Local Importance, or Prime Farmland.
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SECTION 3

I Proposed Mining Operation

This section describes the components and activities of the existing mining operation and modifications proposed under this application. Table 4-1 (Boca Quarry Mine and Reclamation Plan Data)
summarizes key components of this operation. Exhibits 1, 2, and 3 which are included in the application package and CD provide large-format detail of the existing Project Site topography and
aerial photograph (Exhibit 1), mine plan (Exhibit 2), and reclamation (Exhibit 3).
As shown on Figure 5, Mine Plan, the planned 230-acre Project Site includes the mining areas
(East and West Pits); processing area; and other related components such as the scale, office, and
internal access roads, and features outside the UDA such as the existing developed and permitted
spring which provides the project's water source. The East Pit is the currently permitted (and
nearly complete) mining operation and is the site of processing and administrative operations;
the West Pit is the proposed expansion area. Mining and processing activities will affect up to 158
acres (Ultimate Disturbed Area, as shown on Figure 5). The nature of some on-site disturbances
will depend, to some extent, on geologic factors encountered during excavation.

3.1 PHASING, MINING, ENGINEERING, AND DRAINAGE
The Project is an existing operation that is estimated to have reserves for up to an additional 30
years, depending on market conditions and the resulting production rates. The Project expansion is primarily a sidehill quarry operation, involving excavation of the West Pit quarry floor to
a depth of between 40 and 60 feet below the rim formed by the surrounding land surface. The
maximum depth of mining below existing topography will be 200 feet or less.
Mining for the overall Project will occur in three phases, beginning with the Phase I East Pit (largely
complete). The second and third phases will involve mining of the West Pit. During Phase II, the
lower (southern) portion of the West Pit will be mined to its maximum width and depth. The
upper ridge of the West Pit will then be mined (Phase 111), and the overburden from the ridge
will be moved down to the lower area to be used as backfill in the lower pit, facilitating partially
concurrent reclamation of the lowest (Phase II) bench.
Mining activities in the expanded permit area will be initiated with salvage of the uppermost layer
of soil using dozers and/or scrapers; the available soil will be stockpiled for use in future reclamation activities (see general location of soil stockpiles on Figure 5).
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Mining

Excavation using dozers, scrapers, and excavators with occasional use of a drill rig and blasting.

Processing

Aggregate processing plant; screens and conveyors

Reclamation

Place soil on 3:1 and gentler slopes . Revegetate with species
common to the area .

Acreages
Total Parcel(s)

230 acres

Acreage to be Disturbed
(see Ultimate Disturbed Area, Fig.5)

158 acres (West Pit = 1OO± acres; Permitted East Pit area = 40±
acres; miscellaneous associated disturbance = 18± acres)

Acreage to be Reclaimed

114 acres

Volume

2

Annual Mine Production

1 million tons max.; approximately 570,000 tons, average

Total (Maximum) Mine Production

up to 17 million tons (approximately 13 million cu ydP

Operations Period
Mining

30 years (maximum)

Reclamation

Concurrent as slopes are completed . Final reclamation : 5 years
after completion of mining

Mine Excavation Area Dimensions-West Pit
Approximate Maximum Length 4

3,500 feet

Approximate Maximum Width 4

1,700 feet

Vertical Extent of Mining

< 200 feet

Operating Schedule and Work Force
Typical Operating Schedule

May 1 through October 31
Monday - Friday: 6:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.;
Saturday: 7:00 a.m . - 4:00 p.m.

Employment

6-15 employees

Reclamation
Open Space

114 acres

Notes:
1. All va lues are app rox imate.
2. Quant ity based on cu rrent max imum producti on, and fo reseeab le dema nd . Actua l demand w ill f lu ct uat e based o n econom ic condit ions and regio nal growt h requi ri ng co nstruct io n agg regate. See text fo r additi onal det ai ls.
3. Tota l construc ti o n agg regates fo r th e planned 30-yea r life of t he pe rm it. Minin g and rec lamation may be co m plet ed wit hi n
a sho rter ti mefram e depen di ng on m arket dema nd fo r t he p rod uct. See t ex t fo r ad dit ional details.
4. Measu red at t he longest and widest po ints.
5. Mini ng, processing, sa les, and t ruck trans po rt w ill ge nerall y take p lace bet wee n 6 a.m. an d 6 p.m ., Mo nday thro ug h Fri day
an d bet ween 7 a.m. and 4 p.m. on Sat urd ay. Occasiona ll y, ope ratin g ho urs may be 5 a.m. to 9 p.m. as a res ult of customer
deman d and/or ope rati o nal cons iderati o ns. The Proj ect may also per iod ica ll y ope rate 24 hours pe r day, 7 days per week for
limi ted du rat io ns t o service nig ht time roa d improve ment proj ects. The only operat ion all owe d afte r 9:00 p.m. and before
6:00 a. m. is mate ri all oadou t. Ope rat ing seaso n wi ll ty pica lly be May 1 - October 31; ope ning an d closing dat es may occasio nally be ea rl ie r o r later, bu t not exceedi ng 180 ope rat ing days per year. See t ext fo r add itiona l detai ls.

Table 3-1. Boca Quarry Expansion Project Plan Data
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Overburden above the construction-grade aggregate material will be removed, followed by
removal of hardrock aggregates (product) from the geologic formation through a multi-step
process including drilling, blasting, and excavation using heavy equipment.
Due to the nature of the hardrock product on the site, drilling and blasting will be required to
loosen the aggregate from the host rock formation . This typically is accomplished by drilling
holes in a grid pattern over a portion of the formation. The design of shot configurations (Le., drill
hole patterns, diameter, depth, quantity, and delay) depends on the site rock conditions and the
specific purpose of each shot.
Blasting will be conducted by a licensed explosives contractor, who will bring all materials on site
at the time of each blast (no storage of blasting materials on site). An emulsion of ammonium
nitrate and fuel oil (ANFO) will be mixed in the drill holes. These components are only explosive
once combined and mixed; thus, in-hole mixing minimizes on-site hazards. Blasts will be detonated with a delay system to limit the quantity of explosive detonated in each delay period and
to provide control over the detonation. The Applicant anticipates blasting no more than twice a
week. The Nevada County Sheriff's Department will be given 24-hour notice prior to each blast.
Explosives will be used according to the technical specifications of the manufacturer. Records will
be kept, as specified by the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF).
Blasting and subsequent removal of product will create a series of benches extending into
the face of the mountain. West Pit development will involve sequential excavation, benching,
and slope grading, followed by site reclamation . Cross sections depicting the configuration of
slopes and the final quarry floor are shown in Figure 6, Mine Plan Cross Sections (see also 'Detail
A' inset of typical hard rock quarry slope detail). The hard rock quarry walls are designed and
will be constructed at a reclaimed grade so as to leave a stable final slope consistent with the
site-specific Slope Stability Evaluation (included as Appendix C to the Reclamation Plan). The
exact dimensions of highwalls and benches are subject to revision in accordance with regular
geotechnical examination of the exposed materials. Highwall angles and heights will be evaluated, and if necessary revised, to ensure slope stability.
Following blasting, bulldozers or similar excavating equipment will be used to load aggregate
material into internal project haul trucks for transport to the crusher (processing plant) located
in the East Pit. Rock fragments that are too large for transportation to the processing plant will
undergo primary crushing in the active Quarry area, then be transported via haul trucks to the
processing area. Overburden and/or other non-commercial material will be stockpiled or loaded
into haul trucks for backfilling and concurrent reclamation of surfaces that are at their final configuration. These waste materials, combined with imported clean fill (see discussion below), will be
used to backfill the lower (Phase II) pit to an as-yet undetermined elevation.
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Additional clean backfill from construction excavation outside the Project Site may be brought
in to supplement backfill operations and to provide a suitable plant growth medium. Along with
Teichert's Martis Plant, the Project will provide the only local opportunity for disposal of clean fill
in the greater Truckee/Lake Tahoe region, thus serving an important community need.
The lower (Phase II) backfilled pit will be porous due to the nature of the backfill material to be
placed in the pit. Thus, surface water that does not infiltrate in upper portions of the West Pit will
be captured and will infiltrate at the lower pit level. No release of surface water from the Project
Site will occur. During operations, all runoff from disturbed surfaces will be collected by temporary diversion ditches and conducted to a sediment/infiltration basin (see Figure 5 for proposed
location). A Stormwater Management Plan for the Boca Quarry West Pit has been prepared by
Golder Associates (see Appendix D of the Boca Quarry 2011 Reclamation Plan). The plan conservatively sizes the stormwater detention basin capacity to contain two 100-year precipitation events
occurring within a 7-day time interval without surface water discharge. For discussion and other
key assumptions, please refer to Appendix D of the Boca Quarry 2011 Reclamation Plan.

3.2 MINING EQUIPMENT
The types of mobile equipment and/or machines to be employed at the Quarry are the same
as those currently in use. These include: a dozer, self-loading scraper, front-end wheel loader,
portable water pump, motor grader, conveyers, haul trucks, and a hydraulic excavator. A water
truck is used for maintenance of surfaces and dust control. The type of vehicles varies somewhat
over time, depending on availability, as well as the introduction of new models to suit changing
on-site conditions and meet current emission standards. Short-term reclamation tasks may require
importation of specialized equipment from time to time.
Equipment and structures at the site include both stationary and mobile equipment, such as
screens, conveyors, an office building, and scales. These facilities are currently present and will
remain essentially unaltered as part of this Application.

3.3 PROCESSING OPERATIONS
Aggregate materials loosened from the West Pit will be taken to the processing plant for screening
and crushing, and will then be stockpiled for shipping. Processing to create construction aggregate
products involves only crushing and screening of sorted and graded materials. The processing area
for the Quarry will continue to be in the mined out East Pit (as shown on Figure 5), thus delaying
final reclamation of much of the East Pit until the end of the Project life.
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Off-Site Traffic
Commercial aggregates will be loaded onto aggregate haul trucks within the Project operational area and will be sold by weight at the time of loading. The Applicant (Teichert
Aggregates) does not own or operate the commercial haul trucks that carry aggregates from
the mining site to construction sites where the aggregates are used. Based on recent sales
information, Teichert staff estimate that the average load leaving at the present Martis and
Boca plants, which can reasonably be assumed to be approximately the same as the loads
that will be sold in the future, is 18 tons (Hernnberger, personal communication, 2010). That
is, roughly half of the trucks arriving to be loaded are single 12-ton dump trucks, and half
are trucks with other configuration (such as long-bed trucks or ones towing a trailer) with
approximately double that capacity.
Based upon experience at the Martis Plant, the maximum amount of backfill to be delivered to
the Boca Quarry in anyone year is estimated to be 250,000 tons; less in years of lower construction activity. Amount of clean backfill delivery correlates generally with aggregate demand (both
being generated by civil construction activity), so years of lower aggregate production are also
years of lower backfill acceptance.
The maximum annual mining rate of the Project is 1 million tons, thus the project could result in
a maximum of 55,556 truck trips removing aggregates in such a year, plus a maximum of 13,900
truck trips delivering clean backfill. Maximum daily production (in terms of sales) is limited by the
rate at which trucks can be loaded, weighed, and charged. Estimated maximum number of trucks
that can be processed per day is 560; or 15,120 trucks per month. In addition, the project would
generate up to 15 round trips per day for employees and one for a maintenance truck: a total of
576 vehicle round trips (maximum) per day, 15,552 per month (maximum) for all uses. These are
totals for the fully operating project.

3.4 PROJECT RESERVES, PRODUCTION, AND OPERATING LIFE
Total reserves within the mine and reclamation plan design are estimated at over 17 million tons
(about 13 million cubic yards, depending on the density ratio of the material which may range
from a conversion factor [cu yd to tons] of 1.3 to 1.8). The annual volume to be mined is estimated
to average about 300,000 to 500,000 tons per year, but could reach 1 million tons per year in very
active construction years. The high grade construction aggregates products produced at the
Quarry will likely be in demand during cyclically active building peaks.
Maximum daily production is limited by the rate at which trucks can be loaded and leave the
site. Estimated maximum production per day is therefore 10,080 tons; or 272,160 tons per month.
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While the longevity of the Boca Quarry is currently estimated at 30 years, this will be a function of
production levels and market demand. Thus, if annual production averages in excess of 570,000
tons per year, the life of the Project will decrease accordingly.

3.5 OPERATING SCHEDULE AND WORK FORCE
The plant generally operates, and will continue to operate, on a single-shift basis during the period
from May 1 to October 31, six days per week (total of 158 operating days minus any holidays). Based
upon market demand or emergency needs such as urgent response to flood events, the quarry
might open earlier or continue operations later than the dates stated above, but would not exceed
180

operating days per year. As noted in Table 4-1, mining, processing, sales, and truck transport

from the site would generally take place between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday and
between 7 a.m. and 4 p.m. on Saturday. From time to time, customer demand and/or operational
considerations dictate periods of extended hours which can involve two shifts and result in operating hours starting at 5 a.m. and ending as late as 9 p.m. Certain public agency projects (such
as Caltrans road improvement projects) may operate during nighttime hours to prevent traffic
congestion associated with lane closures and heavy vehicle operations, in addition to emergency
road repairs made necessary by natural disasters (e.g., flooding) or other unforeseen events. These
road improvement or repair projects accordingly require materials to be supplied at night. The
only operation allowed after 9:00 p.m. and before 6:00 a.m. is materialloadout. Loadout could
occur 24 hours per day and up to seven days per week for limited periods in order to service these
projects. The duration of these expanded hours of operation would depend on the duration of
the projects being supplied.
Operations, including mining, processing, and administrative functions, employ between 6 and
15

people. Employees are skilled workers in the construction materials industry such as heavy

equipment operators, maintenance personnel, and support staff.

3.6 UTILITIES AND WATER SUPPLY
Electric power into the Project Site is provided by Liberty Energy - CalPeco (as of January 1, 2011).
No back-up generating system is required. The Applicant has recently permitted and installed an
on-site septic system to meet sewage disposal needs. Bottled water is provided for employees
to meet drinking water needs. An existing on-site developed and permitted spring provides
water for dust control, with estimated consumption of 25 to 35 gallons per minute (gpm). Flow
rate of the spring varies from an annual peak flow of about 220 gpm, gradually decreasing to a
minimum of 80 gpm in October, and is therefore adequate to provide for dust control use. The
spring is developed at present (no additional permit required for proposed use by the quarry),
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and the California State Water Resources Control Board has expressed the opinion in writing
that no appropriative water right is need for use of the spring water.
Water is used by the quarry only for dust control, and not for on-site aggregate processing
operations.

3.7 MINE WASTE MANAGEMENT
This operation will not generate waste material requiring any special tailings or mine waste management procedures. As previously described, overburden and noncommercial rock materials will
be used as backfill in mining pits.

3.8 CLOSURE OF SURFACE OPENINGS
The Boca Quarry is a surface mine without any underground shafts or ad its. Any drill holes, water
wells, and monitoring wells will be abandoned in accordance with applicable state and local
ordinances.

3.9 RECLAMATION
Mine reclamation is required by the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA). SMARA
requires mines to be reclaimed to a usable condition that is readily adaptable for a productive alternative land use that creates no danger to public health or safety. A Reclamation Plan
modification has been submitted as part of the application materials in compliance with SMARA
regulations. The Reclamation Plan modification document provides specific details with regard
to proposed reclamation procedures. The following paragraphs provide a brief overview of
these procedures.
Proposed reclamation is shown on Figure 7 (Reclamation Plan) and Figure 8 (Reclamation Plan
Cross Sections). The plan provides for the site to be returned to open space and related uses as
allowed under the Nevada County General Plan and Zoning Ordinance.
The reclaimed quarry will consist of multiple benches of variable width, portions of which may be
partially backfilled, separated by highwall cut slopes that have been reduced to varying (stable)
angles according to the nature of the material. The removal, handling, and replacement of soil
to be used in reclamation will be accomplished in accordance with SMARA guidelines. Inactive
topsoil and growth media stockpiles will be protected from inadvertent destruction and erosion.
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Resoiling will occur on both the wide Phase II pit floors (once backfilling is complete) and the
narrower benches separating the Phase III highwalls of the West Pit. As previously noted in Section
4.1, additional clean backfill from construction excavation outside the Project Site may be brought

in to supplement backfill operations and to provide a suitable plant growth medium to supplement the salvaged topsoil. Along with Teichert's Martis Plant, the Project will provide the only
local opportunity for disposal of clean fill in the greater Truckee/Lake Tahoe region.
Following soil placement, native grasses and shrubs will be broadcast seeded. Revegetation of
the final surfaces is intended to consist of vegetation types and species similar to the vegetation
currently existing on the Project Site. Monitoring and reporting on revegetation success will be
required for five years after seeding to ensure that performance standards are met and adequate
vegetative cover is reestablished.
Following completion of mining and reclamation activities, mobile equipment associated with
mining will be removed from the site, as well as stationary equipment including, but not limited
to, the office building, scale, screens, and conveyors.
SMARA requires surface mining operators to obtain lead agency approved financial assurance
for the reclamation of mined lands, so the public will not bear the cost of reclaiming abandoned
operations. In the event of financial incapability by the Operator, the financial assurance funds
would be used by the lead agency (or the Department of Conservation) to reclaim the mined
site and to ensure that mine operations comply with the approved reclamation plan. A financial
assurance is in place for the existing operation and would continue to be annually reviewed in
accordance with SMARA requirements. A financial assurance estimate (FAE) for the expanded
operations is included as Appendix E to the Reclamation Plan.
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SECTION 4

I Reclamation Practices and Actions

4.1 SUBSEQUENT USE AND IMPACT ON FUTURE MINING
The site will be reclaimed to an open space condition as allowed under the existing County Zoning
Code designation of Forest (FR) which provides for production, protection, and management of
timber (and support uses), equipment storage, temporary offices, low intensity recreational uses,
and open space. The revegetation concept is not directed toward any specific wildlife or plant
species habitat goal; rather, it is intended to reinitiate ecological succession into a generally similar
vegetation composition to that which occurs presently. Therefore, it will serve to re-create a range
of wildlife habitat conditions and resources similar to the present range of conditions and, consequently, can be expected to support the current wildlife uses.
The Project is intended to remove most of the available aggregate from the mined area, leaving
little for potential future extraction. Reclamation will not make it more difficult to mine any
remaining aggregate than it is under existing conditions (with the natural soil profile overlying
the competent rock). The final slopes that are stable as final reclamation surfaces could be rended
less geotechnically stable if regraded to create new exploration or mining haul roads. To the extent
that this might be the case, it would be addressed in any future applications (as slope stability is
addressed in the present one). Therefore, the Project will have little if any effect on the potential
for future mining at this location.

4.2 RECLAMATION STANDARDS AND GOALS
The primary post-mining reclamation goals for the Project are the stabilization of soils and
re-establishment of vegetation that is in keeping with the end use as specified above. Specifically,
reclamation is intended to establish native vegetation that is compatible with forest production
and open space.
Specialized biological goals are not part of this reclamation plan for the following reasons:
• No wetlands or aquatic-dependent species exist within the Ultimate Disturbed Area.
• No special-status plant or wildlife species occurrences or critical habitat will be
affected by the mining activities, therefore no reclamation actions are necessary
for the protection or re-creation of special-status species habitat.
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The vegetation that will be established by mine reclamation will include native species that are
utilized by general wildlife and game species (mule deer), although creation or re-creation of
wildlife habitat is not a primary reclamation goal.

4.3 RECLAMATION PHASING
Mine Phasing is discussed in Section 3.1. To reiterate, mining for the overall Project will occur
in three phases, beginning with the Phase I East Pit (largely complete). The second and third
phases will involve mining of the West Pit. During Phase II, the lower (southern) portion of the
West Pit will be mined to its maximum width and depth. The upper ridge of the West Pit will
then be mined (Phase 111), and the overburden from the ridge will be moved down to the lower
area to be used as backfill in the lower pit, facilitating partially concurrent reclamation of the
lowest (Phase II) bench.

4.4 DEMOBILIZATION AND OVERVIEW OF RECLAMATION TOPOGRAPHY
Removal of Buildings, Structures and Equipment
No post-reclamation storage of supplies or other mining related equipment or materials is
expected. Following completion of mining and reclamation activities, mobile mining equipment
and stationary structures at the processing plant will be removed and disposed of according to
applicable law and standards.

Roads
As noted in Section 3, the current access road to the Project Site will be relocated and converted
into a paved County road, which will remain to provide access to private lands (including the
Project site) located to the east of the Project. At the conclusion of reclamation, no mining roads
will remain within the Project site, although the maintenance road for the cellular phone tower
and a road or roads for the private use of the property owner may remain in the Project vicinity.

Geologic Unit

Overall Slope Stability Angle

Basalt flows

45 degrees (1 :1)

Basalt boulders, cobbles, and rubble

25 degrees (approximately 2.1:1)

Weathered tuff and ash

26 degrees (approximately 2:1)

Fresh tuff and ash

40 degrees (approximately 1.2:1)

Table 4-1. Geologic Unit Reclaimed Slope Stability Angle for 40 Foot Bench Height and 1.] Factor of Safety.
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Highwall Topography
The active mine consists of the existing East Pit, which has a single wide bench and a highwall
above, and the West Pit, which is presently planned to consist of three wide benches (the lowest
of which will initially form a pit, but may be backfilled following recovery of product), separated
by series of narrow benches and highwalls. However, mining plans may vary somewhat over the
Project lifetime, depending upon the nature of the material encountered at depth.
Generally, the reclaimed quarry will have wide benches reclaimed by placement of a minimum
of 0.5 foot of topsoil or other clean fill that is suitable to support native vegetation, separated
by stable highwall cut slopes. The lowest bench (pit) will remain at something less than its
maximum excavated depth, which will be reduced to an undetermined extent by placement
of backfill and placement of clean construction fill and salvaged topsoil as plant growth
medium . Active cut slopes (highwalls) will be reduced to angles that are consistent with the
angle prescribed for the particular geologic unit, as outlined in the subsection Cut Slope
Stability, below, and Appendix C (Boca Quarry Preliminary Stability Evaluation, Golder 2007).
In this process, the lower portions of the reduced highwalls will become covered with a variable
depth of broken rock, some of which will be amenable to resoiling and revegetation. Approxi mately 114 acres of the Ultimate Disturbed Area will be revegetated with an anticipated post-mining
native shrub density and cover similar to that listed in Table 2 -1. The remaining pit slopes will
be relatively steep and rocky with limited vegetation, similar to the extensive fields of talus and
exposed bedrock that occur within and immediately outside of the Project Site and support
essentially zero plant cover.
Non-commercial (waste) rock and ash, waste fines from processing, and stockpiled growth media
will be used for backfill and as reclamation topsoil, to be placed over the pit floor and benches
to provide a suitable substrate for revegetation with grasses, shrubs, and pines that are native
to the project region. Additional details of these steps are provided in the following section.
Figure 7, Reclamation Plan and Figure 8, Reclamation Cross Sections, provide schematic details
on proposed contours and slopes.

Cut Slope Stability
Hardrock cut slopes have been planned and developed in accordance with anticipated slope
stability requirements for the geologic conditions to be encountered in the quarry (see Table
4-1,

Geologic Unit Reclaimed Slope Stability Angles). Existing cut slopes are stable at angles of 70

degrees currently, and the normal talus slopes within the Project Site are stable at 33 to 37 degrees.
Final cut slopes will be reclaimed to the standards and procedures outlined in Golder (2010), a
site-specific stability evaluation of the West Pit (included in this Plan as Appendix C). Because
available information indicates that groundwater is not present within the proposed depth of
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mining, the evaluation was carried out assuming that slopes would not be saturated. Table 4-1
presents the slope angles necessary to achieve a factor of safety of 1.3 (which Golder considered
to be suitable for the undeveloped open space end use) on slopes of the design height of 40 feet.
Cut slopes will be monitored on a daily basis by Teichert personnel to ensure stable operating
conditions are maintained and potentially hazardous geologic conditions are identified immediately. In the event that operations encounter geologic conditions that differ significantly from
the conclusions in Golder (2010, Appendix C), or if slopes show indications of instability that
could affect the final overall slope angles identified in Table 4-1, below, a qualified geotechnical
engineer will be retained to perform an inspection and recommend the proper course of action.

Drainage, Diversion Structures, and Erosion Control
The Boca Quarry will be operated so as to retain all surface water within the Project Site, both
throughout operations and after reclamation (see Appendix D). During operations, all runoff
from disturbed surfaces will be collected by temporary diversion ditches and conducted to sediment/infiltration basins (see proposed location of these basins on Figures 5 and 7). The pattern of
drainage management will be modified as the quarry's configuration changes, so as to minimize
the concentration of surface runoff on erodible surfaces, and to detain it for sediment removal.
Sediment basins will be cleaned periodically to maintain sufficient capacity, and the extracted
fines will be used either as backfill or deposited in the soil stockpile. When no longer operational,
temporary sediment basins will be backfilled and reclaimed.
The final reclamation topography of the largest pit benches will be designed with large backsloped surfaces that will form permanent infiltration basins. No wetlands, surface waters, or other
seasonal streams or ephemeral tributaries exist within the mining area, but concave (ravine-shaped)
topography does exist, into which all present precipitation and runoff percolates without creating
significant surface flow. This same principle will be applied to the post-reclamation topography,
which will be coordinated with placement of coarse rock substrates that will allow precipitation
falling on the site to infiltrate into the reclaimed pits and rocky, porous talus slopes.

4.5 SURFACE PREPARATION AND RESOILING
Backfilling or Other Subsurface Preparation
An unknown proportion of the material encountered during mining and processing operations
will be non-commercial overburden material. During Phase II (the first phase of West Pit mining),
this material will be stockpiled within the quarry until the lowest pit bench reaches its maximum
design width and depth; accumulated overburden will then be used to partially backfill the
pit. Fines from processing activities may also be either incorporated into material to be used as
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reclamation topsoil or used as backfill. Any residual overburden materials not used for reclamation backfill will be regraded, resoiled, and revegetated .
Prior to application of reclamation soil/growth media, any areas that are not backfilled will be
deep-ripped to a depth of two feet (unless the presence of resistant, unweathered rock precludes
ripping). In particular, if any highly compacted areas such as the pit floor are to be reclaimed with
less than three feet of backfill, they will be deep-ripped prior to soil application.

Topsoil Salvage and Stockpiling
As part of mining, soil material would be removed and separately stockpiled within the mine
area for concurrent and post-mining reclamation of the quarry. The soils that occur within the
mining area are highly variable and distributed in a complex mosaic (see Figure 4 and Section
2.1.2).

Therefore, it is not feasible to provide a simple summary of the location and/or depth of

soil salvage. However, according to the soil survey, A horizons varying from about 6 to 12 inches
are present over much of the site, and the upper B horizons of some common soils types are also
suitable for use as a plant growth medium. Salvageable soil is probably somewhat thicker in the
lower portions of the West Pit area than it is on the steeper, rocky slopes above, where significant areas of talus and rock outcrop (with no salvageable soil) occur. Both the soil survey details
and on-site plant ecology studies show that roots are present throughout the solum and even
into the C horizon, so some of the overburden will help support plant growth if a small amount
of soil is present to support initial establishment.
Application of 0.5+ foot of soil prior to revegetation will require a minimum of 86,300 cu yd of material. To the extent possible, soil for placement on backfilled and mine benches will be obtained
from the uppermost portion of the undisturbed soil as each new area is cleared before mining.
However, deeper portions of the soil will be salvaged as necessary, and as noted in Section 3.1,
clean fill material from outside the Project site may be brought in to supplement backfill operations and to provide a suitable plant growth medium to supplement the salvaged topsoil. The
existing soils contain significant proportions of gravel and stones (typically 20 percent or more,
even in the A horizon). These stones are valuable in contributing to erosion control and even to
the biological function of the soil.
Stockpiles will be compacted to the minimum degree possible as they are formed to maximize the long-term value of soil for later reclamation. However, due to the long storage period
that is likely, substantial loss of biological activity will occur. Nonetheless, some important soil
microbes retain viability indefinitely, and the small but extremely important fraction of the soil
organic matter that is present in the form of humic substances is stable for at least hundreds
(if not thousands) of years. Thus, salvaged A/B horizon soil remains valuable for reclamation,
even after prolonged storage.
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Stockpiles will be revegetated with native species, specifically including mycorrhizal and nitrogenfixing species such as lupine and ceanothus, to maximize the inoculum level of the soil prior to
reclamation use. To the extent that is operationally feasible and permissible under applicable air
quality regulations, slash and brush derived from clearing and grubbing of new mining areas will
be burned on top of topsoil stockpiles, to incorporate mineral nutrients into the material and to
stimulate the germination of desirable native species.

squirreltail

Elymus elymoides (Sitanion hystrix)

5.0

mountain brome

Bromus carinatus

3.0

slender wheatgrass

Elymus trachycaulus

3.0

blue wildrye

Elymus glaucus

3.0

western needlgrass

Achnatherum occidentalis

3.0

one-sided bluegrass

Poa secunda

2.0

naked buckwheat

Eriogonum nudum

0.5

sulfur buckwheat

Eriogonum umbellatum

0.5

yarrow

Achillea millefolium

0.25

silver lupine

Lupinus argenteus

2.0

penstemon

Penstemon speciosus/deustus

0.5

mountain sagebrush

Artemisia tridentata ssp. vaseyana

0.5

bitterbrush

Purshia tridentata

5.0

rubber rabbitbrush

Chrysothamnus nauseosus

1.0

tobacco brush

Ceanothus velutinus

1.0

Sierra (bitter) cherry

Prunus emarginata

0.5

greenleaf manzanita

Arctostaphylos patula

0.25

wax current

Ribes cereum

0.5

sierra gooseberry

Ribes roezlii

0.25

curl-leaf mountain-mahogany

Cercocarpus ledifolius

2.0

squaw carpet

Ceanothus prostratus

0.25

TOTAL

34.0 Ibs/acre

Table 4-2. Reclamation seed mix for Boca Quarry.
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Stockpiles will be protected from erosion by several means:
• outslopes with a maximum gradient of 4:1;
• diversion of any potential run-on; and
• protection by organic mulches such as pine needles and/or tub-ground wood
and bark.

4.6 RESOILING AND REVEGETATION
Reclamation topsoil will be placed to a minimum depth of six inches (0.5 ft) over all areas where
it can reasonably be expected to remain in place on the surface or to fall into the gaps between
shallow layers of broken rock at the base of reduced-angle highwalls. If the reclamation soil has
a low rock fragment content (lower than about 25 percent), it will also be protected by the application of coarse organic mulch such as tub ground wood. Alternatively, crimped straw may be
used for protection against wind and water erosion where the physical setting permits (relatively
gentle slopes with low rock content).
Approximately 114 acres of the mining area will be resoiled and revegetated as a mountain shrubland community, with potential to eventually support one or another of the three main plant
communities found on the site. Backfilling of mined surfaces could include a mix of ash, cinder,
and/or other overburden material. All level and gently sloping areas (backfilled or not) will be
covered with topsoil to a minimum depth of 0.5 foot prior to seeding.
Areas that are too steep (>3:1 angle) or rocky to retain soil will remain as exposed rock slopes
with limited vegetation, similar to the rock outcrops and steeper talus slopes that currently exist
at the site.
Vegetation will be established by broadcast seeding all areas with a variety of shrubland species
presently known to occur at the site. Although the biomass of the mature plant communities
found on the site is almost entirely comprised of woody species, the native plant communities that
constitute the early stage of ecological succession following fire or landslides include grasses and
forbs as well as shrubs known to be "fire followers" (e.g., ceanothus). Accordingly, native perennial grasses and forbs are also included in the seed mix to promote species diversity, provide soil
stability, increase organic matter, minimize noxious weed establishment, and provide interim
cover. These colonizing, early successional species will be typical of those occurring on nearby
areas and included in the monitoring performance objectives for the site. The specific seed mix
and seeding rates for reclamation are shown in Table 4-2.
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Species, Planting Densities and Schedule
Seed mixes are currently being grown in test plots at Boca Quarry, as specified in Table 4-2. Based on
the results of these test plots, it is anticipated the same or a similar seed mix will be utilized for reclamation purposes. Seeding will be carried out in the late summer or fall, consistent with the known
biology of the species in the seed mix and long successful experience with seeding in the Sierra Nevada.
All seed shall have a minimum purity of 80 percent and weed seed will not exceed 0.5 percent.
Because native species of the target habitats have highly variable viability from the outset, no
minimum live seed standard is proposed; rather, the seeding rate will be adjusted to achieve the
desired germination and cover goals. Notwithstanding any other provision, seed of rubber rabbitbrush and mountain sagebrush shall be collected during the same growing season that it is to
be planted (that is, collected in summer and planted that autumn). If one or more of the species
listed is not available at the time of revegetation, seeding rates of other species may be increased
or a comparable species may be substituted. Other modifications of the currently proposed seed
mixture could be made based on cost, improved seed success rates, or other factors. However,
only species native to the area will be considered as substitutes.
At least two of the proposed seed mixture (tobacco brush and manzanita) germinate at much
better rates if pretreated. The best methods for pretreatment of seeds of shrub species of the
project region are only beginning to be systematically studied in the field. As these results become
available during the next several years, they will be incorporated into standard reclamation practice at the Boca Quarry.
Seed will be applied using an ATV and broadcast seeder-spreader on accessible slopes. Where
access is difficult (Le., areas backfilled with coarse material and broken rock), seeding will be by
hand and the seeds will be allowed to fall between the rocks and into crevices. Where possible,
seeded areas will be lightly harrowed to ensure good contact with the soil and to minimize seed
loss due to runoff.

Woody Plantings
In addition to seeding, containerized seedlings of Jeffrey pines and/or ponderosa pines will be
planted on the resoiled areas to facilitate the establishment of an"o verstory layer of vegetation. A
total of 5.9 pine seedlings per 200 m2 (120 seedlings per acre) will be planted following application
of reclamation soil. The preferred fall planting period is from September 15 through October 15,
though planting may occur as early as September 1 or as late as October 31. Springtime planting
should occur immediately following snow melt, but in any case no later than May 30.
Seedlings will be grown in suitable containers (tall and narrow) from locally collected seeds, or
purchased from a local plant nursery shortly before planting. Small container stock (e.g., tube-lings)
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is preferred in unirrigated California settings such as mine reclamation, as it has been shown
to result in larger pine and oak saplings than those that grow from larger stock. Plants shall be
collected and grown locally. Planting holes for seedlings will be dug at least twice as big in diameter and depth and the seedling root wad, and backfill will be minimally compacted so as to
encourage downward root growth and water percolation. A slow release fertilizer (11 -17-9) will
be placed in each planting hole, one teaspoon at the bottom of the hole and another teaspoon
mixed with the backfill material. Plants will be installed so that the top of the root wad is level
with the grade of the surrounding soil.
To protect containerized plantings from herbivores, plant protector tubes or tree shelters may be
necessary. Tubes used for small mammal protection will be approximately two feet tall, pushed
2

to 4 inches into the ground and supported as necessary (depending upon soil texture and

Parameter

Monitoring

Performance Standards

Native Plant
Density

In each monitoring year, a summer survey will
be conducted to determine native shrub and
tree densities. Specific survey methods and
sample sizes will be sufficient to produce at
least an 80 percent confidence level with a
confidence interval width within 20 percent
of the mean.

1) Establish a minimum density of
90 target plants (shrub and tree
species identified in Table 2-1) per
200 m 2 (1 ,821 plants per acre).

In each monitoring year, a summer survey will
be conducted to determine native plant cover. Specific survey methods and sample sizes
will be sufficient to produce at least an 80
percent confidence level with a confidence
interval width within 20 percent of the mean .

1) Establish a minimum 40 percent
absolute cover of native plant species.

Native Plant
Cover

2) Establish a minimum density of
3 Jeffrey or ponderosa pine seedlings per 200 m 2 (60 pine trees per
acre).

2) Establish a minimum 10 percent
absolute canopy cover of the targeted woody vegetation identi fied in Table 2-1.

Native Plant
Species
Richness

In each monitoring year, a summer survey will
be conducted to determine species richness
of native plants. Specific survey methods and
sample sizes will be sufficient to produce at
least an 80 percent confidence level w ith a
confidence interval width within 20 percent
of the mean .

1) Successfully establish a minimum of 5 target species/200 m2 .
Target species will include trees
and shrubs such as those identified in Table 2-l.

Noxious Weeds

In each monitoring year, surveys will be
conducted to identify vegetative cover of all
noxious weeds. Field survey methods and
sample sizes will be sufficient to produce at
least an 80 percent confidence level with a
confidence interval width within 20 percent
of the mean.

1) Noxious weeds shall not exceed
5 percent absolute cover.

Table 4-3. Monitoring and performance standards for res oiled reclamation areas.
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cohesiveness} by small stakes or rocks wedged against the base. Protective tubes will be left in
place until the seedlings are of sufficient size to be unattractive or to withstand minor herbivory
(typically about three years). Alternatively, if deer browsing on the conifer seedlings cause significant seedling loss, wire cylinders may be installed, at least four feet high and with sufficient
diameter to allow for branch growth (1-2 feet).
Should adequate natural regeneration of pine seedlings be observed on resoiled benches and
slopes, the seedling planting program may be discontinued. This would require observation and
documentation adequate natural recruitment seedling density in concert with the monitoring
program described in Section 4.7.

Irrigation
Irrigation is not necessary to establish the desired vegetation community and is not proposed.

Weed Abatement
The Boca Quarry is potentially vulnerable to several different non-native species. Potentially invasive species that have been found in the Project vicinity include cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum),
which is widely present even in completely undisturbed vegetation}, bull thistle (Cirsium vulgare),
and musk thistle (Carduus nutans). Invasive species can inhibit the establishment of native scrub
habitat and reduce the site's overall species diversity.
Noxious weeds will be managed annually throughout each of the reclamation areas in which
monitoring is required. Management may include hand-pulling, flame-wilting, chemical controls
(e.g., glyphosate), or a combination of methods; above all, weed management will be carried out
when the plants have grown to an easily detected size but prior to seed set. Best management
practices to minimize weed establishment will be determined based upon the species, extent of
infestation, and latest scientific information available. Areas within the Project site but outside the
Project disturbance area will also be managed for invasive species to avoid seed rain either from
these areas into reclamation areas, or vice versa. Weed monitoring and management will not be
limited to the few species that have hitherto been found within the property, but will include all
species with an overall rating of "high" on the current list of invasive plant species in California
(lPC, 2006) or its future functional equivalent.

4.7 MONITORING AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
The primary goal of the monitoring program will be to document the success or failure in attaining
designated objective and performance standards; secondarily, monitoring often provides guidance on remedial actions in the event that criteria are not met.
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For the Boca Quarry project, the revegetation objective is the establishment of native plant
communities. A botanist or revegetation specialist with field experience in upper montane Sierra
Nevada and eastside plant communities and qualifications acceptable to Nevada County will
conduct all monitoring and reporting requirements for the project. Each reclamation area and
phase will be monitored annually for a period of five years following seeding/planting. Areas that
are not amenable to resoiling will also be monitored to document the revegetation potential of
such areas; however, they are not subject to vegetation performance standards.
The performance standards (see Table 4-3, Monitoring and performance standards for resoiled
reclamation areas) are based in part on the baseline data reported in Table 2-1: for example, the
criterion for density of native plant individuals is the same as that measured on the site. However,
other standards take into account that the vast majority of the plant cover observed on the site
is in the form of woody plants with relatively slow growth. For example, the minimum absolute
cover criterion to be attained by the main woody species after five years is only one quarter of
that of the mature vegetation as documented in Table 2-1.
A minimum of four permanent photo stations will be selected for each reclamation phase to
qualitatively document vegetation establishment and changes in development over successive
monitoring periods. All photos will be taken in the summer while live vegetative cover is at its
peak. Photos will include permanent features (e.g., existing mature trees, hillsides, transmission
towers, etc.) to provide a consistent reference against which yearly comparisons can be made.
A written report, presenting and summarizing all of the above data, shall be prepared in each of
the monitoring years. Maps, photographs, maintenance logs, and appendices of raw data will be
included. Existing and potential threats shall be addressed along with future recommendations.
Reports will be provided by October 31st of each calendar year in which monitoring is required.
All reports shall be submitted to the Nevada County Planning Department until all performance
standards are met.
As reclamation is completed and all performance standards are met, monitoring and reporting
for that particular area will end. If any of the performance standards are not met in the resoiled
areas, remedial measures and/or further monitoring may be necessary. Since revegetation rates
of sites may vary due to climatic variations, soil characteristics, and other factors, monitoring
time periods may be extended in order to meet established performance standards. Additional
soil analysis shall be conducted to determine the presence or absence of elements essential for
plant growth, compaction, etc. if revegetation efforts are not meeting performance standards. If
it is determined that corrective actions are necessary, representatives from Teichert, consulting
biologists, and regulatory agency personnel will evaluate and agree upon the most appropriate
remediation method(s).
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SECTION 5

I Financial Assurance

5.1 PURPOSE
SMARA requires surface mining operators to obtain lead agency approved financial assurance for
reclamation of mined lands so the public does not bear the cost of reclaiming abandoned operations. In the event offinancial incapability by the operator, financial assurance funds are used by
the lead agency (or the Department of Conservation) to reclaim the mined site.
The cost estimate for the financial assurance is included as Appendix E and the statement of financial responsibility is included as Appendix F.

5.2 BASIS FOR COSTS TO COMPLETE RECLAMATION ACTIONS
Financial assurance estimates for the initiation of the operation are based on (1) an analysis of the
physical activities necessary to implement the approved reclamation plan; (2) the lead agency's
(or third party contract) unit costs for each of these activities; (3) the number of units of each of
these activities; (4) actual lead agency administrative costs; and (5) an amount to cover contingency costs, (not to exceed 10 percent of the above calculated reclamation cost).
The cost estimate for the financial assurance (Appendix E) includes the following elements of site
demobilization and reclamation:
• Removal of equipment, structures, and supplies
• Grading of surfaces to final stable configuration
• Management of soil and backfill stockpiles
• Placement of backfill and soil
• Seeding and planting
• Monitoring of revegetation performance
• Invasive plant control
• Monitoring reporting
• Replanting contingency

Teichert Boca Quarry Reclamation Plan 2071
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